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PREFACE ABBREVIATIONS

A Chronicle of Current Events was initially produced inas a -mont y ourna . In the spring of that yearmembers of the Soviet Civil Rights Movement created thejournal with the stated intention of publicizing issuesand events related to Soviet citizens' efforts to exercisefundamental human liberties. On the title page of everyissue there appears the text of Article 19 of the UniversalDeclaration of Human Rights, which calls for universalfreedom of opinion and expression. The authors are guidedby the principle that such universal guarantees of humanrights (also similar guarantees in their domestic law)should be firmly adhered to in their own country and else-where. They feel that 'it is essential that truthful inform-ation about violations of basic human rights in the SovietUnion should be available to all who are interested init'. The Chronicles consist mostly of accounts of suchviolations.
In an early issue it was stated that 'the Chronicle does,and will do, its utmost to ensure that its str ct y actualstyle is maintained to the greatest degree possible...'The Chronicle has consistently maintained a high standardof accuracy. As a regular practice the editors openly ack-nowledge when a piece of information has not been thoroughlyverified. When mistakes in reporting occur, these mistakesare retrospectively drawn to the attention of readers.
In February 1971, starting with number 16, Amnesty Inter-national began publishing English translations of the Chron-icles as they appeared. This latest volume, conta n ngronicles 60 and 61 (for Chronicle 59 see note on pageo t e text) is, like prey ous ones, a translation ofa copy of the original typewritten text (which reachedLondon on 18 September 1981). The editorial insertionsare the endnotes (numbered) and the words in square brack-ets. Also added, to help the general reader, are: the listof abbreviations, the illustrations and all material relat-ing to the illustrations, the index of names, the biblio-graphical note and the material on the inside and outsideof the covers. None of this material appeared in theoriginal text.
The endnotes have been kept to a minimum, partly becausethe text itself already refers to earlier isSues, and partlybecause the index of names gathers together all referencesto a particular person. Ukrainian names are usually givenin transliteration from the Russian, not in Ukrainian forms.Since Amnesty International has no control over the writ-ing of A Chronicle of Current Events, we cannot guaranteethe verac ty o a ts contents. or do we take responsi-bility for any opinions or judgements which may appearor be implied in its contents. Yet Amnesty Internationalcontinues to regard A Chronicle of Current Events as anauthentic and reliab e source o n ormat on on mattersof direct concern to our own work for the worldwide obser-vance of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.

ASSR &
RSFSR

CPSU
EC
KGB
Komsomol
MVD
OPH
OVD
OVIR

SPH
SSR

UVD
UVIR

Autonomous Soviet Socialist Republic. Subordinate
to any SSR (see below) and based on the minority
nationality whose home is on the territory. The
Mordovian ASSR, for example, is subordinate to
the Russian Soviet Federated Socialist Republic
(RSFSR) and so named because it is the home of
the Mordovian national minority
Communist Party of the Soviet Union.
Executive Committee.
Committee for State Security.
Communist Youth League.
Ministry of Internal Affairs.
Ordinary Psychiatric Hospital.
Department of Internal Affairs.
Department (of the MVD) for Visas and Registra-
tion.
Special Psychiatric Hospital
Soviet Socialist Republic, of which there are
15 in the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
(USSR), the largest being the RSFSR (Russian
Soviet Federated Socialist Republic).
Administration for Internal Affairs.
Administration (of the MVD) for Visas and Regis-
tration.

Amnesty International, January 1982



The Struggle for Human Rights in the
Soviet Union Continues

A Chronicle of Current Events

Everyone has the right to freedom
of opinion and expression; this right
includes freedom to hold opinions
without interference and to seek,
receive and impart information and
ideas through any media and regardless
of frontiers.
Universal Declaration of Human Ri hts,
rt c e
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THE TRIAL OF LAVUT
[Special Statement on Chronicle 59 and

Turnover of Chronicle Editors]

From 24 to 26 December Moscow City Court, presided over
by V.V. Bogdanov (who also tried Grimm - Chronicle 58),
examined the case against Alexander Pavlov c Lavut (b.
1929; arrested 29 April - Chronicle 56), who was charged
under article 190-1 of the R. . YET-anal Code. The prosecu-
tor was Procurator T.P. Prazdnikova (who also prosecuted
Vyacheslav Bakhmin, Sokirko and Grimm - Chronicle 58).
Lawyer E.A. Reznikova (Chronicle 53; she --51-1;15--Tefended
Ternovsky - see below) detenderd—rEThut.

The trial took place in the Babushkino District People's
Court in Moscow. Apart from the specially invited public
only relatives of the accused were admitted into the court-
room. His friends, who had entered the courtroom long
before the beginning of the trial, were taken out. On
the evening of 24 December officials tried to prevent
E. Alekseyeva, who had gone right out of the court-house,
from returning. On 25 December I. Rrailovskaya managed
to enter the courtroom. During the break she was taken
from the courtroom to a police station 'to establish her
identity' (she dtd not have her passport with her). On
26 December P.A. Podrabinek was detained while attempting
to enter the courtroom, and taken to a police station.
At the beginning of the trial Lavut submitted these

petitions:

On 20 February 1981 officials of the Administration for
Moscow City and Moscow Region of the USSR Committee for
State Security confiscated the manuscript of A Chronicle
of Current Events No. 59 (15 November 1980) and all the
materta s use( or preparing it, during a search at Leonid
Vul's flat (see 'A Search at the Home of Vul in Chronicle
61).
Most of the text was written by L. Vul and Yu. Shikhano-

vich. It will probably not be difficult for the KGB to
identify the handwriting of other editors, too. Those
people who are now known by the Committee for State Secur-
ity to be involved in the Chronicle consider it essential
for them to stop working on t e ronicle, as their con-
tinued participation would jeopar ze t e publication's
future.
The withdrawal of those who prepared Chronicle No. 59

and the loss of some of the materials t wars--hased on
make its appearance impossible. For these reasons the
period from August to November 1980 is not covered fully
in the present issue.

'

1. Alexander Lavut and his wife Serafima Mostznskaya



to make the trial an open one and to allow his friendswho had come to the court building into the courtroom(here Lavut told the court that on 3 November, at an in-terrogation about the case of Osipova, Major Gubinskyof the USSR KGB had told him: 'We admit people who arecapable of assimilating information objectively');to summon P. Yakir as a witness ('The indictment oftenrefers to the evidence which he gave while himself ontrial Fin 1973]. He was not interrogated in connectionwith my case. In his evidence he called all the documentsshown to him slanderous. Maybe he doesn't think so now,and maybe he didn't think so even at the time.'); - tosummon also Enver Ametov, Eskender Razulov, Gulizar Abdulay-eva, Mustafa Dzhemilev and Fuat Ablyamitov ('During theinvestigation of my case they were all interrogated inconnection with Crimean Tatar documents'), L. Boitsova,S. Kalistratova and President of the Moscow City Bar K.Apraksin ('to demonstrate the absence of slander or deliber-ate fabrication in "On the Right to a Defence" - one ofthe incriminating documents'), I. Valitova (in connectionwith the document 'The Trial of Professor Orlov'), Yu.Shikhanovich, N. Konstantinov and Yu. Kiselev, and alsothe expert Garkavenko who had carried out an ideologicalassessment ('The expert's conclusions are dishonest andincompetent. They contain slanderous utterances aboutmyself and others.');
to attach to the case about 70 letters, statementsand complaints sent by Crimean Tatars to various Sovietdepartments (in October Investigator Zhdanov had decidedto remove these documents from the case and send themto the KGB), three 'Information Bulletins' from the In-itiative Group to Defend the Rights of the Disabled inthe USSR and the typewritten commentary 'Results of theEnrolment Procedure at Moscow University's Mathematicsand Mechanics Faculty';
to obtain the written authorizations to disconnectmy telephone, 284-36-93, in March 1978 and in January1980, to obtain a complete list of the documents whichhave to be handed in with an application to emigrate ('Fromthis list it will be seen that the restrictions describedin one of the incriminating documents do exist'), a listof the number of Jewish applicants and Jews admitted tothe Mathematics and Mechanics Faculty and the PhysicsFaculty. of Moscow University in 1975-80, the instructionsof the Uzbekistan MVD to revoke the residence permitsof persons of Crimean Tatar nationality who had left forthe Crimea, and a copy of the letter dated 28 December1977 from Lt. Col. Tsapenko in which it is stated plainlythat Crimean Tatars are forbidden to live in the Crimea(Chronicles 47, 48).

Lawyer Reznikova upheld all Lavut's petitions and askedfor the head of the Central Administration for GeologicalExpeditions (CGE), A.S. Kashik, and the head of one ofits teams, E.A. Sokolinsky, who were interrogated duringthe pre-trial investigation, to be summoned as witnesses.The Procurator asked for all the petitions to be dismissed,and the Court complied.

and statements) containing 'deliberate fabrications defam-ing ...', helped to compile several of them and was invol-ved in their circulation. These letters and statementswere taken abroad and ised by foreign radio-stations andanti-Soviet publishers. The slanderous nature of the docu-ments signed by Lavut and the facts about their circulationwere confirmed by the evidence [of 1973] of Yakir andKrasin. Yakir and Krasin also confirmed that these actionswere injurious to the prestige of the Soviet Union. Thefact that Lavut had signed several of the letters wasconfirmed by the evidence of Mostinsky, Dedyulin and Shemi-Zade.
Lavut's signature is to be seen on statements of theso-called Initiative Group to Defend Human Rights tn theUSSR. Witnesses Uritsky, Fridman and Kozharinov confirmedthat Lavut was a member of the Initiative Group, as dida tape-recording on which Lavut's voice could be heard,which was confiscated during a search at the home of Tolts(Chronicle 56). Witnesses Mostinsky, Uritsky and Tertitskycon rme that the voice on the recording was similarto that of Lavut.
Lavut is also charged with the circulation of the booksThe Gulae Archi ela o ('this book was ruled by the Kalugaeg ona ourt to e anti-Soviet and slanderous, writtenfrom a hostile position and distorting the essence ofsocialist humanism') and Lenin in Zurich by Solzhenitsyn,the book The Medical Hi-e-tor o .eon d PI ushch by T.Khodorovich, an a arov s art c e n evo ng the DeathSentence'. In 1976 Kovalsky and Antidi, at the requestof Bekirov, visited Lavut, who gave them copies of Leninin Zurich and The Medical Histor of Leonid P1 us c ,5hc a so a photograp e copy o t e oo e u a TC -)e 1 a o. In 1978 Lavut gave a copy of The Gu a rc e agoto E roikin; he also gave him the art c e n evo ngthe Death Sentence'. He also gave a copy of The GulaArchi ela o to Chistikov.

Lavut said to Efroikin: 'The present governmentwill not last long, because there are people preparedto sacrifice themselves to change the system'. A noteto Ternovsky confiscated from Lavut (confiscated in ButyrkaPrison - Chronicle 57) confirms that Lavut was connectedwith A Chron c e cf Current Events.Prop y act c ta s were e with Lavut in connectionwith his anti-government activities, in particular a talkwith CGE head Kashik on 15 February. Lavut's aim of harmingthe Soviet state is clear. Lavut pleaded not guilty ofslanderous fabrications and refused to give evidence atthe pre-trial investigation.

The Trial

The Indictment [a summar

To the Judge's question: 'Do you plead guilty?' Lavutreplied in the negative. The Judge announced that outof 11 people summoned as witnesses five were absent: Chis-tikov was on a foreign assignment, Efroikin was on holidayin Pyatigorsk, Kozharinov was ill (there was a certifi-cate), Bekirov and Fridman were absent for unknown reasons.Lavut's petition to postpone the trial ('The charge rests,essentially, on the evidence of Efroikin, Kozharinov andBekirov. Efroikin gave false testimony; maybe he willconduct himself better in court. There are important circum-

Between 1968 and 1980 Lavut signed 21 documents (letters



- 6 -
- 7 -

if I managed to find anything out for him, but thatI needed no secret ink since any censor would allowthrough material about Dvoryansky's medical affairs.I very soon decided that Efroikin had been planted onme, but I couldn't bring myself to show him the door,and besides, I was interested in the fate of Dvoryansky.Then, after trying to invite himself round for a longtime, Efroikin came over and asked me for somethingto read. Earlier we had talked about the dissident move-ment. Efroikin said that he had heard a lot about suchthings, that he was very interested and wanted to knowmore. I said that I was to some extent involved. Heasked me for something to read, for example The GulaArchi ela o. The book was free and I gave it to ro n:tle rst volume definitely, the second I don't remember.We rarely saw each other. About winter 1977 Efroikinasked me, quite insistently, to help him get an invita-tion to emigrate ... In his evidence Efroikin says thatI uttered the following sentence: 'The present governmentwill not last long, because there are people preparedto sacrifice themselves to change the system'. My charac-ter is such that I could not have uttered such a sentenceand never did I say anything like it to anyone. Amongthe documents in the case file is a statement by Efroik-in. He writes: 'I soon understood that Lavut was hostileto our society and I decided to break off relationswith him. I have brought this statement to the KGB'.The statement ends with a request to take measures again-st Lavut.

stances connected with Bekirovt), upheld by his lawyer,was rejected.
During the whole second half of the first day of thetrial, and for the first half of the second day, Lavutgave commentaries on the indictment. He explained thatthroughout the pre-trial investigation Investigator Zhdanovhad not once brought up the contents of the incriminatingdocuments, having decided in advance that they were allslanderous. Analysing each incriminating document in turn,Lavut showed that the facts contained in them were true.He showed that two of the documents listed in the indict-ment differed only in their titles, and that he had notsigned one of them.

Lavut Am I guilty because the letter was sent to theommission on Human Rights7
Jud e You are not accused because of who received theetter but because of the slander contained in the letter.Lavut I am glad that in the court's opinion one is notor) dden to write to international bodies.
Jud e That is the opinion of the President of this court,not of the court's full membership. We all live onthe same sinful earth and breathe the same air, andyour case, Lavut, is not the only source of the court'sinformation.
Lavut It has become the norm to think that people whowr te abroad have done something wrong. As I see it,the prestige of the state is undermined not by writingto international organizations but by the acts whichhave to be disclosed. To prove that I belonged to theInitiative Group, which, by the way, I do not deny,the investigation has submitted the evidence of threewitnesses who in fact said nothing about it. I mustemphasize the dishonesty of the investigation.
Jud e I agree with you that imprisonment in the coolers a harsh punishment, but it exists in correspondencewith the Corrective Labour Code.
Lavut Then what about the padded cell in Butyrka Prison')eop e are put in there naked.
Procurator Slander' I've never heard that before inwor tng years.
Lavut I say what I have heard: they often threaten peoplew t the padded cell.
Judge When you signed all those documents were you con-cerned about the good of the state? Or did you intendto harm it?
Lavut I thought of its good. The only way I can seeis publicity.
Judge So you were concerned for the good of the state.But what about the damage to its international prestige.?
Lavut I do not consider there was damage.
avut I met Efroikin some time in the autumn of 1976.e came to see me at home and told me he had come fromOmsk with a letter from Dvoryansky (Dvoryansky wasinterrogated in connection with the case of MustafaDzhemilev, whose trial took place in Omsk.) ... I listen-ed to what Efroikin had to say because the case of Dvor-yansky (Chronicle 40) interested me. I tried to helpDvoryansky or a while, and Efroikin visited me severalmore times. He often tried to persuade me to write toDvoryansky. He said that he could teach me how to usesecret ink, ie write something that the censor wouldnot notice. I said that I would write to Dvoryansky

The evidence which Efroikin gave at the pre-trial investi-gation was read out in Court:

I met Lavut around autumn 1976 near the synagogue. Atthat time I wanted to emigrate to Israel. Someone hadpointed Lavut out to me as a man who could help. I star-ted going to see him. Alexander Pavlovich told me aboutthe existence of a democratic dissident movement andannounced with pride that he was connected with it,that he signed and compiled certain things, variousarticles, documents and letters of protest and sentthem abroad via foreign correspondents. We discusseda lot of social and political issues. In about October1978 he said: 'The present government will not lastlong, because there are people prepared to sacrificethemselves to change the system'. Soon after, we celeb-rated the second anniversary of our acquaintance sittingin a cafe on Sretenka Street. I must have said thatI was interested in these questions and asked AlexanderPavlovich to give me something to read. He gave me TheGula Archi ela o - a photocopy of the first volumean a eroxe copy of the second volume. I did not likeThe Gula Archi ela o. We talked about the book whenI returne t. A exander Pavlovich said that he, onthe contrary, had liked the book because it reflectedthe truth. At Alexander Pavlovich's home I read Sak-harov's article 'On Revoking the Death Sentence'. Aftersome time I understood that Alexander Pavlovich wasa dangerous man and I decided that I did not need sucha comrade. I took a letter to the KGB asking them totake measures against Alexander Pavlovich.

From Chistikov's evidence:



I saw the book The Gula Arent ela o on a table in thehall. I asked i cou rea t. Alexander Pavlovichsaid that I could. I took and read the first and secondvolumes.

the accused Lavut. During the questioning Lavut acknow-ledged the facts with which he had been charged in theindictment. He said that between 1968 and 1980 he hadindeed systematically compiled and distributed the mater-ial listed in the indictment and presented to the courtas material evidence. He also admitted that he had ac-quainted a specific group of people in the USSR withthe 'letters', 'statements' and 'appeals' which he hadfabricated. Nor did the accused deny that he had senthis fabrications to the West through accredited corres-pondents of the bourgeois media and through other chan-nels. Lavut admitted that he knew about the use madeof his documents by the subversive anti-Soviet radio-stations Liberty and Free Europe, by the journal Sowin(an organ of the semi-fascist People's Labour All anceand by the slanderous publications A Chronicle of HumanRi hts in the USSR, A Chronicle o urrent .vents airdot ers.

Lavut Sergei Chistikov was my daughter's first husbandan ived with us. Our relations were normal and good.In our home we don't bother to ask permission to readeach other's books. In connection with The Gula Archi-ela o the question meant this: is it reserve . ay esomeone was reading it or I had promised to give itto someone. Seryozha [affectionate form of Sergei] askedand I gave him permission.
Procurator Why in the evidence of your former son-in-
aw oes he say: 'In summer 1978 I heard from motherthat Lavut was the editor of the Crimean Tatar sectionof A Chronicle of Current Events'?
Lavut on t now.
rocurator Three typewriters were taken when your homewas searc ed. Who used them and what for?

Lavut I refuse to take part in a 'who-where-when-tow om type of investigation.
Procurator Did you know that documents which you sentto t e est were published there?
Lavut I found out about some of them afterwards. I foundout about others only when I read the case file. Thereare still a lot I don't know about. But when I did findout I was always glad, because, after all, it meantpublicity. I consider A Chronicle of Human Ri hts inthe USSR to be a domestic pu cat on ecause ts e tor,a ze, although he lives in America, has not, tomy mind, become an American. He's one of us.
Law er What work did you do for COE when you were underarrest?
Lavut I finished the computer program which I had begunpr or to my arrest. I worked on it for a month in theinvestigations prison. I gave the investigator the finish-ed work to give to CGE. When I saw my case file I readthat the finished program had been handed to the headof CGE.

Referring to this statement, Radio Liberty broadcast thatLavut had pleaded guilty.

*

While Lavut was giving evidence the court superintendentapproached his daughter and warned her to stop takingnotes. Noticing this, Lavut referred to an essay by Feo-fanov in Izvestia, in which the author explained thata Judge who a rebuked him for note-taking during anopen court session was not acting lawfully. Bogdanov didnot react to all this at all.

At about midday on 24 December I. Kova18v, E. Bonner,V. bolts, E. Alekseyeva, M. Petrenko and T. Gerus handeda statement to Judge Bogdanov:

We have discovered that among the material incriminatingA. Lavut is a statement which specifically maintainsthat the openness of court proceedings at 'political'trials (eg under articles 190-1 and 70 of the RSFSRCriminal Code) is systematically violated.
We know that Lavut's petition to admit us into thecourtroom was rejected. The police cordon will not admitus further than the foyer of the court building. Theopenness of court proceedings at this trial has thusbeen violated. References to the absence of free placesare unfounded: before the beginning of the trial severalof Lavut's friends were removed from the courtroom andat this moment there are at least a few free placesin the courtroom.
We ask to be summoned as witnesses to give evidenceat the trial on whether it is true that the principleof openness of court proceedings at such trials is system-atically violated. Several of us can give similar eviden-ce about other trials. Of course, we ask to be admittedto the courtroom in any case.

(Colleagues of Lavut, too, submitted a request to be ad-mitted to the courtroom.) There was no reply.TASS's report of the first day of the trial reads
lows:

as fol-

The Questionin of WitnessesThe open trial of the criminal case against AlexanderPavlovich Lavut, a 51-year-old Muscovite geophysicist,began this morning in Moscow City Court.
In the indictment, which was read out in court, theaccused was charged with many years' illegal activitiesand with the deliberate intention of damaging the in-terests and prestige of the USSR. The crime with whichAlexander Lavut is charged comes under article 190-1of the Russian Federation's Criminal Code.
When the indictment had been read the court questioned

Lavut In December 1976 I did indeed give films of theoo s The Gula Archi ela o, Lenin in Zurich and The
Medical stor o eon ushc to some o y. He (maYBiit was ova s y came to see me early in the morning...I gave him the books that I have just named. There wasno advance phone call and I did not intend to meet him
at the entrance of the building. As for Antidi, I methim for the first time at a confrontation in prison
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in which I refused to take part. In the reports and
notes connected with this episode there are mistakes
in the dates, or maybe they are not mistakes ...
Kovalsk (a manager of the restaurant car on the 'Moscow-



ovorossiisk' train). In autumn 1976 I went to visithim. My train gets into Moscow early in the morning.I was told that Lavut would come to the train. We, Antidi
and myself, waited for about half-an-hour, but he didn'tcome and so we went to his place. My acquaintance Bekirovhad asked me to collect a package for him from Lavut
... We are often asked to do that sort of thing - taking
packages to and from Moscow.
Jud e Did Bekirov tell you who Lavut was and what was
n t e package?

	

Kovalsk He said that Lavut was a good person, that
a lot of good things for us Crimean Tatars. Hejust said that the package would be books.

Jud e And what was it like9

	

ova sk It was a small parcel. I asked for something
to rea myself. Lavut gave me the book Lenin in Zurich;he said it was interesting.
Jud e And then what happened?
ova sk When the train reached Novorossiisk I was detain-e on suspicion of speculation and searched. They found
no evidence of speculation but they did find the parcel.
I had to write a statement for the Novorossiisk KGB.
Law er When was this statement written?
ova sk The day after I got back from Moscow, ie 10
ecem er 1976.

Law er How did it happen that you wrote another statementon ecember, ie before your trip to Moscow?
Kovalsk I've got muddled up. (Laughter in courtroom)
aw er nd did you read Lenin in Zurich?

	

ova sk I looked throug t. n't read it. Why9
a rea y know all about Lenin.

Procurator I do not understand why we need these details.
e ave already established that the transfer of books

did take place; the rest is unimportant. Incidentally,Lavut, why are you refusing to answer many of the ques-
tions concerning the details of this episode? Are you
scared of something?
Lavut No. I simply consider that books should not be
t e subject of a court examination. I do not want tobe part of these examinations. And I consider Solzhenit-
syn's books to be useful, not harmful.
Jud e It is up to us to make that evaluation. The court

decide. It is important now that the fact of the
transfer should be established. Do you admit it?
Lavut One admits to guilt, and I do not consider myselfgu ty. As for that episode, I have already described
it.
Antidi (who was a waiter in the restaurant car in 1976).
went to his house with Kovalsky for the package.

Jud e Then what happened?
nt i When the train got into Novorossiisk Kovalsky
sent me to tell Bekirov to come for his parcel. Bekirov
said that he was busy and would come later. And thenwe were detained and had to make a statement to the
KGB.
Lavut Did you promise not to divulge your talk with

officials on your return to Novorossiisk?
Antidi Yes, I gave a signed promise.

Tertitsky (a colleague of Lavut). I know Lavut very
we . He's an excellent worker, a highly qualified math-
ematician and a sensitive, honest and fair man.
Jud e You signed a letter in Lavut's defence. Under
w at circumstances? Who wrote the letter?
Tertitsk I don't know who wrote it. I went into Room

think, I saw the letter and read it. I agreedwith what it said, so I signed it.
Jud e But you did not sign the letter in defence of
s pova.

Tertitsk I didn't sign it because I hardly knew her.
u c t the pre-trial investigation you heard a tape-
recording. Did you recognize Lavut's voice?
Tertitsk Yes, but I said then, and I will repeat, that
t was ike Alexander Pavlovich's voice. Someone toldme once t-haT-my voice is like Vysotsky's.

Jud e Why are you so worked up? You're still young.
re you afraid of something?

Tertitsk I'm not afraid. I stand by my evidence.
t the investigation did they ask you about the

money which was collected for my family?
Jud e Is that relevant?
ert tsk Yes, they asked They asked who collectedTE7- ow much, who gave it to the family.

Lavut Thank you.

(At one point during the examination the Judge said toTertitsky: 'And why on earth were you summoned here?").

Uritsk (a colleague of Lavut). I know Lavut welt. I
can say that he is an excellent person, straightforward,honest, sympathetic, and an expert in his field.
Judge Did you know anything about his activities?
Ifritsky When I started working at CGE I was told that

exan er Pavlovich had signed some letters of protest.
And I heard a thing or two from foreign radio broadcasts.
Judse Did you have any conversations of a political
natuFe with Lavut?
Uritsk Of course. Politics often came up in our conver-
sations, for example the military actions in various
parts of the world.
Jud e During the pre-trial investigation you heard a
tape-recording. Whose voice was on it?
Uritsk I said then and I'll say again now: the voice's not very like Alexander Pavlovich's, but the intona-
tion and the little coughs are.

* *
Shemi-Zade In summer 1978 my friend Reshat Dzhemilev
p one me and invited me over to where he was staying,
which turned out to be Lavut's flat.
Jud e Did you discuss professional matters or other
questions?
Shemi-Zade I'm sure we touched on the Crimean Tatar
situat on.
Lavut Vildan, could you tell us something about thes tuation of Crimean Tatars in the Crimean now? Haveyou any concrete examples of discrimination?
Shemi-Zade Yes, of course. Six months ago one of my
re at yes, a Crimean Tatar living in the village ofGrushevka, got married. His wife is an English teacher,
also a Crimean Tatar. They both have Crimean residence
permits. There was no English teacher at the village
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school so she tried to get a job there. The headmaster
was delighted at first, but when he discovered her nation-
ality he turned her down. The local residents tried
to change his mind, they even sent some sort of written
request. The headmaster explained to her husband: 'I'd
take her on, but I don't have the power. Try and get
permission from someone higher up. If you can get it
I'll take. her'. And for six months the school hasn't
had an English teacher.
Procurator They teach English, not Crimean Tatar.
avut at about exiles, arrests ...?
em -Zade Yes, yes of course.
u e at'll be all, witness.

The moral resistance movement is not an organization
which can be smashed: Lavut and Podrabinek, like all
the others, including Sakharov, are not its leaders,
its ideological inspiration or its executive with the
power to stop its activities. Moral resistance is a
combination of various forms of existence in our society,
a society starting to have a life of its own - open
and underground, active and passive, public and internal,
collective and individual. All forms except one: that
of the puppet who alone, unfortunately, is recognized
by the authorities.
Alexander Lavut is not a puppet and he alone decides

how he will relate to society, by considering all that
is happening around him. His inner qualities will contin-
ue to set an example for us - people close to him, frien-
ds and colleagues, everyone who knows him - of a truly
moral citizen. Neither exile nor camp can take away
his influence on society or his permanent inclusion
in the annals of the moral resistance movement.

	

Mostinsk (Lavut's wife's brother). Sasha is a very
goo , responsive, honest, decent person.
Judge Still more of the same.
Jud e Did you know about his activities?

	

ost nsk I guessed. A long while ago my sister told
me a out some kind of signatures and was very worried
about him.
Jud e Did Lavut give you things to read? The Cula Archi-
e a o for example?
ost nsk No, never.

The Summing-up Speeches

•A•*
On 25 December A. Marchenko and L. Bogoraz wrote an open
letter:

The trial of Alexander Lavut is in progress. The content
of the trial, as in many similar cases, has absolutely
no significance. What the witnesses testify, what the
Procurator says, what petitions are rejected, how many
times the law is broken - these are all meaningless
details which have no bearing on the case and therefore
do not merit attertion. For the court, what the accused
himself says is irrelevant. If lawful defence meant
anything at this trial, Lavut's whole way of life, known
to all interested parties long before the trial and
his arrest, would be his best defence; but it was his
very way of life which occasioned his arrest.
Only the trial's finale, the sentence - fixed in ad-

vance - has any significance: how many years? Camp or
exile? And even that will not decide his fate, because,
as is well-known, the practice of giving additional
sentences has now been renewed - new camp and exile
terms on new charges. It seems that at this very moment
Alexander Podrabinek, in exile in Yakutsk, is being
tried, tried so as to add to his sentence, give him
camp instead of exile.
The purpose of these two trials and of all recent

trials, and those soon to take place, and of the extra-
judicial reprisals taken against Andrei Sakharov - the
hidden purpose of our authorities - is to put a stop
to independent activity, to destroy completely the coun-
try's moral resistance movement. Take that one away,
silence that one, buy that one, and the longed-for mono-
lith of Soviet society will be reconstructed, we'll
be able to manipulate them without hindrance. A dream
worthy of Ugryum-Burcheyev,1 and as unattainable as
Ugryum-Burcheyev's dream of stopping the river from
flowing.

Procurator In our socialist state everything possible
s one to ensure that law and order are observed. (Praz-
dnikova then gave a summary of the indictment.) One
charge must be dismissed: that of the document included
twice. This was the investigator's mistake and quite
natural in view of his youth. The charge concerning
the document not signed by Lavut must also be dismissed.
Lavut received a good education, he had a flat and well-
paid work. In spite of all that, Lavut embarked on the
wrong course of distributing false information, thus
damaging the prestige of the Soviet Union.

The Procurator asked for Lavut to be sentenced to three
years in camps.

Law er (Reznikova began by discussing Lavut's profes-
s ona standing). All the witnesses have described Lavut
as an excellent specialist and as a modest, sensitive
and good man. The data we have been given force us to
ask ourselves: is such a man capable of lies and slander?
The Procurator has asked for harsh measures of punishment
to be taken against the accused. The testimonials I
have put before you give the defence grounds on which
to ask for a significantly milder punishment. But I
would not be doing my professional duty if I let the
matter rest there. I have grounds for believing that
in Lavut's activities no crime under article 190-1 of
the Criminal Code was committed, because I place in
doubt the evidence presented by the prosecution.
Any evidence, however convincing it may seem, must

be confirmed here in court, because our trial process
is oral and direct ... Lavut is charged with giving
Efroikin Sakharov's article 'On Revoking the Death Sen-
tence'. This article is not in the case file. Since
those taking part in the trial and the court have not
had the opportunity to see the article and cannot judge
its nature, this charge must be dropped. The investiga-
tion had no grounds for including it among the charges
against Lavut
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The accused is charged with signing the 'Moscow Appeal'
(on the exile of Solzhenitsyn - Chronicle 32), described
by Investigator Zhdanov as ' eo og cally harmful'.
Since the investigative organs have not perceived slander
or deliberate fabrications in it, this document should
also be dropped from the charges as not coming under
article 190-1 of the RSFSR Criminal Code.
The prosecution has referred to the evidence of Yakir,

who was not questioned during the course of the investi-
gation. I consider this to be unacceptable. The prosecu-
tion has presented much evidence that Lavut took part
in the composition of documents with which he is incrimi-
nated. But the prosecution has not demonstrated that
a crime took place, ie that Lavut's actions involved
deliberate fabrication, that Lavut knew about any false-
hood in the information and facts presented in the docu-
ments. On the contrary, Lavut considered that the facts
presented in the letters, protests and appeals were
true. For several of them he had letters of confirmation,
which, in spite of our petitions, were not attached
to the case.
As for all the documents which were examined by exper-

ts, not one expert was summoned to the trial. How can
one verify the conclusion of an expert who isn't here9
Let us take for example the document 'On the Right to
Defence'. Here Lavut was simply one of the people direct-
ly involved ... so how could he consider that the infor-
mation in the document was false?
On the Crimean Tatar question, Lavut hae in his posses-

sion a large number of letters, complaints and requests,
and again, he believed that they were written in good
faith. Lavut has formed his own personal impression
of the truthfulness of the facts described in the docu-
ments about Crimean Tatars.

Lavut is also accused of giving a number of people
Solzhenitsyn's The Gula Archi elago and Lenin in Zurich
to read. These worcs ave een ru ed libellous in court,
eg in the judgments in the cases of Yakir and Krasin,
KovalUv and Velikanova. When a judgment establishes
a certain fact, that fact becomes law. But on the ques-
tion of people's personal attitudes to these works,
a judgment cannot be seen as law. Uttering mistaken
evaluations does not constitute a crime under article
190-1 of the RSFSR Criminal Code.
During the trial doubts have arisen about the soundness

of the evidence presented by the prosecution, and this
ives me sufficient reason to ask that the accused be

acquitted.

There is no factual material in the case file to support
the essence of the charges.
Judging from the facts presented in the material in-

criminating me, the court may perceive that I am well
acquainted with cases like mine. This is so. I have
observed how expert testimonies, especially those carried
over from trial to trial, have been used instead of
summoning witnesses ... I have also seen the number
of expert witnesses becoming smaller and smaller. At
my trial there haven't been any at all.

But there remains the right of the accused to present
material to the court which can confirm the truthfulness
of the relevant facts. I have tried to make use of this
final option and have myself attempted to present the
facts known to me on the basis of which the letters
incriminating me were written, but I have met increasing
resistance from the court to these attempts.
Factual material is treated carelessly. I give an

example which is not from my case. The investigation
on the case of Reshat Dzhemilev deliberately destroyed
a large collection of documents and factual material
which had been confiscated at searches of his home and
which constituted material evidence confirming the truth
of the facts which he had set down. The same is happening
here, but in a more sophisticated manner: a large number
of selected letters, statements and complaints to various
departments were sent by Investigator Zhdanov to be
'checked' by the KGB.
I would like to reply, belatedly perhaps, to the ques-

tion put to me by the President of the court. He asked
me if I really saw nothing good in the country in which
I lived, if I really liked nothing here ... Earlier,
for reasons of principle, I did not answer that question,
but now I will answer ... I do like my country. I do
like its people. That's all.

From the Jud ment

Lavut's Final S eech

(The 'duplicated' and unsigned documents, and Bakharov's
article, were not included in the judgment.)

Lavut's guilt is confirmed by the evidence of Kovalsky,
Antidi, Chistikov, Efroikin and Kozharinov Tertitsky
and Uritsky testified in court that they had listened
to part of a tape-recording during the investigation
and that one of the voices resembled in some respects
that of Lavut.
Shemi-Zade testified that he had learned from third

parties of Lavut's participation in the dissident move-
ment. Mostinsky testified that during a conversation
with his sister the latter expressed her fear of possible
reprisals against her husband in connection with his
activities in the movement to defend the rule of law.
Uritsky testified that he had heard from CGE colleagues

of Lavut's membership of the Initiative Group. He also
heard this on foreign radio broadcasts. Lavut's member-
ship of the Initiative Group is confirmed by the tape-
recording and by the biographical and bibliographical
material of Dedyulin

I very much liked the way the prosecutor began her speech
- with the necessity of observing legality and the rule
of law. I consider that if these were really observed,
a trial like today's would be unheard of.
From the very beginning of my case there has not been

one stage in the course of which articles of the Code
of Criminal Procedure have not been violated. Neverthe-
less the Procurator has considered it permissible to
refer to doubtful evidence, such as a search record
which does not even enumerate what was confiscated.
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The court sentenced Lavut to three years in ordliary-regime
camps.

THE TRIAL OF MEILANOV

From 25 November to 2 December the Dagestan ASSR Supreme
Court examined the case against Vazif Meilanov (b. 1938;
arrested 25 January - Chronicle 56), charged under article
70 of the RSFSR Grim na o e. (Meilanov was initially
charged under article 190-1 of the code and the case was
conducted by the Procuracy; the article was then changed
and the case transferred to the KGB.)

The charges against Meilanov were as follows:
- in a protest demonstration against the exiling of

Sakharov Meilanov stood for 17 minutes holding a banner
which read:

I protest against the persecution of Academician Sak-
harov. Ideas should be fought with ideas, not with the
police. Our society needs Sakharovs because they carry
out honest, unofficial checks on the actions of state
organs ...

Fight for freedom of speech for opponents of communism.

In the eighteenth minute he was arrested;
the composition and circulation of the book In the

Mar ins of Soviet News a ers (this typewritten boo was
con scate on e ruary at a search of Lavut's flat);

the circulation of Solzhenitsyn's books The Gulaa
Archi ela o and The Calf Butted the Oak (one witness con- r-
me t s episode ;

- the incitement of prisoners to protest against condi-
tions in the remand prison.
The court sentenced Meilanov to seven years in strict-

regime camps and two years of exile
* *

On 12 December the Moscow Helsinki Group issued Document
No. 150: 'The Conviction of Vazif Meilanov'. The document
ends with the words:

The words of the judgment itself show that Meilanov
has been subjected to such a severe punishment for his
views, for expressing his thoughts in oral and written
form.

PERSECUTION OF THE WORKING COMMISSION

The Arrest of Grivnina

On 12 September, on instructions from Senior Investigator
G.V. PonomarOv of the Moscow Procuracy, Investigator Zhabin

of the Dzerzhinsky District Procuracy conducted a search
in connection with the Ternovsky case - No. 49609/15-80
- at the home of Irina Grivnina (Chronicles 56, 57). She
is a member of the Working Commiss on to nvestigate the
Use of Psychiatry for Political Purposes. Two tape-recor-
ders and cassettes, a typewriter (Crivnina and her husband
Vladimir Neplekhovich insisted on keeping their calcula-
tor), a camera, a flash attachment, a light meter, photo-
graphs, two Bibles, Xeroxed copies of articles from Western
newspapers and journals about psychiatry and activities
to defend the rule of law, several letters in defence
of political prisoners, rough drafts of Working Commission
material, and a copy of the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights (published by the UN) were confiscated. At the
end of the search Vyacheslav Bakhmin's brother Viktor
(Chronicle 58) arrived to visit Grivnina. Confiscated
fr-om m were: a selection of USSR News Brief bulletins
(published in Munich by C. Lu ars y • - ronicie 47),
the beginnings of a card-index on the bu et ns, Kurt
Vonnegut's book Cat's Cradle (in English), several diag-
noses by the Wor ng omm ssion's consultant psychiatrist
from Kharkov, A. Koryagin, two cassettes of Working Com-
mission material, letters, photographs and notebooks.
Crivnina wrote on the record that the material confis-
cated from Viktor Bakhmin was the property of the Working
Commission and had been brought by Bakhmin at her request.
On 16 September Senior Investigator I.A. Kudryavtsev

of the Dzerzhinsky District Procuracy conducted a search
of Crivnina's home in connection with Case No. 49622/41-
80. They confiscated several old Working Commission Infor-
mation Bulletins, a letter from A. Khromova - the-7Wrre

• o ra ne - to the Committee to Defend the Podra-
binek Brothers,3• and various papers. The search lasted
about an hour. After the search Grivnina was taken to
Butyrka Prison. PonomarUv told Neplekhoyich that he had
handed her case to the Dzerzhinsky District Procuracy.
Grivnina was charged under article 190-1 of the RSFSR
Criminal Code.
After Grivnina's arrest, apart from the consultant psy-

chiatrist, only one membqr of the Working Commission -
Felix Serebrov - remained at liberty. At the end of October
Grivnina was transferred to Lefortovo Prison and her case
was transferred to the KGB.4•

*

On 1 December Investigator V.P. Popov of the Moscow KGB
interrogated Irina Filatova's mother Maria Petrovna Fila-
tova (Chronicle 57). Most of the questions concerned her
daughter: w ere did Irina get the money from to go to
Ust-Nera? (She saved for two years, borrowed some, has
not paid it all back yet.) Where else had she been? (To
Leningrad.) With whom? (With some young man.) Etc.
On 2 December Popov summoned Irina Filatova for interro-

gation but she did not go.

On 1 December Marina Rumshiskaya (Chronicle 57) told an
investigator who telephoned her that s e refused to go
for interrogation without a written summons. The following
day two KGB officials arrived at her place of work in
a car and took her away. One of them - 'Anatoly Alexand-
rovich' (possibly A.A. Levchenko [Chronicles 56, 58] -
Chronicle) - asked Rumshiskaya on t e way it was not
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2.-9. The Lefortovo Investigations (or Remand) Prison of the KGB,

Moscow, as seen from various buildings across Energeticheskaya
Street. Many dissenters have been held here before their trials.
2. Approximate plan of the general lay-out and the ground floor.
Circled numbers indicate the rough position used for each photo.

Other numbers indicate the actual number of each 3-man cell. 'A'
is an exercise yard for convicted prisoners doing service work in
the prison. The 8 small yards for remand prisoners have an over-
head walkway from which warders can look into each une.

3. Bottom righthand corner of the plan: view of a prison wing,
vehicles, garages and outer tvall (8 metres high ). Cells 13-15
(ground floor) are used for prisoners on capital charges and those
on hunger-strike or being punished. 4. The view ( from higher
up) slightly to the left of 3. The wing at bottom right is the
same one as that shown in 3. Each storey IldS cells in the same
position as those on the ground floor, making some 200 for the
whole prison. Since Stalin's time, those on the 3rd and fah floors
have usually been empty.
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hard for her to look after her children (she has two)
and said that they would be sorry if they were left alone,
after all something could happen to Rumshiskaya: cars
on the street ...
Captain Kapayev (Chronicles 54, 56), a senior investig-

ator of the Moscow , con ucted the interrogation: What
were Rumshiskaya's relations with Grivnina? ('Friendly'.)
Had she signed the 'slanderous' letter (Chronicle 56)
in defence of Bakhmin? ('Yes, but  I  do not cons er it
to be slanderous as I myself was a witness at Bakhmin's
trial 'Chronicle 581 and believe that he was convicted
unjustly79 o gave her the letter to sign? ('I don't
remember.') Did she know anyone else who had signed it?
('I don't know.') Kapayev said that all the [[17] dissiden-
ts who had signed the letter would soon be in prison.
He also asked whether Rumshiskaya had been to Grivnina's
home ('I have'), who else had been there ('I saw no one
else there') and did Rumshiskaya know that Grivnina was
a member of the so-called Working CommiSsion on Psychiatry?
('It's the first time I've heard of it.') Kapayev put
many of the questions as if they were statements - for
example he asked her to confirm that she knew Grivnina.
He did not allow her to put her comments on the record
and she subsequently refused to sign it. When Rumshiskaya
refused to sign a receipt for a summons to her husband
to come for interrogation, Kapayev refused to fill in
the certificate which she needed to take to her place
of work.

On 16 December Popov interrogated  Ceorgy  Shepe18v (Chronic-
le 53). He asked whether ShepelUv knew Grivnina, ere rov
ET- Vyacheslav Bakhmin, and whether he had given any docu-
ments to the Working Commission. ShepelUv replied to all
these questions in the negative.

8. A view ( from further to the left) of the central yard. The
first-floor offices in the wing top-left lie above the service rooms)
include those of the prison head and the head of the KGB lnves
tigations Administration, General Volkov. The first floor of the wing
jutting into the central yard houses the medical section, and the
second floor the rooms used for fingerprinting and photographing
prisoners. 9. A view to the left of 8, showing the outer wall
and (top right) a corner of the central yard.

In mid-December Popov interrogated  Batsheva Elistratova
(Chronicles 50, 53, 56): What did she know about the Wor-
king omm ssion? ('Nothing.') What was her ccnnection
with Grivnina? ('A family friend.') Where did they meet?
('Outside the synagogue, I think.') Did she know of any
concrete examples of the abuse of psychiatry? (II know
about Grigorenko, with whom I am personally acquainted,
Plyushch and Gorbanevskaya.') Did she know Bakhmin, A.
Podrabinek or Serebrov? ('I know Bakhmin and Podrabinek.
I love them.') Popov also asked Elistratova about a letter
in defence of Bakhmin which she had signed. Off the record
Popov asked whether Elistratova knew of the existence
of the Solzhenitsyn Fund? She replied that she also knew
the purpose of the Fund - to help the families of political
prisoners. Elistratova did not sign the record of the
interrogation. At a second interrogation Kapayev showed
Elistratova a letter in defence of Bakhmin, whereupon
she refused to give further evidence.
On 22 December Popov summoned Batsheva's husband  Viktor

Elistratov  (Chronicles 50, 52-6) for interrogation, but
he refused to g ve evidence, saying that he 'did not see
the sense of explaining anything in connection with this
case'.

On 29 December Kapayev interrogated  Alla Kreidlina  (Chronic-
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le 58). Kapayev asked her whether she had typed a 'public'rater in defence of Bakhmin (at the search on 13 AugustKreidlina had tried to prevent her typewriter being takenaway and said that she was only typing out a letter indefence of Bakhmin written by his fellow-students at theMoscow Physics and Technology Institute). On seeing thefirst page of the 'public' letter, she replied in thenegative. Kreidlina said of 'her' letter that her friendand neighbour [V.I.] Vyukov had brought it to her andthat she had helped him to type it out.

On 6 December seventeen people appealed to the MadridConference, to the World Psychiatric Association, to theInternational Committee of the Red Cross and to all 'profes-sional medical organizations' in a letter about the arrestof members of the Working Commission A. Podrabinek (arrest- Chronicle 57), Bakhmin (trial - Chronicle 58), Ternovsky(tr a - see below) and Grivnina. e etter ends withthese words:

The primary ethical principle of medicine - to bringabout a lessening of human suffering ... is the chiefmotivation for the activities of these people. Todaythey are suffering themselves. HELP THEM.

The Trial of Ternovsk

On 30 December Moscow City Court, presided over by N.A.Baikova (who also tried Vyacheslav Bakhmin and Sokirko- Chronicle 58) examined the case against Leonard Boriso-vic ernovsky (b. 1933; arrested on 10 April - Chronicle56), charged under article 190-1 of the RSFSR r m nitCode. The prosecutor was Procurator Zherebko, and thedefence was conducted by lawyer E.A. Reznikova.Ternovsky was charged with:
- compiling some of the material in Nos. 10-14 and 16-20 of the Working Commission's Information Bulletin;compiling Nos. 9, 15, 21 an o t e nformationBulletin;
- c rculating Nos. 9-22 of the Information Bulletin;- compiling and circulating a etter n e ence of Tat-yana Velikanova and the collective statement 'On the Arrestof Tatyana Velikanova' (Chronicle 54);

circulating two issues o n Defence of Economic Free-



doms.
- Me compiler of these two issues, Viktor Sokirko, wassummoned to the trial as a witness (Sokirko had a child-minding certificate for 30 December; the previous eveninghis wife had been summoned to the office at the courtand asked to mind the child in place of her husband onthe day of the trial). He confirmed that he had compiledand circulated the journals, but said that he did not

know how Ternovsky had obtained them. Sokirko also assertedthat before his trial he had not considered the journalsto be libellous; his opinion had not in fact changed,but since they had been ruled libellous at his trial (Chron-icle 58) he was obliged to take this into account.
- Iirnovsky's colleagues Doctors I.E. Sofieva (who hadbeen interrogated on 24 November - the first known interro-gation in connection with Ternovsky's case) and A.V. Nedos-
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tup  gave supportive evidence about him at the trial. Sof-ieva confirmed that she had signed a letter in defenceof Velikanova. Nedostup said that he knew that Ternovskywas on the Working Commission but that they had not dis-cussed it together.
Devyaten (who had received by post the letter in defenceof Velikanova; it had been addressed to Bykov, who hadpreviously lived at the same address) was summoned asa witness but did not appear in court.
Sokolov's evidence, confirming that Ternovsky had givenhim issues of In Defence of Economic Freedoms, was readout in court.
Ternovsky pointed out that the Working Commission hadfunctioned openly and in public, and had sent its bulletinsto Soviet organizations as well as others. The Procuratorasked that Ternovsky be sentenced to three years in camps,while the defence asked that he be acquitted. In his finalspeech Ternovsky said:

Once the trial is over it will be too late to explainwhy I deliberately chose the path which has broughtme here, to the dock. And I would like people to under-stand me. Even a court does not have to be indifferentto the motives of an accused man.
What brought me to be numbered among those who somecall defenders of the rule of law and others call renegad-es? My belief that it is wrong to keep silent when yousee injustice was formed largely under the influenceof the documents of the Twentieth Communist Party Con-gress. 1956 was the year of my awakening to my duties'as a citizen. I understood that I was as significantas a grain of sand in my huge country, but that nonethe less I was responsible for everything that happenshere. However, at the time that was just a way of think-ing. Rejecting on principle any path involving violence,I could not see any opportunity for making meaningfulprotests.
At the end of the 1960s I met people who had begunto act openly against what they considered to be unjust.The fact that they had chosen words and only words astheir weapon, and the bravery of their actions, arousedsympathy and respect in me. I saw that it was possibleto combat injustice with dignity and openness.Today I am facing charges for my public activity,which I call defending the rule of law and the prosecu-tion terms circulation of libellous fabrications. Itook part in the activities of the Commission on Psy-chiatry and I signed a large number of documents andstatements.
I have already said that I believe that they are true.But why did I do it? Did I hope in such a way to putright the things I was active against, to help thosefor whom I interceded? Of course I wanted people tolisten to what I had to say, and I was glad when wesucceeded in easing someone's predicament.
But life is more complex than that. And the experienceof many years has shown that, more often than not, ourprotests do not succeed in removing evils. But all thesame I do not consider that these protests and appealsare completely futile. I think that, even if the goodit does is not immediately visible, a protest againstinjustice contributes to the health of society. Theremust be people in our country ready to stand up for
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justice and, if necessary, even go to prison for it.
As a doctor I felt particularly responsible for what

was being done in the name of medicine. I was certain
that abuses of psychiatry really did exist and that
it was essential to fight them. Therefore, when Alexander
Podrabinek was arrested and Vyacheslav Bakhmin was the
only member of the Commission still at liberty I decided
to join.
I would have preferred there to be no need for my

activities. Defending human rights and the rule of law
should really be the job of the Procuracy and the legal
establishment. If they did their job properly there
would be no need for unofficial defenders of the rule
of law.

I anticipated my arrest and this trial. That does
not mean, of course, that I was trying to get to prison.
I am nearly 50, not 15, and have no need of romantic
gestures. I would have preferred to avoid years of im-
prisonment. But to do that, I would have had Co shirk
what I considered to be my duty, and that would have
been unworthy.
Now I will hear your decision. And after all' Your

judgment will be an involuntary recognition of the sig-



nificance of what I have done and said. And my legal
rehabilitation sometime in the future is as inevitable
as is today's conviction.

In accordance with my beliefs I have tried to fight
injustice and to help people, do good for them. That
is the simple explanation of all my activities. I will
enter captivity with a clear conscience.

The court sentenced Ternovsky to three years of ordinary-
regime camps. (The episode involving the distribution
of issues of In Defence of Economic Freedoms was not in-
cluded in the u gment.

of Moscow City Court, who had examined the case of Sokirko
and also instigated criminal proceedings against Sorokin
under article 181, pert I. According to Burtsev this deci-
sion said:

During questioning in court on 29.9.80 Sorokin testified
that he had no copies of the journal Searches at home,
that Nos. 4 and 5 of the journal had noe- een confiscated
from him, and that Searches No. 5 was not duplicated
in his flat. But dur ng t e pre-trial investigation,
on 26.1.79, he had given evidence that Searches No.
5 was typed in his flat and Lhe copies o t e journal
then collated, and that during a search of his flat
Searches Nos. 4 and 5 had been confiscated.

(On 30 September sentence was passed in the Sokirko case
- Chronicle 58; on that day no such decision was announced
or even mentioned in court. Moreover, during Sokirko's
trial Procurator Prazdnikova demanded that a criminal
case be brought against Sorokin for refusal to ive eviden-
ce; when, at the trial of AbraMkan, rocurator—USFretsova
dmanded that a criminal case be brought against Sorokin
for refusal to give evidence, Judge Evstigneyeva said
t at this a a rea y een one by a decision of the court
trying the Sokirko case; and at the trial of Grimm, Procura-
tor Prazdnikova said: 'Insofar as criminal proceedings
have already been instigated against Sorokin for refusal
to . ive evidence, I ask for similar proceed ngs to e
nst gate aga nst Yakovlev'.)
In Burtsev's resolution dated 4 November the charge

is described somewhat differently:

During the pre-trial investigation, on 26.1.79, V.M.
Sorokin confirmed that at a search of his flat on 25.1.79
the samizdat journal Searches No. 4 and typewritten
material for No. 5 of t e same journal - 'Several Current
Problems of the Democratic Movement in Our Country'
by P. Abovin-Egides, 'Social Security or Programmed
Insecurity' by V. Kuvakin, 'Charter 77', 'For Russia's
Sake' by V. Sokirkb, and 'Epilogue' by K. Burzhuademov
- were confiscated. Sorokin denied all this in court.

In May 1978, ten days after the arrest of Alexander Podra-
binek, Ternovsky became a member of the Working Commission
(Chronicle 50); in November 1979, after the arrest of
T. e L anova (Chronicle 54) he became a member of the
Tatyana Velikanova e ence Committee (Chronicle 55) and
in March 1980, after the conviction o a va Landa, he
joined the Moscow Helsinki Group (Chronicle 56).

(On 23 October Burtsev had written a request to Mishanint-
sev, the Chief of Police in the town of Pushkino:

Please inform whether you have
Sorokin, and if such material
ward it to the Moscow City
to the criminal case.)

any material incriminating
is available, kindly for-
Procuracy to be attached

CASE NO. 50611-14/79

The Case of the Journal Searches (Chronicles 52-58)

The Trial of Sorokin
On ovem er Senior Investigator Burtsev of the Moscow
City Procuracy issued a resolution to prosecute Victor
Sorokin under article 181, part 1, of the RSFSR Criminal
Code ('giving evidence known to be false'; sentence -
up to one year in camps). Burtsev's resolution referred
to a decision of 30 September by the Criminal Cases Board

The interrogation which took place on 26 January 1979
(Chronicle 52) was in connection with Case No. 46012/18-
7 . e next interrogation was on 15 May 1979 in connection
with Case No. 50611/14-79 (the case of the journal Sear-
ches); at this interrogation Sorokin wrote on the recordEEIE he repudiated his evidence given at both interroga-
tions in view of the investigator's violations of the
Code of Criminal Procedure and the 'repeated compression
of information' which distorted its meaning (Chronicle
58); this record was not included in Sorokin's case
and no mention was made of Sorokin's statement that he
repudiated his previous evidence and the reasons why he
did so. By contrast, it was stated in the judgment on
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Sokirko that 'Sorokin rejected his previous evidence for
no reason'.
Sorokin and his lawyer Familyant petitioned for the

case to be quashed, pointing out that the first two charges
(concerning the confiscation of Searches No. 4 and material
for No. 5 at the search of 25 January 979) were disproved
by material in the case file and the episode connected
with Searches No. 5 being printed in his flat could have
nothing to o with Sokirko, as it took place in January
1979 and, as stated in the judgment on Sokirko, Sokirko
'prepared and circulated the fifth number of the journal'
in February of that year. Burtsev rejected the petition.

The case was heard on 16 December in the town of Pushkino,
Moscow Region. The President of the Court was Turkin,
the prosecutor was T.P. Prazdnikova and the defence counsel
was Familyant.

Sorokin pleaded not guilty on the following grounds:
At the trial of Sokirko he, Sorokin, had denied that

Searches No. 4 had been confiscated from him. This did
not contradict the evidence he had given on 26 January
1979 that the journal had been confiscated from a bag
which Maikova had brought to his flat during the search
(Chronicle 58). This was also confirmed by the search
ricor .

At the trial of Sokirko he had said: 'I do not remem-
ber if the material "Charter 77" was found at my flat.
I do not remember what was confiscated at the search';
ie he had not denied the fact that material for Searches
No. 5 had been confiscated, neither had he confirmed-fife"
fact at the interrogation on 26 January 1979.

When he said at Sokirko's trial that he had not given
evidence that No. 5 was printed at his flat, he was refer-
ring to duplication, and when he said at the interrogation:
'No. 5 was printed at my flat' he was referring to publica-
tion, ie compiling the issue, as was confirmed by the
interrogation record of 26 January 1979: 'My participation
consisted of providing my flat and typewriters and creating
conditions for both work on the publication of the journal
and relaxation'.
Sorokin called the court's attention to the fact that

none of the incriminating evidence was connected with
the Eokirko case and that he had not once been interrogated
in connection with that case.
Procurator Prazdnikova asked that Sorokin be sentenced

to one year in camps, reasoning that the maximum sentence
was necessary because Sorokin was socially dangerous -
he had participated in the preparation of a libellous
journal. The defence asked for his acquittal, since no
crime had been committed. In his final speech Sorokin
remarked that he was not in fact being tried for giving
false evidence, a charge which the lawyer had demonstrated
to be unfounded, but for his participation in the journal.
The sentence was one year of ordinary-regime camps:*

All the charges were included in the judgment, which stated
that the crime was committed with the intention of easing
Sokirko's fate. Sorokin was taken from the courtroom under
guard. He is being held in Butyrka Prison (Moscow).

left the sentence unchanged. Abramkin's wife Ekaterina
Gaidamachuk and Sorokin's wife Seitkhan Sorokina were
not admitted to the appeal hearing, 'since they had been
witnesses at the trial' (there is no such restriction
in the Code of Criminal Procedure).

*

At the end of December Burtsev summoned Gleb Pavlovsky
(Chronicles 56-8) in order to return some of the things
W C a een taken at a search (they returned a briefcase
with the lining ripped open). Burtsev informed Pavlovsky
that 'there will be more imprisonments', but 'things won't
go as far as Stalin-type repression'. He said that the
cases against R. Lert and V. Gershuni had been closed
on the grounds of 'age' and 'illness', so that Pavlovsky
was the only remaining person who still had to answer
for his actions. Burtsev also said that it was stupid
for Yakovlev to 'disappear' (a case has been instigated
against him under article 181 of the RSFSR Criminal Code
- Chronicle 58 - and he is not living at home), as they
wante to come to a friendly agreement' with him.6.

Around the Belletrist Club

Miscellaneous
On Decem er the RSFSR Supreme Court examined an appeal
against the sentence on Abramkin (Chronicle 58); they

In mid-November Filipp Berman, Evgeny Klementovich, Evgeny
Kozlovsky, Vladimir Kormer (Chronicle 56), Evgeny Popov
(Chronicles 52, 54, 55), Dmitry r gov and Vladimir Kharito-
nov • sent a statement to the Moscow City Soviet with the
suggestion that a 'Belletrist' club for as yet unpublished
writers be attached to the Soviet's cultural department.
They had compiled a collection of works by young authors
for discussion, and this would be the club's first activity.
On 18 November Berman, Klementovich and Kozlovsky were

detained on suspicion of robbery and murder. They were
searched, the above-mentioned collection was confiscated,
they were told that it would be passed to the censorship
[Glavlit] to be checked, and then, since 'the suspicions
had not been confirmed', they were released.
On 19 November six searches were conducted on Burtsev's

instructions in connection with Case No. 50611/14-79 -
at the homes of Berman, Kozlovsky, Kormer, Kharitonov,
Fedot Suchkov and Leonid Novak. Senior Investigator V.V.
Krylov of Moscow City Procuracy conducted the search at
the home of Suchkov. Fedot Fedotovich Suchkov (b. 1915)
is a sculptor and writer; he spent ten years in Stalin's
camps and three years in 'permanent' exile. His own unpub-
lished literary works, poetry by Voloshin, Mandelshtam
and Brodsky, tales by Romanovsky, Bulgakov, Palamarchuk
and Erofeyev, and a tape-recording of an account of a
meeting of the Moscow writers' organization at which the
Metro ol almanac was discussed (Chronicle 52) were confis-
cate . On the same warrant, in w c instructions were
given to search the entire premises, Evgeny Popov, who
was temporarily living in Suchkov's studio, was also search-
ed. A large archive of literary works was taken. Suchkov
and Popov sent statements to the Procuracy demanding the
return of the confiscated materials on the grounds that
they had no connection with the journal Searches.
At the home of Novak, an art histor an elonging to

the USSR Artistic Foundation 1Khudfondl , his own manus-
cript and seven books published abroad were confiscated.
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One of the searchers asked Novak about Egides (who left
the USSR in January - Chronicle 56); in response to Novak's
surprise at the quest on e himself expressed surprise
and explained that he had met Novak several times at Egid-
es's home. Evgeny Popov arrived to visit Novak and was
subjected to a second body-search.

- at the home of Nekhotin (they confiscated two copies
of the novel En ch - one in manuscript, one typewritten;
also a literary arc ive and a Bible);

- at the home of Komarnitsky in the town of Lisichansk
(Komarnitsky was not present).
On 11 December Burtsev interrogated G. ShepelUv and

Nekhotin at the Procuracy. Both refused to give evidence
against themselves. Burtsev informed them that the case
had been transmitted to the KGB and handed G. ShepelUv
a summons for 16 December from Moscow KGB Investigator
Popov.°.

A Search at the Home of Kirill Po ov
es.

At r it

11. Vladimir Kormerlo. PUtr Egides

On 1 December Krylov interrogated Suchkov. The questions
concerned Suchkov's acquaintance with Egides and Popov,
the journal Searches and the Belletrist Club. On the same
day Kormer was nterrogated. The foundcrs of the Belletrist
Club received a reply from the Moscow Soviet advising
them to apply to the committees of writers' groups.

On 23 Decemter Investigator Titov of the Moscow City Procur-
acy (Chronicle 57) conducted a search at the home of Kirill
Popov. n y opov's elderly grandmother was present. The
search lasted for two hours. A copy of Mcscow Helsinki
Croup Document No. 113 (Chronicle 55), I. KovalUv's article
'A rew Thoughts on Aid to o tical Prisoners', Sokirko's
'Statement to the Press' and 'An Open Letter to V.V. Sokir-
ko (K. Burzhuademov)' from Kalistratova (see 'After Sokir-
ko's Trial' in the section 'Letters and Statements'),
a typed copy of the book Russian Saints and other material
of a religious nature, films o t e journal Sowin (Posey),
photographs and a slide 'depicting women in n ecent poses'
were confiscated. After the search Titov said: 'Well,
we've had another clean-up here' (on 13 August there had
been a previous search of Popov's home). Burtsev told
Popov's mother on the telephone that these 'clean-ups'
would be a regular occurrence.

PERSECUTION OF THE INITIATIVE CROUP TO DEFEND THE
A Hunt for the Novel En ch

On 1 August the police detained and searched Initiative
Group member Olga Zaitseva (Chronicle 57). Fhey detained
Zaitseva 'on suspicion of rob ng a p armacy and removing
drugs' while hitch-hiking from Yurev-Polsky to Kolchugino.
Four photographs of her husband, Initiative Croup member
V. FefUlov (Chronicle 57), his article 'What I Want',
and a notebook were taken from her. In addition, the add-
resses on several personal letters were copied out. Sem-
ushin, an official of the State Motor Vehicle Inspectorate
who took part in the search, said: 'You will probably
be informing the West about this search. Don't forget
to remember my name. I want to be famous,' In response
to Zaitseva's request to be given a copy of the search
record First Lieutenant Novozhilov tore it up theatrically
and threw the bits into the rubbish bin. When he returned
a notebook to Zaitseva several days later, Deputy Chief
Shovylin of the Yurev-Polsky police had cut out the tele-
phone numbers of Western correspondents. To FefUlov's
complaint Procurator B. Artamonov of the Yurev-Polsky
District replied:

As has been established, the detention and examination

On 10 December Burtsev 'himself' conducted a search in
ccnnection with Case No. 50611/14-79 at the home of the
brothers Ceorgy and Vladimir ShepelUv (Chronicle 53).
The searchers tapped the walls and floor oar s - they
were looking for the manuscript of the novel En ch, written
by G. ShepelUv, Evgeny Komarnitsky (Chron c e 53) and
Sergei Nekhotin (a copy of the novel ha een confiscated
from a foreigner at the customs). Documents on the emig-
ration movement, Georgy's diaries, and various notebooks
were confiscated.
After the search the ShepelUv brothers were taken to

a police station, where Burtsev interrogated them. Most
of the questions concerned Searches and the novel En ch.
Burtsev showed C. ShepelUv a p otograph of the confiscated
copy and asked about the whereabouts of other copies of
the novel, to which G. ShepelUv replied: 'They're in a
safe place, where you won't find them'. V. Shepelbv said
that he knew nothing about the novel En ch and wrote on
the record that he refused to give further ev dence.
On the same day searches were conducted:
- at the home of G. ShepelUv's wife's parents (they

even looked in jars of jam, but found nothing);
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of citizeness O. Zaitseva on 1.8.80 was conducted by
police officials and people's vigilantes in connection
with her intention to take politically harmful documents,
literature, etc out of the Yurev-Polsky District.
On examination such documents were indeed confiscated

from her ...

On 10 December the headlights of KiselUv's car were ripped
off and the battery was short-circuited (see Chronicles
53, 57). On 23 December Burtsev 'himself' conducte anot er
search of Kiselev's Moscow flat. Letters from the Initia-
tive Group to government departments, rough mateLal for
information bulletins, a typewritten copy of a resolution
of the UN on the rights of the disabled, V. Nekipelov's
essay 'Wiped from the Facade', two articles by G. Pomerants
about Dostoevsky, photographs, memoranda of the All-Euro-
pean Council of the Disabled and a 'Resolution' on its
charter, and letters from disabled people (including foreig-
ners) were confiscated.
On the following day, as Kiselev was leaving the house,

one of two men who were standing in the entrance struck
him from behind. Kiselev fell. A second blow struck him
on the shoulder. At that moment a door slammed upstairs
- someone was leaving a neighbour's flat. One of the assail-
ants swore and both quickly ran off.

On 20 September (on warrants made out by Yu. A. Burtsev)
searches were conducted at the homes of Initiative Group
member Yury Kiselev - in Koktebel (Chronicle 52) and his
Moscow flat - in connection with ase o. 50611/14-79.
Kiselev himself was in Koktebel at the time. Investigator
Shutkov of the Sudak Procuracy was in charge of the search.
Notebooks were taken from guests of Kiselev.
On 24 September Shutkov visited Kiselev and demanded

that he go to the police station to be interrogated. Kise-
lev objected that he had not received a summons. Shutkov
made out a summons then and there. As this did not state
why and in connection with which case he was summoned,
Kiselev still refused to go. Shutkov then summoned a police
squad to take Kiselev by force. While dragging him to
the car (both his legs are amputated at the top of his
thighs) they dropped him twice and tore his shirt. At
the police station Zmeikina - an official of the Crimean
Procuracy - tried to interrogate him about articles found
at the Moscow search, at the request of the Moscow Procur-
acy. Kiselev refused to answer any questions.

ARRESTS

The Arrest of M asnikov

On 26 September a search was conducted in connection with
the same case - No. 50611/14-79 - at the home of V. FefU-
lov. Investigator Gantsev of the Vladimir Regional Procur-
acy was in charge. Blank questionnaires for the disabled
and a questionnaire for disabled people living in institu-
tions, a rough draft of the article 'Who Are We?' and
a letter to Pravda entitled 'How should Disabled People
Approach Examinations by the Medical Work Fitness Board?',
V. Nekipelov's essay 'Wiped from the Facade' (Chronicles
52, 57) and copies of Initiative Croup Documents os.
13-15 (Chronicles 53, 56, 57) were confiscated.

On 19 August Aleksei Myasnikov (b. 1946), an employee
of the Central Scientific Research Laboratory of the USSR
State Committee on Labour and Social Questions, was arres-



ted in Moscow. Myasnikov is a sociologist and Doctor of
Philosophy who has had over 100 works printed. He was
charged under article 190-1 of the RSFSR Criminal Code.
Senior Investigator I.A. Kudryavtsev of the Dzerzhinsky
District Procuracy in Moscow is conducting the case.9.

*

*

In September and October Myasnikov's comrade, Doctor of
Physical and Mathematical Sciences Oleg Popov (Chronicle
54), sent Kudryavtsev several letters requesting to e
interrogated in connection with the Myasnikov case. On
13 December Kudryavtsev summoned O. Popov for interro-
gation. Before it began Popov asked Kudryavtsev to show
him his credentials. He refused: 'This is the Procuracy
building - you don't get outsiders in here. If you don't
want to give evidence you can go'. When Popov had signed
the personal data part of the record he asked to have
explained to him the nature of a caution on liability
for refusal Lo give evidence and for giving deliberately
false evidence. Irritated, Kudryavtsev offered Popov the
Criminal Code, open on the appropriate page.

In October a letter and two photographs - part of an in-
sured package which FefUlov had sent to Group 1 invalid
Valentina Vasileva in Novgorod Region - were returned
to him. The remainder of the package's contents - the
article 'What I Want', a letter to the newspaper Frank-
furter All emeine and the radio-station German Wave ( ron-
c e an ulletin No. 9 (Chronicle 57) - ha een
sent by the Novgoro ost Office to t e Internal Affairs
Department. The record stated that the parcel 'fell from
the sorting cupboard on to a heater ... caught fire ...,
and the side of the wrapping where the address was written
was completely burnt', after which it was opened 'in accor-
dance with article 55 subsection C of the USSR Communica-
tions Regulations'.

*
On 29 November at 7 pm three men grabbed Zaitseva's camera
on a busy, well-lit street in the town of Kolchugino and
ran off.

What are corrective tasks?
I have read your evidence from the last interrogation

(on 6 August Senior Investigator G.V. PonomarUv had
interrogated Popov, essentially about the Myasnikov
case - Chronicle). You kept on saying 'That has no connec-
tionwt tecase'. Well, that too has no connection
with the case.

You are wrong. It has a direct connection with your
obligations. You are an investigator and, as laid down
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On 19 December Kudryavtsev interrogated Myasnikov's wife
N. Omelchenko.  When asked on whose typewriters she had
typed her husband's article '173 Reasons' she replied
that she had typed four copies, on the Chikins' typewriter
and at work. Kudryavtsev showed Omelchenko the analysis
of a team of experts which stated that the article was
not typed on those typewriters and five copies had been
made. Omelchenko repeated her previous answer. She also
wrote on the record that she had typed the article mechan-
ically and was therefore unable to describe its contents.
After the interrogation Kudryavtsev told Omelchenko that
she was being charged under article 190-1 of the RSFSR
Criminal Code and article 17 ('Complicity'), and started
to interrogate her as an accused. Omelchenko repeated
her evidence. Kudryavtsev obtained her signature on a
statement that she would not leave Moscow.
On 30 December the criminal case against Omelchenko

was closed and her case transferred to a Comrades' Court
(article 51 of the RSFSR Criminal Code).

in the Code of Criminal Procedure, you are obliged to
explain the contents of articles 181 and 182 to witnesses.

No, I will not do it. And we will not argue about
it. You, Popov, are refusing to be interrogated. You
are free to go. Leave!

- No, I have come here for interrogation, and intend
to be interrogated. I will write your refusal to explain
article 182 to the witness into the interrogation record
(Popov starts to write down the investigator's words).

What are you writing?
It's not for you; I just don't want to forget what

to put in the record later.
- You're not writing it for me, but you're using my

Criminal Code.
Do have it back, good heavens I have my own copy

(Popov gets out a Criminal Code).
You say that you do not know the laws and yet you

carry a Criminal Code with you.
I carry it because I don't remember it, ie I don't

know it. By the way, I've also brought a Code of Criminal
Procedure.

*

Referring to the Code of Criminal Procedure, Popov states
that he will sign a caution only if he is given the oppor-
tunity to write his own answers on the record.

- No, I will not allow it. It's quite clear, Popov,
you do not want to give evidence. You refuse to give
it and I will record your refusal. That's all. Go away.
You're free, Popov.

No, I'm not going. Not only do I not refuse to give
evidence, I insist on giving it. It's you who is doing
everything to stop this interrogation. You don't want
me to write down my evidence myself because you're scared
that I'll give evidence that doesn't suit you. You're
doing all you can not to let that happen.

Kudryavtsev announced that the interrogation was over
and asked Popov to give him some specimen signatures,
saying that when Myasnikov's home was searched the signa-
ture 'Nikolai Arkadev' was found on one of the copies
of the brochure '173 Reasons for National Shame, or
What the Constitution Keeps Quiet About',10. and telling
Popov to write these words 15-20 times. Popov refused
categorically, stating that this was a violation of the
Code of Criminal Procedure and that the investigator was
putting pressure on him.

Complain to whoever you like. Yes, I'm pressurizing
you. Get out! I shall record your refusal to give eviden-
ce in the proper way.

- Where will you record it?
- Here, on the interrogation record.
- Oh no, you won't get away with that!

Popov snatched the record out of Kudryavtsev's hands,
tore it up and threw the bits on to the table. Kudryavtsev
shouted: 'Get out, Popov!' and added more quietly: 'I
wouldn't let you get away with this in another place'.
Popov went back to the table and picked up the bits of
record, saying that he was taking them as material evidence.

Doctor of Philosophy Mikhail Gurevich, a sociologist from
Perm, testified at an interrogation that he had read 'L73
Reasons' at Myasnikov's home.

The Arrests of Lazareva and Maltseva

On 26 September the feminist Natalya Lazareva (b. 1947)
was arrested in Leningrad (on feminism see Chronicles
55, 57). She was charged under article 190-1 of-The
Criminal Code.11. On 16 December searches were conducted
in Leningrad in connection with her case - No. 36 - at
the homes of Natalya Maltseva, Viktor Krivulin (Chronicles
43, 56) and Tatyana Begicheva.
Maltseva (b. 1951) was arrested after the search. She

was charged under article 70 of the RSFSR Criminal Code.12.
On the day of her arrest she had a temperature of 39°
(she has tuberculosis). She is one of the editors of the
almanac Women and Russia.
A typewrIter, a children's Bible with pictures, the

first volume of an American edition of Mandelshtam, about
15 cassettes with recordings of a discussion of No. 20
of the journal 37 and of music, and poetry (the search
record listed abut 70 items in all) were confiscated
from Krivulin. Manuscripts by Lazareva and N. Malakhovskaya
were confiscated from Begicheva (b. 1946, a graduate of
the Philosophy Faculty of Leningrad University).

The  Arrest of Brailovsk

On 13 November cyberneticist and Doctor of Physical and
Mathematical Sciences Viktor Brailovsky was arrested in
Moscow. He was charged under article 190-1 of the RSFSR
Criminal Code (he had also been briefly arrested in April
and charged under article 190-1 - see Chronicle 56).
Until mid-December Senior Investigator .V. Ponomar8v

of the Moscow City Procuracy conducted the case; he was
then repaced by Senior Investigator VorobUv (Chronicles
54, 56).1is
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Brailovsky is one of the editors of the journal Jews
in the USSR (the latest issue, No. 20, came out in summer

an one of the organizers of the Scientific Seminar
of Refuseniks (see 'The Breaking-up of Unofficial Seminars'
in the section 'Miscellaneous Reports').

On 18 November 82 people signed a letter 'To Everybody'
in defence of Brailovsky. The number of signatories later
rose to 136.

On 26 November Viktor's wife Irina Brailovskaya talked
to PonomarUv. When she asked why her husband had been
arrested, PonomarUv replied: 'The crime is the circulation
of deliberate fabrications defaming ...'.

What fabrications? Be specific.
- You know perfectly well. Everything
What does 'everything' mean?

- You know perfectly well.

Brailovskaya handed PonomarUv a statement:

On 13 November 1980 my husband Viktor Lvovich Brailovsky
was arrested. In 1972 we applied to emigrate to Israel
and in 1976 the restrictions preventing my husband from
leaving the country were lifted. However, he was not
given an emigration visa in spite of our frequent reques-
ts and petitions. In 1977 my husband again handed in
all the necessary documents, this time with an invitation
from his own brother, resident in Israel. V.L. Brailov-
sky's father also lives there. Even after this he was
not given a visa.
As regards myself, the Rector of Moscow University,

Academician A.A. Logunov, informed me in 1978 that I
had never participated in secret work and that the Univer-
sity had no objection to my emigrating. (Moscow Univer-
sity was my only place of work and while working there
I never visited any closed organizations.)
I ask you to explain to me why the Moscow Procuracy

decided in 1980 to arrest my husband when instead, sever-
al years previously, it should have requested the approp-
riate departments to give him an exit visa. This would
have corresponded better to the spirit of Soviet legis-
lation as regards article 190-1, under which my husband
is charged. I ask you to attach this statement to the
case of Viktor Lvovich Brailovsky.

PonomarUv became extremely agitated, started shouting
and said that it was not he who 'arrested Brailovsky'
and that he had received the case after the latter's arrest
(the warrant for the search of the Brailovskys' home in
April 1980, which was conducted by Yu. Burtsev, was made
out by PonomarUv - Chronicle). He then crossed his name
out on the statement .FIT-asked her to take it to the Moscow
Procurator. Brailovskaya wrote a complaint to the Moscow
Procurator about PonomarUv's actions.

Viktor Brailovsky':

... The harsh action against Viktor Brailovsky, which
cannot be justified on any legal basis, was taken during
the first days of the Madrid Conference. I think that
this was not an accident, but an act of provocation.
The world must resist attempts to discard the principles
of defending human rights on an international basis
in the face of the arbitrarily oppressive actions of
the Soviet authorities, both in the Brailovsky case
and in relation to other arrests.
The arrest of Brailovsky is a blow against freedom

of scientific intercourse and freedom of information.
I appeal to scholars and people of culture, to everyone
who holds these principles dear, who holds justice dear,
to work for the release of Viktor Brailovsky.

taken together.
On 15 December Brailovskaya took some medicines to Butyrka
Prison for her husband (who has inflammation of the bile
ducts in his liver). In spite of a letter typed by Pono-
marUv at Brailovskaya's request certifying his illness,
the medicines were not accepted. The Head of the prison
informed Brailovskaya in writing that 'the prison has
all necessary medicines'. Several weeks later, however,
Brailovskaya managed to give her husband the medicines.

The Arrests of Bo ol ubov and Eremenko

* * *

On 5 December A. Sakharov wrote a letter 'In Defence of

On 19 or 20 November Gennady Bogolyubov (Chronicle 49),
a resident of Magadan, was arrested in Moscow. AT-fir his
arrest he was sent back to Magadan.
Shortly before his arrest policemen twice visited his

mother in the town of Orekhovo-Zuyevo, Moscow Region,
looking for her son. On the first occasion they said that
Bogolyubov had broken his written promise not to leave
Magadan, on the second - that he had taken part in a Eight.
Bogolyubov's wife was told that he was charged with the
unlawful use of credentials for the disabled (Bogolyubov's
registration as a Group 2 invalid during his military
service was cancelled in 1978).
After his arrest it was discovered that on 10 December

Bogolyubov had written a statement to the Presidium of
the USSR Supreme Soviet and to participants of the Madrid
Conference renouncing his citizenship. Bogolyubov petition-
ed 'to be relieved of Soviet citizenship with the purpose
of subsequent emigration from the USSR'. He gave persecu-
tion by the authorities as the reason for his desire:

In 1973, after my refusal to collaborate with the KGB,
I was subjected to an attack by a group of hooligans
who beat me up dreadfully. As a result I spent eight
months in hospital ...
At the beginning of 1977 a criminal case was fabricated

against me under article 224, part 2, of the RSFSR Crimin-
al Code. I was tried for distributing narcotics in the
form of tablets of Noksiron which I had received from
the doctor treating me and given to the alleged drug-
addict Zinoviev. However it was absolutely obvious that
a man as seriously ill as myself was in great need of
medicine and would never have given away medicine pres-
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cribed to me in order to ease my condition.
The court, following the evidence of false witnesses,

meted out punishment in the form of one year's depriva-
tion of freedom. Immediately afterwards a campaign of
slander was launched against me in the Magadan press
and on television ... even at the trial the majority
of the evidence against me had been rejected by the
prosecution as untrue.
However, even this did not seem enough for the KGB.

The vile persecution of my eleven-year-old son soon
began. Pupils at his school started to frighten and
beat him (not in vain had one of the television program-
mes mentioned, as if in passing, the school where my
son was a pupil). As a result my son did not attend
school for two whole months, fearing further beatings.
When I had served my sentence a new wave of persecu-

tions awaited me. For a start, I was deprived of my
registration as a disabled person: it suddenly turned
out that I had seemingly received it by mistake. In
a dreadful state I appealed to neurologists at the Maga-
dan Clinic to give me medical help, but even there I
was turned away.

In July 1979 a group of bandits armed with paving
stones tried to break into my flat. On discovering that
I was not at home the furious hooligans broke all the
flat's windows. I afterwards discovered that shortly
Wore this attack a certain 'investigator' had visited
the bandits and informed them that I had allegedly told
the 'organs' about their antisocial way of life.

Bogolyubov considers that the last straw for the KGB was
his open letter to a leader of the American dockers' union,
H. Bridges, in which Bogolyubov gave a 'sharp appraisal'
of Bridges' assertion that 'Soviet dissidents are paid
CIA agents', and related, 'giving his own life as an exam-
ple, the sort of persecution ,which dissenters in the USSR
are subjected to by the KG131.14.

On 12 December evening school teacher Arnold Eremenko
was arrested ip Magadan under article 190-1 of the RSFSR
Criminal Code.1'. His wife wrote to the Regional Procuracy
describing KGB abuses in her husband's case; she was then
summoned to the KGB and threatened that, unless she stopped
complaining, a case would be brought against her for slan-
der.

notes 'of ideologically harmful content', three packages
ready for posting (addressed to Mrs Krainik in Ivano-Fran-
kovsk, Mrs Kapoyan in Ulyanovsk Region and Mrs Plumpa
Ln the town of Kulautuva),1°. and a typewriter. It was
stated on the record that 'according to Fedyakina the
contents of the parcels come from the Solzhenitsyn Fund
resources'.
On the same day and on the following day Fedyakina was

interrogated about her acquaintances from Magadan, espec-
ially Bogolyubov and Eremenko. She was asked whether they
had given money to the Fund, what she knew in general
about the Fund and who had given her the addresses for
the parcels. Fedyakina replied that she had been asked
to send packages by N. Ya. Shatunovskaya (who emigrated
in 1978 - see Chronicle 51), then by Yu. Zaks (who emig-
rated in 1979 ---see-CHFOnicle 52) and now by S. Khodorovich
(the Fund's openly annolince administrator).

The Arrest of Azadovsk

On 19 December Doctor of Literature Konstantin Azadovsky
(Chronicle 10) was arrested in Leningrad after a search.
T e previous evening they had searched and arrested his
fiancee Svetlana Lepilina, Azadovsky is a translator and
literature specialist; he is Klyuyev's biographer and
is doing research on Tsvetayeva and Rilke.

*

tt-

4

12. konstantin  Azadovsk,

On 22 December First Lieutenant Zhmachkin of the Moscow
KGB Investigations Department conducted a search sanctioned
by the Magadan Regional Procurator at the home of Rosa
(Rushania) Fedyakina, sister of Boris (Gantobari) Mukhamet-
shin (Chronicle 55), an exile in the Magadan Region. The
search recor isted 23 items. One of them was: '246 pieces
of paper including postcards, letters and letters from
abroad'. Among the articles confiscated were a list of
19 children, eight pieces of art-work (on tracing-paper)
for posters, including one with a portrait of Solzhenitsyn,
20 library books, 34 typewritten sheets of a 'pornographic'
text (The Peach Branch), three foreign journals - also
termed pornograp c - la boy), a Xeroxed copy of a book
by GumilUv, a book by reu :-N. Ya. Mandelshtam's memoirs,
Yu. Zhukov's book From Battle to Battle - with marginal

A collection of photographic portraits of twentieth-
century Russian writers and a packet containing five grams
of heroin were confiscated from Azadovsky, who said the
heroin had been planted on him during the search.

Investigators who introduced themselves as 'officials
of Police Station No. 15 connected with Interpol' said,
during an unofficial talk, that Azadovsky and his fiancee
had been arrested for narcotics offences, commercial deal-
ings and publication abroad (arrangements for printing
Azadovsky's work abroad were made exclusively by the All-
Union Agency for Authors' Rights).17.
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SEARCHES
THE CASE OF OSIPOVA

On 12 September Investigator Titov (Chronicle 57) of MoscowCity Procuracy conducted a search at t e home of YuryShikhanovich. The search was officially in connectionwith the case of Ternovsky.
The search record listed about 200 confiscated items,but nothing connected with the Ternovsky case or A Chronic-le of Current Events (see 'The Case of Lavut' in-rErorifEre57 was oun • e search record lists such po nts asa piece of paper with letters on it', 'material in Eng-lish'; the whole record is written on that level.

On 12 November Investigator Korobeinikov interrogatedVsevolod Kuvakin (Chronicle 57) in connection with thecase of Moscow Helsin roup member Tatyana Osipova (arres-ted on May 27 - Chronicle 57).
Kuvakin said t at e had known Osipova for about threeyears, that they had met at the home of A. Podrabinek,and that their relations were friendly. He said that hehad learned from Western radio broadcasts that Osipovahad joined the Helsinki Group in summer 1978 and he alsoknew because her signature had started to appear on theGroup's documents.

What is your personal attitude towards the HelsinkiCroup? Do you not judge that the nature of their activi-ties is anti-Soviet?
By no means. I consider that the Helsinki Group,like any other group concerned to defend the rule oflaw, is objectively pro-Soviet. You see, by informingSoviet state organs and the public of facts concerningviolations of Soviet laws and international agreements,and by calling for these violations to be stopped, theHelsinki Group is making it possible for the SovietState to increase its authority ...
But you know, all their appeals are sent not toSoviet institutions but to the West.
in 1977 the Helsinki Group sent all its documentsstraight to Soviet government departments, but sincethere were no replies to their appeals they stoppedsending Group documents to Soviet departments. The Groupinvestigating psychiatric abuse sent all their infor-mation bulletins to the USSR Procuracy, but here too,as far as I know, no answers were forthcoming.

Kuvakin said that he was familiar with the majority ofthe Group's documents but that Osipova had not given themto him and he had not seen them at her home. Korobeinikovtried to establish how the Group's documents were compiled,who was the Group's leader, what were Osipova's functions,how the documents reached the West and which of the Group'smembers was in contact with foreign correspondents inMoscow.

On 15 December in Tallinn a search was conducted at thehouse of the Ostrovskys (Chronicle 54) - the former ownersof the house in Ust-Nera %Aire :-Podrabinek lived (Chronic-le 57). The search was conducted on instructions FromEHe Yakutsk ASSR Procuracy and the reason given was sus-picion about the preparation and testing of an explosivedevice. The search was carried out by a Deputy Chief ofthe Yakutsk ASSR MVD Criminal Investigation Department,Major Popov, a senior inspector of the Tallinn UVD CriminalInvestigation Department, First Lieutenant O. Ya. Filonov,and a man who did not identify himself.
After the search the Ostrovskys were interrogated. Popovinterrogated Leonid Ostrovsky as a suspect. At the startof the interrogation Popov said that Ostrovsky's guiltwas fully proven by the testimony of witnesses (he didnot show Ostrovsky any of this testimony) and by his finger-prints (Ostrovsky's fingerprints had never been taken).Popov asked Ostrovsky to write a statement that he wouldnot cause any explosions in Tallinn. Ostrovsky refused.Investigator Ladoshkin interrogated Natalya Ostrovskaya.He said that she was being interrogated as a witness forthe moment, but would soon be charged. Ladoshkin accusedOstrovskaya of associating with terrorists and with housespeculation (the Ostrovskys had sold their house to A.Podrabinek when they moved to Tallinn). Ladoshkin saidthat, working in a library, Ostrovskaya was of no produc-tive value and expressed his regret that the Stalin erahad passed. The Ostrovskys were also questioned abouttheir acquaintance with A. Podrabinek.

*
In December a search was conducted at the work-place ofN.P. Lisovskaya (Chronicle 54) in her absence. On 23 Decem-ber a search was con ucted in Moscow at the home of VeraLashkova (Chronicle 1). On 23 December religious literaturewas confiscate uring a search at the home of NikolaiSimakov (b. 1949, graduated from the Law Faculty of Lenin-grad University) in Leningrad.
On 29 December searches were conducted in Leningradat the homes of E.P. Borisova, the mother of VladimirBorisov (Chronicle 57) (more than 30 items were listedon the recor and [feminist] Galina Crigoreva (b. 1948,a graduate of the Psychology Faculty of Leningrad Univer-sity).

Have you ever seen members of the Helsinki Grouptalking to Western correspondents?
Yes, I was there a couple of times when Yury Yarym-Agayev (who emigrated in July 1980 - Chronicle 57) talkedto correspondents.
Did none of the correspondents ever question youabout Tatyana Osipova?

- On one occasion the BBC correspondent Kevin Ruaneasked me if she was any better (she was ill at the time).I don't remember any other occasions.
So Osipova knew that correspondent?
To be accurate, he knew of her existence. If heknew Tatyana, I imagine that he would have asked herin person how she was.

Korobeinikov then started to discuss the Chronicle: 'Weused to think that any issue of the Chronicle was automatic-
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ally criminal, but now - only some of them. Vellkanova
helped to compile about thirty issues, but, you know,
only a few resulted in charges. It's true that we always
confiscate the Chronicle at searches, because it is ideolog-
ically defective Tfe7ature, but as for putting people
inside for it - we don't do it'. He then questioned Kuvakin
about the nature of Osipova's connection with the Chronicle
and whether she had given it to him to read. on t
know and she didn't', replied Kuvakin. Korobeinikov then
asked about Osipova's attitude to terrorism ('negative',
said Kuvakin) and took seven typewritten documents from
his desk (an open letter to the Presidium of the USSR
Supreme Soviet about the seizure of American diplomats
in Iran, a letter about the arrest of Alexander Podrahinek,
a letter about the arrest of Viktor Nekipelov, a letter
to the Presidium of the USSR Supreme Soviet refusing to
take part in elections to the USSR Supreme Soviet, a letter
in defence of V. Skvirsky, a Free Inter-Trade Association
of Working People [FIAWP] document about the trial of
g. Nikitin, and an appeal from the Committee to Press
for the Right to Free Emigration from the USSR). He handed
the documents to Kuvakin with the words 'Are you familiar
with this material?'

ments. He asked Sirotenko to say a few kind words which
would help Osipova at the trial. He also said that Osipo-
va's 'older comrades' had not warned her in time how to
conduct herself so that her activities did not break the
law (they themselves, Korobeinikov said, did know how
to stay on the right side of the line) and now they did
not even want to appear for interrogation - Neiman and
Kalistratova, for example. He said that Osipova needed
help. When Sirotenko asked: 'If the investigation wishes
Osipova well, why did they arrest her9' Korobeinikov rep-
lied that she had broken the law. She had compiled, stored
or circulated the anti-Soviet journal the Chronicle and
other documents found at her home whest it was searched,
and also NTS [Popular Labour Alliance". ] documents which
contained a programme for overthrowing the Soviet govern-
ment. The investigator remarked on Osipova's family situa-
tion - she had recently married and now Ivan (KovalUv
- Chronicle) had lost his wife, having already lost his
fat er. Irotenko surely understood this as she was in
the same position herself - waiting many years for her
fiance (Airikyan - Chronicle). Korobeinikov remarked on
Sirotenko's fortitude e was apparently referring to
the anonymous threats which she had received in 1976 and
1979 - see Chronicle 53).
When aske s e would give evidence Sirotenko replied

that she would not, and explained that she wanted nothing
to do with the KGB. Korobeinikov wrote down the question
about Sirotenko's acquaintance with Osipova on the record
and then added a long text, finishing with the statement
that Sirotenko refused to give evidence, as she had been
acquainted with the KGB for a long time and had a negative
attitude towards it. Sirotenko repeated that she refused
to give evidence. She refused to sign the record, saying
that except for her reasons for refusing, the investigator
had made it all up. The interrogation lasted for less
than an hour.

- I signed each of the documents at some point. But
three of them have no connection with Tatyana Osipova

There's the surname Osipova. Does that mean that
she signed the documents?
- Yes, usually a name is only put down when that person

has signed or agreed to sign the document ...
How are the signatures collected?
In various ways. There is no specific procedure ...
Do you suppose that Osipova's signature was put

down ... without her knowledge or agreement?
I've never yet encountered or heard of such a thing

happening ... But of course I cannot state categorically
that such a thing is completely impossible.

During the interrogation Korobeinikov also asked questions
about the FIAWP and about the committee on emigration.
All the questions and answers were fairly accurately writ-
ten down by Korobeinikov without distortions of meaning.
However, on reading the record Kuvakin noticed that several
of the questions and answers had been omitted (about the
explosion in the metro, about the FIAWP, about the commit-
tee on emigration and about Osipova's knowledge of a for-
eign language). During the interrogation Korobeinikov
several times digressed on to such themes as the differen-
ces between the democratic movement and the movement to
defend the rule of law, the journal Searches, and whether
Kuvakin knew Sakharov. The interrogation asted six-and-
a-half hours.
As Kuvakin was leaving, Korobeinikov said 'I hope we

won't meet again, but who knows?'. Kuvakin asked: 'Where
would we meet? Here in Moscow or maybe in Perm?' Korobeini-
kov said: 'Both here and there'.

* *
On 16 November Korobeinikov interrogated Elena Sirotenko
(Chronicles 39, 40, 47, 48, 51, 52). In a part of the
interrogat on which took place off the record Korobeinikov
said that 'they' knew that Sirotenko was simply Osipova's
friend and was not involved in compiling and signing docu-

On 17 November Korobeinikov interrogated Bella Koval (Chron-
icles 48, 49, 53).
T e investigator asked whether she was getting used

to being a witness. On the record he wrote: 'Yes, in 1961
in connection with the case of "aeroplane person" Kuznet-
sov, convicted in 1970, whom I had agreed to marry in
1956'. Koval pointed out inaccuracies in recording her
evidence, but Korobeinikov disagreed and did not correct
them. When asked about her acquaintance with Osipova,
Koval replied that they had met no more than three times.
Korobeinikov wrote on the record that they had met three
years ago at the home of Irina Ginzburg, the wife of an
especially dangerous state criminal. In response to Koval's
objection Korobeinikov explained: 'That's the rule; that's
how we describe people', and again said that there was
no inaccuracy. When asked if she knew, and if so where
from, that Osipova was a member of the Helsinki Group,
she replied that she had probably been told by Kuznetsov.
'Who else do you know in the Group?"Nobody. He told
me about Velikanova and T. Khodorovich'. The investigator
explained that that was a different Helsinki Group and
that now its membership was completely new. He mentioned
Bonner, who, he said, had a feeling of impunity and was
therefore behaving brashly (Koval has long been acquainted
with E. Bonner, who has helped Kuznetsov's family - Chronic-
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le). Her answer looked like this on the record: 'From
RrIznetsov I know that Osipova, Khodorovich and Bonner
(whom  I  know personally) are members'. Koval told Korobein-
ikov that before one of her journeys to visit Kuznetsov,
Osipova had helped her to get some tea and sausage. The
record said: 'Helsinki Group members are obliged to render
moral and material support to the families of especially
dangerous state criminals'. At Koval's insistence correc-
tions were now made on the record: not 'obliged' and not
'especially dangerous ...' but 'political prisoners'.
After a conversation about where Koval thought Osipova
had obtained the food, and whether she had wanted money
for it, and about the Political Prisoners' Aid Fund, a
sentence was written on the record that Osipova wanted
no compensation for the food. Koval replied in the negative
when asked whether Osipova had conducted anti-Soviet agita-
tion and whether she had given Koval anything to read,
or told her about her activities. When asked how she had
found out that Osipova had been arrested, Koval replied
that she had heard on 'Voice of America'. On an addendum
to the record Koval wrote that she considered Tatyana
Osipova to be a person worthy of deep respect and was
grateful to her for her real goodness and extreme courage.
During the interrogation Korobeinikov said several things

off the record: about  N. Neiman  (who, according to the
investigator, encouraged young people to commit crimes
but tried to stay in the background himself - for example,
he did not sign the Group document about Afghanistan,
but Osipova did sign it; Jews, according to Korobeinikov,
are usually clever but cunning; they stick together and
know just when Up stop); about the Helsinki Group (the
investigator said that it had its own stationery and that
its documents were sometimes within the law and sometimes
not); about other national and foreign groups, in particu-
lar Amnesty International; about Ivan KovalUv's birthday
party, which Koval had been to (about the food and drink,
the guests, what they had done); about Osipova's arrival
in Moscow, about her love for KovalUv and his for her
(which according to Korobeinikov could be sensed even
now when she was under investigation), and about Osipova's
first husband. When Koval asked whether she would be allow-
ed to attend the trial Korobeinikov replied that it was
hardly likely - she must know what had happened at recent
trials and this one would be the same.

On 29 November Korobeinikov interrogated Koval for a second
time. He said that her statement had caused trouble for
him. Koval asked to see the first record again (this was
allowed only after her third request). Koval wrote down
the complete text of her statement dated 23 November on
a new record, and then dictated to the investigator that
she had visited Kuznetsov up until 1965 and three or four
times after 1974 with his mother. Kuznetsov had said noth-
ing to her about the Helsinki Group.
As regards Osipova the new statement read: 'We did not

meet in Irina Ginzburg's flat, but I do not remember the
circumstances under which we did meet'; as regards the
food: 'Tanya did not ring me; most likely I rang her.
She gave me the tea and sausage out of personal kindness
because I needed help -  I  have a family and Kuznetsov's
mother had a personal income of five roubles per month'.
Korobeinikov asked what Koval knew about members of

the Helsinki Group, and then asked her to listen to a
tape-recording of Osipova's voice (he explained that Tolts
was interviewing her). He named a long list of people
whom he claimed Koval knew (Tolts, Podrabinek, Daniel,
Sinyavsky, etc). Koval said that she knew only Bonner
and refused to answer the other questions, including ones
about the tape-recording.

*

On 19 November Lt. Col. V.A. Kolchin interrogated  Ilya
Burmtstrovich  (the warrant was signed by Korobeinikov).
In the questionnaire part of the record Burmistrovich
suggested that the question about his convictions (he
served three years, in 1968-71, under article 190-1 of
the RSFSR Criminal Code - see Chronicles 8, 20) should
be answered via the official channe s. urmistrovich stated
that the record of the first question put to him was inac-
curate: he had not refused to answer questions at an inter-
rogation on 6 November, but had said he would answer them
when the articles illegally confiscated at a search on
19 September were returned (his home had been searched
on that day, nominally in connection with the Grivnina
case). He said that with the exception of the question
which he had just answered, he would answer all future
questions by reference to a short statement of his posi-
tion: he would give evidence only after the return of
the confiscated articles. When reminded of his liability
for refusing to give evidence, Burmistrovich, in an adden-
dum to the record, explained his position in more detail,
after which he signed the addendum but refused to sign
any other part of the record.

On 23 November Koval sent a statement to Korobeinikov
demanding that the phrases 'especially dangerous state
criminal' and 'turned out' be deleted from her replies.
She also demanded that factual errors be corrected: she
had met Kuznetsov in 1956, she had been his fiancee when
the first case was brought against him in 1961, and she
had not been summoned in connection with the case in 1970.
Although Koval had said at the interrogation that she
had not met Osipova at the home of I. Ginzburg (and had
met the latter only just as she was leaving the country),
the record stated that she had met Osipova there. Koval
asked for this point to be crossed off the record. Moreover
she asked for her opinion that 'Tatyana was able to help
... because she personally chose to' to be added to the
record. Koval asked for her statement to be attached to
Osipova's case file.

On 20 November Kolchin interrogated  Alexander Lavut's
daughter Tatyana.  In spite of Lavut's request for the
interrogation to be conducted in the form of questions
and answers Kolchin talked about the Helsinki Group for
a long time off the record. To a recorded question about
the circumstances under which she met Osipova Lavut answer-
ed that she had known her since 1977, when Osipova had
come to work at the Central Administration for Geological
Expeditions as a machine operator. She described her rela-
tions with Osipova as friendly. Lavut refused to answer
a question about Osipova's political views. Lavut said
'hat the purpose of the Helsinki Group was to assist the
fulfilment of all points of the agreements signed in Hel-*
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sinki. Lavut refused to answer other questions about the
activities of the Helsinki Group and Osipova's role in
it. She also refused to say whether she had signed Group
Document No. 58 'Ten Years After' (about Czechoslovakia
- Chronicle 57).

On the same day Major V.G. Samoilov attempted to interro-
gate Moscow Helsinki Group member  S.V. Kalistratova.  Kalis-
tratova refused to talk to the investigator off the record.
She also refused to comply with a proposal that she relate
all she knew about the Osipova case, or a request that
she should describe Osipova, or to answer questions, refer-
ring to a statement of hers which she had sent by post.

* *

On 21 November in the town of Yurev-Polsky Investigator
A1G. Gubinsky visited  Olga Zaitseva  (see 'The Persecution
of the Initiative Group to Defend the Rights of the Dis-
abled') at work. Zaitseva refused to talk to him. One-
and-a-half hours later she was officially summoned to
the police station. There Gubinsky and Perepelkin - an
official of the Kolchugino District Department of the
Vladimir KGB - attempted to interrogate her. Zaitseva
refused to give evidence, stating that she did not want
to be part of a crime committed by the KGB. One of the
questions put to her concerned her signature and that
of Osipova on a document about international discord and
methods of fighting free thought.
After the interrogation Gubinsky went to Zaitseva's

home to interrogate her husband Valery FefUlov. FefUlov
did not open the door and said that he refused to give
evidence.

tuition' reached the West, adding that the Group documents
which he had read did not contain such information, al-
though the Group itself had been the object of libel on
many occasions in secret investigation materials and in
stories in the Soviet press. Gastev also said that he
had never heard 'slanderous statements' from Osipova and
was convinced that she was incapable of making them. Koro-
beinikov deleted a similar question about 'anti-Soviet
statements' as he was unable to explain to Gastev exactly
what he meant. When asked whether Osipova had given him
The Gula Archi ela o or The Technolo of Power to read,
astev repe ntenegat ve.
Gastev spoke of Yu. Orlov, A. Lavut, S. KovalUv, T.

Velikanova and A. Podrabinek with respect and admiration.
Gastev refused to comply when Korobeinikov, describing
himself as 'a specialist on female matters' asked him
to give his views on women dissidents in general and on
Osipova in particular.

In the town of Kolomna Osipova's mother was interrogated
twice. At the first interrogation she talked about her
daughter's close acquaintance with her former teacher
from the Moscow University foundation courses, Oleg  Petro-
vich Smola.
At . the second interrogation she was asked to listen

to a tape-recording of Tatyana talking about herself and
to confirm that the voice was in fact that of her daugh-
ter. She did confirm this. (The tape was confiscated on
29 April during a search at the home of Vladimir Tolts
- Chronicle 56).

On the same day one of the investigators telephoned  Valen-
tin Mitskevich,  a friend of Osipova and Koval8v, and asked
whether Mitskevich had received a summons for interroga-
tion. On hearing that he had not, the investigator tried
to persuade him to come without a summons, Mitskevich
refused.
On 21 November Helsinki Group member  N.N. Meiman  was

summoned for interrogation - he did not go (this was al-
ready the third summons). E.  Armand  and  Yu. Colfand  were
also summoned and also did not go.

On 25 November Korobeinikov interrogated  M.Z. Novikov
(Chronicles 51, 52, 56).

*

On the same day Korobeinikov interrogated  Yury Gastev.
Gastev confirmed that he knew Osipova and gave a glowing
description of her and of the Helsinki Group as a whole.
To questions about the Group's structure, the division
of responsibilities between its members and the technicali-
ties of compiling and signing documents Gastev replied
that the tasks which the Group set itself were reflected
in its documents, and advised the investigator to ask
its members if he wanted more detail. Gastev confirmed
that he had signed documents in defence of A. Podrabinek
and A. Lavut and 'Ten Years After'. Gastev refused to
answer a question about how the Group's 'libellous infor-

At the same time Samoilov interrogated Osipova's  aunt
in Nakhabino (Moscow Region). He questioned her about
Tatyana's first marriage and about Smola. Concerning Osi-
pova's first marriage, her aunt said that she had visited
her then about twice. Osipova had very little free time:
she was studying, working and looking after an aging hus-
band who was a sick man. It was written into the record
that the marriage was one of convenience.
Osipova's aunt said that Osipova used to think highly

of Smola as a teacher and also valued his personal quali-
ties. When asked whether Osipova had been Smola's lover
her aunt replied that she thought not. The investigator
wrote on the record that Osipova had been in love with
Smola. Smola himself was interrogated several times at
length in connection with the Osipova case.

On 26 November Korobeinikov interrogated Vladimir Tolts.
Tolts confirmed that he knew Osipova and said that their
relations were friendly. To the question: had Osipova
in his presence made negative evaluations of Soviet reality
or uttered 'anti-Soviet' and slanderous fabrications,
had she circulated material containing such fabrications,
both at home and abroad, and had she given him The Gula
Archi ela o, The Technolo of Power or A ChrSiirE e o
urrent vents to rea o ts rep e in the negat ve.
oro e ni ov produced the tape-recording which had been

confiscated from Tolts and asked several questions about
it. Tolts refused to answer. When asked if he had become
interested in Osipova because of her 'anti-Soviet activi-.
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ties' Tolts replied that her path in life was unique,
but then so were those of many other people, for example
that of a young banjo-player from Perm called Korobeinikov
who had become a KGB investigator and was now conducting
a case in Moscow itself. (Tolts had picked up this infor-
mation during a wide-ranging talk with the investigator
off the record.)
During their talk Tolts questioned Korobeinikov about

the interrogation of the writer Georgy Vladimov which
Korobeinikov had conducted. (Several days after the inter-
rogation Vladimov had suffered a myocardial heart-attack.)
Korobeinikov denied any guilt or responsibility. He said
that Vladimov had seemed to him to be a calm and very
interesting person and that he had probably had the heart-
attack because of anxieties arising after .the interroga-
tion as a result of telephone calls from Sofia Vasilevna
Kalistratova and several other acquaintances questioning
him about the interrogation.

Sokolinskaya suggested that Osipova should be tried
by an assizes court at her place of work, since nobody
there believed that she was such a 'dangerous person'.
The investigator said that they might send one of their
officials to Osipova's work-place after the trial, and
he would explain it all to them. Sokolinskaya offered
to go bail for Osipova. Kolchin replied that the affair
had gone too Ear and Osipova would have to be punished
seriously. He refused to say exactly what charges were
being brought against Osipova: 'If I start telling you
about that, it'll make me into a disseminator of anti-
Soviet ideas'.

On the same day Investigator I.S. Filatov interrogated
V.S. Tyulkov (Chronicle 56) in the town of Orekhovo-Zuyevo.
Filatov said t at according to his information Osipova
used to 'run' to Tyulkov when she was studying in Orekhovo-
Zuyevo. Tyulkov expressed bewilderment and said that he
had heard of Osipova only from radio broadcasts. Here
Filatov expressed surprise: how could Tyulkov deny that
he knew Osipova since, when they were arresting Lavut,
Chronicle 54 had been confiscated from Tyulkov who was
v s t ng Lavut at the time, and the same issue of the
Chronicle had been found at Osipova's home? Tyulkov again
sa t at he did not know Osipova and that he himself
had compiled that issue of the Chronicle (he also said
this at an interrogation in connection with the Lavut
case).
To questions about whether he knew members of the Helsin-

ki Group, its documents or A.D. Sakharov, Tyulkov replied
in the negative. It was stated on the record that Tyulkov
had first visited Lavut to meet a person close to the
Helsinki Group. Tyulkov objected that he had said: 'I
went to visit him on a private matter', but did not try
to insist on the record being corrected. At the end of
the interrogation Filatov said: 'Well, you haven't seen
the last of me!' Tyulkov replied that he was in no doubt
of it.

On 2 December Maria Petrenko sent a letter to Andropov
in which she stated that at an interrogation in connection
with the case of Osipova on 12 November she had asked
Investigator Chechetkin to attach to the case file her
statement announcing her refusal to take part in cases
in which criminal proceedings were taken against people
for their beliefs. Petrenko wrote that having lived through
the mass repressions of the Stalin era, she had learned
'to be extremely wary of the evidence of witnesses at
investigations where opinions rather than concrete crimes
are the object of the enquiry'.

On 28 November Kolchin interrogated Inna Sokolinskaya,
a colleague of Osipova. Sokolinskaya said that she had
met Osipova when the latter came to work with her. Their
relations were good and friendly. She had visited Osipova
and KovalUv only once, after Osipova had been arrested
for 15 days (Chronicle 56). She said that she had heard
of the Helsinki roup from her husband and he had heard
of it from 'Voice of America' (Sokolinsky was Osipova's
immediate boss - Chronicle 57). Tatyana had never talked
about the Group or a out er work for it, and Sokolinskaya
had never asked her about it - her husband had forbidden
her to do so.

Sokolinskaya described Osipova's great concern for her
first husband: she used to go home at lunch-time to feed
him, she was always taking things to him when he was in
hospital and she took his death very hard.

On 5 December Gubinsky interrogated Moscow Helsinki Group
member Ivan KovalUv. KovalUv refused to answer questions
about the money, food and other articles confiscated at
a search of his and Osipova's home (Chronicle 54). He
also refused to comment on Moscow Helsin roup Document
No. 104 (Chronicle 54) which stated that the confiscated
money, foo an articles belonged to the Aid Fund for
Political Prisoners.
Off the record Gubinsky and KovalUv discussed the circum-

Stances of Andrei Amalrik's death, Gubinsky's education,
and his earlier assessments of Mandelshtam's poetry, which
can be found in the case file of Superfin (Chronicle 36).
Gubinsky said that Osipova was looking etter n prison

than she had before her arrest: she did not have to worry
about shopping or cooking or cleaning. He advised KovalUv
to retire and join his wife on full board and lodging.
Agreed that while KovalUv had money he could cope with
queues, etc, but when the money ran out he would have
to 'give himself up'. Off the record Gubinsky asked about
the tape taken from Tolts and also said that KovalUv's
article 'About My Tanya' had given the investigation plenty
of material, even while KovalUv was refusing to give evid-
ence.
Gubinsky returned to KovalUv six cassettes which had

been confiscated on the day of Osipova's arrest, and also
dictionaries and books in English which had earlier been
brought and accepted for Osipova. Gubinsky refused to
give a reason for the return of the books.
On 11. December Samoilov interrogated Kovalgv. His only

question concerned Osipova's passport. KovalUv said that
he had searched their room thoroughly but had not found
the passport. He promised to bring it if he did find it.
A talk off the record led up to Samoilov stating his

opinion that 'the young ones are getting locked up', while
'the old ones are staying in the background'. He said
that all 'sensible' people were in the 20 - 40 - year - old
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age group. Everyone else was either young and stupid or
old and senile. Samoilov said that he himself was 35 years
old.

In mid-December Filatov summoned Yu. Velichkin (Chronicles
52, 56). His wife went to the interrogation (he s dis-
abled). In reply to the investigator's questions she said
that she did not know Osipova and had not seen the Helsinki
Group documents (confiscated from Velichkin's home during
a search).

- 51 -

But in reality I can see terrible discrimination against
the Crimean Tatars, while those responsible for it are
well-known, but go unpunished.

Please help me to find my mother. Like my Russian
friends, I only wish to live peacefully at home with
my mother and father.
Please help me to obtain a residence permit for our

house in Stary Krym - 56 Oktyabrskaya Street.

EVENTS IN THE UKRAINE
On 15 December the pre-trial Investigation ended. Tatyana
Osipova and her lawyer Vladimir Yakovlevich Shveisky began
to study the case file.I9•

The Trial of Sas-Zhurakovsk

PERSECUl ON OF CRIMEAN TATARS

At the end of November and beginning of December the famil-
ies of Mamut Dzhelyayev (Suvorovo village), Fakri Mischanov
(Stary Krym) and Yusuf Seitablayev were evicted from their
homes. Mischanov later returned and installed himself
in an outhouse.

At 6 am on 3 December police burst into the house in Stary
Krym where the Khurdade family had lived since 1976. Scar-
cely giving them time to dress, they drove the family
out into the street and began loading their belongings
on to a lorry. Gulnar Khurdade and her husband were taken
to Kerch, from where they were to be deported to Uzbekistan.
Aishe Khurdade, Gulnar's daughter, was at work at this

time and she returned to find the house padlocked. She
took shelter with friends, but was unable to go to work.
Gulnar and her husband managed to escape and returned

to Stary Krym. The following day Gulnar was seized and
taken away in a vlice car. Aishe was unable to find out
what had happened to her mother, despite her enquiries
at the police station and other local organizations. From
Aishe's (b. 1962) letter to Brezhnev:

My mother's father was a communist partisan, shot by
the German fascists. She has appealed many times to
higher party and Soviet organizations for a permit auth-
orizing our family to live in our house in Stary Krym,
but she has been unable to obtain the most elementary
rights for herself and her children. For example, it
is four years since her passport expired and she has
been refused a new one. I was issued with a passport
at the age of 16, but have so far been unable to get
a residence permit, despite the fact that we have some-
where to live and that I went to school and later to
work here.
Am I destined to live out my life without rights?

Please answer me: am I without civil rights everywhere
in the USSR, or only in the Crimea? We learned at school
that there is no national discrimination in the USSR.

On 21 May the People's Court in Kolomiya, lvano-Frankovsk
Region, sentenced Father Miron Sas-Zhurakovsky (b. 1934;
arrested 27 February - Chronicle 56) to two years' strict-
regime camps under Artic e of the Ukrainian Criminal
Code ('Violation of the Passport Regulations'), for refus-
ing to accept a Soviet passport. This is the maximum sen-
tence under Article 196; the corresponding article - No.
198 - of the RSFSR Code carries a maximum penalty of one
year.
Miron's parents lived in Warsaw in 1939 and had Polish

citizenship. After the partition of Poland, the whole
family received German citizenship. In May 1942 Miron's
father Nikolai was drafted into Hitler's army and fought
against the USSR until 1945. He was taken prisoner in
April 1945 and his family were brought to Kolomiya (where
his parents lived) by the Soviet authorities. Before his
release from captivity in 1949, Nikolai Sas-Zhurakovsky
was told that unless he made a statement to the effect
that he was living in Kolomiya in 1939 (and thus under
Soviet law would be a citizen of the USSR), he would be
sent to Germany after his release and separated from his
family. He wrote the statement and his wife confirmed
it, at his request. In 1975 Nikolai and Miron wrote to
the Presidium of the USSR Supreme Soviet requesting the
return of their German citizenship. They wrote several
more times, but received no reply.
The court refused to call Miron's mother (his father

is now dead) as a witness, or to obtain the documents
relating to the family's citizenship from the archives.
Miron Sas-Zhurakovsky is serving his sentence in Vinnitsa
Region. His address is: s. Strizhavka, uchr. 1V-301/81.

The Trial of Krainik

From 12 to 21 August Ivano-Frankovsk Regional Court, pre-
sided over by G.D. Vasilenko, heard the case of  Nikolai
Mikhailovich Krainik  (b. 1935; arrested 28 September 1979
- Chronicle 56). He was charged under the following artic-
les o t e Ukrainian Criminal Code: article 62 (= article
70 of the RSFSR  Code), article  64 ('Organizational Activity
... and also Participation in an Anti-Soviet Organization')
and article 208 PInvolving Minors in Criminal Activi-.
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on this point). All three were charged under article 62
of the Ukrainian Criminal Code (= article 70 of the RSFSR
Code); Khmara was also charged under article 150 of the
Ukrainian Code ('Private Enterprise ...') and V. Shevchenko
under article 70 of the RSFSR Code. The prosecutor was
V. Dorosh and the defence lawyers: Stepanenko (for Khmara),
Brusentsov (for V. Shevchenko) and M.M. Lipkus (for A.
Shevchenko).

t,
Khmara was a dental surgeon in Cornyak settlement, Lvov
Region. He was a member of the town trade union committee
and tried to obtain better working conditions for his
colleagues. He was accepted into the party by a primary
party organization, but this decision was not endorsed
by the higher organization. After this Khmara was removed
from trade union activities.
V. Shevchenko graduated from the Faculty of Journalism

at Kiev University and then served in the ranks of the
KGB. He was a KGB reserve officer and a party member.
At the end of the 'fifties he was an editor of the Leninist
newspaper on Sakhalin Island, then of the Radio an e e-
graph Agency of Ukraine [RATAU] in Kiev. Prior to his
arrest he worked in the technical information department
of a factory.
A. .Shevchenko is also a graduate of Kiev University's

Faculty of Journalism. Until his arrest he was chief sec-
retary of the editorial board of the Ukrainian Biochemical
Journal.

0. Alexander Sheychenko

ties'). The prosecutor was Procurator Gorodko, the defence
lawyer Kabitsky.
Krainik graduated as an external student of the History

Faculty of Chernovtsy University in 1967. He was a party
member and director of the eight-year school in his native
village of Solukov, Dolinsky District, Ivano-Frankovsk
Region.
Krainik attracted the attention of the KGB when he was

denounced by Maria Vintoniv, whom he helped to prepare
for the entrance examination to an institution of higher
education and to whom he occasionally described historical
facts in a way that differed from the official interpreta-
tion. In 1971 Krainik was expelled from the Communist
Party and dismissed from his job. From 1978 until his
arrest he worked as a motor mechanic in Turkmenia.
Krainik was a founder-member of the Ukrainian National

Front [UNF] organization. Its members prepared and cir-
culated uncensored literature. They tried to publish a
journal entitled Ukrainian Herald and an almanac called
Enli htenment (two ssues came out .

eptember 1979 Krainik was arrested in the town
of Mary, Turkmenian SSR. On 8 October he was already in
Ivano-Frankovsk. On 9 October six homes in the village
of Solukov were searched. On 20 November a can containing
UNF material was found near the village.

In prison Krainik began to suffer from a stomach ulcer,
kidney disease and arteriosclerosis. In June 1980 he was
admitted to Lvov Prison Hospital. His family were not
informed about the start of his trial. They arrived in
Ivano-Frankovsk on 14 August, but were not admitted to
the courtroom. They were told that the trial had started
five minutes ago and that the courtroom was already full(').
The following day the family arrived two hours before
the trial reopened, but at 9.45 they were forcibly evicted
from the courtroom, Krainik's wife Darya was pushed so
hard against a door that the glass gave way; she was taken
to the police station and fined 20 roubles. The family
were finally admitted to the courtroom on 21 August -
for the reading of the judgment.
The court sentenced Krainik to seven years in strict-

regime camps and three years' exile. He has been in Mor-
dovian Camp No. 3 since 21 November.

The Trial of Mazur

In December the Zhitomir Regional Court sentenced Dmitry
Mazur (arrested 30 July - Chronicle 57) to six years in
strict-regime camps and five years exile under article
62 of the Ukrainian Criminal Code (= article 70 of the
RSFSR Code). The trial lasted five days.

The Trial of Khmara, V. Shevchenko and A. Shevchenko

From 15 to 24 December the Lvov Regional Court, presided
over by E.I. Kryuchkov-Dvoretsky, heard the case of Stepan
Ilich Khmara (b. 1937; arrested, evidently, on 31 March),
Vitaly Nikiforovich Shevchenko (b. 1934; arrested 14 April
- Chronicle 56) and Alexander Evgenevich Shevehenko (b.
194 ; arrested 31 March) - Chronicle 56 is inaccurate

On 31 March KGB officials
led by Lieutenant Colonel
Petrun (who physically tor-
tured Stus - Chronicle 58)
took A. Shevc en o away
from Kiev City Hospital
No. 3, where he had been
admitted because his duodenal
ulcer had got worse. (Further-
more Berezkin, head of the
Castroenterological depart-
ment, signed a certificate
to the effect that Shevchenko
had been discharged for
drinking alcohol). Shevchenko
was driven home, where a
search was carried out;
it lasted from 12 noon until
midnight. He was then taken
to the offices of the Ukrain-
ian KGB and interrogated
by Petrun until 1.55 am;
no record of this was kept.
He was then shown the warrant
for his arrest and placed
in a solitary cell. A series
of lengthy, daily interroga-
tions followed. The inves-
tigator, Captain Boitsov,
behaved very crudely. Shev-
chenko was given no medical
treatment, despite his weak
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heart and the pains in his stomach.
On 3 April, as he was being led back after interrogation,

Shevchenko was suddenly thrust into a windowless cell
measuring 1.5 x 0.6 metres. When an ensign came to let
him out of this 'sack', he explained: 'That was so that
you could think things over'.
At the end of his interrogation on 5 April, Shevchenko

had a heart-attack and lost consciousness. An ambulance
arrived, he was given an intravenous injection and nitro-
glycerin, and forbidden to move. The diagnosis was a steno-
cardiac attack.
Shevchenko submitted a statement requesting that he

be interrogated in bed (even lifting his hand from his
plate to his mouth exhausted him). Nevertheless, from
8 April onwards he was again taken to the third floor
for interrogation. He was also refused a cell to himself
and a special diet.

In a statement to the Ukrainian Procurator, dated 10
April, Shevchenko complained of the crude methods employed
during the investigation. The statement was returned to
him by Boitsov, who said: 'Look' If you sow the wind,
you reap a storm" After this Shevchenko started to give
evidence and to sign the formulated replies Boitsov presen-
ted to him.

The courtroom was half empty. The wives of the defendants
and Khmara's brother were allowed in after they had been
questioned as witnesses (on the fourth and fifth days).
A relative of V. Shevchenko who arrived on 22 December
(the trial began on the 15th) was allowed into the court-
room, but no one else tried to gain admittance.
Under article 62 Khmara was charged with:

compiling Nos. 6-9, and transmitting abroad Nos. 6-
8, of nie Ukrainian Herald (these were all issued before
1975);4"

authorship of the article 'Ethnocide of Ukrainians
in the USSR', wbich appeared in one of the issues of the
Ukrainian Herald41.and was broadcast by Radio Liberty;

carrying on conversations 'with the aim of undermining
the Soviet regime'.
Witness Gnatyshchak testified that he had heard Khmara

having an 'anti-Soviet conversation' with someone (he
did not remember whom) in a billiard room. Lawyer Stepanenko
said that the billiard room was too small for those of
Khmara's fellow-staff-members who were in there not to
have heard such a conversation, yet not one of them had
testified that he had heard such a conversation. Neverthe-
less, this incident was included in the judgment.
Under article 150 Khmara was charged with illegally

obtaining 950 roubles (over a period of five or six years):
while working as a dentician in a health centre, he had
made gold teeth from gold brought by the patients and
had charged 10-15 roubles each time.

Under article 62 V. Shevchenko was charged with:
keeping and circulating the Ukrainian Herald;
authorship of a work entitle : zec os ova ian Politics

through Ukrainian Eyes';
making notes 'of an anti-Soviet nature' in the margins

of two volumes of Lenin which were confiscated from him;
possessing and circulating samizdat books and articles

by A. Amalrik, I. Dzyuba, V. Moroz and V. Chornovil, Hrush-
evsky's Short History of the Ukraine and the manuscript

diary of Sanus, a prisoner in Stalin's camps.
V. Shevchenko was also charged with engaging in oral

'anti-Soviet propaganda' at the end of the 1950s on Sakhalin
Island (hence article 70 of the RSFSR Criminal Code) and
in Kiev.
The witnesses were: Bespalov and Voronezhsky, party

workers from the town of Nevelsk (Sakhalin), Gnatenko
and Eremenko, employees of RATAU, and Matveyenko and Troyak,
engineers from factories in Kiev. V. Shevchenko was accused
of 'anti-Soviet agitation' because he had said that cultural
monuments (churches) were being poorly kept up, that agri-
culture was in a blind alley and economic policy bankrupt,
and because he had talked about the artificial famine
and forced collectivization of the 'thirties.
Alexander Shevchenko was charged as follows:

'from the end of 1960 until April 1980 he kept and
circulated anti-Soviet documents with the aim of undermining
and weakening the Soviet regime'. (A. Shevchenko said
in court: 'Never in my life, neither in word nor deed,
have I compiled anti-Soviet documents, or written one
anti-Soviet line. The last time I duplicated an anti-Soviet
document was in 1975');

giving A. Lupinos's poems and a biographical note
about him 'to defendant Khmara, intending them for mass
circulation and for use in an anti-Soviet journal, the
so-called Ukrainian Herald. Defendant Khmara originally
intended to pu s t ese anti-Soviet documents in issue
No. 7 of the so-called Ukrainian Herald, but he transferred
them to No. 9'. (A. Shevc en o sa Th court that he had
been given Lupinos's poems by some unknown girls in Shev-
chenko Park in 1971 and that at that time he did not know
who Lupinos was or that his poems were anti-Soviet. He
gave the poems to Khmara in 1973, at Khmara's request,
but there had been no mention of their mass circulation,
or of their being used in the Ukrainian Herald. Khmara
had removed the poems from issue o. at .-Shi-vchenko's
insistence. 'I insisted on this, in the first place because
we had not agreed that they should be used in the Ukrainian
Herald, and secondly because I did not approve o thi
anti- oviet tenor of the Herald. Khmara did not show me
issue No. 9, since I did not g ve him the support he expec-
ted for these activities of his. Khmara included Lupinos's
poems and the biographical note in Herald No. 9 without
my knowledge and against my express wiTilT6-sm. Vasily Solovei
and his wife Galina, from whose home a bundle of material
for the Ukrainian Herald had been confiscated during a
search, an tor og ny - his name is misspelt in Chron-



icle 56 - confirmed Shevchenko's story);
'agreeing to supply defendant Khmara with material

and information for use in the Ukrainian Herald';
'in 1973 he passed on to ... mara n ormation concern-



ing the dismissal of several editorial staff of the Workers'
Gazette and about a production conference of o c a s
rom nstitutes and academic publications of the Ukrainian
Academy of Sciences'. (Khmara and A. Shevchenko both testi-
fied in court that Shevchenko told Khmara of these facts
in the summer of 1973 - before he knew that Khmara was
compiling the Ukrainian Herald; he did not discover this
until the autumn o t at year ;

'circulating' a copy of the journal Ukrainian Herald
to Mogilny in the summer of 1974;

circulating' the Ukrainian Herald to V. Shevchenko
in the first half of evchenko stated that
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he gave the Ukrainian Herald to V. Shevchenko so that
he could give t to mara when the latter arrived in
Kiev);

- in the summer of 1975 giving Khmara several photographs
he had taken of graves in the Yanovsky cemetery in Lvov,
where soldiers of the 'so-called Ukrainian Galician Army'
were buried;

- 'during the period L970 to 1977 ... he carried out
anti-Soviet propaganda, orally circulating slanderous
fabrications defaming ...' (A. Shevchenko confirmed that
in the first half of the 'seventies he had used anti-Soviet
expressions in conversations with five 'persons who at
that time held ideologically shaky views. They were: defen-
dants Khmara and V. Shevchenko and witnesses Mikhailets,
Troyak and Balanyuk. My anti-Soviet remarks were the result
of my ideological support for the position adopted by
I. Dzxqba in his treatise Internationalism or Russifica-
tion? ".I should also add t at a ro en o re atfiiiis
w t three of the witnesses and was on almost hostile
terms with the other two. However, of the dozens of people
with whom I came into contact on a day-to-day basis and
of the hundreds of people - authors and scientists from
Kiev and other towns and republics in the Soviet Union
- with whom I have worked as head of the editorial office
of a well-known scientific journal, there was not one
who heard me make ideologically dubious remarks. This
is evidence of the fact that I had no intention of conduct-
ing anti-Soviet propaganda. It would be wrong, it seems
to me, to accept the testimony of a few of my enemies,
whom I have not seen for five years, and to disregard
the testimony of my colleagues at work, my trade union
organization, my bosses, and hundreds of authors');

giving Khmara 'so-called samizdat documents' in Septem-
ber 1975. (This refers to a private letter in which A.
Shevchenko mentions his own personal problems, and to
a three-page article about the art of the Kbza [a musical
instrument similar to a guitar] in the Ukraine. V. Shev-
chenko stated that he had given A. Shevchenko this article
in 1969 and that it was nothing to do with samizdat. It
had been written by a musicologist for a Soviet publication,
but had not appeared in print. A. Shevchenko stated that
he had given the article to Khmara 'as a protest against
the anti-Soviet tenor of his Herald No. 7. Furthermore,
since the autumn of 1973, whenmara informed me that
he was compiling the Herald and asked me to provide him
with any information on national problems which might
come my way, I have not given him anything. In the summer
of 1975, in Kiev, Khmara reproached me for my lack of
response; I understood that giving him this article would
be a sort of pay-off');

'in Kiev at the end of 1976, he received from N. Svet-
lichnaya (she left the USSR in 1978 - Chronicle 51) anti-
Soviet, slanderous documents; V. Marchen o spen Letter
to Walter Heinowski' (Chronicle 42): B. Shakhverdyan's
'Letter to my Mother'; a typescr pt beginning: 'This inci-
dent is described in our ...'; N. Motryuk's 'Open Letter
to Ivan Dzyuba'; V. Stus's 'Open Letter to Ivan Dzyuba';
and I. Kalynets's 'Funeral of a Friend'. The defendant
kept these documents ... in his flat until March 1980.
At the end of 1976 defendant A.E. Shevchenko circulated
these documents, describing their contents to defendant
V.N. Shevchenko outside Kiev Opera House' (A. Shevchenko
stated in court: 'I forgot all about these documents;
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to try me for this means trying me for having prevented
their circulation among my friends and neighbours, for
the fact that I hid them at my house and did not send
them to the Ukrainian or the Moscow Helsinki Croups, and
that I declined Yury Mnyukh's offer to give the documents
to foreign journalists in Moscow' (Mnyukh left the USSR
in 1977 - Chronicle 46);

at the eg nn ng of 1977 'he established contact with
Kiev citizen O. Ya. Meshko ... with the intention of taking
an active part in the harmful activities of the Ukrainian
Helsinki Group' (A. Shevchenko said in court that 'it
was not I who contacted Meshko ... but she who invited
me to her home and asked me whether I wished to join the
Helsinki Croup. I told her that I would first have to
find out about the aims of the Group and the nature of
its activities. When I realized that the activities of
the so-called Helsinki Croup were of an anti-Soviet nature,
I immediately broke off relations');
.- 'the defendant A.E. Shevchenko helped V.N. Mogilny

to translate the 'Declaration' of the Ukrainian Helsinki
Group and their 'Memorandum No. l' (Chronicle 43); defendant
A.E. Shevchenko kept copies of t ese ocuments in his
flat. He destroyed them in the first half of 1977, giving
the originals to O. Ya. Meshko';

keeping Mogilny's 'anti-Soviet poem"Heal us with
Stalin' (A. Shevchenko stated that Mogilny gave him this
poem at the end of 1976 and that he did not show it to
anyone).
Troyak testified that the copy of the Ukrainian Herald

found during a search of his home had been g ven to  -fin
by V. Shevchenko, and Dzyuba's Internationalism or Russifi-
cation? by Khmara. He also teste t at n conversat on
w t1m, A. Shevchenko had 'engaged in anti-Soviet agita-
tion and propaganda' and had tried to drag him 'into this
affair'.

Balanyuk (a teacher of Ukrainian in Vinnitsa who met
Alexander Shevchenko in a second-hand bookshop in Kiev
in 1975; they last met in 1976) testified that A. Shevchen-
ko professed 'nationalist and chauvinist views'. When
A. Shevchenko asked him what nationalism and chauvinism
were, Balanyuk found it difficult to answer. A. Shevchenko's
question as to why Balanyuk had been summoned by the KGB
in 1975, before the two of them had met, was struck from
the record by the Judge.
Budny (a driver from Lvov) testified that Nakonechny

had given him a filmed copy of Ukrainian Herald No. 9.
He did not know what was in it.
Nakonechny (an art shop assistant in Lvov) stated that

A. Shevchenko 'forced' him to read Dzyuba's works and
that he gave him, through Lyudmila Nikolayevna Romanyuk,
a parcel for Khmara.
Mogilny  testified that he and A. Shevchenko received

'Memorandum No. l' from O. Meshko; Mogilny translated
and Shevchenko edited it, and then Shevchenko took it
to P. Grigorenko in Moscow.
Mikhailets  testified that A. Shevchenko spoke in favour

of Ukrainian secession from the USSR, engaged in anti-
Soviet propaganda, brought him anti-Soviet documents to
hide, did not recognize Soviet festivals, did not attend
official demonstrations, and wanted to 'use' him, Mik-
hailets, 'for his own ends'.
Lydia Shewhenko  testified that Mikhailets had sent

her an anonymous letter, informing her that her husband
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was unfaithful. A. Shevchenko made a photocopy of the
letter and this had been confiscated and included in the
evidence. Mrs Shevchtnko stated that Mikhailets was pes-
tering her, blackmailing her with the fact that he would
'destroy' her husband. Mikhailets's testimony was struck
from the record as being biased.
The Procurator demanded a sentence of seven years in

strict-regime camps and five years' exile for Khmara,
with confiscation of property (under article 150), and
six years in strict-regime camps and three years' exile
for V. and A. Shevchenko.
The lawyers, without disputing the substance of the

indictment, drew the court's attention to the mitigating
circumstances. Lipkus pointed out, for example, A. Shev-
chenko's good references from work and his 'difficult
family circumstances', which, in the lawyer's opinion,
encouraged him to engage in 'anti-Soviet activity'.

In his final speech, Khmara said that he had tried to
fight for justice by legal means, but this had proved
impossible. He then began to use illegal means, but in
1975 he realized that even this way was wrong and useless,
and from then on he did nothing. Furthermore, he denied
the charge that he had taken part in the conversation
in the billiard room.
V. Shevchenko said in his final speech that they would

not be punishing him: he had worked honestly in freedom
and would continue to do so in camp; but they were punishing
his three children.

From A. Shevchenko's final speech:

A final speech is the dramatic moment when a man puts
his hand on his heart and, speaking from its depths,
gives an honest evaluation of his actions before the
court. Therefore I will keep to this order of things
and I will not, as I intended earlier, read out my draft
of a joint press statement in place of my final speech.
We hope that we will be given the opportunity to get

together in the presence of an official from the Committee
for State Security to work out a joint statement for
the press, in which we would evaluate our former anti-
Soviet activities and thus lessen some of the consequen-
ces. However, we all realize that this question will
not be decided today or by the court.

I will explain the reasons behind one aspect of my
case, which I have not so Ear managed to do in court.
Until 1977 I did, on my own initiative, collect voluntary
gifts for the unfortunate children of people sentenced
under article 62 of the Ukrainian Criminal Code and
I myself also gave. You may ask: why did I help the
children of these particular people? I would have helped
other children too. Children are not responsible for
the actions of their parents. They are innocent by nature.
But there were no bandits, criminals or hooligans among
the people I knew in Kiev. The only exception was 'wit-
ness' Troyak, who spent five years in prison for beating
up a policeman and is now decked out as a public accuser'
I will also mention that I have left my children Yaroslava
and Mechislava a savings account containing the sum
of one rouble.

I have already explained to the court that during
the three years preceding my arrest I did not perform
a single harmful action; in fact I was actively engaged
in voluntary work under party direction. I did not keep

the camp documents which Nadezhda Svetlichnaya had given
me at the end of 1976, in order to use them in the inter-
ests of anti-Soviet propaganda, and I have already given
a detailed explanation on this point. Therefore, my
former illegal activities rise before me like 'the deeds
of days long past, the legends of deep antiquity' ...
Nevertheless, the facts are indisputable: in the 'seven-

ties I committed a number of illegal actions, namely:
keeping and circulating anti-Soviet documents in written
and oral form and helping to circulate that anti-Soviet
libel, the Ukrainian Herald. I admit the facts. I deeply
regret and reso ute y con emn my actions, and I totally
agree with the State Prosecutor's harsh assessment of
them
Furthermore, as I have already said, and I repeat:

never, neither in word nor deed, did I intend to harm
the Soviet regime. And if I did harm the Soviet regime
- and I undoubtedly did - I did not do it consciously
or with premeditation and I am deeply sorry. For me,
'to act against the Soviet regime is like raising my
hand against my own father, who defended the Soviet
regime in the front line of three wars - the Civil War,
the Finnish War and the Great Patriotic War...

*
The court sentenced Khmara in accordance with the prosecu-
tor's. demands. V. Shevchenko - 'bearing in mind the charac-
ter of the defendant' - was sentenced to seven years in
strict-regime camps and four years' exile, and A. Shevchenko
to five years in strict-regime camps and three years'
exile.

(The first search in connection with this case took
place on 19 March at Budny's home. Nakonechny's home was
searched on 29 March and on 31 March searches were carried
out at the homes of: Khmara, V. Shevchenko, A. Shevchenko,
Solovei and Mogilny.)

The Arrest of Meshko

O. Ya. Meshko was released from psychiatric hospital on
25 August (Chronicle 57). She was rearrested on 15 October
and charged un er article 62 of the Ukrainian Criminal
Code (= article 70 of the RSFSR Code). She is allowed
to receive medicine for her heart condition, honey, and
nuts in the KGB inveAtigations prison. She has just re-
covered from pleurisy."'

*
In October searches were carried out in connection with
the Meshko case (Case No. 13) at the homes of the follow-
ing: Vera Lisovaya, wife of Vasily Lisovoi (Chronicle
57), the wife of Nikolai Gorbal (Chronicle 56) an Anna
Marchenko (the aunt of political pr soner alery Marchenko
- Chronicle 57). 5,000 roubles were confiscated from A.
Marc en o.
On 21 October and 1 November Captain Bereza interrogated

Anna Marchenko at Kiev KGB headquarters. He asked her
about her acquaintance with Meshko, whether Meshko had
had any anti-Soviet conversations with her or passed any-
thing on to her. The interrogations ended in threats:
we will arrest you and your child will be brought up as
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a Soviet man.
In November  Lyubov gozelskaya (she  had been trying for

several years to emigrate to a Western country) was taken
to Kiev KGB headquarters from work. Attempts were made
to persuade her to give up her intention to emigrate,
and she was questioned about Anna Marchenko.
On 2 December the money confiscated from Anna Marchenko

was returned to her (she had sent a complaint to the Ukrain-
ian Procuracy). KGB officials accompanied her to the savings
bank so that she could pay the money into her account
in their presence.

The Arrests of Zinchenko and Altun an

*

Meshko is one of the founders and, in fact, the last member
of the Ukrainian Helsinki Group (Chronicle 43).

The Arrest of Vladimir Sichko

On 4 December 1979, Lvov Regional Court sentenced PUtr
Sichko and his son Vasily (Chronicle 55). On 17 December
PUtr's younger son Vladimir (b. - a third-year student
at the Mechanics and Mathematics Faculty of Kiev University
- obtained permission from the military department and
went to Lvov for a day to say goodbye to his father and
brother.
After this he was not permitted to attend his next term's

course and in March 1980 Dean Zavalo signed an order expel-



ling him from the University for 'lack of progress' (Chron-



ronicle 56). When the ot er
stu ents in Vladimir's year
found out, they sent a tele-



gram to Brezhnev, but it
arrived on the Dean's desk
instead. Zavalo told the
students that Sichko had
not been expelled for lack
of progress, but because
his father and brother were
imprisoned as nationalists.
Vladimir took a driving

course, but here too was
not allowed to take the
examinations. On 21 September,
in protest against the lawless
way he had been treated,
Valdimir Sichko renounced
his Soviet citizenship and
refused to serve in the
Soviet Army. In his statement
he asked to be allowed to
go to the USA to obtain
a higher education.
On 6 December Vladimir

On 22 August searches  took place in Kharkov at the homes
of the following:  G. Altunyan, E. Antsupov, Yu. Dzyuba,
A. Zdorovy  and A. Zinchenko (Chronicle  57). Anatoly Zinchen-
ko was arrested after his searc . •
On 10 September Kharkov KGB officials carried out a

search in connection with Zinchenko's case at the home
of  Anatoly Koryagin,  consultant psychiatrist to the Working
Commission to Investigate the Use of Psychiatry for Politi-
cal Purposes.
On 22 September, Moscow KGB investigator I. Ya. Zotov

interrogated the long-standing refusenik  M.Z. Novikov
in connection with Zinchenko's case. Although Novikov
said that he did not know Zinchenko, Zotov asked his pre-
pared questions regardless.
An 24 September  Antsupov  (Chronicle 57) was interrogated

in connection with the Zinc en o case. Antsupov agreed
with the investigator that a copy of his letter to Academi-
cian Gvishiani, confiscated during a search from A. Romanova
(she had been searched on Kharkov Station a few days pre-
viously), could have been given to Romanova by Altunyan.
(Antsupov repudiated this part of his testimony in state-
ments. to the Kharkov Regional Procurator and the Head
of Kharkov KGB on 12 December). Antsupov stated that he
had circulated his letter and would continue to circulate
it as widely as possible - including abroad.
Antsupov was interrogated several more times in the

autumn in connection with the Zinchenko case. He refused
to testify, although he was shown copious evidence given
against him by Zinchenko. On 16 December Genrikh Altunyan
(Chronicle 57) was arrested by KGB officials.26. During
t e search at the time of his arrest, tape-recordings
of Vysotsky and Okudzhava were confiscated.
On the same day Major V.A. Sidelnik conducted a search

at the home of former political prisoner  Vladislav Nedobora
(Chronicle 13).

Miscellaneous

On 9 December the People's Court of  Moscow District, Kiev
Region, sentenced  Svetlana Kirichenko  (Chronicle 54),
wife of Yury BadzU (for his trial see Chron c e 53) to
three months' compulsory labour and loss o of her
pay, because she had refused to give evidence at the trial
of Stus (Chronicle 58). Kirichenko, who is a literary
scholar by e ucat on, did not have a job before her trial.
She is now working in a cardboard box factory.

* *

Stus's wife,  Valentina Popelyukh,  was warned that her
property would be seized in lieu of the 2,300 roubles
of court expenses imposed at her husband's trial.

was arrested by the Dolina
District Procuracy (Ivano-
Frankovsk Region) and charged
under article 72 of the

. ‘ Ukrainian Criminal Code)•,:,...• . .
' t!:,• t. %,•! ( 'Evasion of Regular Call-

up for Active Military Ser-
14 . Vladimir Slchko vice'

In December a court pronounced  Anna Mikhailenko  (for her
trial see Chronicle 56) not responsible and sent her for
compulsory treatment to an ordinary psychiatric hospital.
She was sent off to Kharkov.) •24
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EVENTS IN ESTONIA

For five months JUri Kukk (for arrest see Chronicle 56)
was subjected to psychiatric examination in a n and
Moscow. On 17 July, while in Tallin prison, he declared
a hunger-strike which lasted for 17 days. On 23 August
Mart Niklus (Chronicle 57), while in Tallin Prison, declared
an indefinite unger-strike.

In December the relatives of Kukk and Niklus appealed
to the International Committee of the Red Cross in an
open letter calling for help to be given 'in order to
save the lives of two political prisoners - :the Estonians
M. Niklus and J. Kukk.' The letter points out that 'the
state of their health puts their lives in danger because
of the insanitary conditions, the constant psychological
pressure exerted on them, their protest hunger-strikes
and the insufficient medical aid given to them.'2'.

In connection with Niklus's case, searches were carried
out in Tallin at the homes of Hubert Jakobs (Chronicles
53, 56), Endel Ratas (Chronicle 54), JUri Adams an e ne
Narzakiene. On 20 Octo er I t Madisson (Chronicle 57)
and Veljo Kalep were arrested in PHrnu.28. On DC-a-ember
Viktor Niitsoo (Chronicles 53, 54, 56) was arrested in
Tartu.29.

EVENTS IN LITHUANIA 15. Anastazas lanulis

emphasized. Buzas pleaded
guilty.
Janulis pleaded not guilty

. and refused to answer when
asked who had given him
illegal literature and to
whom he had passed it, as
this would have been against
his Christian conscience.
In his opinion, the publica-
tions he had distributed
wrote only the truth, they

'were not libellous, and
therefore he had committed
no crime. When asked by
the judge what he intended
to do in future, Janulis

,;Xl replied that having served
his allotted sentence, he
would once again take up
the fight - perhaps by differ-
ent means, but he would
nevertheless fight on, if
only his health permitted
it. He maintained that the
Chronicle of the LCC was

	

e p ng n t e g t against

 C. persecution of believers

and was thus very much needed.
It was the only means of
self-defence that the Catho-
lics of Lithuania had.

Mainly based on material from the Chronicle of the Lithuan-
ian Catholic Church No. 46 (25 Decem er

The Trial of Janulis and Buzas

From 24 to 26 November a special session of the Lithuanian
Supreme Court in the town of Kaisiadorys heard the case
of Povilas Buzas (arrested on 30 January - Chronicle 56)
and Anastazas Janulis (arrested on 29 January - ronicle
56), charged under article 68 of the Lithuanian SSR r m na
Code (= article 70 of the RSFSR Code). The prosecutor
was First Deputy Procurator of the Lithuanian SSR, J.
Bakucionis (Chronicles 50, 51, 54).
Both the accuse were pensioners. They were charged

with reproducing and disseminating The Chronicle of the
Lithuanian Catholic Church, Ausra, Ru int5e s an ietuvos
rc vos; uzas, n a ition, was c arge w th organizing

a pr nt ng press.
Apart from the 'special public', only Buzas's sister

was allowed into the courtroom. Buzas explained that he
had felt impelled to undertake duplication of underground
literature by the authorities' repression of believers'
rights: the destruction of Crosses, compulsory work on
religious holidays, the lack of religious literature,
and the persecution of religious pupils in schools. He
declared that the Chronicle of the LCC wrote the truth
but that some pol t ca quest ons were rather sharply

The Procurator demanded the maximum penalty for Janulis
- seven years in camps and five years' exile; for Buzas
he demanded three years in camps and two years' exile.
In his final speech Janulis insisted that 'illegal' litera-
ture published verified facts, not slanders. He quoted
many cases, known to him personally, of persecution of
believers and acts of vandalism which had been denounced
in the Chronicle of the LCC. This had inspired him to
engage in a i cu t tas - t e duplication of 'underground
literature'. He ended with the words of Ignatius Loyola:
'To give and not to count the cost, to fight and not to
heed the wounds, to labour and not to seek for rest, to
sacrifice oneself and not to ask for any reward, save
that of perfectly doing Thy holy and Divine will.'
Buzas, in his final speech, said that at present there

was no freedom of religion or the press in Lithuania.
He made a plea for mercy. The court sentenced Janulis
to three-and-a-half years, and Buzas to one-and-a-half
years, both in strict-regime camps.

The Trial of Navickaite and Vitkauskaite

On 24 and 25 November the Supreme Court of the Lithuanian
SSR, with Repsas presiding, heard the case of Cenovaite
Navickaite (born 1947; arrested on 17 April - Chronicle
56) and Ona Vitkauskaite (born 1935; arrested on 1 pr ,
who were charged under article 199-1 of the Lithuanian
SSR Criminal Code (= article 190-1 of the RSFSR Code).
The prosecutor was Procurator Kirienko; the accused declined
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You, Judge, in condemning two innocent women who dared
to defend the rights of believers, have done your part
to break down the morals of our nation ...

If you don't fear the judgment of God, do not forget
the judgment of the people and of history.

*
The Catholic Committee for the Defence of Believers' Rights
has issued its Document No. 41, which points out the viola-
tions of Soviet legal norms during the trials of Janulis
and Buzas, Navickaite and Vitkauskaite. At the end, it
comes to the following conclusion:

The Supreme Court has condemned completely innocent
people and once again demonstrated that the.Soviet author-
ities are not capable of combating the Catholic Church
by ideological means.

The Trial of Abrutis

On 27 and 28 November the Supreme Court of the Lithuanian
SSR heard the case of Vytautas Abrutis (born 1952; arrested
on 20 May - Chronicle 57), who was charged under article
199-1 of the t uan an SSR Criminal Code (= article 190-
1 of the RSFSR Code). Sentence - two-and-a-half years
in ordinary-regime camps.

Genovaite ltlavickaite 17. Ona Vitkauskaite
The Trial of Skuodis, Iesmantas and Peceliunas

to have defence counseL.
The impending trial was not announced even to close

relatives. They were informed of it by witnesses summoned
to the court. Only cLose relatives, apart from the 'special
public', were allowed into the courtroom. Brone Vitkaus-
kaite, sister of the accused, was not given permission
to leave her place of work.
The accused were charged with duplicating and dissemina-

ting the Chronicle of the Lithuanian Catholic Church.
They did no1 deny t s, ut id not 151-ia guiMP, as t ey
considered that the Chronicle of the LCC was not libellous
but a human-rights -Tub cation. one of the witnesses
said anything bad about the accused.
The Procurator asked for a sentence of two-and-a-half

years in camps for Navickaite and two years for Vitkaus-
kaite. The judgment states: 'The court has fully proved
the guilt of the accused, but, in view of the good referen-
ces from their work-places, has decided to mitigate their
punishment'. Navickaite was sentenced to two years, Vitkaus-
kaite to one-and-a-half years, both in ordinary-regime
camps. After the sentence had been pronounced, the witnesses
and relatives in the courtroom presented flowers to the
accused.

In their camp (Panevezys, uchr. OCh - 12/5) they are both
working in a sewing workshop.

On 1 December the priest Zenonas Navickas, Cenovaite's
brother, wrote to Judge Repsas:

From 15 to 22 December the Supreme Court of the Lithuanian
SSR, with Judge Ignotas presiding, heard the case of Vy-



tautas Skuodis (born 1929; arrested on 9 January - Chronicle
56), Cintautas Iesmantas (born 1930; arrested on 3 anuary
- Chronicle 56)30 and Povilas Peceliunas (born 1928)1
for arrest - see Chronicle 57), who were charged under
article 68 of the L t uan an SSR Criminal Code (= article
70 of the RSFSR Code). The prosecutor was Bakucionis;
the accused declined to have defence counsel.
Skuodis challenged the composition of the court, giving

as his reason the fact that the judges, as members of
the Communist Party, could not be objective in this case.
His challenge was rejected. Iesmantas asked the court
not to call his son as a witness - not to force a son
to give evidence against his father. His request was re-
fused.
Skuodis was accused of writing and disseminating the

book S iritual Genocide in Lithuania (Chronicles 55, 56),
publis ng an ssem nat ng t e journa ers ekt vos,
and taking part in the publication of the journa ma
Mater and in the Declaration to President Carter and-THI
states which signed the Helsinki Agreement (Chronicle
56).

Iesmantas was accused of writing verses and articles
of an anti-Soviet nature; most of these appeared in Per-
s ekt vos.

ece unas was charged with writing a number of articles
which 'slandered the Soviet system'; in one of these he
had praised Kalanta's self- immolation (Chronicles 26,
27). He had typed out these articles on a typewr ter found
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at the home of his fiancee Kersiute (Chronicles 55-7);they were published in Pers ekt vos. Pe5FITUnas was alsoaccused of editing the journa ma ater.The accused pleaded not gui ty. ey refused to testifyabout the episodes on which the charges were based, con-sidering that the press has a right to be free. Skuodissaid that his book Spiritual Genocide in Lithuania wasnot propaganda, but -dr) aca em c wor , moreover a stillunfinished one. It had been written largely on the basisof materials published in the Soviet press.Iesmantas stated that investigators Urbonas and Kezys32had written down his testimony during the pre-trial inves-tigation incorrectly, so he now renounced it. Peceliunasadmitted that he was the author of an introductory articlein Alma Mater. He said he had found samizdat literaturein h s etter-box and had kept it for himself alone, rety-ping it not with the aim of distributing it, but in orderto develop his typing ability.
The Procurator demanded senteraces of six years in campsplus five years' exile for Skuodis, four plus five forIesmantas, and three plus five for Peceliunas, takinginto account the serious state of his health. In his defencespeech, which lasted for six hours, Skuodis said he hadcommitted no crime against the state. His ccnflict waswith the Communist Party, which had raised itself abovethe state. As he did not consider himself a citizen ofthe USSR, he had written a declaration on 1 October, askingto be defended by a lawyer from the USA. This requesthad not been answered. Skuodis emphasized that he hadbeen given no opportunity to consult a lawyer; after beinghanded the indictment, all the basic materials intendedfor his defence had been taken away and on 11 Decemberthe draft of his defence speech had been taken from him.He noted that raising questions of economics and politicscould not be regarded as a crime - the USSR Constitutiongives every citizen the right to criticize and offer sugges-tions. Skuodis demanded to be released.In his final speech, which lasted two hours, Skuodisstated that charging him with bourgeois nationalism wasslanderous. He outlined the difference between patriotismand nationalism. Then Skuodis described his work in theCommittee for the Defence of Nature. Arguing against theProcurator, who had alleged that the accused's opinionshad been formed under the influence of foreign radio broad-casts, Skuodis mentioned the historical events and variousdetails of his own biography which had formed his world-view. He said that it was precisely a deep study of philo-sophy which had returned him to the bosom of the CatholicChurch. Skuodis asked for the inclusion in the case evidenceof his letter to Brezhnev, which had been confiscatedby the KGB during a search. The letter set out his viewsand how he had come to be in this situation (the requestwas refused). All 'illegal literature' put forward ideasaUout the improvement of society - said Skuodis. It crit-icizes but does not try to undermine the foundations ofthe system.
In his defence speech, Iesmantas said that the chargesagainst him had not been proved. He declared that peopleshould not be tried for their beliefs. His article 'Thoughtson the Margins' should be considered his final speech,said Iesmantas. He read out a poem dedicated to his friends.Peceliunas, in his defence speech, remarked that thecharges were dubious and lacked proof, and that the author-

18. Povilas Peeeliunas 19. V tautas Skuodis
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20. Gintautas legmantas 21. Lady a Stanel te
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ship of the articles found at his home had not been proved.He demanded a verdict of not guilty. In his final speechPeceliunas mentioned the serious state of his health.But, he said, 'whatever happens, I am ready to bear myburden patiently.'
The court sentenced Skuodis to seven years in a strict-regime camp, plus five years in exile, Iesmantas to sixplus five, and Peceliunas to three plus five.

* * *
KGB officials photographed the friends of the accusedwho were standing in the hall outside the courtroom. Notic-ing an expression of ccncentration on someone's face,they would demand 'Stop praying' Praying is nor allowed'I can see by your face that you're praying" During thetrial the witness Kersiute handed each of the accuseda flower, after which she was put under arrest for sevendays.

The Trial of Stanel te

On 16 December an assizes session of the Lithuanian SupremeCourt in the town of Kelme heard the case of Jadvyga Stanel-yte (born 1933; arrested on 11 July - Chronicle 57), whowas charged under article 199-3 of t e t uanian SSRCriminal Code ('Organization or active participation ingroup activities which violate public order').
Apart from the 'special public', those allowed intothe courtroom were the accused's sister and M. Jurevicius,a member of the Lithuanian 'Helsinki Group' (Chronicle56). The witnesses (a chairman of a village sov et ana bus inspector) stated that on 26 August 1979, Stanelytehad led a procession of pilgrims from Tytuvenai to Siluva[see photo 34 in Chronicle 541 and had thus obstructedthe flow of traffic.
A bus driver from Panevezys, Cerska, stated that theprocession had not obstructed the traffic, it was thebus inspectors who had obstructed it by carefully checkingeach car at length. Nevertheless his bus had reached theterminus on time.
Stanelyte explained that she had organized the processionbecause the old national traditions were dear to her.In reply to the accusation that the procession had offendedthe feelings of unbelievers, she replied that the atheistsoften offended the feelings of believers on television,in radio broadcasts, in literature, and so on, but theywere not put on trial for that.
In her final speech Stanelyte said that freedom wasdear to her, but the faith was dearer. The court sentencedStanelyte to three years in ordinary-regime camps. Thevan which took the convicted woman away from court wasbombarded with flowers.

he was beaten up (a doctor gave him three days off work).After interrogating him, they let him go. On 3 Septembera court fined him for 'not obeying the police'.

On 14 October in Kaunas a search was carried out at thehome of Ada Urbonaite. Five sacks of literature were confis-cated. After the search Urbonaite was interrogated.

On 22 October Fr B. Laurinavicius, a member of the Lithuan-ian Helsinki Group, sent a declaration to the Procuratorof the Lithuanian SSR concerning an article in the newspaperTiesa on 27 September; that article, he wrote, containedmany deliberate lies about himself.

25 October was the 550th anniversary of the death of GrandDuke Vytautas, one of the greatest historical figuresof mediaeval Lithuania. On that day, in the town of Trakai(residence of the Grand Dukes of Lithuania in mediaevaltimes), those who wished to celebrate the anniversarymet together.
Police and men in civilian clothes stopped cars goingto Trakai and made many people get out. For instance,they stopped Fathers Keina, Svarinskas and Kauneckas,members of the Catholic Committee to Defend Believers'Rights, as well as Fr Grazulis, from reaching Trakai.The authorities advised the rector of Trakai church tolock the church for the day and then hide himself.Those who had come met in the church, which had beenbuilt by Vytautas in 1409. Fr Jalinskas gave the sermon,in which he spoke of Grand Duke Vytautas's importance.After Mass the visitors went on to the castle to continuethe celebrations. However, they could not get in, as thebridge to the castle had been dismantled 'for repairs'.rile celebration took place on the banks of the lake. JonasSaukaitis was detained by KGB officials and subjectedto interrogation. He was deprived of a cassette recording.The priests who took part in the jubilee celebrationsreceived a written warning from Anilionis, the Commissionerof the Council for Religious Affairs, that they were violat-ing the 'Laws on Religious Associations' by taking partin religious services without the permission of the authori-ties. In the Lithuanian mass media the 550th anniversaryof Grand Duke Vytautas's death was not reported.

During the trial of J. Sasnauskas and A. Terleckas (Chronic-le 58), Mrs Sakaliene came to the courtroom. Soon a ter,Diktor Nyunko, who had given Sakaliene a medical certificatethat day to take care of her child, was asked to annulit. Dr Nyunko refused to do so, after which she was forcedto leave her job. Sakaliene is the wife of Sakalys (Chronic-le 57).

Mis c ell a neo u s

On 24 August a resident of Panevezys, A. Prakaitis, whowas driving in his car to Siluva, was ordered to stopand get into a police car. He refused, after which hewas forcibly taken to the police car. At the same time
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PERSECUTION OF BELIEVERS

Catholics in Lithuania

Vilkaviskis. On 18 July Mrs Kelmeliene tried to send a
congratu atory telegram to Fr Velavicius, a member of
the Catholic Committee to Defend Believers'. Rights. The
postmaster demanded that certain words be struck out of
the telegram. He was especially alarmed by the word
'CCDBR'.3) Kelmeliene did not answer questions put to
her by the postmaster. Realizing that the telegram would
not be sent, she asked that it be returned to her. The
postmaster refused to do so, declaring: 'It'll be needed
yet'.

Kabnas. Believers sent a complaint to the Procurator of
t e thuanian SSR about the actions of the authorities,
who had ordered the expulsion of student Aloizas Volskis
from the seminary.
In November one of those who signed the complaint, Saulius

Kelpsa,  was summoned to the City Procurator's Office,
where it was explained to him that:

Volskis had not shown respect for the Soviet national
anthem by not standing up.
Volskis had behaved defiantly during the pre-trial
investigations in the case of Janulis, and given false
testimony.
Volskis had greeted reactionary priests.
Volskis had organized secret discussion groups inside
the seminary.
Because of all this, the seminary authorities, having

consulted' the Commissioner of the Council for Religious
Affairs, had expelled Volskis from the seminary.

Prienai. From 24 to 29 November the atheist club of Middle
c oo No. 2, under the leadership of teacher Mrs Tamasaus-
kiene, organized an atheist week. The programme included
an exhibition of pupils' drawings on the theme 'Atheists
smiling', a lecture on an atheist subject, and so on.
On 24 November some pupils' parents asked the school

headmaster, Micka, to take down the pictures. The headmaster
refused. On 26 November twelve religious pupils asked
the headmaster to put an end to the atheist week, or at
least to put the exhibition in the Pioneers' room. The
headmaster promised to give an answer the next day. On
27 November the headmaster wrote down the names of the
pupils who came to see him, then told them their request
had been refused. However, in the end the exhibition was
put up in the Pioneers' room after all. On 28 November
two KGB officials questioned pupils at the school, in
an attempt to discover the 'instigators'.

Documents of the Catholic Committee to Defend Believers'
ts

o. 6  (20 October 1980). Announcement that three new
members have joined the Committee: the priests  Leonas
Kalinauskas, Algimantas Keina and Vaclovas Stakenas.
No. 37  (20 October 1980). Declaration to the Second Secre-

tary of the Central Committee of the Lithuanian CP in
defence of the believer  Bulakh.34
No. 38 (1  November 1980). Declaration to the Procurator
of the Lithuanian SSR, describing physical attacks on
priests and active believers and the robbery anddesecration
of churches: in 1980  Frs B. Povilanskis  and  A. Bitvinskas
were beaten up (28 April and 12 August),  Fr V. Uzkuraitis
was wounded (18 October) and  Fr L. Sapoka  was murdered
(10 October);  Fr J Zdebskis,  a member of the Catholic
Committee, suffered burns during an attack on him (in
October); in none of these cases were the culprits dis-
covered.
No.  39  (1 November 1980). The position of Catholics in
Lithuania is described in an appeal to the Madrid Confer-
ence: in the post-war years the New Testament and Psalms
have been published in 11,500 copies, the Catechism has
been published once (1979) in 65,000 copies; religious
literature published abroad is confiscated even from pries-
ts; there is only one seminary (three seminaries have
been closed); the number of priests has fallen from 1,500
(before the Second World War) to 735; 122 parishes have
no rector; in recent years a large number of churches
have been closed and destroyed, while building new churches
is not allowed; St Kasimir's Church has been turned into
a museum of atheism, Vilnius Cathedral into an art gallery,
the Church of the Resurrection in Kaunas into a radio
factory, and the Jesuit chapel in Kaunas into a sports
hall.
No.  40  (25 November 1980). An appeal to the USSR Procurator
General concerning the beating up of the Catholic priest
Vladislav  Zavalnyuk  (Chronicle 55), who now works in Latvia,
and his incarceration n a psychiatric hospital.
No. 41 (1 December 1980). On the violation of legality
in the trials of  Janulis, Buzas, Navickaite  and Vitkauskaite
(see above).
No. 42 (22 December 1980). Announcement to the Procurator
of the Lithuanian SSR and the Chairman of the Praesidium
of the Lithuanian Supreme Soviet that the Catholic Committee
had acceded to the request of Skuodis (see above), and
accepted him as a member of the Committee.

Adventists

The Trial  of Zv a in
ovem er t e eningrad City Court, with Judge Malinina

presiding, heard the case of the Adventist Ilya Solomonovich
Zvyagin (born 1953; arrested on 17 July), charged under
article 190-1 of the RSFSR Criminal Code. The prosecutor
was a Deputy Procurator of Leningrad, Vasilev; the defence
was conducted by lawyer Budnichenko.
The charge against Zvyagin was that on 17 July he had

dropped into the letter-boxes of residential buildings
'Open Letter' No. 12 of the All-Union Church of True and
Free Seventh-Day Adventists (Chronicle 57) and an 'Open
letter to a Finnish citizen'. e managed to 'disseminate'
14 copies but another 157 were found in his bag when he
was arrested. Neither the indictment nor the Procurator's
speech included a single quotation from the letters.
During the trial five witnesses were questioned. During

their cross-examination it turned out that the KGB officials
and police had opened the letter-boxes, removed the letters
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s

from them, then, having rung up five flats in various
houses, summoned the residents as witnesses. Only one
of the residents had managed to look at a letter and read
a bit of it, but even he could not state at all clearly
what it contained. The rest saw only the headings on the
letters.
Zvyagin confirmed that he had distributed the letters,

but said that he saw nothing 'defamatory' in them. Zvyagin
refused to name the person who had given him the letters
to distribute. He also refused to reply when asked if
he was a believer. The Procurator demanded a two-year
sentence in camps, while defence counsel asked for a penalty
which would not involve imprisonment. The sentence was
two years in ordinary-regime camps.
Six relatives of the accused were present in court (at

first they had been told there were only four free places
in the courtroom, but later they were all allowed in).
Zvyagin's colleagues from the Maly Theatre of Drama (he
worked at this theatre) rang up the court and asked if
their representatives could be present at the trial. They
were told they would not be allowed in.

Ba tists

The Trial of V. R tikov and Vilchinska a
In ugust t e vov eg ona ourt sentenced the Baptists
Vladimir Rytikov (born 1959; arrested 23 August 1979 -
Chronicle 54) and Galina Vilchinskaya (born 1958; arrested

ugust 1979 - Chronicle 54), charged under article
187-1 of the Ukrainiiii—SSR Criminal Code (= arti„cle 190-
1 of the RSFSR Code), to three years each in camps.33
The accused engaged the Voroshilovgrad lawyers Margun

and Dodonov, who began work when the investigation was
completed. On 4 August the chairman of the Presidium of
the Voroshilovgrad Bar received a telephone call from
an unknown man who told him not to allow the lawyers to
go to Lvov. 'We've intimidated our own, we don't need
your lot here.'

*

Fr Benediktas Puvilanskis
after seating-up

Fr Vladislav Zavalnyuk

2t. II a Zv agin, Adventist

V. Rytikov is serving his sentence at the following address:
665210, Irkutskaya obl., Tulun, uchr. UK-272/8-3; Vilchin-
skaya's address is: Primorsky krai, Mikhailovsky raion,
s.Gornoye, uchr. 267/10-2.

The Arrest of Rumachik
On ugust liBtr umachik, a presbyter of the Baptist
Church (Chronicles 51, 53), was arrested in Dneprodzer-
zhinsk. s was his fifth arrest. He is facing charges
under article 138 of the Ukrainian SSR Criminal Code ('Vio-
lation of the laws on separation of the church from the
state, and the school from the church'), article 187-1
of the Ukranian Code (= article 190-1 of the RSFSR Code)
and article 209 of the Ukrainian Code ('Infringement of
the personality and rights of citizens under the guise
of performing religious rites').36
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I? tikov in centre. e, is son, an Galina Vilchinskaya were
arrested in 1979 on their way home from such a camp, possibly
this one ithronicles 54, 56). The  tape  (below) carries a quote
from Bunyan s 1 grim's Progress

montage of Baptist risoners (autumn 1979), with
y 0 Is my s re , 777lim I trust'. L to r,
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Orthodox Christians

Fr Vitaly Boiko, precentor of the Church of the Holy Veil
in Kiev, organized a youth choir from among the believers.
The Commissioner of the Council for Religious Affairs
(under the USSR Council of Ministers) for Kiev region,
Rudenko, demanded that the church 'council of twenty'
disband the choir.

In August men in plain clothes came to a practice and
asked the singers for their passports. For a month they
came every day and asked those who went up to sing in
the choir for their passports - not allowing through those
who had no passports. The church's administration has
broken off its contract with Fr Vitaly.

grand master Boris Culko and his wife Anna Akhsharumova,
international grand master and USSR champion for 1976,
applied to emigrate from the USSR. On 13 November 1980,
not having received any reply, they declared a week's
protest hunger-strike and appealed to the Madrid Conference
and the participants in the World Chess Olympics in Malta
to help them to leave the USSR.

*
At the end of November the residence of the Ukrainian
Exarch was surrounded by police. All those entering the
building were told to assemble in one room. They were
informed that a search for stolen property was taking
place; at the same time it was stated that there were
nuns living illegally in the Exarch's residence. The police
wanted to carry out a search of the building, without
any warrant, but a protest by Archbishop Makary, suffragan
bishop of Kiev, who was present, forced the police to
leave the building. Some time later an apology was delivered
to a representative of the Exarchate.

THE RIGHT TO LEAVE

The  Tenth Anniversar of the Sentencin of the
ero ane eo e

On 24 December the tenth anniversary of the sentence passed
on the 'aeroplane people (Chronicle 17), a silent demon-
stration was to have taken p ace outside the Lenin Library
in Moscow (three prisoners remain - I. Mendelevich,3/
A. Murzhenko and Yu. Fedorov). At the entrance to the
library, 14 people were stopped and taken to a police
station by police officers and men in plain clothes who
refused to show proof of their identity. Nine people were
released after questioning, while P. Abramovich (Chronicles
43, 44, 47), V. Brodsky, V. Kats, L. Makar-Limanov an
L. Tesmenitsky were put under arrest for 10 days by the
People's Court of the Kiev district of Moscow.
58 people signed a declaration about this, addressed

to Crishin, First Secretary of the Moscow City Committee
of the CPSU. On the same day 60 Jewish activists sent
a letter to Brezhnev and held a one-day hunger-strike
in protest.

Moscow

In May 1979 the USSR chess champion for 1977, international

In May 1979 A.P. Babbnyshev (Chronicle 56), a senior resear-
cher at the Institute of Cern-I:Ty an Combustible Minerals
IICCMI, was unanimously re-elected, in competition with
others, for a further five years. He was a hero of communist
labour and had been awarded the medal 'Victor of socialist
competition'; for almost the whole of 1979 his photograph
hung on the honours board of the institute. He was not
involved in secret work.
On 9 October 1979 BabUnyshev wrote to the administration,

asking for a reference to pass on to OVIR Iregarding emig-
ration!. He received the reference only after a month;
however, the next day V.P. Bukhartsev, head of the Applied
Mathematics Laboratory, wrote the director a report concer-
ning the need for BabUnyshev's position to be reviewed
ahead of time, 'as he is not suitable for the position
he holds'. 'In addition', wrote Bukhartsev, 'I consider
it my duty to state that the unpatriotic action taken
by A.P. BabUnyshev is irreconcilable with the degree,
earlier awarded to him, of Doctor of Geology and Mineral-
ogy'.
On 19 October an urgent meeting of the Academic Council

of IGCM was convened, without an announcement in the press
and without any of the necessary documentation for an
academic competition. The only subject of discussion was
BabUnyshev's unpatriotic intention of leaving the country.
R.O. Khachatryan, Doctor of Geology and Mineralogy, speaking
in the name of the Party organization, stated: 'We signed
the Helsinki Agreements, but morally we're against them'.
N.A. Eremenko, Director of the Institute, and his deputy
N.A. Krylov said that they could not entrust work to a
man who was preparing to leave the country. One of BabUny-
shev's colleagues, appealing to the members of the Academic
Council, said that he feared they would one day be ashamed
of their present behaviour, just as today those who had
taken part in the campaigns of persecution against geneti-
cists and in the fight against cybernetics and the cosmo-
politans [ie Jews] were ashamed. These words were greeted
with loud laughter by the assembly.
The Academic Council unanimously decided that BabUnyshev

was not suited to the position he held, after which he
was transferred to a job as an engineer in the same labora-
tory, with a salary of 115 roubles a month (instead of
300 in his former job). The Ministry of the Oil Industry,
to which the Institute is subordinate, refused to overrrule
the decision of the Council and the Director.
On 18 December 1979 the Academic Council of ICCM reviewed

a 'letter of eminent ICCM scientists', protesting against
BabUnyshev's unpatriotic action and suggesting that he
be deprived of his academic degree (the letter was signed
by M.M. Aliev - the only Academician in the Institute,
Bukhartsev - BabUnyshev's immediate boss - and by E.A.
Bars, M.M. Feigin and V.M. Ryzhik - all three Doctors
of Science and Jews). After the letter had been read out,
BabUnyshev was given an opportunity to speak. He said
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that the Director and the members of the Academic Council
were poor patriots: firstly because, in 'punishing a man
for wanting to make use of one of the rights granted him,
they did not respect their country's laws; secondly, for
compromising the country's image in the eyes of its own
citizens and people abroad; thirdly, for not showing the
most elementary concern for material resources - not one
of the directors had been interested, during his demotion
and then dismissal from work, in the state and whereabouts
of the programs and algorithms which he had worked out
over six years and which were widely used in the work
of a number of the Institute's laboratories. Nobody had
bothered about the fact that research which had cost the
state 200,000 roubles had been practically wiped out.
'That means that if a worker in charge of a vegetable
storehouse were the same kind of bad man, the "patriots"
would immediately have to expose his vegetables to the
frost when they discovered his intentions.' In answer
to this speech Aleksin, deputy director of IGCM, retorted:
'As for your programs, we'll set up even better ones.'
The Academic Council unanimously decided to petition the
Higher Degrees Commission to deprive BabUnyshev of his
academic degree.
On 3 December 1980 board decision No. 51 of the Higher

Degrees Commission was issued:

For committing an unpatriotic act incompatible with
the calling of a Soviet scientist, A.P. BabUnyshev is
to be deprived of the degree of Doctor of Geology and
Mineralogy, in accordance with paragraph 102 of the
Statutes on the award of learned degrees and titles.
His diploma, No. 007879, is to be considered invalid.

Chairman of HDC, V.G. Kirillov-U r umov
*

At the beginning of November Vasily Barats, a member of
the 'Right to Emigration' group (Chronicle 54), sent the
Presidium of the USSR Supreme Soviet a statement that
he had started to issue an Information Bulletin on questions
of emigration, and also cop es o t e rst five numbers.
The same month, No. 6 came out. At present the other members
of the group are L. Agapova, I. Lupachev and V. Troitsky.
(See 'Foam' in the section 'Miscellaneous Reports'.) On
8 December about 100 Jews came to Fadeyev, head of the
Moscow Administration for Visas and Registration lUVIRI
[Chronicle 383, with a collective declaration. He refused
to rece ve even their representatives, saying that UVIR
would consider their cases individually. Fadeyev suggested
that he should reply to them one by one. The Jews left
their declaration and dispersed, trusting Fadeyev's promise
to see in the near future all those who had signed the
declaration. The next week, those who came to register
for interviews were told that Fadeyev had gone on holiday
for six weeks.

*

On 11 December a
of the Presidium
in a declaration
tures):

describing a number of violations of the law with regard
to emigration; these took place with the knowledge of
certain responsible state institutions.
We insist on an official clarification of our legal

position. We have not received the reply we have been
promised for a month. Perhaps information on the legal
violations reported by us is not reaching the Presidium.
We hope to receive a reply today from a competent and
responsible person.

A letter in defence of Brailovsky (see 'The Arrest of
Brailovsky') was also handed in; it contained a demand
for his release from prison and permission for his family
to leave the USSR. Brailovsky's wife and 87 of those gather-
ed at the Presidium had signed it.
Both letters were accepted by reception officials. An

hour later, however, those present were told (a) that
no reply would be made to the declaration about emigration,
and (b) that UVIR had already replied to all the signatories
of the letter of 11 November. Then those present were
asked to leave the reception room, as they were 'hindering
Its normal work'. In response to this, a short statement
was composed and handed in, expressing determination to
continue, by legal means, the struggle to win the right
to reave the USSR, as guaranteed by Soviet laws. All present
(about 140 people) signed the letter.
In the days after 20 December the following note was

passed round among Jewish refuseniks:

Unfortunately our efforts to explain our position to
the Presidium of the Supreme Soviet have not met with
success: on 11 December we received the reply that we
enjoyed full rights and that all those who had visited
UVIR on 11 November had received replies. As in fact
we have received no replies, we have to turn to UVIR
directly. So as not to do this one by one, it is suggested
that on 23 December at 14.00 we should meet at Moscow
City UVIR (Kolpachny Lane 10) and find out: 1) Does
the Decree concerning the time limit on consideration
of applications - two months - apply to our applications
to emigrate? If not, then which legal regulations is
UVIR subject to? What time limits does it set on its
own investigations? 2) Must refusals be based on referen-
ces to the law? 3) Are there time limits on 'security
grounds' refusals which have been established by law?
Of course, people who did not go to the Presidium of
the Supreme Soviet can also take part.

On 23 December about 100 Jews went to UVIR and handed
in a letter similar in content to the above note. The
letter was given to SemUnov, a UVIR official, by represen-
tatives S. Azarkh, L. Makar-Limanov38 and L. Tesmenitsky.
An hour later they were summoned and told that each of
them would be interviewed separately. The representatives
declared that this was impossible, as those whom they
represented were downstairs and the reply must be given
to all of them. After that they drew up a declaration
stating that they were representatives and collected signa-
tures on it. SemUnov again said that all questions would
be considered individually, with each person.

group of Jews
of the USSR
addressed to

came to the reception room
Supreme Soviet and handed
Brezhnev (with 143 signa-

On 11 November 1980 we, Jews of Moscow, appealed to
the Presidium of the USSR Supreme Soviet in a statement
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Kiev to Mr and Mrs Berenshtein  (Chronicle 57) concerning their
participation in the fast. On November Berenshtein
was taken to the police station by Mishchenko and a police-
man 'in connection with a complaint received about hooli-
ganism'. The Darnitsa District Court then put him under
arrest for 15 days. Berenshtein's relatives were not allowed
into the courtroom.
On 10 November, the day before the fast began, an attempt

was made to intern  Liliana Varvak  (Chronicles 56, 57)
forcibly in a psychiatric hospital. ter t s she had
to go into hiding. On 16 November Liliana's mother, in
the company of an unknown woman, broke into the Varvaks'
flat. Only Liliana's husband Leonid (Chronicles 53, 56)
was at home. The women attacked him (he s seriously ill
and for him, an attack of this kind was not a joke). When
the police arrived, they asked Leonid's mother-in-law
to write an explanation of her reasons for breaking into
someone else's flat and also asked Leonid for an explanation
of his wife's whereabouts.

Liliana Varvak wrote an appeal 'To all people of good
will', calling on them 'to demand an end to the Soviet
authorities' tormenting of defenceless people and small
children' and to allow her family to leave the USSR.

tic *

On 25 November the Moscow Helsinki Group issued Document
No. 149, 'Repression of Jewish refuseniks in Kiev':

Recently the Kiev OVIR has been issuing a large number
of refusals to Jews applying to emigrate ... The repres-
sive measures taken against Jewish refuseniks in Kiev
have become large-scale. In the atmosphere of intimidation
and violence created by the authorities, the Jewish
refuseniks of Kiev have appealed for help to the heads
of the states which participated in the Helsinki conferen-
ce.
We join in their protest against this flagrant violation

of the right to emigrate, against the violence and the
tormenting of people who are guilty only of wanting
to leave the USSR for Israel.

Lvov

On 18 November Igor Gerashchenko and Irina Ratushinskaya,
who wanted to leave the USSR, were summoned to a police
station. In an office they were seated on two chairs in
the middle of the room. The five people round them (three
in plain clothes, two in police uniform) asked Gerashchenko
and Ratushinskaya questions: 'How has the Soviet regime
harmed you?'; 'Why do you two non-Jews suddenly want to
go to Israel?'; 'What are you going to do there? Who needs
you? They treat even Jews from the Soviet Union really
badly there, but you'll be like Negroes to them': 'How
could you cut yourseLf off so from our way of life and
sell yourselves to the enemy?' The whole conversation,
which took 20 minutes, ended with the statement that they
had been refused permission to emigrate. In answer to
the question 'Who by?', they received the reply, after
some confusion: 'The Commission on Emigration of the Lenin-
grad District OVD's passport section'. When they asked
how they could have received a refusal when they had not
yet sent in their applications (they had not been issued
the forms to accompany their applications), they were
told 'Don't bother to apply - just forget the idea.'

On 19 December  Lyubov Murzhenko,  wife of Aleksei Murzhenko,
was summoned to the Kiev OVIR and asked to take back her
documents as her application to emigrate had been refused.
L. Murzhenko refused to take the documents.

On 23 October Police Captain S.M. Mishchenko, a KGB offi-
cial, and an unknown man in civilian clothes detained
refusenik  Stanislav Zubko (in Chronicle 57 his surname
is  incorrectly spelt) on the street, stat ng that he resem-
bled a well-known apartment burglar. Zubko offered to
show them his passport, but they took him away to 'estab-
lish his Identity'. The next day it became known that
Zubko had been taken to the People's Court in Darnitsa
district, where he got a 15-day sentence for 'using obscene
language at a tram stop'. This is Zubko's third adminis-
trative arrest in the last six months (on 15 May he was
given another days while in the special detention cen-
tre).39

On 5 November the married couple  Vladimir and Bronislava
Levinshtein  returned home at 11 o'clock in the evening.
Not Ear from their house an unknown man collided with
them; a glass fell from his hands and broke. Immediately
three policemen pushed the Levinshteins into a police
car that happened to be close by and took them to a police
station. During the night Bronislava was allowed to go
home, but the next day her husband got a 10-day sentence
for 'petty hooliganism'.

*
On 11-13 November Kiev refuseniks held a mass fast in
protest at 'their illegal deprivation of the right to
choose their country of residence'. They timed the fast
to coincide with the opening of the Madrid Conference.
On 11 November Mishchenko uttered non-specific threats

In November 1979  Alexander Aksinin  and his wife Engelina
Buryakovskaya,  who suffers from cylindroma of the throat,
applied to OVIR for permission to leave the USSR to obtain
medical treatment in the West. Since 1978 Buryakovskaya
has been living on pain-killers and suffers from constant
throat haemorrhages. The medicines which could heal her
in the West are unobtainable in the USSR.

In May 1980 Aksinin and Buryakovskaya received a refusal:
'Insufficiently close relative'. In June they again handed
in applications to emigrate and again received a refusal
on the same grounds. Letters to Brezhnev and other Soviet
authorities have so far yielded no results.

During one of their visits to the OVIR offices, Engelina
was asked: 'Isn't it all the same to you where you die?'
In the autumn of 1980 KGB officials confiscated from their
flat (without a search warrant) a number of books published
abroad and typewritten material.

Buryakovskaya graduated from the Conservatory, specializ-
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ing in piano. She writes short stories, which have been
published in the journal Echo (Paris).40 Aksinin, a graphic
artist, won a gold medal at an international competition
in Poland.

1981) and S.
'deprivation

and he still

October; his sentence ends on 19 November
KovalUv (on 17 October; his seven years'
of freedom' will end on 27 December 1981
has three years' exile left to serve).
KovalUv was transferred for 'failing to fulfil the norm'.

He still (Chronicle 57) suffers from pains in the heart
and a subfe r e temperature in the evenings.Armenia

In December Rafael Oganyan (Chronicle 56) sent Brezhnev
another declaration asking to be re eyed of Soviet citrzen-
ship and allowed to 'ask for political asylum in the USA'
- with his family of wife and three children. He considers
himself 'a victim of my fight against antisocial elements',
as a result of which he has become unemployed.

The Mordovian Cam s

Have Left

Camp 3
In the men's political zone (uchr. ZhKh-385/3-5) there
are at present about 80 prisoners, a third of whom are
Ukrainian. The majority are aged between 50 and  80.
Grigory Kononov  (b. 1942) arrived here in October. He

had been a reporter on a Turkmenian newspaper. He was
sentenced under article 68 of the Turkmenian Criminal
Code (= article 70 of the RSFSR Code) for a work entitled
Ga ed Reporting.

n ovembef—Kikolai Krainik  (see 'The Trial of Krainik')
and the Korean  Chan Kan Kho  (serving 10 years for 'es-
pionage') arrived at the camp. A. Zypre (Chronicle 51)41
has been transferred here from Kazan's spec a psyc iatric
hospital.
P. Paulaitis (Chronicles 46, 51), K. Skripchuk  (Chronicle

52) and  Georgy ur ov are all here. Yurkov is a Be orussion
and has been a prisoner for 28 years. He tattoed 'Slave
of the CPSU' on his face and was given plastic surgery.
Since he has served the part of his sentence imposed for
'anti-Soviet agitation and propaganda' he is demanding
a transfer to Belorussia, but this is being refused, as
lis scars are still visible.

On 30 October, Political Prisoners' Day,  BadzU, Nazaryan,
Osipov and Rudenko staged a one-bay hunger-strike. In
December  the same prisoners were joined by  Zypre, Kononov,
Radzhabov and Chan Kan Kho in a one-day hunger-strike.

On 12 November  Lev Kopelev  (Chronicle 56) and his wife
Raisa Orlova  (Chronicle 56) lin to sfciend a year in West
Germany. Before s eparture Kopelev stated that he inten-
ded to return to the USSR, and that for this reason he
would refrain from making any public statements while
abroad.
On 21 December  Vladimir Voinovich  (Chronicle 56) left

to spend a year in West Germany. Customs o c als confis-
cated his book De ree of Faith (State Publishing-house,
Moscow, 1973). o nov c sa e would not leave until
the book was returned to him or to the friends who had
accompanied him. It was given to his friends.
On 10 October an article entitled 'The Two Faces of

Lev Druskin' appeared in  the newspaper Evenin Lenin rad.
It was signed by eight members of the bureau o t e poetry
section of the Leningrad organization of the RSFSR Writers'
Union. The article makes use of the manuscript diary confis-
cated from Druskin (Chronicles 56, 57) during a search:

One Druskin published patriotic verses in our journals,
while the other was writing a 'book' pretentiously entit-
led As Before God, every page of which contained sordid
remar s a out our state, Soviet literature and many
Leningrad writers.
Ours is a humane society. Although L. Druskin's actions

come under specific articles of the Criminal Code, it
was decided, in view of his disability, not to prosecute
him.

On 21 December Lev Druskin left the USSR.

IN THE PRISONS AND CAMPS

On 19 December, his sixtieth birthday,  N. Rudenko  declared
an indefinite hunger-strike. In a letter to Brezhnev dated
25 November, Raisa Rudenko writes that her husband is
on hunger-strike indefinitely in protest against the 'il-
legal and groundless humiliations' to which he is subjected.
He is, in effect, prevented from writing and receiving
letters (his friends letters do not reach him, most of
his letters to her, and hers to him are confiscated).
Since August, by decision of a camp commission, he (a
Group 2 invalid of the Second World War, injured in the
spine by an exploding shell) has been forced to work stan-
ding at a bench, and during her visit in November he was
suffering from insupportable pain in his back. In December
Rudenko was taken to hospital, where he was prepared for
an adenoma operation.

Chisto ol Prison

The following prisoners have been transferred here:  N.
Matusevich (in  October, for three years);  P. Plumpa (in

a
Nazaryan has spent 104 days in the cooler for not greeting
camp Head Zinenko (misspelt in Chronicle 54)42 and  refusing
to speak to KGB officials  from rmen a. His letters to
his wife are always confiscated.
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There are now seven prisoners in the women's political
zone (uchr. ZhKh-385/3-4):  Tatyana Velikanova  (for her
trial see Chronicle 58);  Oksana Popovich  (b. 1928; arrested
in October - Chronicle 34; sentenced to eight years
and three years' ex e ; the 'aeroplane women' Galina
Siltvonchik (arrested 1969 - Chronicle 15; sentenced to
13 years and five years' ex e an Lyudmila Listvina
(arrested 6 January 1979; sentenced to three years). The
three other women are religious prisoners, members of
the True Orthodox church:  Ekaterina AlUshina (b.  1908;
arrested 1972; sentenced to 10 years); Maria SemUnova
(b. 1923; arrested 1972; sentenced to 10 years and three
years' exile) and  Alexandra Khvotkova  (b. 1905; sentenced
to seven years and three years' exile). Only Velikanova
and Listvina work (in the sewing workshop). Silivonchik
does spells on duty and Popovich is an invalid.

under article 64 of the RSFSR Criminal Code" , are in
this camp.

M. Marinovich  (Chronicle 53) has again been put in the
punishment cells7M-r s x months.

In September Zasimov said that his letter to N. Komarova
(V. Nekipelov's wife), in which he refused material help,
had been written at the dictation of a KGB official.
On 22 December  Zasimov, Marinovich, Nekipelov, Nilov

and Terleckas staged a 24-hour hunger-strike in support
of their demand for a doctor.

* * *

The Perm Cam s

Cam 35
n  t e space of ten months  N. Matusevich  spent six months
in the punishment block and was sent to the cooler nine
times. In October he was transferred to Chistopol Prison
for three years.

Zinovy Krasivsky's  (for his arrest see Chronicle 55) eight-
month camp sentence ended in November an e was sent
under guard into exile. At the beginning of December he
arrived at the following address: 626232, Tyumenskaya
oblast, Khanty-Mansiysky nats. okrug, pos. Lugovoi, ob-
shchezhitie [hostel]. He now has a five-year exile term.

Cam 37
n ugust  Yu. Orlov  (Chronicle 54) was sent to the punish-
ment cells for six Mont s. n November he was sent to
the cooler for 15 days and immediately afterwards, without
being allowed out, he was given another 15 days. His first
15 days were the result of an argument with officer Salak-
hov, who forbade Orlov to close his eyes and rest his
head on his hands during the rest period. Orlov was sent
to the cooler running a temperature and was given no treat-
ment. He has low blood pressure and suffers from headaches
and frequent dizzy spells. He has lost consciousness several
times while standing at his work bench. He has chronic
cystitis and severe rheumatic pains, his crowned teeth
ache, and he suffers from insomnia. (In 1979 the Armenian
Academy of Sciences surreptitiously deprived Orlov of
his status of corresponding member.)

In November, after seven years in camp, Kuzma  Dasiv  (b.
1925) lett to serve his three-year exile term.

In Other Prisons and Cam s

On 30 October  Paruir Airikyan  was presented with an official
resolution stating that he was being charged under article
174 part 2 of the RSFSR Criminal Code ('Giving Bribes').
V. Sverdlov  (Chronicles 52, 57) and  Zhilin,  a foreman
who enters the camp a ly, are also being charged in the
case. The apparent charge is that Zhilin received parcels,
the contents of which he would share upon receipt of a
bribe. In connection with this case a search was carried
out in the Moscow home of Airikyan's fiancee  Elena Sirotenko
and, at the end of August, in Tallin, at the home of Sergei
Soldatov's wife,  Lyudmila Gryunberg.  The preliminary inves-
tigation was finished at the end of November. The case
was then studied by the procurators (up to and including
the RSFSR Procurator). On 22 December it was remitted
for further investigation. Airikyan's camp sentence ends
in February 1981.

Cam 36 (s ecial re ime)
as y tus Or s trial see Chronicle 58) has arrived

here. In November  Yu. FHdorov  was a m tte to hospital.

Cam 36  (strict re ime)

	

tor e pe ov  or his trial see Chronicle 57),  Antanas
Terleckas  (for his trial see Chronic e and  Alexander
Ogorodnikov  (for his trial see ron c e 58) have arrived
here.

Valentin Zasimov  (Chronicles 43, 46-his name was incor-
rectly spelt Zosimov an  pollony Berdnichuk  (Chronicle
51, where his name was given as Bernichuk) have been trans-
ferred here from Camp 37.
Mikhail Monakov (for  his arrest see Chronicle 53), sen-

tenced to five years' strict-regime camps- un er article
62 of the Ukrainian Criminal Code (= article 70 of the
RSFSR Code) and  Alexander talov (b.  1949; arrested in
January 1977), sentenced to 10 years' strict-regime camps

The investigation of new charges against  Kirill Podrabinek
(Chronicle 57) is drawing to a close. On 21 November lawyer
Yu. . ozdeyev (Chronicles 4, 8, 13, 151,44 whom Kirill's
father P.A. Podra ne a engaged to conduct his son's
defence, received a telegram from Elets informing him
that the investigation would close on 24 November. Pozdeyev
sent a telegram to the investigator saying that he could
not manage to get there in time (according to Pozdeyev,
he only found out on 24 November that the investigation
would close on the 24th). The investigator replied that
there was no longer any need for Pozdeyev to be present,
since a local lawyer would defend Podrabinek. (Kirill
had agreed to this because he believed the investigator
when he told him that Pozdeyev was not coming.)
P.A. Podrabinek submitted a complaint. As a result the

case was remitted for further examination, so that the
closing could take place with the participation of a lawyer
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In December foreign slides on religious subjects were
found in  M. Simchich's  (Chronicle 56) possession. On 16
December he was sentence to days in the cooler for
'failing to fulfil the plan'.

At the end of November  L. Voinkhonsky  (Chronicle 55) was
taken to Perm, where he was interrogate y a---n8 inves-
tigator from Leningrad (the KGB had received a denunciation
in which Volokhonsky was accused of smuggling).

In November  losif Zisels  (Chronicle 57) was admitted to
hospital with a stomach ulcer.

of the defendant's choice.
On 11 December Pozdeyev received a telegram informing

him that Podrabinek's closing would take place on 19 Decem-
ber. On 18 December he informed P.A. Podrabinek that he
would be unable to conduct his son's defence because he
was 'engaged on another case' (unofficially he said that
the Chairman of the Moscow Bar, K. Apraksin, would not
sign his authorization to travel to Elets). P.A. Podrabinek
refused to take back his money and told Pozdeyev that
he was legally obliged to conduct the case as had been
agreed. Pozdeyev replied that he would send him the money
by post.

On 21 December P.A. Podrabinek sent a complaint about
Pozdeyev to the Ministry of Justice. The closing was,
as a result, put back to 22 December. Kirill agreed to
let a local lawyer named Bobryasheva defend him, and with
her he fulfilled the requirements of article 201 of the
RSFSR Code of Criminal Procedure [on the end of the inves-
tigation].45

*
While in the cooler  Ju. Gimbutas  (for his trial see Chronic-
le 56) suffered paralysis of the left arm and leg.

Letters and Statements b Political PrisonersSerafim Evsyukov (for his trial see Chronicle 57) is serving
his sentence in the village of Novoc un a, unsky District,
Irkutsk Region.

On 8 October  V. Chornovil's  wife Atena Pashko (for his
trial see Chronicle 57) received a letter from his camp
informing her t at she could visit her husband from 4
to 6 October. In response to her request that the date
of the visit be changed, she was informed that it would
take place on 13 November. On 3 November camp head Garilov
informed Pashko that, due to Chornovil's illness, the
date of the visit had been changed to 30 November (Chornovil
did not feel at all unwell on 3 November). On 5 November
Chornovil was forcibly taken to hospital and placed in
a ward with a man suffering from hepatitis and kept there
until 21 November. He staged a five-day hunger-strike
in protest. From 30 November to 2 December he had a long
visit from his wife. The second visiting room was closed
and a family who had arrived together with Pashko were
refused permission to visit the prisoner they had come
to see.

a

In November a Deputy Chairman of the Krasnoyarsk KGB,
Chernyshev,arrived in camp to see  Reshat Dzhemilev  (Chronic-
le 56). He told DzhemilUv that there was quite enough
evidence for another case to be brought against him (eleven
of DzhemilUv's notebooks had fallen into KGB hands; he
had tried to send them out of the camp with prisoner Cheren-
kov). Chernyshev threatened DzhemilUv with a new sentence
unless he 'stopped his activities'. DzhemilUv made a protest
that he was not being given letters from his family and
was then sent to the cooler.

The administration has been turning the prisoners against
Dzhemildv. Detachment chief Captain Fomin stated that
people of other nationalities made life difficult for
the Russians - they lived at their expense. In his opinion,
Stalin had made a mistake in deporting the Crimean Tatars
- he should have exterminated them. Captains Beloborodov
and Babenkov tell the prisoners that DzhemilUv is an enemy
to whom it is not even worth talking.

V. Nekipelov:  'To Tsarev, Procurator of Vladimir Region'
(12 May 1980)
On 26 April 1980, KGB investigator P.I. Pleshkov informed
me, albeit outside the limits of the official investiga-
tion, that he is apparently in possession of evidence
from some women prisoners that Moscow dissidents had
a radio-station (!) which they took away and tested
somewhere in Lithuania or Latvia and that this operation
was carried out by Ivan KovalUv (?) on the orders of
Viktor Nekipelov (?). Allegedly the recently arrested
M.N. Landa told her cell-mates about this and several
people (Pleshkov puts great emphasis on this point)
have confirmed that she did so ...
The organs of State Security, should they so wish,

can make use of this material both to arrest I.S. KovalUv
and to discredit widely the democratic movement.

I wish to register a strong protest against any possible
actions of this kind, and request that you take steps
to make a thorough investigation of the circumstances
in which security officials received the above evidence.
I ask you to check the identity of the people who gave
this false evidence against M.N. Landa and why they
did so. I insist that those responsible for the fabrica-
tion and circulation of false evidence be made to answer
for it.

(Compare with analogous pressure on Landa reported in
Chronicle 57.) On 19 May the Regional Procuracy replied
as o ows:

Please inform V.A. Nekipelov that his complaint against
the actions of investigator P.I. Pleshkov has been sent
to the Head of his department for review.

On 28 May P.I. Obraztsov, an Assistant Regional Procurator,
told Nekipelov: 'We only supervise the conduct of investiga-
tions by the State Security organs. Their operational
activities - ie their work - is outside our control'.

V. Nekipelov:  'To the American PEN Club' (July 1980)
Dear Mr Bernard Malamud!
It was with great joy that I learned of my election
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as an honorary member of the American PEN Club in November
1979. Unfortunately, I had already been arrested when
I found out about this honour and I have now been senten-
ced to 12 years in camp and exile for the very reasons
that you singled me out - for my independent judgment
and adherence to the principle of free expression. It
is an eloquent fact that your letter was also arrested
by the KGB and is now lying in my case file (vol. 10,
pages 92-4) as part of the evidence ... of what? ...
of my links with 'subversive centres in imperialist
countries'. Yet this is not someone's sick fantasy -
on 18 February 1980 I was asked in all seriousness:
'What is the nature of your connection with the so-called
PEN CLub and did you supply it with any information?'
All this is not an isolated instance of spy mania,

but represents the level of consciousness and creative
freedom in a country which deceives the world by the
lustre of its exhibitions and the large numbers of books
it prints. A writer who decides to tell nothing but
the truth about our way of life will inevitably end
up in prison.

I would like those American writers who call me their
brother to know about this. I ask you to pass on to
them my greetings and thanks for their support. I would
like to assure them that even in my present circumstan-
ces I will remain true to the noble principles of the
PEN Club - to serve the interests of freedom and compas-
sion. Although the most important thing has been taken
away from me - the opportunity to write.

Please forgive me if this letter is greatly delayed.

In Defence of Political Prisoners

On 22 November Yu. Fbdorov's mother appealed to Brezhnev
to pardon her son, in view of his alarming state of health.
On the same day, A. Murzhenko's wife appealed to Brezhnev
to pardon her husband.
On 1 December N. Meiman and A. Sakharov appealed to

the Madrid conference to save Yury Orlov:
a man to whom the world owes a deeper and wider under-



standing of the essence and potential of the Helsinki
Agreements.

On 12 December N. Matusevich's mother appealed to the
Madrid conference and to the Red Cross. She writes that
she has not been allowed to visit her son since 1978 (Chron-



icles 54, 56) and that she has not had any letters rom
m for the past 10 months. The Main Administration for

Corrective Labour Institutions sends the standard reply
to her enquiries: Matusevich writes as many letters as
he is permitted to.

jected to 'compulsory labour': Sergei Ermolayev (Chronicle5E),46 Ceorgy Mikhailov (Chronicle 56), Mikhai o ovov
(for his trial see Chronic e , gor Cuberman (for his
trial see Chronicle adimir Burtsev (Chronicle 57),
Viktor Popkov or his trial see Chronicle ) an Romen
Kosterin (Chronicles 52, 56).
Guberman an osterin are working in Krasnoyarsk Terri-

tory; the former (since November) as a metal-worker and
electrician in Borodino settlement, Rybinsk District,
the latter in Emelyanovo village. Solovov is working in
the town of Novotroitsk, Orenburg Region. Popov and Burtsev
are working in Smolensk Region; the former (since November)
in Roslavl, the latter (since December) in Kholm-Zhirkovsky
District, on the 'Friendship' gas pipeline. At the end
of November Maris Tilgalis (Chronicles 51, 52) was released
from the Perm camps at the en o s term. Kalju MUttik
(for his trial see Chronicle 38) was brought from the
Perm camps, at the en o Ts term, to Tallin, where he
was released on 13 December.

Shagen Arutyunyan (for his trial see Chronicle 48) was
released in December at the end of his sentence. After
his release he issued the following statement:
Respected Comrades'
With all my heart I would like to express my deep grati-
tude to the Moscow Helsinki Group, to all Western European
progressive organizations, and to all those who came
to the defence of the Armenian Helsinki Group when we
were arrested.

I would also like to thank the Solzhenitsyn fund,
the organization Amnesty International and all those
who helped my family materially. Such actions, in my
opinion, show humanity on the part of the civilized
world, and I hope they will continue as long as political
prisoners suffer within prison walls.

Sha en Arut un an
Member of Armenian e s n roup

In December Eduard Kuleshov (Chronicles 53, 56) was released
for lack of evidence to support t e charges against him.
The statement in Chronicle 57 that he had been given a
two-year sentence was ev ently wrong.

IN EXILE

Releases

A psychiatric commission has pronounced Yury Khramtsov
(Chronicle 57) responsible. He was tried again and sentenced
to ve years' exile. He is serving this sentence at the
following address in Kazakhstan: Kustanaiskaya oblast,
Kustanaisky raion, pos. Aleksandrovka, Invalidny dom.
This is a home for psychoneurological cases, and the inmates
are not allowed out of the house. Khramtsov is allowed
to write two letters a month (as in a strict-regime camp).

At the end of August Maigonis Ravins was released from
Chistopol Prison at the end of his term.
Alexander Gotovtsev (for his trial see Chronicle 54)

was released on 12 September at the end o. s one-year
sentence.
The following have been released conditionally but sub-

On 9 December a KGB official from Moscow tried unsuccess-
fully to interrogate Malva Landa (Chronicle 57). On 25
December she was taken to the police stat on, where her
fingerprints were taken.
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Releases

In August V. Cershuni (Chronicle 57), V. Gusarov (Chronicle57) and I. Bykovsky ron c e 57) were release rompsychiatric hospitals.

AFTER RELEASE

Mustafa Dzhemilev was summoned as a witness to the trial
of A. Podrabinek (for his arrest see Chronicle 57). On
31 December he was waiting in Yakutsk to oar a plane
for Ust-Nera when he was detained on the orders of Colonel
N.F. Sergeyev, (Head of Department 5 of the Yakut ASSR
MVD), and sent back to Zyryanka. It was noted in Dzhemilev's
travel papers that he had been sent back to his place
of exile because the trial had been postponed 'for an
indefinite period', although the Judge had named 5 January
as the day the trial would probably begin. Sergeyev gave
an order that in future the Local authorities should ask
his permission before allowing Dzhemilev to travel. Dzhemi-
lev has not received permission to travel to Ust-Nera
again.

Releases

Iosif Begun's (for his trial see Chronicle 50) term of
exile ended in August. He has obta ne a permit to live
in the town of Strunino, Vladimir Region.

When he returned to the place where he was engaged in
'compulsory labour', after a holiday, Georgy Mikhailov
(see 'Releases' in the section 'In the Prisons and Camps')
was detained and searched on the pretext that he had not
obtained permission for a holiday (he did have permission).
His correspondence with official bodies concerning the
return of his pictures (Chronicle 54) and some private
letters were confiscated.

*

IN THE PSYCHIATRIC HOSPITALS

Viktor Davydov (for his trial see Chronicle 58) was trans-
ferred from Kazan SPH to Blagoveshc ens H (Amur Region)
in November.

Nikolai Plakhotnyuk (Chronicle 57) was taken to the Serbsky
Institute in Moscow in ovem er. He was told when he appear-
ed before a psychiatric commission: 'It's high time you
went home'. The doctors on the commission assured Plakhot-
nyuk that they would petition the court for his discharge.47

In December, following a decision by a psychiatric commis-
sion from the Serbsky Institute, documents were sent to
court concerning the transfer of Ivan Crigorevich Fedorenko
from the Chernyakhovsk SPH to an OPH in his home town.
Fedorenko (b. 1932) was responsible for organizing the
Literary Museum in Krasnodar. He was arrested on 10 February
1977 after a meeting of writers from Krasnodar Territory
at which he had openly criticized Kikilo, who was then
First Secretary of the Krasnodar Territory party commit-
tee.48 He was charged under article 190-1 of the RSFSR
Criminal Code. Investigator Rydvanov of Krasnodar KGB
conducted the investigation. During the investigation,
a note that he suffered from a stomach ulcer, diagnosed
in 1976, disappeared from Fedorenko's medical file. The
evidence against him at his trial consisted of particular
phrases taken from letters which he had sent through the
post.

On 8 December a KGB official came to see Alexander Shatravka
(Chronicles 51, 53, 57) in Krivoi Rog to ask him for some-
one s.a ress. Towards the end of his visit, he had already
forgotten this pretext and left without asking for the
address.
On 10 December Alexander's brother Mikhail went to report

to the psychiatric clinic where he is on the out-patients'
register. Immediately on his arrival, he was taken to
a prison, put into prison clothes, and placed in the hos-
pital section. A doctor then started questioning him as
to why he had been to Rostov. It soon became apparent
that they had confused the two brothers (it was Alexander
who had been to Rostov recently). The questioning continued
in the office of the chief doctor, who asked Mikhail about
his brother's visit to Rostov. Mikhail was unable to tell
him anything about it. He was then questioned about the
two brothers' unsuccessful attempt to escape from the
USSR and the interview ended with criticism that both
brothers did not want to work.

EXTRAJUDICIAL PERSECUTION

In January Igor Khokhlushkin (Chronicle 45) was beaten
up on the street at night (Chron c e ). In August two
strangers beat him up in a compartment of a long-distance
train from Kalinin to Moscow. In November his 17-year-
old son was beaten up in the street by two men.

On 15 July three KGB officials named Gromov, Petrov and
SolovBv, told Yuly Kosharovsky (he has been a refusenik
since 1970) to stop teaching Hebrew and threatened him
with consequences ranging from 'the fate of Volvovsky
(who was deported from Moscow - Chronicle) to that of
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Shcharansky (for his trial see Chronicle 50)'.
On 15 September, when Kosharovs y was on holiday in

Koktebel, a man fell down next to him on the beach and
smashed a bottle. Kosharovsky was sentenced to 13 days
in prison.
On 27 November Kosharovsky was again told to stop teaching

Hebrew and warned that his lessons would be disrupted.
After this, KGB officials came to several of his lessons
and stayed to the end.
On 12 December KGB officials threatened Kosharovsky

with charges under article 153 of the RSFSR Criminal Code
('Private Enterprise Activity ...') unless he stopped
his Hebrew lessons.

sanction Khodorovich's dismissal. The employees in Khodoro-
vich's section wrote to the trade union committee asking
them not to sanction the dismissal, since the last two
occasions on which Khodorovich had been late were soon
after his return to work after a serious illness of some
weeks' duration. (Khasin was the only one not to sign
the letter, saying: 'I could have dismissed him earlier!')
The CIC Director, L.F. Ostroushko, talked to the union

committee members individually and sanction was given.
On 29 December Khodorovich was dismissed for 'gross viola-
tion of work discipline'.

* Leonid Oves, a fifth-year student of the Mathematics and
Mechanics Faculty at Leningrad University, was expelled
'at the request of the Komsomol office', after the KGB
announced that he had 'not behaved with sincerity at an
investigation'. Oves had refused to take part in the inves-
tigation of a case against his father, who was charged
with attempting to pass secret documents to the American
Consulate (his father was sentenced to 12 years' camp
under article 64 of the RSFSR Criminal Code in December).

A local policeman called on Moscow Helsinki Group member
Ivan KovalUv at 6.30 am on 3 September. He called KovalUv
a vagrant and said he had been without a job for over
six months. KovalUv replied that he worked as a fireman
at the Mayakovsky Theatre.
The same day the theatre's director and manager, Sol000v,

asked KovalUv to leave, without giving a reason. KovalUv
refused. Solopov ordered S. FUdorov, acting chief of the
fire department, to write him a report on KovalUv's profes-
sional incompetence. FUdorov refused. The woman in charge
of the personnel department was recalled from holiday
and she too refused to dismiss KovalUv without due cause.
On 22 October KovalUv wrote a statement asking for a

permanent job (he had been employed on 26 August for a
two-month period).
On 23 October KovalUv was handed an order for his dis-

missal on 25 October - 'since the period of temporary
employment has ended'. The order was dated 22 October.

In September R. Lert's (Chronicles 52, 53) telephone was
disconnected. In October cheglov (Chronicles 56,
57),. member of the Christian Committee to De en e evers'
Rights in the USSR, had his telephone disconnected. In
December they disconnected the telephone in the flat where
the deceased I. Kaplun's (Chronicle 57) aunt, mother and
daughter live.

MISCELLANEOUS REPORTSIn April a regular job review was carried out at the Com-
puter Information Centre (CIC) of the Chief Moscow Fruit
and Vegetable Plant. Not long previously S. Khodorovich
had been told by the head of his department, Yu. I. Khasin,
that he would be unlikely to keep his post of senior engin-
eer. On the eve of the review Khasin said that B. Smush-
kevich (Chronicle 58) would not be certified for further
employment, ut t at there was no problem with Khodorovich.
At the review Khodorovich was asked whether he was really
the administrator of the Aid Fund for Political Prisoners
and why he did not work on voluntary Saturdays [on certain
Saturdays, workers volunteer to work without pay]. Smush-
kevich was asked who his friends were and what he did
after work. He was not approved and was dismissed from
his job. The Deputy Director of CIC, E.P. Ledovsky, said
that 'some people' were dissatisified with Smushkevich's
dismissal. He complained that 'some want one thing, some
another'. Right up to December there were numerous attempts
to discover where Smushkevich was working: the CIC adminis-
tration made enquiries among the employees in his former
department, Smushkevich received summonses from the mili-
tary registration office, although he is not liable for
military service, and on 9 December a local police officer
visited him at home.

In the summer and autumn KGB officials talked to Khodoro-
vich's fellow-workers. In November and December Khodorovich
was late for work three times (a total of 12 minutes).
The Director asked the local trade union committee to

Tatyana Grigoryants, wife of the recently released Sergei
Grigoryants (Chronicle 56), was attacked not far from
her home in oscow on the evening of 11 September. The
assailant knocked her down, tried to strangle her and
inflicted several wounds with the blade of a safety razor.
With great difficulty, she managed to free herself and
escape. When she returned to the scene of the crime with
her neighbours, Grigoryants found a razor blade and a
military registration card in the name of Shumsky.
On 12 September Grigoryants sent a statement, enclosing

the military registration card, to Moscow Police Station
No. 138. She was sent for a medical examination, but the
razor blade was not included in the case file and no one
was sent to investigate the scene of the crime.
Shumsky's home was searched and a suit with traces of

blood on it was confiscated, but Grigoryants was not permit-
ted to send in her bloodstained clothing for analysis.
Grigoryants saw and identified Shumsky as her assailant.
Then she was asked to a meeting with Shumsky by Titov,
head of the police station. Shumsky tried to persuade
her to retract her statement and not to try and have crim-
inal charges brought against him. Titov explained that
it would be difficult to bring charges against Shumsky,
since he was a legal consultant and what he had done did
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not constitute a crime.
Crigoryants received an official refusal to bring criminalcharges against Shumsky from the investigation authorities.She was informed that she could notify a court that sheintended to prosecute privately.

* * *

*

On 13 November Ta anrog Pravda published a satirical articleby T. Azizova entitle roating on the Waves', aboutpensioner  Elena Grigorevna Pavlova.  The article describeshow Pavlova, a former teacher, began, when she retired,to enjoy the broadcasts of 'the West Germani DeutscheWelle. She taped Western radio broadcasts, transcribedthem into an exercise book and gave it to her friendsto read. She also dictated books published abroad intoa tape-recorder. Nothing was mentioned about any 'measures'applied to Pavlova.

At the beginning of September,  Georgy Vladimov's  playThe Sixth Soldier, Natalya Vladimova's private notes,an rou es oia of the 500 that had been lying nextto the play and the notes, disappeared from the Vladimovs'flat.

Nina Komarova, wife of V.  Nekipelov (for his trial seeChronicle 57), received a warning 'according to the Dec-ree , concerning the translation she and her husbandhad made of M. Osadchy's story Cataract and her part-author-ship of an article entitled 'A out ur Searches'. Verbally,she was informed that she had already brought up 'oneson' badly and that she would 'go the same way as herhusband'. (Sergei Nekipelov is not her son.)

On  8 December KGB Lieutenant-Colonel Khokhlov 'had a talk'to Andrei Golitsyn in  Moscow. Khokhlov asked Golitsynabout his acquaintance with R. Medvedev, L. Agapova, thedriver V. Baranov (Chronicle 53) and the photographerSychUv. Golitsyn replie t at e knew only SychUv. Khokhlovasked whether he had informed foreigners about the campaign'Elections-79'. Golitsyn answered that he had nothingto do with it. Khokhlov said that Golitsyn mixed 'toomuch' with foreigners and mentioned his acquaintance withthe Belgian cultural attache, Jean-Louis Mignot - 'a veryharmful man'. Colitsyn was also asked which members ofthe Helsinki Group he knew. He replied that he did notknow any of them. At the end of the 'talk' Golitsyn waspresented with a 'warning' that he was responsible for'deliberately false and slanderous fabrications'. He refusedto sign the warning or even to read it. He was informedthat his activities were not 'yet' criminal, but thathe might be charged later. Khokhlov phoned Golitsyn atthe end of December and asked him whether he wished tosay anything. Golitsyn answered that he did not.

On 27 August lzvestia published an article entitled 'TheMasks are Torn 0 , which stated that  Valentina Mashkovawas a 'dedicated anti-Soviet woman and that the organi-zation Amnesty International was anti-Soviet. in a tele-gram to Brezhnev at the beginning of September Mashkovademanded an investigation and the punishment of theslanderers (the article was signed by V. Barsov andM. Mikhailov.
On 29 September Mashkova was summoned to the TarusaDistrict Soviet EC, where the deputy chairman, A.A. Post-nikov, said that he had been instructed to tell her thatthere would be no enquiry about the article, since nothingpublished in Izvestia was open to doubt - it was a centralSoviet newspaper. n answer to Mashkova's objections thatthe article described as her acquaintances people shehad never even heard of, Postnikov simply reiterated thesame sentence.

On 6 November  A. Smirnov  (Chronicles 7, 53) was warnedby the administration at hi p ace of work 'not to showhis face anywhere'. He was told that he could 'betraythe collective' and that his bosses had been 'summonedby the organs' [ie the KGB].

On 25 November the  Ginzburgs'  adopted son  Sergei Shibayev(Chronicles 53, 54, 56), who has recently been demobilizedfrom t e rmy, travelled to Tarusa to obtain a passport.When he got there, Danilov, Head of the Tarusa sectionof the Kaluga KGB, 'had a talk' with him. Danilov insistedthat Shibayev stop seeing A. Ginzburg's friends (he mention-ed V. TimachUv and V. Lashkova), and said that if he wantedto work in Tarusa, the 'organs' would help him to geta job. Shtbayev said that he would think about it.

On 25 November the telephone in the  Sakharovs'  Moscowflat was working from 3 pm to 8 pm.

On 9 December  Anatoly Rybnikov's  opera, based on the narra-tive poem 'Juno and Avos' by A. Voznesensky, was performedin the branch of the  A.  RublUv Museum in the Church ofthe Shroud at Fili. The work is an unusual sort of rock-opera with Orthodox church chants. The leading role wassung by Gennady Trofimov and a female part by the composer'sdaughter. Foreign correspondents K. Klose30 and T. Kentwere invited to the performance, but after a telephonecall 'from above' they were not allowed into the hall.The Museum's director was summoned by the KGB and threatenedwith dismissal because she had allowed foreigners to beinvited to the performance. Instead, five KGB officialswere sent specially and occupied seats in the hal1.51
*

In October 1980  Alla Aberson, Mikhail Bakhmutsky, IgorVinogradov, Lazar Drabkin, Aleksei Lorentsson, Lev Tukachin-sky, Grigory Rozenberg  and Irina Shchegoleva got togetherin Moscow to form a Jewish theatre. They chose H. Fast'snovel My Glorious Brothers for their first production.The premiere was sc e u e to take place on the eve ofthe feast of Chanuka and the first rehearsal on 11 November.The rehearsal did not take place, however, because KGBand police officers threatened the participants with deten-tion unless they dispersed to their homes. Nevertheless,they began to hold rehearsals in the flats of the variousactors. When only a few rehearsals remained before theperformance, KGB officials began threatening the partici-
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pants by telephone and personally, demanding that theystop rehearsals and cancel the production. A rehearsalwhich was to take place at Lorentsson's flat was disruptedby police, who blocked the entrance to the flat and detainedthe theatre's director, O. Zhits. The threats of the auth-orities notwithstanding, the play was performed on 10December.

that the citizens of the USSR do not have the rightto hold peaceful demonstrations - a right which citizensof other countries belonging to the UN enjoy withoutrestraint and which is proclaimed in the UN Declarationof Human Rights and the Soviet Constitution.

The Breakin -u of Unofficial Seminars
Human Rights Day in Moscow

A regular meeting of the Moscow independent seminar onthe humanities and legal subjects (Chronicle 55) was dueto take place on 12 November at 12 o c oc . Around 10.30seven people arrived at the flat where the seminar wasto be held. Without presenting any documents, they tookthe occupant of the flat, V. Yu. Maksimenko; and two ofthe participants in the seminar who had already arrivedto a police station, where they were detained until 9.30pm. As a result, the seminar had to be held in anotherflat.

The traditional silent demonstration (Chronicles 43, 48,52, 55) by Pushkin's statue was due to -take place at 7pm on 10 December.
Towards 6 pm the police surrounded Pushkin Square, closedthe underground walkways and the metro exit by Pushkin'sstatue. At about 7 pm a police officer using a megaphoneasked the people gathered on the corner of Gorky Street,outside the Izvestia offices, to move away, because 'repairsare being carrie out'. At 7 pm, at least 20-30 peoplewho were standing right next to the police cordon tookoff their hats. The chain of police, vigilantes and peoplein civilian clothes began to push the demonstrators, order-ing them to leave the small square. V.G. Briken triedto protest and was dragged away to one of the police cars.Klaid, son of Yury Grimm (Chronicle 58), L. Makar-Limanov,K. Popov and O. Solovtiv ron c es 52-4, 57) were alsodetained. An hour-and-a-har ater,- after their identityhad been established and they had been interviewed briefly- chiefly to ascertain whether they had been in the squareby chance or on purpose - they were all released.At 4.30 that day E. Alekseyeva and I. KovalUv were detain-ed by two officials in plain clothes as they left A. Sak-harov's flat. They were escorted back to the flat, wherethey were placed under house arrest until 8.30 pm.The following also found themselves under house arreston 10 December: Marina and Boris Rumshisky (they weredriven home from work and their telephone was disconnecteduntil 9 pm); Yu. Velichkin, E. Armand, I. Kristi, V. Sereb-rova, S. Sorokina, M. Petrenko, E. Gaidamachuk (the tele-phone in her communal flat was disconnected all day) andV. Tomachinsky (see 'Letters and Statements').A 'plain-clothes man' came to see N. Meiman on 9 Decemberand warned him not to go out the next day. On 9 Decemberpolice were stationed all day outside the house whereG. Pavlovsky lives. On the evening of 10 December theyentered his flat under false pretences and took away aguest of his to the police station.
E. Shapoval, N. Lisovskaya, B. Smushkevich and T. Plet-nUva were detained at work on 10 December. PletnUva was'interviewed' about the forthcoming demonstration, abouther behaviour when interrogated in connection with Osipova'scase, and also about her relations with L. Volokhonsky.S. Khodorovich and V. TimachUv were taken to policestations after work and released a few hours later. E.Smorgunova was taken to a police station as she left forwork in the morning; she was reluctantly allowed to goin the evening to collect her child from kindergarten.On 17 December the Moscow Helsinki Group put out itsDocument No. 151: 'Dispersal of a Peaceful Demonstrationin Pushkin Square, Moscow, on 10 December':
... On 10 December 1980 the authorities clearly showed

The weekly meeting of the Sunday Science Seminar was dueto take place in V. Brailovsky's flat on 23 November (theseminar was organized in 1973 by A. Voronel and M. Azbeland has been held in Brailovsky's flat since 1976). At11 am, half-an-hour before the start, two KGB officialsand a policeman appeared at the door of the flat. ProfessorS. Alber, who had arrived about 40 minutes before theseminar was due to start, was the only one of the partici-pants who managed to get into the flat. The KGB officialsgrabbed V. Magarik, Doctor of Physical and MathematicalSciences, by the elbows and forcibly escorted him outof the building from outside the door of the sixth-floorflat, promising him '15 days in prison in the near future'as they went. At 11.40 four 'officials' replied that theywere vigilantes, but produced no proof. When asked whythey were stopping people going to the Brailovskys' flat,they replied: 'The flat is being disinfected', 'There'ssomething wrong with the flat', 'There's nothing thereto concern you', 'There's no one in the flat'. KGB officialViktor Alyabev told the members of the seminar that V.Brailovsky would get eight to ten years for 'raping aminor' as well as three years under article 190-1. Seeingthat the seminar members were not dispersing, the KGBofficials began to threaten that they would 'get a busand drive everyone out into the forest', and then pretendedthat they were ordering a car. After standing outsidethe building in • the pouring rain for half-an-hour, themembers of the seminar went to A. Ioffe's flat and heldthe seminar there. A few days later, Ioffe received atelephone call from the KGB warning him not to hold theseminar in his flat again.
By 11 am on 30 November the entrance to the Brailovskys'apartment building was already blocked by a group of 10KGB officers and two men in police uniform. A black Volgacontaining two KGB officials was parked nearby; one ofthe men was continually communicating with someone byradio. Two KGB officials stood at the entrance to thebuilding making notes about the seminar participants.By the time the seminar was due to begin, some 20 of theparticipants and a few foreign correspondents had gatheredat the entrance. One of the foreign correspondents attempted
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to photograph the group of seminar members, but a KGBofficial immediately seized his camera and exposed thefilm. The correspondent was given a reprimand for 'incorrectbehaviour' and 'interfering in matters that did not concernhim'. One of the KGB officers threatened him with 'lossof accreditation'. All the correspondents were then pushedaway from the entrance and forced to leave.52 The policemenand KGB men (about 20 in all) did not show their identifica-tion cards, and when it was pointed out to them that theywere acting illegally, they said that they knew the law,'but your seminar will not take place again'. To the demandthat their chief  be  summoned came the reply: 'We're allchiefs here'. The leader of the KGB group stated: 'Youshould study science at work' and added ambiguously: 'Weknow what you do up there'. As before, Alyabev distinguishedhimself: 'Your juridical (') seminar won't take placeagain' Get out of here" Since no one moved away, theleader of the group of KGB officers said: 'All right then,we'll order a car and drive you all off in different direc-tions'. A bustle ensued, with simulated radio messagesasking for a car. When someone asked: 'On what groundsdo you wish to detain us?', one of the KGB 'joked': 'Wereceived an order from Israel - give everyone a lift home'.The seminar participants stood at the entrance until 12.30and then dispersed.
On the same day two KGB officials and a policeman triedto enter the flat in the absence of Irina Brailovskayaand her son Leonid. They ordered Irina's mother to givethem her passport and for a long time would not let hershut the door.
On 7 and 14 December participants in the seminar gathered,as before, outside the Brailovskys' apartment buildingat around 12 o'clock. None of them was allowed inside,however. On 14 December the entrance ot Ioffe's and YuryGolfand's flats were also blocked. A policeman and sixor. seven KGB officials stood outside each flat. The 'guard-ing' of the flats lasted two or three hours.

confiscated.
On 19 November Kuvakin and V. ShepelUv  published a jointstatement:
During the past few weeks, the Berets couple and V.Brodsky (who once groundlessly accused Vladimir Albrekht,secretary of the Moscow group of Amnesty International,of collaborating with the KGB) published 'relevatory'statements, accusing us of collaborating with the Commit-tee for State Security. Similar statements were madeto representatives of the Western press.

Now, when the follow-up conference on the HelsinkiAgreements is taking place in Madrid, and when, as aresult of the massive blow the authorities have dealtthe democratic movement, its ranks have thinned out,we consider it essential to point out that these irrespon-sible statements by V. and G. Barats and V. Brodskyare helping the KGB, intentionally or unintentionally,to disrupt and compromise the human rights movement.On 22 November Barats sent a statement to the Presidiumof the USSR Supreme Soviet, describing his 'test' andthe conclusion he had drawn: that Kuvakin was a KGB agentand provocateur.
On 29 November Kuvakin published a Press Statement:... the spy mania of Brodsky and Barats, who have readytoo many detective novels, constitutes a serious internalthreat to the democratic movement.

.... each of us ... is obliged to show healthy cautionand vigilance.

LETTERS AND STATEMENTS

Foam

20 signatures:54 'Poland, Gdansk, Lenin Wharf, to Mr LechWalesa' (11 September 1980)
We congratulate you and all the Poles on the start ofdemocratic reforms, which the whole socialist camp isin need of.

Lithuania and EstoniaThe 'Right to Emigration' group (Chronicle 54) scheduleda press conference for 28 October. t was to take placein the flat of group member Vasily Barats, but it wasbroken up by police, vigilantes and KGB officials.53On 29 october Barats stated that a member of the groupnamed  Vladimir ShepelUv  was responsible for the breaking-up of the press conference and that he was a KGB agentand provocateur. On 5 November ShepelUv announced thathe was leaving the group.  M. Novikov  announced in Novemberthat he was leaving the group, due to 'lack of contactand changes in the group's activities'.
On 10 November, on Barats's advice,  Vladimir Brodskytold V. Kuvakin,  'as a test', about a mythical plan toissue some leaflets, and asked him to phone his friend'Dima' to consult him about the text. On 14 November thehomes of Brodsky and Dima were searched - for leaflets.The two men were then interrogated.
On 15 November KGB Captain Rogachev conducted a searchof Kuvakin's flat. The manuscript of an 'Appeal to Scien-tists of the USSR and the World' by the Leningrad historianFUdorov, and a letter from  Skvirsky (Chronicle 53), were

V. Tomachinsky: 'To  the UN Secretary-General' (10 December1980)
... Today, 10 December 1980, I have been under preventivearrest since 7 am - a present from the Soviet governmenton the anniversary of the Declaration of Human Rights.Tomorrow we will find out (though not completely) howmany other Soviet citizens were under arrest on theoccasion of Human Rights Day.
The Soviet government views these arrests as a wayof isolating publicly active people from society andof averting possible discussion of the question of humanrights on the day when one's attention is naturallydrawn to it...
The one small fact that people are arrested becauseit is Human Ri hts Da shows, more grap ca y per apst an a eta e st of thousands of other facts, theway in which the Soviet Union flouts all the rightsof its citizens...

V. Tomachinsky:  'To KGB Chairman and Member of the Politburo
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of the CPSU Central Committee, Yu. V. Andropov' (31 DecemberI.980)
... My first summons to the KGB in 1975, when attemptswere made to draw me into the ranks of the informers,marked the beginning of my transition to the role ofactive citizen ... If the KGB had not shown such tenacityin persecuting me for my refusal to collaborate [Chronicle411, I would to this day have remained known on y tothe narrow circle of my clients - as a car mechanicand foreman.
It is your department which is responsible for myreputation as a civil rights activist and 'well-knowndemocrat', as a Western radio-station recently put it.After my protest demonstration on behalf of Yury Orlovon 18 May 1978, I happily experienced a period whenprudence dominated state policy and the KGB left mecompletely in peace until 14 March this year. You knownow that during these two years I did nothing 'subver-sive'; I am not subversive by nature, but interestedin conservation and creation.
On 14 March my flat was thoroughly searched for 10hours. Part of my personal library, some manuscriptsand papers were confiscated, and the state thus pushedme back into the thick of the civic struggle for humanrights. When I was called as a witness in the case ofthe journal Searches, it not only served no useful purposeas far as t e nvestigation was concerned, it made mea knowledgeable source of information about the courseof the investigation and caused serious unpleasantnessfor investigator Burtsev and the Moscow City Court.As far as the court was concerned, a witness such asI was not only unnecessary, but actually harmful, formy evidence about the ideological examination in CaseNo. 50611/14-79 had the effect of a bombshell on everyone[Chronicle 58].
y act ons on 8 November this year were a reactionagainst the events of the autumn, when I and those closeto me experienced and witnessed the flouting of Sovietlaws and the Constitutinn by numerous state institutions- the Procuracy, the courts, the KGB and others - ona scale I have not seen before.

Finally, the recent farce of 10 December, when I didnot intend to take part in any demonstrations, showsthat I have already been included in the 'especiallydangerous' category. I was the only one, it seems, tobe honoured on that day by a guard of several dozenState Security officials. This is all a clear exampleof the way in which the KGB itself creates a 'politicaloppositionist'.
If one considers that in the period 1976-8 I madenumerous requests for permission to leave the USSR,that the MVD officially replied that it did not objectto my leaving, yet your Committee warned me as far backas 1975 that it would only allow 'a person under ourjurisdiction' to leave the country, then one can concludethat the KGB is deliberately keeping me under its protec-tion so that after some time, like good wine, I canbe made into a dedicated anti-Soviet element. My existencecan--Ehen be reported and used to justify the furtherstrengthening of the KGB apparatus. But quite frankly,there are no sane enemies of the existing regime inSoviet society today.
All this makes me anxious about my own fate. It is

not very pleasant to acknowledge that one is in theposition of a lovingly cultivated victim; but I haveonly to look up from my own situation to the large andcomplex world about me to realize that my own case isnot unique.
The activities of your department in actual fact createhidden opposition, while the elementa uss an urgeto rebellion and destruction has not disappeared fromthe depths of the popular soul. The crisis over materialresources and industry could be a strong catalyst ofpopular frenzy.
In connection with what I have outlined above, I wouldlike:

to inform the Politburo of a few ideas about waysof averting the approaching national catastrophe, which,in my opinion, will escalate into a world-wide one ...if the first is impossible, to recommend thatyou let me leave the USSR, since, given the way thestate has treated its subjects until now, my presenceinside the Large Zone5) will, objectively speaking,harm state interests.

Letters b A.D. Sakharov

'To the Vice-President of the USSR Academy of Sciences,E.P. Velikhov' (12 August 1980)
Deeply Respected Evgeny Pavlovichl
I am writing to you with a personal request which isof great importance to me. I do not therefore wish todiscuss the general question of my illegal 'deportation'to Gorky and the problems associated with it, althoughsome of them concern the prestige of the Academy aswell as myself. I will come straight to the point.I am asking you to help our son's fiancee, ElizavetaKonstantinovna Alekseyeva, to obtain permission to leavethe USSR, as she requested in her statement of November1979 (her documents are at the Moscow Regional OVIR)...I trust you will understand that due to lack of supportfrom the Academy of Sciences, I will be forced to makethis letter public - a necessity brought about by thetragic situation in which I and those close to me nowfind ourselves...
Liza Alekseyeva's difficulties began as soon as shebecame involved with our family. Under a false pretext,she was not permitted to take the State examinationsand so was unable to complete her degree. She was dis-missed from her job, where she was well regarded, byorder of the authorities. Her main difficulties, however,arose when she tried to emigrate - she faced obstaclesat every stage. When Aleksei tried to send an invitationto her, as his fiancee, the Soviet Consulate in theUSA refused to authorize it (usually a formality), saying'That is not in their [the authorities'] interests'.American consular officials were told more or less thesame thing at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in Moscow.Here they used the false argument that Aleksei was invit-ing his ex-wife to the USA. In this way the authoritiesclearly demonstrated their peculiar attitude to thecase. Liza's difficulties also stem from the attitudeof her parents - they are convinced that all emigrantsbecome CIA agents. They are prepared to use every means
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at their disposal to stop her departure, thus condemningtheir grown-up daughter to suffering and despair. Theirattitude 'warms up' and cools down accordingly. Thereis evidence of this. In November 1979, after numerousdifficulties and delays, Alekseyeva managed to sendher documents to Moscow Regional OVIR. Attached wasa telegram from me and my wife, stating that we areprepared to settle any material claims her parents mayhave. Nine months have since gone by, but there hasbeen no reply.

'To the Head of the Theoretical Department of FIAN [In-stitute of Physics of the USSR Academy of Sciences], V.L.Ginzburg' (14 September 1980)
Deeply Respected Vitaly Lazarevich'
I always value and derive great joy from the visitsof my colleagues from HAN, for they give me the oppor-tunity for personal discussion of current scientificquestions and for keeping in touch with the scientificlife in the Theoretical Department. A visit from EfimSamoilovich Fradkin and Andrei Dmitrievich Linde, whichyou mentioned in your letter, would be especially impor-tant and enjoyable. But at the moment I am forced toask you not to send them. The main reason is the uncer-tainty over whether V. Ya. Fainberg and D.A. Kirzhnitswill be permitted to come to Gorky (their visit is partic-ularly important, in view of the closeness of our scien-tific interests). Only four members of FIAN's staffare allowed to visit me, which is more than strange.In principle it is inadmissible that any 'official bodies'should influence the deciding of such questions - thedecision should be entirely up to the persons directlyconcerned. I regard the 'regime' imposed on me on 22January as quite illegal, but even this 'regime' prohibitsonly foreigners and 'criminal elements' from contactwith me. I can in no way agree that V. Ya. Fainbergand D.A. Kirzhnits (and, apart from the four, the otherstaff of FIAN) are 'criminal elements' and I am surethat you share my opinion.
My other reason is as follows. On 12 August I wroteto E.P. Velikhov at the Presidium of the Academy ofSciences, asking him to do something to help our son'sfiancee, E.A. Alekseyeva, to obtain permission to leavethe USSR. I explained in the letter why this matterhas assumed such importance for me, and I also describedhow the FIAN party organization had been involved. Ihave not yet (14 September) received a reply from thePresidium. Alekseyeva turns out to be a hostage, a situa-tion which I cannot allow under any circumstances. There-fore, I have decided that until Alekseyeva is allowedto leave the USSR, and the order not to visit me, whichis imposed on all but four of the staff of FIAN, isrevoked, I will refrain from all contact with Sovietscientific institutions, in particular with the Academyof Sciences and FIAN.

P.S. The gravity of my situation may force me to publishthis letter.

'Open Letter to A.P. Aleksandrov, President of the USSRAcademy of Sciences' (20 October 1980)
Respected Anatoly Petrovich'
I was prompted to write this letter after reading aboutyour meeting with the President of the New York Academy

of Sciences, J. Lebowits, during which you talked aboutmy situation. Although the meeting took place on 15April, I have only just been able to obtain a reportof it. Apart from this I consider it important to statemy position on fundamental questions, to assess theactions of the authorities in my case, to answer severalpublic accusations and also to assess the attitude adop-ted by my colleagues in the USSR, especially the Academyof Sciences and its leaders.
In 1980 I was in Gorky and you, the President of theUSSR Academy of Sciences, talked to the President ofthe New York Academy of Sciences, who had flown fromthe USA in order to see you. What did you say to him?You spoke in the spirit of the disgraceful statementby 40 Academicians in 1973, which laid the foundationof the persecution of me in the press, Hit you spokewith even greater cynicism and disrespect for the intel-ligence of your listener, who is our colleague in science.Yes, I am in a better position than those of my friendswho have been sentenced to long years of imprisonment,or are awaiting trial. Among them are several colleagues- yours and mine. I will name but a few of them: thebiologist KovalUv, the theoretical physicist Orlov,mathematicians Velikanova and Lavut, the young cyberneti-cist Shcharansky, the medics Nekipelov and Ternovsky,mathematician and cyberneticist Bolonkin (the latteris the only one whom I do not know personally). Noneof them has broken the law, used or advocated violence,but they have tried to achieve their ideas orally andin writing - as I do. It is not possible to make a dis-tinction between us. In my opinion, it would be naturalfor the Academy of Sciences to defend arrested scientists,instead of allowing its President to slander them. Mycase is different, however, because here the authoritieshave disdained even that pitiful semblance of legalitywhich they have displayed in the persecution of dissen-ters over the past few years. This is impermissible- both because it creates a precedent and because itis a throw-back to earlier times. Not one of the officialbodies which are called upon to represent the law acceptedresponsibility for the act of deporting me. You knowas well as I do that onl a court can establish someone'sguilt, decide the nature o s punishment, and, there-fore, his sentence. My case is scandalously illegalin all these aspects and consequently my demand foran open trial is deeply serious and a matter of principle.I do not ask for clemency - I demand justice. You saythat I can continue my scientific work in Gorky. Yes,I do work, but it is not for a member of the Academyof Sciences - the body which is helping to organizea 'prison laboratory' for me - to speak of this as ofa miracle. Yes, I have a roof over my head (they sayin Corky that this flat was once a secret address forthe KGB) and my wife brings meat, butter, cheese andcurd cheese, which are unobtainable in Gorky, from Moscow.This does not alter the fact that the law is being broken,although you try to justify yourself in this way. Theregime which has been imposed on me is completely illegal(those exiled in accordance with the Code of CriminalProcedure are not treated in this way). Who is respon-sible for this - the KGB, the MVD, the Procuracy? Ido not know, and you cannot tell me. A policeman isstationed at my door 24 hours a day and anyone who visits
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will be possible to fulfil your request% It is quiteincomprehensible why it should be so complicated forsomeone who has had no access to State secrets. I havethe impression that this telegram is simply a ploy bythe KGB to gain time. The very fact that someone isbeing held to ransom because of me is something I cannotput up with and I will be forced, in this case too,to turn for support to my colleagues abroad.You told Dr Lebowits about my colleagues from FIANcoming to visit me as proof that I am able to pursuemy scientific work. Nevertheless, however importantthese visits may be to me while I am isolated from every-one, deprived of literature, etc, the total controlof them by the KGB, which selects which scientists willvisit me and when, to suit its own convenience, cannotbe allowed. Thus, the first visit by FIAN scientistswas arranged to coincide with Dr Lebowits's visit, sothat you could mention it when you talked to him, andthe second to coincide with a visit from the secretaryof the UN National Academy, for the same reason. I haveworked at FIAN since 1969, and before that from 1945to 1950, and I should have the right to choose withwhom I will discuss science, and should not be dictatedto by the KGB.
I wrote to Academician Ginzburg on 14 August aboutthe inadmissibility of KGB control and asked him notto send FIAN staff to see me. Because of the attitudeof the Academy and the insupportable conditions attachedto my contact with FIAN, I am severing my official scien-tific contacts with Soviet scientific institutions,in particular with the Academy and FIAN. I am sendingyou this letter to inform you of this.Before the General Assembly of the Academy of Sciencesin March 1980 I wrote to the Presidium of the Academyasking them to guarantee that I could travel to takepart in the meeting, which is my right and duty accordingto the statute. I received the following reply: 'Yourpresence at the General Assembly is not foreseen'. Themeaning of these words was clearly brought home to meby the actions of KGB agents, who, pistols in hand,would not allow me into a carriage of the Gorky-Moscowtrain on the evening of 4 March, the day before themeeting. I had accompanied my aunt to the station andwanted to put her luggage on the train. In this waythe Academy's Presidium allowed the KGB to interferein its affairs; formally, I have remained a member ofthe Academy, but I have been deprived of one of thebasic rights of an Academician.In sending you this open letter, I hope that you willreply openly and in a reasoned fashion to all the ques-tions I have raised, especially to the following:Is the leadership of the Academy of Sciences preparedto actively defend my violated rights and the rightsof other arrested scientists, in accordance with thewishes of the worldwide scientific community?Is the leadership of the Academy of Sciences preparedto demand my immediate return to Moscow, the establishmentin an open trial of my guilt or innocence of law-breaking,and, in the case of my being found guilty, a court deci-sion on the nature and length of my punishment?Is the leadership of the Academy of Sciences prepared,in deed not word, to defend me from blackmail in connec-tion with E. Alekseyeva, who is a member of my family,

me is taken to the police station and subjected to agreat deal of unpleasantness. I do not finc out aboutthe attempts people close to me have made to see me -a doctor and closP friend, my 80-year-old aunt - untilmuch later, and I may never know about others. But des-pite the policeman and without his knowledge, KGB agentsenter the flat through the window, violating the sanctityof the home and making things potentially dangerousfor me. You have not answered the telegram about thiswhich my wife sent you in July - I consider this insuppor-table. A personal jamming system was set up for me -the firm spares no expense - even before general radiojamming was resumed by the USSR. I am shamelessly watched24 hours a day, agents follow me everywhere, look inat my windows, and run to the post-office ahead of meto stop me using the telephone.In your talk with Dr Lebowits, you hint that I havedisclosed State secrets and you groundlessly accusemy friends, saying that someone tried to export somesecrets which they had received from me, either directlyor through friends. In time-honoured fashion, you identifyyourself and the Academy with the criminal investigationdepartment when you say: 'We detained this man'. Butjuridical facts stand out from demagogy and philistinetalk by their solidity: here there was no solidity,nor could there have been. A groundless assertion insuch a serious context has another name - slander. Withsurprising legal flippancy you state that I could besentenced to five years' imprisonment for my appealsto foreign governments. Why five? The maximum sentenceunder article 190-1 of the RSFSR Criminal Code is threeyears; under article 70 it is seven years; under article64 it is 15 years or the death penalty. You also mentionedthat I could have been assassinated, like Kennedy orMartin Luther King. I am not a member of a foreign par-liament and I have never made direct appeals to anyoneabout anything. But I do consider it my duty to expressmy opinion on matters of importance and to condemn thoseactions of the USSR which flagrantly contravene theinternational obligations and international norms ithas accepted...
On 12 August 1980 I wrote to Academician E.P. Velikhov,Vice-President of the Academy of Sciences, as a represen-tative of the Academy's Presidium, and also to you per-sonally, requesting help in a matter which has becomeextremely important to me. it is this. Frequent threatsto our children and grandchildren (beginning with a'visit' from Black September terrorists in 1973), andintensified pressure and provocations forced us to per-suade them to emigrate. This decision was not easy andstill entails tragic consequences. Our son left behindhis fiancee, Elizaveta Alekseyeva. For three years nowshe has tried unsuccessfully to join her loved one;she is blackmailed and threatened by the KGB. She, amember of our family, is not allowed to visit me inGorky. My wife is forced to spend most of her time inMoscow because she fears for Elizaveta's life. LizaAlekseyeva has actually become a hostage. I have askedfor help in trying to obtain permission for her to emig-rate. For two months the Vice-President did not replyto my letter, nor to several telegrams. Finally, onthe evening of 14 October, a telegram arrived, sayingthat 'steps are being taken to ascertain whether it
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-107 -and thus facilitate her departure from the USSR?I will draw your attention once again to the factthat the position of the Academy and its leaders doesnot accord with the traditional concept of solidarityamong scientists - not only in my case, but in thoseof other arrested scientists. Scientists today carrya great responsibility for the fate of the world, andthis means that they must be independent of caste-riddenbureaucratic institutions and, even more, of the secretpolice, be it called FBI or KGB. I still hope that theUSSR Academy of Sciences will exhibit such independence.These letters were given to foreign correspondents on25 November. Sakharov had not made them public until then,because he was still hoping to receive a reply.

ly that she wanted no more part in this fruitless discus-sion and that she was sorry she had 'involved herselfin this affair'.

After the Trial of Sokirko

In mid-October V. Sokirko's (for his trial see Chronicle58) 'case-officer' asked him to meet a Novosti Pregg-Agency[NPAI correspondent. The meeting took place on 24 October.At the end of it Sokirko signed a Press Statement, butbegan to regret it the next day and rang up to retractit (for this reason the Chronicle is not publishing thisstatement).
On 12 November S.V. Kallstratova wrote an 'Open Letterto V.V. Sokirko (K. Burzhuademov)', in which she askshim eight questions in connection with his Press Statement.On 15 ;:ovember Sokirko sent a written retraction of hisPress Statement to NPA, enclosing a 'Statement for WesternReaders' instead.
On 16 November I. Kovalliv and two others came to seeSokirko and showed him Kalistratova's 'Open Letter'. KovalUvtold Sokirko that someone he knew had told him that aWestern radio-station had described Sokirko's views interms similar to those of his Press Statement, and thatKalistratova wanted to know Sokirko's reaction to her'Open Letter'. She would then decide whether to publishit in samizdat. Sokirko replied that he could answer onlyby private letter. (In a samizdat publication Kovalbvexpressed his regret that 'although I explained the reasonfor my visit to Sokirko, I did not refer to it again beforeI left, assuming that his lack of objections to the pub-lication of Kalistratova's letter indicated his tacitconsent'). Sokirko also told his visitors that he hadwritten to NPA retracting his Press Statement and enclosinghis 'Statement for Western Readers', but that he couldnot allow this statement to be published in samizdat.On 7 December Kalistratova sent her 'Open Letter' toNPA. Sokirko's Press Statement and Kalistratova's letterwere both published in samizdat. On 12 December G. Pavlov-sky wrote an 'Open Letter to S.V. Kalistratova' in whichhe discussed the question: 'Is it necessary to know howto capitulate?'
On 22 December Sokirko's wife L. Tkachenko wrote an'Open Reply to S.V. Kalistratova's Open Letter'. Withher 'Open Reply' Tkachenko enclosed Sokirko's 'Statementfor Western Readers'. Kalistratova's 'Open Letter' andthat part of Sokirko's reply in which he answers Kalist-ratova's questions (the Chronicle therefore considersit permissible to publish these .Having read Tkachenko's letter, Kalistratova said private-

Statement for Western Readers frelm USSR citizen ViktorVladimirovich Sokirko, former member of the editorialboard of the journal Searches and compiler of the samizdatcollections In Defence o onomic Freedom (under thepseudonyn K. urz ua emov ; arreste anuary 1980;released 4 September 1980; sentenced to three years' im-prisonment, suspended, by Moscow City Court.The main purpose of this statement is to assure Westernreaders that my statements (in court on 29 September1980 and the recent one of 24 October) which were pub-licized in the West by NPA were made with my full consent.Unfortunately, the specific nature of the old single-party tradition in the Soviet press compels the authorof statements published by NPA to use words and phraseswhich are not his own and to resort to evasion and hints.This fact may and has caused the Western reader (espec-ially if he is familiar with my samizdat works) to thinkthat I made these statements under pressure. Such anopinion has already been formed regarding the firststatement. The second was intended to correct this im-pression, but I think it will probably have the oppositeeffect. I have no intention of blaming the NPA reporter,who hglped me write my statement of 24 October. He behavedvery gently and literally bewitched me, but mv totallack of experience with the press, and the inertia inducedby my prison memories, made the second statement alsosound forced. I therefore hope that this final statement,which will be reported to you by a Western journalist,will finally clarify and put an end to the Sokirko 'ques-tion'.
The fact of the matter is that I really do not regardmyself as a 'victim' of the Soviet regime; on the con-trary, I have to thank our authorities for my release.I stated in court that I was not guilty of slanderingthe Soviet system, but I did not ask for acquittal,only leniency; I knew that although the law does notconsider the circulation of one's views a punishableoffence, in the opinion of many of my compatriots (Ibelieve the vast majority of them) I deserve an evengreater punishment for the many years I spent discussingmy bourgeois-communist views than the maximum prescribedby the article of the law under which I was charged.(I have heard the phrase 'Such people should be shot'on many occasions from different people). The concepts'Motherland', 'Soviet regime' and 'Soviet State' aresynonymous in the popular consciousness. I can see howtrue to life Hegel's old thesis is: 'Every nation deservesthe government which rules it'. In this, I think, liesthe fundamental tragedy of some Soviet dissidents.So it was with me, too. As can be seen from my samizdatworks, I was seized by a great fear for our country'sfuture, because of the poor state of the economy, fallingproduction and rising consumption, the wastage of naturalresources, lack of thrift, delay of urgent reforms,dangerous attempts to achieve unnecessary influenceabroad, etc, etc. I sincerely believed that in my samizdatactivities I was performing my civic duty and so, inmy enthusiasm, I ignored the warnings of the investigationauthorities. And then in prison, where I was sent in
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the name of the people, I bitterly agreed that my viewsand activities were contrary to the views and wishesof the people, and that in this sense my activitiescould be described as against the people's interestsor antisocial. There is no falsehood in this changeof opinion, simply a contradiction between the Futureand the Present. Before my arrest, renunciation of theChronicle of Current Events or of samizdat would haveseeme to me e etraya of the future Motherland(I wrote about this in my letter 'On the Arrest of T.M.Velikanova'). After my arrest, however, I began to thinkabout how I could remain at peace with the present Mother-land. Until my arrest I could think that the peopleand the State would engage in an open dialogue, thatthey would take note of my advice; after my arrest itbecame clear that in their eyes I was nothing but atraitor and a criminal. I therefore stated that I wouldaccept whatever verdict the Soviet court gave me, asthe verdict of the people.
1 have not renounced my beliefs (the court did notorder me to and no one is capable of changing his beliefsto order), nor have I abandoned my fear for the futureor my efforts to do all in my power to help. But samizdatis now closed to me - I realized and decided this myselfeven before the trial, for if I were to go back to itagain I would automatically end up in prison or an emigre- in other words, I would for all practical purposesdisappear. I do not desire either of these alternatives.Now I can only live as an ordinary Soviet working manand just remember that I gave part of my life to fearlessthought and discussion in samizdat of the fate of mycountry, knowing that what I wrote during those years,if it has any sense or meaning, is already living indepen-dently of me. I hope that the future will bring newforms of free intellectual life which will be more accep-table to the Soviet people (and the authorities) andwhich will involve the development of all that was val-uable in what we did. I believe that such a return tonormal life from prison is better than disappearance.However this is, of course, only my opinion.V. Abramkin and Yu. Grimm, my colleagues on the journalSearches, found another way: the road to the camps.I s are the admiration for their steadfastness and greatmoral qualities, and sympathize with the suffering oftheir families and with them in their difficult fate.At the same time, however, I am sorry that they didnot try to reach a mutual understanding with the inves-tigation and judicial auhtorities and did not come outof prison. (Chronicle: Compare the following extractfrom Abramkin s etter, published in Chronicle 58 [pp59-60] : 'The "conclusions of the spec a ists , whichI studied after the investigation was closed, gave groundsfor timid hopes of a dialogue; true, with our rightsextremely reduced and with dishonest rules imposed bythem, but a dialogue all the same ... I honestly submittedpetition after petition, I was prepared to wait forthe philosophers and historians, whether they were calledwitnesses or whatever, for anyone, to wait a month,even to remain in custody for a year without trial ...I used ever opportunity to obtain a dialogue. And itis not my ault that it did not take place'). Yet atthe end of 1979 it seemed to me that they were beginningto search for a way out from their opposition to the
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authorities. They agreed with the other members of thejournal's editorial board that suspension was essentiallie that the editorial board should actually disband).The arrests stopped this search. I know from my ownexperience that it is much harder to find this sortof way out in prison, where it entails direct moraldefeats and a compromise with one's conscience. Butto renounce the search and to go for the most severesentence, for increased sorrow and bitterness, is alsowrong. For me personally it would have meant betrayalof my liberal principles. I believe that in leavingprison without hurting anyone, I acted honourably andconsistently as regards the main thing - the searchfor understanding and empathy between dissidents andthe authorities.
Finally, I must explain the most difficult point:although I believe in the free circulation of informationand was grateful for the publication in the West ofmy first book and my articles, and later for the sympathyand help given to my family during my imprisonment,I look unfavourably on my involuntary part in the growingWestern propaganda campaign against 'Soviet totalitarian-ism' - ie in the ideological war.In my former statement through NPA I protested againstmy works and my name being used for purposes hostileto my country and the Soviet State. I quoted an example:in April this year the Paris-based newspaper RussianThou ht published an article about my arrest wh ci n-c u e some such expressions as: 'executioners fromthe Lubyanka' and 'long-standing Bolshevik terror'."These are typical anti-Soviet cliches, fit only forsowing hatred. This arouses indignation in a personof liberal views, so much more so in me. Now, havingbeen in a Soviet prison, I know for a fact that evenin the most difficult circumstances - among criminals,in a damp, underground punishment cell, or on the fifteen-th day of  a  hunger-strike -my feelings towards the invest-igators and warders who were responsible for my conditionwere varied. I felt indignation and anger, but I neverlost either my understanding of the necessity for theirwork, or my human sympathy for many of them.But anti-Soviet cliches are not the only point atissue. I love Western civilization and I believe thatmy country, in reality, can rise towards the achievementof its communist ideas only through an independentlychosen, Western way of development. To be aware thatthis development may be interrupted by a world war (inwhich, evidently, China will join with the West againstus), and that you yourself may have been involved inits ideological origins, is simply insupportable.I fear the involvement of Western states in our coun-try's internal political struggle, I fear that the inter-nal conflicts between dissidents and the authoritiesmay lead to international tension. For this reason Ihave always approached Western help with extreme caution.For this reason I admitted in court my political guiltfor the possible use the opponents of our country abroadmight have made of my name and my work. For this reason,now, with your help, I appeal to the mass media: forgetabout me, free me from my guilt complex about the growthof hostility between the Soviet and Western peoplesand governments. I do not need anyone's help, especiallynow, after my release. Your efforts would be better
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directed towards the search for mutual understandingbetween our countries.
In conclusion I would like to thank you for givingme the opportunity to explain myself fully and to confirmthat this 'interview' is my first and last. It was oc-casioned by the not entirely successful statements putout through NPA, but I will not publish any more state-ments because I am determined to carry out the responsibi-lities I have taken upon myself.

Open Letter to V.V. Sokirko (K. Burzhuademov) [by S.V.Kalistratova]
On 24 October 1980 you made a statement about your trialto Novosti Press Agency. I do not know what NPA didwith your statement' It has still not appeared in theSoviet press, although it was signed and delivered byyou.

I do not wish to enter into an argument with you,I do not wish to justify or to reproach you. But knowingyou to be a person capable of logical thought, I wouldlike to ask you several questions which arose when Iread your Press Statement:
I. If in the course of two years you sincerely believedthat by helping to publish the journal Searches andpublishing your articles in it, you were per armingyour civic duty', why was it only during your stay ofover • six months in prison that you found 'enough timeto analyse your actions and understand the reasons forwhat happened'?

If you do not regard your imprisonment (you leftfour children behind at home), during which, as we nowknow, you spent some time in an underground punishmentcell and staged a 15-day hunger-strike, as pressure,what would you call pressure?
n what statistics do you base your claim that,according to the 'absolute majority' of your fellow-citizens, the material published in the journal Searchesharmed the Soviet people, if none of this mater a wasever published in the Soviet press, and consequentlythe people were not only unable to express, but evento form an opinion on these matters?

You consider that your arrest was 'in conformitywith the law'. Do you consider that the arrest of yourco-editors Valery Abramkin and Yury Grimm was 'in confor-mity with the law' also?
The court judged you guilty under article 190-1 of the RSFSR Criminal Code, ie of compiling and cir-culating fabrications known to be false which defamethe Soviet political an soc a system. n other words,you have been convicted of slander. You thank Sovietjustice for this verdict. oes t s mean that you admitthat you and the other editors and contributors to ear-ches are slanderers?

--- 67 You state t at you are conscious of your oliticalguilt before the people and the state. Do you a m tyour le al guilt, ie the criminal nature of your activi-ties? o you consider yourself a political or a criminaloffender? What is your attitude to the official statementmade by a number of responsible Soviet leaders thatthere are no political offenders or political prisonersin our country?
7. You state that you never asked anyone abroad todefend you. Do you think that anyone in a Soviet prison

(in particular, you, or Abramkin, or Grimm) has a prac-ticable, realistic opportunity to request anything fromany person or organization abroad?
My final question has two parts: have you ever readthe Paris newspaper Russian Thou ht, and where did youget the information t at t s an 'organ of the NTS[People's Labour AllianceP?
If my Open Letter is not published in the Soviet press(which is more than likely), and if you are unable toreply in the press (which is also likely), I will behappy to receive a written answer from you at my homeaddress: Moscow 121068, ul. Vorovskogo 18, kv. 17.

From G. Pavlovsky's 'Open Letter to S.V. Kalistratova':... how did it happen that the first work by K. Burzhuade-mov to sting many of us - and sting us hard - was hisstatement to NPA?
Viktor Sokirko, with or without the pseudonym, talkedto us for ten years of com romise, of the worthlessnessof Opposition as a po t ca nstrument for solvinggeneral, national problems; of the necessity of stubborn-ly looking for a premise on which to build a compromiseand for a language in which citizens could talk to eachother...
Physically feeling the lack of response which methim from two sides, especially the near side - thatof dissidents and samizdat ... he feverishly wrote thelast articles before his arrest, and these formed thebackbone of the eighth issue of Searches. They werearticles that compromise, dialoguewt teStalinists,about a concerted national effort to avert politicaland economic ruin... [see extracts in Chronicle 56]Nevertheless, Viktor Sokirko is not pay ng for hisfreedom. He is paying the price for his doubts. Todaythe price turns out to be capitulation. This is a highprice to pay for the right to uncertainty. But tomorrow,perhaps, the price will not appear so high.Allow me to consider Sokirko's folly morally equalto Abramkin's aristocratic conduct. Both of these worthymen bear witness with equal selflessness to the fateof the movement. One can take the actions of these peopleat their word - each at his own, personal word ...

From Sokirko's letter to S.V. Kalistratova:Respected Sofia Vasilievnal
I am replying to your letter of 7 December, first ofall point by point:

It is well-known that there really is a lot oftime in prison for 'analysing one's actions'. However,I also went in for such analysis before my arrest. K.Burzhuademov's point of view was always one in whichmembership of the editorial board of Searches co-existedwith loyalty in principle to the ov et regime. Youcan easily verify this by reading my former articles.Imprisonment undoubtedly constitutes pressureand I have never denied this. In my 24 October statementI only refuted the claim that the position I have adoptedand my statement in court were caused by pressure andthreats alone. I admitted my political guilt for thepotential use my situation afforded the opponents ofthe Soviet regime, because I believed this to be thetruth.
I have never anywhere said that the subject matter
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of Searches was harmful to the Soviet people. But, asa resu t of personal contact with many Soviet peoplewith whom I have discussed my beliefs, I know that theywould regard my articles (I am referring to them only)as criminal (on the principle that 'such people shouldbe shot'). I cannot change my views on account of thisrealization and I still remain a dissenter, but I cannotharbour the illusion that my views have popular support.In prison I came to the conclusion that 'my arrestwas in conformity with the law' in the sense of 'inevi-table' (not at all in the legal sense). I believe thatV. Abramkin's arrest was inevitable, but I still donot understand why exactly they arrested Yu. Grimm insteadof allowing him to emigrate (as they did P.M. Egides).I have never called myself, or the either editorsand contributors to Searches, slanderers. This is confir-med by a note in the ver ct: 'The judicial board cannotagree with Sokirko's statement that the subject matterof the journal Searches and the collections In Defenceof Economic Free oms, which was examinedur ng t ecourt filar ng, s not deliberately false.' I am gratefulto the investigation and judicial authorities, not fortheir verdict, which labels me a criminal, but for thefact of my release from punishment.
Yes, I denied that my actions were criminal, butI realized the practical inevitability of my sentencein view of the very negative attitude of the authoritiesand the majority of the Soviet people towards my activi-ties. I did not ask the court for my acquittal but forleniency and a less severe sentence.Deep in my heart, I consider myself neither a politicalnor a criminal offender, but the court found me guiltyof slandering the Soviet system, which is a crime accor-ding to the RSFSR Criminal Code. I have no opinion onthe official statements by Soviet leaders that we haveno political offenders or political prisoners, sinceI have not read any such statements. If such statementshave been made, then it was from the formal point ofview, for legally, even such a purely political articleas 'Anti-Soviet Agitation and Propaganda' (article 70)is actually part of the Criminal Code.
It is general knowledge that people in prisonduring their pre-trial investigation can make contactwith the outside world only through their investigator,and so, naturally, they are unable to send complaintsabroad, except through unofficial channels, which isvery difficult. As far as I am concerned, I expressedmy cautious attitude to help from abroad even beforemy arrest. I am, of course, grateful for the help andsupport given to my family while I was in prison, butI do not wish my situation to be used in any way againstour authorities, or to contribute to a worsening ofpolitical relations with other states.

Finally, I am sorry that I called the Paris-basednewspaper Russian Thou ht an organ of the NTS in my24 October statement.id this at the insistence andpersuasion of the NPA correspondent. On his part, evident-ly, it was dishonesty, and on mine - embittered trust...
From 'Open Reply to S.V. Kalistratova's "Open Letter"'[by L. Tkachenko]
Dear Sofia Vasilievnal
You know that my husband Viktor Sokirko gave an under-
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taking to the authorities that he would not publishanything in samizdat. By writing him a letter in theform of questions, you have faced him with a choice:either to defend himself openly and go to prison, orto remain silent and thus appear to agree with youraccusations and 'return to his private life' defamed.He is content to lead his own private life, but heis not content to lose his good name. For seven monthsin prison they hammered into him: 'Admit that you area slanderer and you will return to your family - other-wise, what you have written will stretch to three article70s'. Finally, the authorities accepted a compromise:they agreed to do without evidence from him about otherpeople and without an admission that the activitiesof Viktor and his colleages at Searches were slanderous.Vitya [familiar form of Viktor , on the other hand,agreed to sign a statement containing words which werenot his own and incorrect.
Before actually answering your letter, I will remindyou of our last meetings.
I.On 28 September, the day before the trial, Vityacame to you for advice. You said then that it was timehe stopped sitting on the fence, that it was impossiblenot to admit being a slanderer and still hope to bereleased. And you even advised him not to take any risks- to admit his guilt and afterwards take up 'chess',for instance. Vitya did not agree with you, yet Iinterpreted your advice as fear for him. Do you rememberthat conversation?
In October I showed you my transcript of Vitya's trial.You read it without comment, but, judging by your 'OpenLetter', you simply tried to forget it. I am now makingthis transcript public (see enclosure 1), thus deprivingyou of the opportunity to ignore it. I have recordedever thin of any significance that Vitya said, includingt e a , programmed moments.
Read it once again and tell me: did Vitya defame Sear-ches and In Defence of Economic Freedoms in his opene ence. e agree to ca t em slanderous?Did he betray the main idea of Searches - that of mutualunderstanding - or did he stan y t in court, as infreedom, with all his strength? Did he betray his comradesV. Abramkin and Yu. Grimm or did he defend the mainidea of Searches along with them?
2.Noww 11 remind you that we let you know theday after it was signed about the circumstances surround-ing Vitya's unfortunate statement for NPA (which wasonly for publication abroad). We told you that Vityaregarded it as his greatest mistake, that he had alreadydissociated himself from it by telephone, and in hisdespair was willing to meet foreign journalists so thathe could explain freely to Western readers where hestands. You refused to help him do this - on your ownbehalf and on behalf of your friends. You comfortedme, saying that the NPA statement was, of course, un-pleasant, but still within acceptable limits; that noone but evident extremists would condemn Vitya and thathe ran a very great risk of imprisonment if he gavesuch an interview. You returned the text of the proposedinterview to me, but asked me to leave you the statement,so that you could compare it with the official version,should NPA decide to publish it.
While regretting your refusal (it turns out that both
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you and NPA did not consider it necessary for vityafully to understand his situation), we could not butthank you for your protection. On 15 November Vityawrote to NPA retracting his statement and enclosinginstead the text of the interview which had not takenplace. You found out about this in a couple of days- you should have judged Vitya in the light of thisdocument. However, you ignored it, explaining that 'itis even worse", which horrified Vitya: you seemed tothink that a statement written under 'enforced pressure'from an NPA correspondent was better than a freely com-posed explanation of his position.
I have now decided, on my own initiative, to makeVitya's 'Interview for Western Readers' (see enclosure2) public, so that no one will be able to ignore itand imagine that Sokirko is a slanderer and an apostate...On 16 November three friends of yours came tosee us. They came and went at night, when I was asleep.My son told me later that they acted very like a tribunal,sitting drinking tea in the kitchen and plying his dis-tracted father with questions. They officially informedVitya that the substance of his NPA statement was alreadybeing broadcast by Western radio-stations and then showedhim your Open Letter, asking for his reaction. Naturallythey did not mention the possibility of forestallingthe publication of your letter and did not ask Vitya'spermission to unseal his statement. The letter withhis statement attached was an accomplished fact.Vitya said that he felt he was expected to repentand ask for mercy. He did neither of these things, sayingthat he did not regret his release from prison...Your friends did not leave him a copy of your letter,but promised to send him one as soon as possible. Theydid not keep this promise. The information that theNPA statement was being broadcast on Western radio proveduntrue and you were told (as you yourself said) thatas a result of that night's conversation, Vitya consentedto the publication of his NPA statement and your letter.At the beginning of December we found out thatyour letter and Vitya's statement were being circulatedtogether. We finally received your letter on 10 December(after I had telephoned to remind you). I brought youVitya's reply on 15 December. I was extremely agitatedwhen we met, for I was expecting a miracle, such asyour saying: 'This has not been done by you'. But wehad, as you said, a distressing conversation. You immed-iately began energetically refuting the points of Vitya'sreply. It seemed as though you very much wanted to returnhis letter and forget it. You refused our request togive a public explanation of certain circumstances whichwere well-known to you, and of Vitya's replies.Therefore I have decided to make part of Vitya's letterpublic (see enclosure 3) - together, naturally, withyour questions - so as to deprive you of the opportunityof pretending that it is 'logically' impossible to answerthem.

Document No. 132  (26 May 1980): 'New Arrests and Trialsof Democrats who have Served or are Serving Sentences'.Document No. 138  (20 August 1980):
...Voices are now being raised in the West in favourof a boycott of the Madrid Conference, because of theincursion of Soviet troops into Afghanistan. It is ouropinion that such a boycott would be wrong. The MadridConference can and should be a forum from which publicattention can once more be directed towards human rights,which are inextricably linked with world-wide security...Document No. 139 (27 August 1980): 'On the Appeal in theCase of V. Nekipelov' (On 25 August the RSFSR SupremeCourt left the verdict of the Vladimir Regional Court- Chronicle 57 - unchanged).

Document o. 140  (29 August 1980): 'The Trials of TatyanaVelikanova and Father Gleb Yakunin' (Chronicle 58).Document No.  141 (23 September 19 n the Trial ofA. Ogorodnikov' (Chronicle 58).
Document No. 142 etiElmber 1980): 'On Razmik Markosyan'sSecond Sentence' (Chronicle 58).
Document No. 143 eptember 1980): 'The Trial of losifDyadkin and Sergei GorbachUv' (Chronicle 58).Document No. 144 (2 October 1980)T—rThe- Trial of VyacheslavBakhmin' (Chronicle 58).
Document o. 10 October 1980): 'The Trial of ValeryAbramktn' (Chronicle 58).
Document No. 30 October 1980): '30 October - USSRPolitical Prisoners' Day'.
Document No. 147 (13 November 1980): 'The Trial of YuryGrimm' (Chronicle 58).
Document o. (13 November 1980): 'A New Sentence Threat-ens Paruir Airikyan' (see 'In the Prisons and Camps' inthis issue).
Document No. 149 (25 November 1980): 'Persecution of JewishRefuseniks in Kiev' (see 'The Right to Leave' in Chronicles56, 57 and this issue).
Document No. 150 (12 December 1980): 'The Sentencing ofVazif Meilanov' (see this issue).
Document No. 151 (17 December 1980): 'Dispersal of a Peace-ful Demonstration in Pushkin Square, Moscow, on 10 December'(see 'Human Rights Day in Moscow' in this issue).

SAMIZDAT NEWS

Documents of the Moscow Helsinki Grou

Document No. 120 (29 January 1980): 'Persecution of theFree Moscow Journal Searches Continues' (Chronicle 56).

GennadyPerkov:  'Beware, Stalinism!' (1980)The author describes the party's successes in developingthe national economy, but considers that 'the party isacting against the laws of social development'. At theend of the article he writes:
The unwillingness of the one-party state to depart fromStalinist methods of government frightens all honestpeople and kills any hopes they may have that some daythey will be able to speak out loudly without fear ofpunishment. It undermines faith in the very idea offree relations between communists...In Stalin's time the party branded dissenters as enemiesof the people and shot them. Later it began to pay atten-tion to them, sympathize with them and assure them that
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justice would triumph. After a while they began to calldissenters renegades and deport them from the country,which amounts to moral liquidation of the individual...The CPSU, being the leader of human thought, has setitself the task of subordinating thought itself, thuslaying the foundations of its own disintegration. Thedecline of the party's policy of 'unity' has today becomeas obvious as it is natural. Anyone who clings to themethod of party 'unity' in a one-party system will neverbring society to communism. Communism means, above all,Freedom and the Rule of Law for everyone.
On this basis we draw our main conclusion: the USSRmust embark on a transformation from a state of partypower to a genuinely multinational state in which itwill be compulsory for dissenters to be representedin the Soviets.

'Through the Swamp'  (155 pages)
From the introduction:
This collection of various samizdat materials is intendedto explain the concept of socialism in its theoreticaland historical aspects.

The collection includes: an article by V. Ronkin and S.Khakhayev (in 1965 Leningrad City Court sentenced themto seven years' strict-regime camps and three years' exileeach for belonging to a secret Marxist circle called 'TheBell') entitled 'The Past and Future of Socialism' (23pages; this article was published earlier in the eighthissue of Searches - Chronicle 56); Ivan Belov's article'On the stor cal Ro e o the Separation of Creativeand Routine Work' (25 pages); essays entitled 'How doyou Believe?' (6 pages) and 'Towards a Critique of PoliticalEconomy' (9 pages), signed 'V.N.'; M. Bolkhovskoi's essay:'Apologia for Plekhanov' (3 pages) and his article 'TheFate of the Revolutionary-Socialist Intelligentsia inRussia' (80 pages).

Bulletin No. 10 of the Initiative Group to Defend theRights of the Disabled in the USSR  (10 December 1980;35 pages)
After a long absence, group member  Faizulla Khusainov's(Chronicle 51) name appears on the title page again, nextto t ose of  Yu. Kiselev  and  V. FefUlov.
The Bulletin begins with a greeting to Soviet invalidsfrom Yu. Kiselev, V. FefUlov, O. Zaitsevaand F. Khusainov,telling them of the UN resolution to make 1981 the Inter-national Year of the Disabled.
The Bulletin comprises the Group's Document No 18: 'Th-rough a Slit in the Lock...' (about the persecution ofFefelov - Chronicle 57) and No. 19: 'What We Want'; alsoarticles - n uman Rights Day' and 'A Minute of Silencein Pushkin Square'; the Group's international and nationalcorrespondence (I. Utavlinov obtained a flat thanks tothe petitions of the Initiative Group); an account ofthe decision of the Brest Regional Court in the case broughtby V. Prokopchuk (Chronicle 52) against the Kamenets Dist-rict Education Department and Brest Regional Hospital(an appeal hearing), and Prokopchuk's complaint againstthis decision. There is also an appendix: 'Persecutionof Members of the Initiative Group Continues' (see thisissue).

I. KovalUv:  'A Possible Position' (December 1980; 7 pages)The author suggests a certain line of conduct for peoplecharged under a 'political' article. He advises the accusedto participation in the investigation of whether he intendedto 'undermine or weaken the Soviet regime' (if he is chargedunder article 70 of the RSFSR Criminal Code), or whetherthe incriminating documents contained 'deliberately falsefabrications' (in the case of article 190-1), but notto participate in the investigation of the accused's degreeof involvement in incriminating 'incidents'. KovalUv'sreasons are as follows: in the first part of the judicialinvestigation it can be shown that the incriminating actionsor documents are not criminal - a fact which the courtwill, of course, ignore.
Therefore I do not consider it possible for me to giveevidence to such a court about the degree of my involve-ment in any particular episode that interests it; thiswould clearly indicate that I agree with the chargesand that I regard as criminal actions which in actualfact are nothing of the kind.

V.  Gershuni:  'Ideologists from the Great Road' (December1980; 5 pages)
The trials of Abramkin, Grimm, Sokirko and Sorokin,and the recently opened investigation of the writerMikhail Liyatov (M. Yakovlev - Chronicle) are all partof the one trial of the journal earc es - the first,unprecedented, 'serialized' trial o_ ree ournalism...

I.  Rusin: 'Poland -  a Catastrophe' (1980; 7 pages)...the events in Poland are a guarantee of the futurecatastrophe of socialist bureaucracy.

B.I. Kanevsky, V.A. Senderov:  'Intellectual Genocide (Exam-inations for Jews at Moscow University, Moscow Physicsand Technology Institute [MPTI] and Moscow Physics andEngineering Institute [MPEI])' (2nd revised edition, 1980;21 pages)
The authors (Chronicle 56) describe several 'instancesof admission to t e Mechanics and Mathematics Facultyof Moscow University' and give the numbers of graduatesfrom five Moscow schools admitted to MPTI and MPSI (75out of 107 non-Jews were accepted; of 61 Jews, seven wereaccepted, three of them related to scientists workingin the institution to which they had applied).

Information Bulletin No. 24 of the Working Commissionto Investigate the Use of Psychiatry for Political Purposes(20 September 1980)

ADDENDA AND CORRIGENDA

During his interrogation  Fuat Ablyamitov  (Chronicle 57)testified that he obtained part of the materia con scatedfrom him during a search, from A. Shuster (Chronicle 49).
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The Case of Gorbal all I had time to say. I heard the sound of footstepsfrom beyond the embankment. 'Were you calling for help,young lady?' Two men twisted my arms behind my back,threw me down and rolled me on the ground. They hitme in the face with their fists and stamped on my chest.I noticed that there were two or three more standingfarther off, one of them with a dog. The girl ran offwith one of the men to summon a police car, which wasevidently already waiting at the corner of the street,since it arrived without delay...
17 January this year was memorable for me for tworeasons: my trial opened and Pavel Stokotelny was sentoff to join his wife abroad (Chronicle 56 - Chronicle).This was undoubtedly no coinc ence, since on.y avelwas able and willing to draw attention to this travestyof a trial. As it was, a quiet trial was assured.

From his final speech in court (Chronicle 56):
You once tried me on account o one poem, an unfinishedone, which you took from my writing desk. For this Iwas sentenced to seven years in prison, camps and exile.Those were not easy years - only I know how much theycost me. But I assure you that I thank fate for leadingme along the slave's paths of Mordovia, the Urals andSiberia. In captivity I met some wonderful people andI made real friends. All my recent 'activities' in Kiev,the capital of the Ukraine, consisted of always speakingto everyone in Ukrainian. But even this  was  regardedas defiance and I am being tried for 'attempted rape'.Today, in the court building, I witnessed the followingscene: a lawyer came to the detainees' room to see oneof the prisoners and asked a guard in surprise: 'Whyhave so many vigilantes and police been crowded in today?'The policeman answered: 'Oh, they're trying some nationa-list'. You see - a NATIONALIST. Isn't this the reasonwhy I am not allowed to leave the country? Once againI find myself among the humiliated, the insulted, theunfortunate. Today I declare myself a member of theUkrainian Helsinki Group for human rights.

A few days after receiving my invitation from theUSA, I was subjected to provocations by the authorities,who  are  longing to settle accounts, not only with me,but with others in the same situation. True, I am perhapsthe first among the people known to me to have a casefabricated against him on the basis of such a nastycharge. To a certain extent the authorities have longbeen trying to compromise the moral integrity of thosein opposition to them.

The Case of Chornovil

From V. Chornovil's Appeal (80 pages). (For his trialsee Chronicle 57.)
The p vot of the verdict in my case is the premeditated,preplanned slander by citizeness Blokhina, cast in therole of 'victim'. The other evidence consists of unco-ordinated and aesthetically composed data which do notsubstantiate the facts of the 'crime'.
Since the court so boldly constructed its versionof 'attempted rape' almost exclusively on the evidenceof the 'victim' herself, and the details of the 'attempt'exclusivel on the information from Blokhina, it ismost mportant, indeed crucial, when examining my Appealto study the precision and consistency of all Blokhina'stestimony in comparison with mine, and also We 'victim's'character from the viewpoint of the possibility of slan-der.
During the investigation and trial I did not oncechange my testimony regarding the de facto politicalreasons behind my illegal arrest, or t e sma est detailof the incident. I did not get confused, or offer theexcuse of a 'bad memory', a 'nervous disposition', etc.You will not find the slightest contradiction in mytestimony, which is indirect proof that it is true.
The testimony of the 'victim' is another matter. Idirected the court's attention to the fact that shespoke confusedly and contradicted herself, not onlywhen describing the events of the evening of 9 April,but even when talking about herself (see vol. 2, p.9 in the case file and my objection No. 6 to the courtrecord). There are even grounds for doubt as to theactual existence of a person with such a name.

Blokhina gave very contradictory information about herplace of work and where she lived.
It is very significant that not one original documentbelonging to Blokhina, not even a passport, appearsin the evidence or was exhibited in court. My petition,which was supported by my lawyer, that I should be shownBlokhina's work-book, was rejected by the court withoutdue reason.

Blokhina gave just as contradictory evidence about thereason for her presence in Mirny, about her life therebefore she met Chornovil, and about what happened on 8

From a letter:
When I was returning from work on 23 October I met anacquaintance called Naimytenko on the Kreshchatik [Kiev'smain street]. She said that she usually went shoppingafter work. 'Learning' that I was going straight tosee her girl friend, she decided to make use of my companyand come with me. When we were already on our way inthe tram, she remembered that she had to take somethingto her friend. She lived just close by, next to thetram stop - she only had to run into the house for aminute. We got off opposite the Polytechnic Institute.The stop is actually called 'Polevaya'. We walked alonga narrow, badly-lit path for about 50 metres and foundourselves by the railway embankment. I asked: 'Whereis your hostel - there, beyond the embankment?'. 'No,we have already arrived'. 'And where are we going?'.'We're just walking'. This put me on my guard, especiallysince a minute ago she had asked me to give her my poemsto read, if I had them with me. I said that I did nothave them with me, so she asked me to write down hertelephone number and if anything were to happen, toremember her. After this I no longer doubted that shewas a sex-trap and wanted to gain my confidence to findout something, but I could not know that I had onlya few minutes of liberty left. Suddenly, she lit a ciga-rette and, placing her hands on my shoulders, said:'Embrace me'. This was said so awkwardly and crudelythat I said: 'Listen, I'm afraid of you'. And that is
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me ... clearly, when preparing the 'operation', they
cut off my contact with the outside world.) I was expec-
ting a possible provocation and I talked about it. Even
Ivachev and my boss Shnaper confirmed this in court.
I foresaw everything, but in my dear, understanding

fellow-countrywoman Tanya, who raised her glass to the
freedom of the Ukraine, I for some reason did not discern
a KGB provocateur, although now, with hindsight, I realize
that I could have done so...
And yet I had no right to go to someone else's hotel

room and to stay there alone with a woman, having guessed
why she had invited me (but then, of course, I did not
have a provocation in mind). I did not have the right
from the moral point of view, nor did my responsibilities
give me the right, for I realize that, due to my position
in society, my life is not entirely my own.
But I went ... When I entered, Blokhina was waiting

for me by the door and she locked it behind me. She
did not switch on the light. It was not very dark in
the room, because of the street lights. She went up
to the right-hand side of the bed, rather like a stranger.
She kicked off her shoes, half leapt on to the bed and
sat leaning against the back of it. I sat on a stool
by the bed. We talked about various things, nothing
political of course. We agreed to keep in touch. Blokhina
herself suggested that we drink the wine and she poured
it out. We drank a little. I sat near her on the edge
of the bed. We embraced and kissed. Things were obviously
moving towards intimacy, but obviously no force was
involved. Not only were there no noises - which were
invented afterwards - our conversation sank to a whisper.

April and during the night of 8-9 April.
In fact, it was not only the presence of witnesses Dokshin
and Ivachev which compelled Blokhina and the Procurator
to alter their plans during the trial. Blokhina herself
found it too absurd and open to question that, while
she was all but hostile to me and my beliefs, she sat
with me in a restaurant, went to see Ivachev and, when
it was past 3 am, came to a man's room in the hotel,
where she sat with me for a whole hour, then later retur-
ned to me, etc.

It is easy to understand why there are such abrupt
changes in the 'victim's' testimony. It was necessary
to explain somehow the difficult fact that Blokhina
obstinately refused to leave until 5 am, until, finally,
she had arranged the conditions necessary for the provoca-
tion. Does not the very fact of such a radical change
of testimony to suit the new variation of scenario tell
you, Judges, that Blokhina always describes everything,
not as it was in reality, but in the way required to
fabricate the charges?
What actually happened during that moment in the hotel

Vilyui, in the almost polar town of Mirny, which had
such dramatic consequences for me? As I have testified
consistently and on several occasions - on the day of
the 'incident', in statements to the Procuracy and then
to the court, Blokhina returned to my room in 10-15
minutes. She did not say anything about a coat, but
whispering, drew me to her in the darkness. She said
she was alone, that her room-mate had not arrived (it
would be interesting to know what they did with her
- V.C.). She asked me to bring the remaining wine and
to come, not with her, but a little later, 'so that
no one sees us together'. It seems unnecessary to comment
upon such an invitation, it is unambiguous; particularly
when one takes into account that the conversation in
my room had already assumed an intimate character, for
the first time that evening. However, the realization
of Blokhina's plan was impeded by the presence of driver
Dokshin, who, though asleep, was nevertheless a different
type of witness from the hotel porter and the policeman,
who were part of the conspiracy.

So I went. I walked into a trap, towards a filthy
charge planned by the KGB and an attempt to discredit
me morally as an active member of the human rights move-
ment in the USSR.

Now, during the hungry, sleepless nights in my prison
cell (I declared a hunger-strike the moment I was arres-
ted), I often think back to that night and wonder why
I did it? I was aware, after all, that I had not been
sent to Mirny to obtain spare parts for tractors. When
she appeared in the witness box, my wife Atena Pashko
confirmed that she had received the following telegram
from me: 'Strange trip to Mirny; necessary to someone
for something' (vol. 2, p. 112 of the evidence; objection
No. 106 to the court record). (Incidentally, I did not
receive her answering telegram asking me to be careful
and look after myself, although it was sent three days
before I left Nyurba for Mirny. This fact speaks for
itself, as does the fact that my wife's telephone was
disconnected a month before my arrest and that I was
not allowed to receive telephone calls from abroad,
and all letters written by my wife and others during
the month or six weeks before my arrest did not reach

a I. V acheslav Chornovil 's log cabin in Nyurba, his place of
exile prior to is arrest
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Then there was a knock at the door, not at all loud.I heard the word 'Police' - not from outside the door,but from Blokhina herself (so she knew whom she waswaiting for'). She pronounced the word with obviousrelief. (Like an agent who has not quite mastered herpart of sexual provocateur and does not want to go toofar, although this would have been desirable as regardsthe charges. But perhaps the knock came too soon.) Realiz-ing what had happened, I quickly moved across and saton the other bed. When I was leaning over Blokhina,one of my shoes had come undone, one of my socks hadpartly slid down and my shirt had come out of my trousersa little. This was all the 'disorder' in my clothingwhich those coming in could have seen (but they 'saw'a great deal more). Blokhina had taken off her jeansearlier on and when she heard the knock at the doorshe made a sharp movement with her hands at her breast:either tearing her jacket or making scratches (it wasdifficult to tell in the semi-darkness). Then she triedto open the door, dressed in tights and a long jacket(the police actually thought it was a dressing-gown).From the knock at the door to the entrance of the policetook no more than one or two minutes. Incidentally,it was I who replied: 'Who is it?' to the knock, notBlokhina, as incorrectly stated in the verdict. Threepolieemen came into the room (a captain and two lower-ranking officers), followed by Azarenko. The policemensaid nothing, but approached me. I asked why they hadcome. Azarenko replied instead: 'I heard a noise anda girl crying, so I called the police'. I asked: 'Whatnoise?' and turned to Blokhina, asking: 'Were you crying?'(Azarenko surprisingly described this moment accuratelyin court: 'You weren't crying' - vol. 2, p. 108 of theevidence). Blokhina was silent, covering her face withher hands (either pretending to cry, or concealing thefact that her face was not tear-stained, but rathersatisfied). I then said: 'This is a provocation!' Inmy presence Blokhina did not tell the police anythingand did not accuse me of rape. Therefore there werenot even any formal grounds for my arrest. However,two more policemen appeared - and took me away.
Chornovil lists the many contradictions and absurditiesin Blokhina's testimony about the night of 8-9 April.He describes the evidence of the 'defence witnesses' (oc-cupants of the hotel). who were not summoned to courtand the contradictory evidence of the 'prosecution wit-nesses' (the hotel orderly Azarenko, police captain Koval-chuk), the way the law was broken during the taking ofmaterial evidence and the carrying out of expert examina-tions.
The record of Blokhina's interrogation, which was sup-posedly conducted by investigator Ivanov from 9.15 to10.15 on the morning of 10 April 1980, is especiallysignificant as regards fabrication. Having read therecord, I pointed out that Blokhina's replies were madewith obvious reference to evidence obtained during theinvestigation, evidence which did not yet exist on themorning of 10 April (for example, my statement to theProcuracy of 13 April, in which I described the realcircumstances of the incident, etc). Furthermore, thisrecord conveniently differs from the records of Blokhina'sinterrogations on 9 and 10 April and her confrontationwith me on the evening of 10 April, when she gave incom-
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plete and contradictory evidence. In this record, however,the picture of the 'crime' is painted in all its detailsand ready formulas, and it was included in the indictmentand the verdict unaltered. This record differs radically,both in terminology and even style (in a way convenientto the prosecution) from the other records of Ivanov'sinterrogations of Blokhina, including those with a laterdate. I also pointed out that it would be impossibleto conduct this type of thorough interrogation (therecord consists of 12 closely-typed pages - vol. 1 pp.42-47 of the evidence) in an hour; an investigator wouldrequire at least one complete working day. Finally,one more telling circumstance has emerged. At the timewhen he was supposedly interrogating Blokhina, Ivanovwas actually interrogating other people; this is reflec-ted in the case evidence. From 9.30 to 10 am on 10 AprilIvanov was interrogating witness Trofimov (vol. 1, pp.68-69 in the evidence), and from 10 to 10.15 am - witnessAfanasev (vol. 1, pp. 72-73 of the evidence). This con-clusively exposes the forgery...
It is very significant that all mention of this forgeryhas been carefully removed from the court record, althoughI and my lawyer referred to it several times.
The investigation not only deliberately omitted anumber of investigative actions which might have inter-fered with the charges (people who shared a room withBlokhina were not questioned, nor was her mysteriousneighbour, Lukyanov, from room No. 29, nor the policemanwho remained in room No. 28 with Blokhina; the documentconcerning the defendant's injured hand was not includedin the evidence, although I asked that it should be,etc, etc), but concealed certain results of the investi-gation because t ey not uphold the charges. A glaringexample: the orders to take samples of my nails forbiological examination, together with the samples them-selves, were added to the evidence, at my insistence,only during the trial (vol. 2, pp. 63-65 of the evidence).I should point out that if such an examination had beencarried out on 9 or 10 April, the charge that I causedBlokhina some sort of 'bodily harm' would have beeneliminated.
An extremely important violation of the Code of CriminalProcedure (article 264) is the marked incompletenessand deliberate falsification of the court record. Ihave discovered severa p aces w ere t e recor states,not what the 'victim' or the witnesses actually saidin court, but what they were prompted to say duringthe pre-trial investigation and what was stated in theindictment. There was an obvious tendency to use therecord to make the constantly confused testimony ofthe false witnesses and the 'victim' more uniform andtherefore valid as evidence. In this case Judge Sleptsov,who presided over the trial, was guilty not only oftendentiousness, but of elementary dishonesty.
Not long before my first trip to Mirny, my statementabout my being a member of the Ukrainian Helsinki Croupand my appeal to others to follow my example was pub-lished...

Chornovil details the evidence for his statement thathis trip to Mirny was 'engineered'. On 24 July the JudicialBoard for criminal cases at the Yakut ASSR Supreme Court,consisting of K.P. Sedykh and P.P. FEdorov, with A.V.Adrianov as Chairman, left the verdict of the Mirny City
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THE TRIAL OF MOROZOV

From 5 to 13 January the Supreme Court of the Komi ASSR,presided over by Vice-Chairman of the Court Ermilov, heardin Vorkuta the case of the exile (trial - Chronicle 53)Mark Morozov (born 1931, arrested on 24 August 80 -Chronicle 56), who was charged under article 70 of ther minal Code. The prosecutor was Procurator Shcher-bakov. Morozov refused the barrister appointed by thecourt and filed a petition requesting that his brother,who was present in the courtroom, be invited to act ashis defence counsel. The petition was granted, but on8 January Morozov refused the services of his brothertoo because the two men disagreed over the line of defence.In the indictment it is alleged that while serving histerm of exile Morozov 'did not abandon his ideologicalstruggle'. He is charged with writing an article, 'USSR- the Politics of Deceit', and attempting to send it tothe West through A. Stupnikov, who was detained duringa search at the home of I. Kaplun (Chronicle 56). Singledout in the article are assertions o t e type 'wherevercommunists rule there is terror and persecution of dissen-ters'. According to the indictment, the article describesSoviet foreign policy as aggressive, and claims that bacter-iological weapons which threaten detente are being developedin the USSR. When he was already in an investigationsprison Morozov prepared another three manuscript copiesof the article to send to Stupnikov, Shubina and Nagle(Chronicle 57), one of which was intercepted at the post-ce n a letter to Shubina, whilst the other two wereconfiscated during a search of his cell.Morozov is also charged with sending a letter abouthis labour dispute with the administration of PechoraMine Construction [PMC] to the Madrid Conference. In ad-dition, Morozov is charged with circulating in VorkutaThe Gula Archi ela o and I. Pomerantsev's article 'Theye an e ear • e investigation proposed that separatecriminal cases be brought against A. Stupnikov, I. Kaplunand I. Nagle.
Morozov pleaded guilty 'not to all the charges'. Hestated that he had begun to give evidence to the investi-gation on 20 November. Morozov categorically denied thathe was the author of 'USSR - the Politics of Deceit',claiming disagreement with its contents: 'It seemed tome to have been written harshly and hastily •.. What saneman would raise objections to detente?' Morozov said thathe had personally recopied the article from another copypassed to him in his cell through a warder; the typewrittencopy confiscated from Stupnikov had not passed throughhis hands at all - he had personally become acquaintedwith it just before his arrest. The copy of the articlewas sent to Shubina 'to deflect the attention of the KGBfrom the real author'; the two others were kept by himin his cell 'to expose stool-pigeons'. Morozov admittedthat he had given The Gula Archi ela o to Olga Gamburgfor her to read, 'because s e t reatene to cut her wristsif she didn't get the book', but claimed that the bookhand landed up in Lyutikov's hands only for safe-keeping:'Whoever knows this man (he works as a barman) knows thathe doesn't read books'. Morozov admitted to circulatingPomerantsev's article, but stated that he did not believe
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its circulation was prohibited in the USSR.Morozov read out a statement about the inadmissibleinvestigation methods of Investigator Turkin (Major Turkin,head of the Investigations Department of the Komi ASSRKGB, promoted to the rank of Lt-Colonel during the inves-tigation - Chronicle). Morozov dwelt on his persecutionby the admin strat on of PMC (Iskra, Andryushechkin, PotUm-kin): 'Sosnovsky opened my eyes to the abuses committedby these people'.
Stupnikov, questioned next (a former television jour-nalist, sacked from the Vorkuta television centre in Novem-ber), testified that he had not known the contents ofthe envelopes which Morozov had sent to Moscow throughhim, nor had he received The Gula Archi ela o from him.Witness O. Camburg (born ; out o wor since October1979) testified that she had got to know Morozov throughLyutikov. She had received The Gula Archt ela o fromMorozov, then passed it on to Lyut ov at orozov s request.Gamburg stated that Morozov had held anti-Soviet conversa-tions with her: 'He said that the socialist system didnot suit him, nor did the capitalist system. I don't knowwhat does suit him ... He said that wherever communistsrule there is terror and tyranny ... He tried to persuademe to emigrate to Southern Canada'.Olga Gamburg denied that she had put pressure on Morozovin order to obtain The Gula Archi ela o. A dispute betweenMorozov and her arose n court on t is matter. Morozovpointed out that Gamburg had started giving evidence evenbefore his arrest, in February 1980, while she was stillmeeting him. 'That means she's an informer'. Witness  M.Lishnevskaya,  O. Camburg's mother, confirmed her daughter'sevidence.
Witness Clushkov (in 1979 warden of the hostel whereMorozov lived, now editor of the Agitprop Department ofVorkuta television) confirmed the 'circulation' by Morozovof articles by Pomerantsev and E. Neizvestny, of lettersto E. Berlinguer and USSR Procurator-General Rudenko,and of holding 'anti-Soviet conversations' - specifically,of proposing that he emigrate and that he write a bookwith Morozov about the Vorkuta camps.Witness  I. Volkov  (equipment repairer) testified thathe had been present when Morozov handed The Gula Archi el-ago to Lyutikov. 'Lyutikov's wife found t e oo an s owedit to me. I realized that the author of the book was anenemy ... Together we devised a plan to take it to theKGB'.
Witness PotUmkin (head of the department of PMC whereMorozov worked) was highly critical of Morozov's workrecord and testified that Morozov had tried to persuadehim to emigrate.
Witness  Korostelev  (a local policeman who carried outsurveillance of Morozov): 'He saw a portrait of Stalinon the table in my room and said: "How can you keep thison your table when 66 million people died because of thisman?" I replied that as far as I knew it was only 20 mil-lion'.
Witness  Shugaliyeva  (who worked with Morozov) testifiedthat Morozov had conducted 'anti-Soviet agitation': 'Hementioned one of our leaders and said he had gone senile.I won't say his name (Judges - 'We've understood'). Hespoke about events in Afghanistan, although we all under-stood it was fraternal assistance.  He  spoke about communism,but, after all, the weather's been bad, so the harvests

be patient. The leaders aren't to
are poor. We have to
blame'.
Witness  Zamostovsky

vision centre) gave
Morozov in which the
the CPSU.

(a camera-man at the Vorkuta tele-



evidence about conversations withlatter had spoken critically about

Procurator But it says here in your evidence...amostovs Yes, as long as he has the strength to doso, e go on fighting against shortcomings.Procurator Against the Soviet system, the regime?e t says here 'shortcomings'.amostovsk But I never supported him.e on t you think it's necessary to fight againsts ortcomings?
Zamostovsk I don't see how one can do anything afteryears o Soviet rule.

Witness  Sosnovsky  (an engineer, who was formerly in prisonfor serving in the Nazi SS) testified that Morozov hadproposed to his daughter that she emigrate ('But why tohis daughter? She has a house and an inheritance...')and given him The Gula Archi ela o and Pomerantsev'sarticle.
At Morozov's request  Lyutikov's  evidence was read out.Lyutikov alleged that The Gula Archi ela o had been givento hiM by Olga Gamburg or sa e- eep ng; two days laterIgor Volkov and his brother had taken it to the KGB.In his speech Procurator Shcherbakov rebutted Morozov'saccusations levelled at the investigators:

The investigation was carried out marvellously. Allthe witnesses testified to this. It was a good job.Morozov thinks there's nothing terrible aboutthe article 'The Eye and The Tear', and that the firstthree issues of the journal S ntaxis57 aren't consideredcriminal by the Ukrainian KG . ut this article is fromthe fourth issue. We asked for the fourth issue andwere told it wasn't in the KGB archive. But why notsuppose that the journal altered its line from the fourthissue?
... The KGB is a part of the Soviet system, whichmeans the author is attacking the Soviet system as awhole. Morozov writes letters to our enemies in theCommission on Human Rights in Geneva, enemies who justlove to sing about our shortcomings.Morozov is guilty under article 70 of the RSFSRCriminal Code of actions aimed at subverting the socialand political system. This has been proved by the inves-tigation and, although he is an ill man, I propose hebe given ten years of strict-regime camps plus fiveyears of exile, and that the period of exile not servedunder the previous charge be annulled.

In his defence speech Morozov again denied he was theauthor of the article 'USSR - the Politics of Deceit',disputing expert opinion on this matter.

The text of my letters is the only grounds for the charge.At interrogations I testified that  I  agreed to be consid-ered the author of the article in order to gain thesupport of a certain influential section of human rightsdefenders in connection with the administrative persecu-
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According to Morozov, Investigator Turkin tried to persuadehim to name the author, suggesting Stupnikov and Ryazanov'as authors'. 'A crime has been committed - an anti-Sovietarticle has been written'.
Morozov pointed out that the evidence of his cell-mateswas not proof, since it had not been examined at the trial,besides which '...for my own purposes I did not concealwhat I was writing. Against their will three stool-pigeonsconfirmed my innocence'.
Regarding the circulation of The Gula Archi ela o,Morozov drew attention to the fact t at on y one nc enthad been proven - that he had given the book to Olga Gam-burg; all the rest was speculation on the part of theProcurator.

to Nagle and Stupnikov. The third copy was sent throughthe post by a person unknown to Shubina's address, tobe forwarded to The New York Times.

His sentence: eight years of strict-regime camps and eightmonths of camps in lieu of exile outstanding, plus fiveyears of exile.

PERSECUTION OF THE WORKING COMMISSION
[ON PSYCHIATRIC ABUSE]

The only truth in the Procurator's speech was that thecountry is in reality moving forward ... But there arepeople who long for the past. They cannot live accordingto new norms and they pull the country backwards ...The regime drags down those around them by its actions.It is thanks to them that such filth has been thrownup in my investigation as Glushkov, Gamburg, Sosnovsky,Magomedov and Sleptsov. Glushkov gets 30 pieces of silverfor his dirty deeds and a job at the TV centre ... nowwe have a professional provocateur and slanderer incharge of communist education in Vorkuta.
In his final speech Morozov limited himself to the state-ment: '...It's pointless saying anything since I am beingjudged not in accordance with justice, but by the regime'.
From the iud ment: M. Morozov arrived in Vorkuta inu y to serve five years in exile on a charge ofcirculating anti-Soviet material, but his repentancewas not sincere. From the early days of his stay inVorkuta M. Morozov conducted anti-Soviet agitation andpropaganda, slandering Soviet life; this is containedin the evidence of witnesses Sosnovsky, Glushkov, Gamburg,Shugaliyeva and others.

Morozov engaged in the circulation of slanderousliterature. With Mesyatseva's help, he printed severalcopies of Pomerantsev's article 'The Eye and The Tear'from the fourth issue of the journal S ntaxis. He gaveone copy to Sosnovsky.
He engaged in the circulation of the book The GulaArchi ela o, gave it to 0. Gamburg, Lyutikov an osnov-s y to rea , and promised it to Glushkov.He wrote letters to the UN Commission on Human Rightsand the Secretary of the Italian Communist Party, Berlin-guer, in which he made slanderous references to ourway of life. He had prepared the letters to send, butthey were confiscated during a search at Morozov's home.As has been established by the evidence of witnesses,the article 'USSR - the Politics of Deceit' was writtenby him, printed on a 'Consul' typewriter in Sazhnov'sroom over the course of several evenings. The articlewas sent to Moscow with Stupnikov's help and confiscatedduring a search of  I.  Kaplun's home. The article isdirected against detente and slanders our way of life.While in prison, Morozov prepared another three copiesof this article and placed them in envelopes addressed

The Trial of Alexander Podrabinek

On 6 January the Supreme Court of the Yakut ASSR, presidedover by a member of the court, P.P. FOdorov, examinedthe case of a member of the Working Commission to Inves-tigate the Use of Psychiatry for Political Purposes, theexile (trial - Chronicle 50) Alexander Podrabinek (born1953;„ arrested 1 une 80 - Chronicle 57), who had beencharged for the second time un er article 190-1 of theRSFSR Criminal Code. The prosecutor was Procurator Petrov.Podrabinek refused the barrister appointed by the court.In the indictment A. Podrabinek is charged with:- producing and circulating in June 1979 an 'Appealto the US Congress' containing fabrications about theSoviet system and claiming that 'the Soviet Union hasa tendency towards aggression against other states andviolates international agreements. Ratification of theSalt-2 Treaty will facilitate war'. This appeal, writtenby A. Podrabinek and T. Osipova, was not only not sent,let alone allowed to enter samizdat of its own accord,but was not even written 'in a fair copy'; the investigationhad at its disposal only a draft confiscated from Osipovaduring a search on 11 October 1979 (Chronicle 54);- continuing in exile editorial wor on s book PunitiveMedicine,58 for writing which A. Podrabinek has prev ous yeen convicted. The investigation appointed a literaryexpert, to whom the question was put: 'Do the correctionsintroduced strengthen the ideological tendency, condemnedby a court, of the work Punitive Medicine, or the reverse?'The conclusion of expert . usev eputy editor of thenewspaper Sovetska a Yakutia) says that out of 23 correc-tions to t e text, our are aimed at strengthening theideological tendency condemned by the court'; six arenot; no opinion is submitted about the remaining 13. Inthis connection A. Podrabinek was also charged with sendingletters to the exile M. Dzhemilev containing 'fabricationsabout the internment of mentally healthy people in psychiat-ric hospitals'. In the indictment it was pointed out thatM. Dzhemilev, interrogated as a witness in the case, 're-fused to give a straight answer, which ... indirectlyconfirms the guilt of A.P. Podrabinek' (Chronicle 60);- circulating in May 1980 a photocopy o an historicalwork by an unknown author, sent through the post, which,according to the indictment, contains 'anti-Soviet andslanderous fabrications about the history of the socialist
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To sum up, it can be said that the charges brought againstme should be dropped for at least two reasons: the actionswith which I am charged do not constitute a crime underarticle 190-1 of the RSFSR Criminal Code; there is nota single piece of evidence in the case file that theinformation circulated by me is false.

Referring to the interrogation of witnesses, Podrabinekdescribed pressure on them from the investigators andthe court.

All the more respect is due to those who were drawninto a political trial for the first time, but who couldnot be intimidated. I mean N. Ostrovskaya (Chronicle60) and R. Belopolsky (Chronicle 57). As for-SHVetsovand Dorofeyeva, I think t ey ave been punished enoughby the fact that in the eyes of their friends, neigh-bours and work-mates they have been revealed as informers.
Dwelling on the essence of the case under examination,A. Podrabinek suggested that the real reason for it hadnot been mentioned at the trial.

revolution in Russia'. Such a verdict on the text wasgiven in the course of a 'literary examination' by a seniorlecturer on CPSU history at Yakut University, C.G. Makarov(who was asked to reply to the question: 'Do these pagesbelong in the realm of scientific work and does the contentof the pages correspond to the truth?').After A. Podrabinek was refused permission to engagethe barristers he had chosen and his other petitions werenot granted, he refused to take part in the court examina-tion, but reserved his right to a final speech.Witness Shvetsov testified that he had received a photo-copy of the historical text which A. Podrabinek was chargedwith circulating from Dmitriyev (at an interrogation on18 June 1980, under direct pressure from InvestigatorProkopev, citizen Dmitriyev testified that he had receivedthe photocopy from A. Podrabinek). Witness R.S. Dorofeyevaalso supported the charges against A. Podrabinek and statedthat 'such people should be imprisoned'. Alla Khromova(Chronicle 57) was summoned to the court as a witnessin er usband's case and interrogated last.In the course of the trial witnesses were asked questionswhich bore no relation to the main episodes of the indict-ment: did the accused listen to foreign radio broadcasts,etc. Neither the 'deliberateness' nor the 'falsity' ofthe 'fabrications' in the charge was an object of courtexamination. The investigators had followed the same line.From the indictment:

... the guilt of A.P. Podrabinek ... is fully provenby the case materials. Thus, at a search at the homeof A.P. Podrabinek ... material was discovered whichcharacterizes Podrabinek as a person likely to committhe sort of crime covered by article 190-1 of the RSFSRCriminal Cocle.

In his prosecution speech Procurator Petrov stated: 'Thereis not even any point in proving that Podrabinek's allega-tions are deliberately false - that's obvious in itself!'He described the editorial work of the accused on thebook Punitive Medicine as criminal, referring to the con-clusion o expert usev and to the fact that Podrabinekhad previously been convicted for writing this book.In his final speech,59 after analysing in detail theinvestigation and court proceedings, A. Podrabinek rejectedthe arguments of the prosecution.

Having set themselves the goal of depriving me of freedom,the investigative and judicial organs have cooked upthis charge hastily and clumsily. The charge ascribedto me is absurd and not proven, whilst the pre-trialand court proceedings have been full of violations ofthe Code of Criminal Procedure.

I think that the most vital reason for taking me tocourt was that I was still involved in the Working Com-mission to Investigate the Use of Psychiatry for PoliticalPurposes ... Another reason for today's trial is, ofcourse, my 'Appeal to the US Congress' ... That wasmy personal point of view. I don't force it on anyoneand I don't even propagate it. But for the fact thatI dared to express it openly I am being tried today.Incapable of rebutting it with words, they apply force- the usual reaction of a primitive dictatorship.The two other episodes of the charge are definitelynot reasons for taking me to court.

Podrabinek drew attention to the use of his letters toM. Dzhemilev as juridical evidence:

This part of the indictment surprised me. We're usedto letters being opened and inspected, to secret searches;but a charge based on private correspondence is a revivalof the traditions of the evil '30s and '40s. It's analarming symptom.

Regarding the final episode in the indictment, Podrabineksaid:

According to A. Podrabinek's calculations, the requirementsof the Code were violated no fewer than 76 times duringthe pre-trial investigation, and during the trial at least110 times. 'It's quite clear' - he said - 'that the authori-ties can conduct this case only at the price of such pro-cedural violations'. Podrabinek dwelt on the refusal ofthe court to attempt to prove the 'falsity' or 'deliberatefalsity' of the 'Appeal to the US Congress' and the bookPunitive Medicine.

...I don't acknowledge state censorship of literature.I don't acknowledge that some bureaucrat has the rightto decide what I can read and what I can't; what I cangive to others and what's barred. And I reserve theright, which internal Soviet laws do not directly specify... I reserve the right to freedom of speech.
A. Podrabinek concluded his final speech thus:

In a final speech it is accepted plactice to requestthe court to pass this or that verdict on the case..More by virtue of this tradition than in the hope ofa just decision, I demand a verdict of not guilty inview of the lack of any crime in my actions. Nevertheless,I have no doubts that the sentence for a crime I have
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His sentence: three years of ordinary-regime camps, plussix months and 13 days of camps in lieu of exile outstan-ding.

phone calls and telegrams.
During the search Lev Ziman arrived at the flat. Duringbody-search two notebooks, a note with telephone numberson it and a cassette tape were confiscated from him. Afterthe search Ziman was taken to the KGB and interrogatedabout his reasons for visiting Serebrov.Serebrov did not return home. He was detained in a KGBInvestigations Prison (Lefortovo) and is being chargedunder article 190-1 of the RSFSR Criminal Code.

*
On 29 January the Moscow Helsinki Group adopted DocumentNo. 155 'The Second Conviction of the Brothers Alexanderand Kirill Podrabinek' (see 'In the Prisons and Camps'):

... Despite the procedural violations committed in thepre-trial investigations and trials, despite the unprovencharges against the brothers Podrabinek, it is evidentfrom the sentences themselves that they were convictedsolely forfree expression - orally (Kirill) and in writing(Alexander) - of their opinions and convictions, whichcannot for them be deliberatel false, ie they havebeen conv cte nteasenceo any crime in theiractions.
Such a conviction is particularly tragic because bothKirill and Alexander fell seriously ill while servingtheir first sentences. In the harsh conditions of exileAlexander suffered from serious hepatitis which tookon a chronic form. Kirill fell ill with pneumonia inprison; as the result of a late diagnosis and inferiortreatment, the process (tuberculosis) is developing,and at present Kirill is diagnosed as having 'a spreadingtubercular inflammation in his right lung'.We call on the heads of governments of the stateswhich signed the Helsinki Agreement, and on Soviet andworld public opinion, to raise their voices in defenceof the freedom and life of the brothers Podrabinek.

* *

*
In February A. Podrabinek arrived in camp (see 'In thePrisons and Camps').

After the trial his wife A. Khromova requested Judge FUdorovto return the typewriter. FUdorov directed her to theadministrative section, where she was informed that thetypewriter had been destroyed, and shown a document sayingthat due to its technical condition the machine was notsuitable for second-hand sale.

The Arrest of Serebrov

On the morning of 8 January a member of the working Com-mission and the Moscow Helsinki Croup, Felix Serebrov(born 1930), was taken from home to an interrogation.At the time his 80-year-old mother-in-law, who is almostblind and deaf, was the only person at home. The searchwas conducted by Moscow KGB Investigators Popov and Kano-valov. The confiscated items included typewritten andhandwritten texts, notepads with notes, notebooks, a dup-licate of a work-book and military card, personal letters,photographs, a receipt of payment for international tele-

Against the day of his arrest Serebrov wrote a letter,'Instead of an Autobiography':

...From 1918 to the present day the only argument theauthorities have had to suppress 'dissent' has beenarrests, trials, concentration camps and prisons ...My parents were Leninist communists. My father was aparty member from 1919, my mother from 1926.When I was just 17 I was sentenced to ten years ofcamps by a military tribunal ... The Gulag sea tossedme back and forth. Taught me to live by my wits. Broughtme into contact with 'fascists' ('fascist' is the post-war camp nickname criminals give to political prisonersconvicted under article 58 - now articles 190-1 and70 of the RSFSR Criminal Code)....I was released - worked, studied, settled downto married life. Once again I landed up in the 'Archipel-ago' - for exceeding the appropriate level of 'self-defence' (until you've been beaten to death, don't daretry and defend yourself). The 'Archipelago' had changed.Again I was released, passed the secondary school examand entered an institute on an external degree course... Every day I came into conflict with Soviet reality.I was a lone rebel. I was lucky not to land up in prison.I got to know dissidents. I 'signed letters and statementsin anyone's defence, but was really speaking more formyself. In 1975, after close acquaintance with formerpolitical prisoners from psychiatric hospitals, I devotedmyself entirely to fighting against the abuses of psy-chiatry. At the beginning of 1977 the individual effortsof Irina Kaplun, Slava Bakhmin, Sasha Podrabinek andmyself against the repressive use of psychiatry werecoordinated when the Working Commission to Investigatethe Use of Psychiatry for Political Purposes was formed.Somewhat later Leonard Ternovsky and Irina Grivninabecame members of the Commission...In conclusion, I won't quote lines of my poetry, whichI've been writing for a long time (people will bothtype them and read them without my help), I'll statemy credo for KGB bureaucrats and their inferiors onemore time.
I deeply despise your department. Almost 30 yearsago fate brought me into contact with one of its pillarsat the time - Lt-General Kabulov, who' 'said: 'I'd shootyou with my own hands!'
Remember, gentlemen bureaucrats of the KGB, the fateof your predecessors. 'Yes, I believe you will all sitin the dock,' - was the answer I gave to one of yourcolleagues, Kapayev, Senior KGB Investigator for Moscowand the Moscow region.
You can arrest me like my friends, sentence me toyears of imprisonment, ultimately - shoot me. But it
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The Arrest of Kor a in

is you who will sit on the bench of shame, not  I.  Today,when Russia is threatened by starvation, you will guzzleyour fill as before. What business is it of yours thatthe population is starving? When the sons of simplemothers are dying in Afghanistan, you are convulsedwith rage that you can't drop an atom bomb on it.When the Poles have won the right to free trade unions,you grit your teeth with fury that it's not in yourpower to tear them to pieces, to crush them with thetracks of your tanks. Everything frightens you, butmost of all you fear free, uncensored speech. This Ihave uttered.

*
After the arrest of Serebrov only the consultant psychia-trist A. Koryagin was left in the Working Commission (seebelow, however). Four people were left in the Moscow Hel-sinki Group after Serebrov's arrest: E. Bonner, S. Kalis-tratova, I. KovalUv and N. Meiman.

* *
On 9 January  Nina Komarova,  V. Nekipelov's wife, wrote:

...There are no words to express my mental anguish atwhat has happened. So many people who are near and dearto me have disappeared recently behind deaf stone wallsentwined with barbed wire' So many words of protestand appeals to public opinion have been written thattheir very repetition is terrifying' But clearly thisis inevitable. Because Felix Serebrov - a gentle, kindperson, whose smile is wonderfully warm and affectionate- is the next in line of many who have gone before him...He joined the Helsinki Group without any fuss afterV. Nekipelov's arrest. This quiet, but very determined,very honest, loyal and courageous man could not havedone otherwise. He knew the camps better than most.He knew the camps of the 'fifties and then the campsof the 'seventies. Isn't that enough? Yet he could notstand on the side-lines, he could not betray the holyof holies - his conscience, courage, loyalty.For all your kindness, for all the good deeds youhave done for people, for all your tenderness and kindness- thank you, our friend and brother. May you find Streng-th, Courage, Hope and Faith.

On 25 January the Moscow Helsinki Group adopted DocumentNo. 154, 'The Arrest of the Last Member of the WorkingCommission to Investigate the Use of Psychiatry for Politi-cal Purposes, Felix Serebrov':

...Where did this man who has already passed fifty,who suffers from high blood pressure, who works a fullday at his job, who has remained a good family man anda friend to many, find the incredible strength for sucha vast amount of work?
He found this strength in his unshakable awarenessof his civic duty, in his heart of gold, in his conscious-ness that every man is responsible for all the eviland all the injustice in our country ... For his thought,his free speech, his truthful information, his strivingto help people, human rights defender Felix Serebrovwill be tried...

A psychiatrist at the Kharkov Regional Psycho-neurologicalClinic and a Doctor of Medicinal Science, Anatoly IvanovichKoryagin (born 1938) has been a consultant of the WorkingCommission. On 5 February the head doctor at the clinic,C.A. Nikitin, arranged an emergency meeting of the collec-tive: the Kharkov Regional Procuracy had requested a reporton a doctor at the clinic, Anatoly Koryagin, and on hiswork relating to the Working Commission. In the letterfrom the Procuracy the members of the Commission werecalled 'criminals who have engaged in anti-Soviet activity'.The deputy director of Kharkov Regional Health Department,Trunov, was present at the meeting.
After listening to the contents of the letter, Koryaginleft the meeting. At the meeting Nikitin, head of themedical organization department N.I. Zederei and Trunovwere not in the least embarrassed to describe A. Koryagin'scooperation with the work of the Commission as 'anti-Sovietactivity hostile to the State and unworthy of the titleof citizen and doctor', concluding that 'there is no placefor him in the collective'. Zederei described an incidentin the summer of 1979 when he and Nikitin had tried tobeat Koryagin up: 'I hit Koryagin for saying he hatedcommunists and the Soviet regime'. In this connectionTrunov said: 'You should have killed him'.The contents of their speeches revealed a surprisingamount of knowledge of the relations between Koryaginand the KGB, such as, for example, details of a searchcarried out at his home. Those conducting the meetingdemanded that a nurse who worked with Koryagin eithercensure him or confess to 'complicity with him'.The members of the collective present at the meeting,although they knew nothing about the specific nature ofKoryagin's work for the Commission, nevertheless votedto condemn this activity as hostile to the state. LaterNikitin refused to give Koryagin a copy of the minutesof the meeting, advising him to contact the Regional Procur-acy on the matter.
On 13 February Koryagin was arrested on his way fromKharkov to Moscow. His wife, who was travelling with him,was told that it was a 'detention'. For several days hisrelatives did not know where he was. On 17 February SeniorInvestigator of the Kharkov KGB, Major V.A. Sidelnik(Chronicle 60), told Koryagin's wife that her husband'HT een detained as a suspect and is being kept in aninvestigations prison'.
On 18 February a search was carried out at Koryagin'shome without the authorization of the Procurator. SeniorInvestigator Murzin, who conducted the search, told G.Koryagina that A. Koryagin was being charged under article62 of the Ukrainian Criminal Code (= article 70 of theRSFSR Code.°
On 19 February Koryagin's nurse was told that if shedid not testify against Koryagin she would be tried forcomplicity.

Koryagin became the consultant of the Working Commissionin 1979 (Voloshanovich left in February 1980 - Chronicle56). In the summer of 1979 Nikitin and Zederei attempteto beat Koryagin up during a work trip, calling him a
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'dissident', 'renegade' and 'traitor'. In December 1979Koryagin was detaindd and searched at Kharkov Stationwithout any reason being given. In September 1980 a searchwas carried out at his home by Kharkov KGB officials;personal notes, addresses and a typewriter were confiscated.Not long before his arrest Koryagin wrote an 'Open State-ment':

In the event of my arrest and proceedings being broughtagainst me under any article of the Criminal Code, Irequest that the following statement be published:I have not committed any criminal action punishableby law. I regard my arrest and the criminal case broughtagainst me as the latest act in a logical chain of per-secution by the authorities, to which they are subjectingme as revenge for my participation as a consultant doctorin the work of the Commission to Investigate the Useof Psychiatry for Political Purposes.The diagnosis of psychiatric illnesses is my profes-sional duty as a doctor and can be an object of criticismonly for competent professionals in the field, not forrepresentatives of the KGB, the Procuracy or the courts.The results of the investigation and trial in my casehave been decided in advance. I refuse to take any partin them whatsoever, since I regard them as an exampleof blatant lawlessness - as persecution dressed up inlegal guise always is.

28. It' to 1: Irina Grientna, Anatoly Koryagin, Felixall arrested mem ers o t it, or mg ommisston, an(novskaya

On 21 January V. Tsurikov (Chronicle 51), who had earlierrenounced his Soviet citizens p an been repeatedly hos-pitalized in psychiatric hospitals, was summoned to Procur-ator Vologuzov in Krasnoyarsk. At one time he was examinedby A. Voloshanovich and A. Koryagin, who found him healthy,and F. Serebrov sent a letter about Tsurikov to the headpsychiatrist of Krasnoyarsk. Subsequently this letterwas redirected to Vologuzov, and now it was used as groundsfor a conversation with Tsurikov abcut Serebrov.From 26 January to 15 February, in the case of I. Grivnina(arrest - Chronicle 60), Popov and Konovalov interrogatedabout 20 o er work-mates from the Research Instituteon Electronic Information Systems EInformelektrol (someof them are now working for other organizations). Someof the interrogations took place in the 'Informelektro'building and not all were recorded in writing.At the end of January or beginning of February MikhailMakhov (a former work-mate of Grivnina) was summoned toInvestigator Kapayev of the Moscow KGB. To Kapayev's ques-tion whether Makhov knew anything about Grivnina's 'criminalactivity' the latter replied that he did, 'either fromMyaskovsky, or from the KGB' (T. Myaskovsky, also a formerwork-mate of Grivnina, emigrated at the beginning of Decem-ber 1980).
On 12 February M. Petrenko (Chronicles 56, 57) was sum-moned to Kapayev. She handed Kapayev a statement:

On 2 December 1980 I sent a statement of my reasonsfor refusing to take part in any investigation in whichthe object of the proceedings is opinions and not anactual crime. My refusal was sent to the Chairman ofthe USSR Committee for State Security and to the Inves-tigations Department of the KGB.
I do not consider it possible for me to take partin investigations into cases brought under articles70 and 190-1 of the RSFSR Criminal Code as I considerthese articles contrary to the USSR Constitution (Articles49, 50, 51, 52), the Covenants on Civil and PoliticalRights, ratified by the USSR government, as well asthe Helsinki Agreement signed by the Head of our State.

Kapayev stated that Petrenko had been summoned in thecase of Grivnina. When completing the biographical sectionof the record, Petrenko said that she refused to signanything whatsoever in the record, and would not giveevidence as she considered the reasons for her refusalto apply. The Investigator warned her of her accountabilityfor refusing to give evidence and put a number of questionsto her: where, when and under what circumstances she hadgot to know Grivnina, what she knew about her criminalactivity, what character reference she would give her;where, when and under what circumstances the 'Bulletin'of the Psychiatric Commission was issued, and so on. Thesame questions were put to Petrenko about Serebrov aswell. To each question Petrenko replied with silence,and the Investigator noted down: 'No reply'. The interroga-tion lasted an hour.
On 26 February L. Ternovsky's wife, Lyudmila Ternovskaya,was summoned to Kapayev. Ternovskaya handed Kapayev astatement about her refusal to give evidence (similar

Serehrov,
go -77T-
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to M. Petrenko's statement). Kapayev asked her to findan article in the Code of Criminal Procedure which saidshe 'had the right to write such statements', and, whileTernovskaya was looking for the article, he typed outthe record without putting any questions to her. The con-tents included Kapayev's questions about Ternovskaya'sacquaintances and her description of them. Her 'answers'were recorded as if in Ternovskaya's own words: knowsso and so and gives an excellent character reference ofeach person. Ternovskaya stated that she had not beenasked these questions and refused to give evidence incases of this sort.
On 3 March Konovalov interrogated the mother of S. Ermo-layev (see 'After Release'), M.P. Ermolayeva, in the Sere-brov case. Ermolayeva said she had seen Serebrov onlyonce. On 5 March Kapayev interrogated L. Ternovsky's daugh-ter, Olga Ternovskaya. The questions concerned her acquain-tance with Grivnina and Serebrov, O. Ternovskaya's signa-ture under a letter in defence of V. Bakhmin (she didnot deny she had signed this letter) and what she knewabout the Information Bulletins of the Working Commission(Ternovskaya sa s e new o their existence but hadnot read them).
On 6 March Kapayev interrogated V. Serebrova. Threequestions were put to her on the case of Serebrov, twoon the case of Grivnina. Serebrova was asked when shebecame acquainted with her husband, what their relation-ship was like, and when they got married; about Grivnina- when they became acquainted and what their relationshipwas. On the same day Popov interrogated Dmitry Leontev(Chronicles 50, 51, 55). Leontev refused to give evidence:1 o not wish to facilitate the conviction of my friends'.On 11 March V. Serebrova's daughter was interrogated.They were interested in what conflicts arose through every-one living in one flat, and expressed their certaintythat such conflicts had to exist. The investigator showedhis dissatisfaction with the answer 'A marvellous step-father and grandfather'.

60), who was charged under
article 190-1 of the RSFSR
Criminal Code and under
article 196 ('Forging ...
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196 with having a forged
entry in her work-book.
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30. Natal a Lazareva

The Trial of Ma idovich

Grivnina's husband Vladimir Neplekhovich has receivedtwo written reports from the administration of LefortovoPrison about his wife's state of health. The first one(dated 22 January), which was in reply to Neplekhovich'srequest for permission to send Grivnina a parcel of honey,said that owing to her state of health she did not requiresuch a gift (by the time the reply was received the honeyhad already been accepted). The second (dated 20 February)said that in connection with complaints about her stateof health Grivnina had received the necessary treatment.61

From 7 to 9 January the Tula Regional Court examined thecase of Alexander Magidovich (born 1933; arrested 23 May1980), who was charged under article 190-1 of the RSFSRCriminal Code.
Magidovich was accused of 'circulating fabricationsin oral form' (four witnesses claimed that when he deliveredtelegrams to them he engaged in anti-Soviet conversations)and 'producing a text of slanderous content' (meaningan exercise book with a text in code which was confiscatedfrom Magidovich during a.search).
Magidovich is an engineer and, since 1976, a 'refusenik'.He had recently been working as a telegram deliverer.Since his arrest Magidovich has not been allowed to receivea single parcel. Magidovich was defended by barristerV. Petrov; the accused found this out only at the trial.His sentence: two-and-a-half years of ordinary-regimecamps.

TRIALS The Trial of M asnikov

The Trial of Lazareva
From 28 to 30 January the Moscow City Court, presidedover by N.G. Baikova (she convicted Bakhmin, Sokirko andTernovsky - Chronicles 58, 60), examined the case of AlekseiMyasnikov (born ; arrested on 19 August 1980 - Chronicle60), who was charged under article 190-1 of t eCriminal Code and article 228 ('Producing or selling porno-

On 12 January the Leningrad City Court examined the caseof Natalya Lazareva (arrested 26 September 1980 - Chronicle
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graphic objects'). The prosecutor was Procurator O. Sergina,the defence counsel - barrister V.Ya. Shveisky.Under article 190-1 Myasnikov was charged with producingin 1977, and circulating, the article '173 Reasons forNational Shame, or what the Constitution Keeps Quiet about',under article 228 - with producing and circulating thestory 'Meetings' (expert Galperin ruled it pornographic).Myasnikov pleaded not guilty.
Witness Oleg Popov (Chronicles 54, 60) stated that heregarded Myasnikov as an onest man, incapable of writinga lie, and therefore he did not believe he was guilty.
Regarding Investigator I.A. Kudryavtsev, I wish to reportthe following. When showing me the door of his office,Kudryavtsev threatened me: 'If this were another placeI'd talk to you differently'. I wish to ask the comradeJudge: what is this 'other' place? How do they talkto witnesses in this 'other' place?

Judge Baikova readdressed these questions to InvestigatorKudryavtsev (Chronicle 60). While Popov was being questionedby the barrister, t became clear that although he hadbeen interrogated only once, on 13 December 1980, andwritten on to the record his refusal to give evidence,there were three records of interrogations of him in thecase file.
In his speech for the defence the barrister said thatall the witnesses questioned at the trial had said thatMyasnikov had not given them the article '173 Reasons...'to read, while witness Gurevich had not appeared; thus,circulation has not been proven in court. Neither in thecase materials, nor in the evidence of witnesses at thetrial, was there any proof of slander, let alone deliberateslander, in the accused's works; the thoughts expressedin them were the author's personal opinions. The story'Meetings', ruled pornographic by the investigation, hadbeen sent for review several years earlier to the writerYu. Petrov, who had testified that he did not regard itas such; thus the question of its pornographic naturewas disputable. The fact of its circulation was not proven,since, apart from witness Gurevich, who had failed toappear, no one had confirmed having seen it.When Myasnikov was making his final speech, Judge Baikovainterrupted him repeatedly: 'Refute but don't quote. Wewon't allow you to engage in anti-Soviet propaganda'.Myasnikov announced that the police had confiscated 'Meet-ings' from him several years before, but later returnedit. The story had been written seven years ago. As a firstliterary attempt it had not been intended for publicationand circulation. His sentence: three years of ordinary-regime camps.

After Myasnikov's trial was over an 'Open Letter to the26th Congress of the CPSU', in his defence, appeared insamizdat (copies to the editorial boards of the newspapersPravda and Izvestia), which throws light on the trial'spreparation an con uct:

...A.A. Myasnikov was unexpectedly arrested at workon 19 August 1980 and interned in a Preliminary DetentionCell at Police Station No. 22, Dzerzhinsky District,Moscow. As Myasnikov stated at the trial, during the

three days he was in the cell Senior Investigator ofthe Dzerzhinsky District Procuracy, I.A. Kudryavtsev,who was interrogating him, demanded that he give falseevidence against his comrade O.A. Popov, otherwise Kud-ryatsev threatened A.A. Myasnikov that he would fabricatea criminal case against him. Myasnikov did not accedeto the illegal demands of Investigator Kudryavtsev.On 21 August he was charged under article 190-1 of theRSFSR Criminal Code and interned in a KGB InvestigationsPrison (Lefortovo). In the middle of November 1980 hewas transferred to an Investigations Prison on MatrosskayaTishina Street.
As became clear during the court examination, crudeviolations of the Criminal Procedural Code and the RSFSRCriminal Code had been committed at the pre-trial inves-tigation. Witnesses N.B. Omelchenko, O.A. Popov andV.E. Velichko, who spoke at the trial, cited examplesof the illegal methods of conducting interrogationsused by Investigator I.A. Kudryavtsev - deliberate dis-tortion of witnesses' evidence, additions to records,threats, blackmail and deceit.
At the trial it was revealed that Investigator I.A.Kudryavtsev, in the absence of witness O.A. Popov, hadcompiled a post  factum record containing signaturesof witnesses I!!! anc recording his alleged refusalto give evidence: in this way he had committed a blatantforgery.
The following circumstance is also startling. It wasclear from the indictment that the principal prosecutionwitness was a former close friend of Myasnikov, M.A.Gurevich, a resident of Perm. Gurevich did not appearat the trial, giving as the reason for his absence 'aLengthy business trip connected with an urgent requirementof his enterprise'. The defence counsel and accusedpetitioned that M.A. Gurevich be summoned to the trialbut the Judges turned the petition down, despite thefact that: (1) the evidence of M.A. Gurevich contradictsthe evidence of other witnesses and constitutes notfacts but mostly references to what other people said;(2) during the court examination it became absolutelyclear that many of Gurevich's allegations were delib-erately false (and this was not disputed by the Procura-tor). In his 'evidence' Gurevich slandered, and accusedof serious crimes, people with whom he was either notacquainted at all, or had seen only once (he calledone witness an American spy, another - an alcoholicand moral degenerate; a third was described as 'anti-Soviet'). Yet evidence of such a nature formed the basisnot only of the indictment, but also of the whole inquiryboth at the stage of the pre-trial investigation andat the trial itself.
Nevertheless, despite the evident facts and commonsense, in his speech for the prosecution the Procuratorconsidered that Gurevich's evidence was 'worthy of trust'!The Judges assessed his evidence in identical manner,in effect merely repeating in their judgment all theallegations in the indictment prepared by the investi-gative organs.
The court considered Myasnikov's article '173 Reasonsfor National Shame, or what the Constitution Keeps Quietabout' to be deliberate slander, even though the accusedhimself and the defence counsel proved convincinglythe absence of deliberate slander at the time the article
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was written. The precise opposite - in his final speech,w c was asically his defence speech, Myasnikov provedthat the purpose of the article was to point to thethings which prevented the spirit and letter of theConstitution being put into practice, and preventedus from operating the economy effectively and workingefficiently.
The court examination showed that s stematic circulationof the article had not occurred. rom t e t me t waswritten over three years ago to the present day no onehad read the article except for witness M.A. Gurevich.It had not been published.
It is also surprising that the court considered theopinion of a little-known literary critic, Galperin,who evaluated the story 'Meetings' as a pornographicwork, as final. The petition of the accused and defencecounsel that a group of more authoritative writers becalled to give an expert opinion was turned down...

ARRESTS

The Arrest of Batarevsk

and wrote a protest to the district Procurator regardingthe confiscation of materials which had no bearing onthe case. Eshchenko replied that investigations underthe article C. Shepel8v was charged with took up to 20days' and promised to return all the documents which hadno bearing on the case. Eshchenko also said that she didnot even know about the search. Throughout V. Shepel8v'sconversations with her a plain-clothes man was presentin her office (the search was also carried out by twoplain-clothes men who, when asked by Shepel8v's motherabout the reasons for the search, said: 'We were lookingfor one thing, but we've found something different').G. ShepelUv's mother and wife wrote letters of protestto the RSFSR Procuracy and to the delegates of the 26thCongress of the CPSU about the lack of grounds for holdinghim in detention.
Despite the fact that G. ShepelUv had been working atthe factory for only 17 days, a work reference was providedwhich reported that 'he showed himself to disadvantage'.G. Shepel8v's mother went to the secretary of the factoryparty organization and asked why such a reference hadbeen given. The latter did not recognize his signatureon the work reference and asked her to leave it behindfor his reconsideration. Subsequently it turned out that'officials of the Department for Combating Theft of Social-ist Property' had confiscated the reference.63

In December 1980 or January 1981 legal consultant OlegVladimirovich Batarevsky was arrested in Sigulda, LatvianSSR. He was charged under article 183-1 of the LatvianCriminal Code (= article 190-1 of the RSFSR Code).

SEARCHES

A Search of Aleksei Smirnov
The Arrest of Zotov

At the end of January Mikhail Vasilevich Zotov (Chronicles49, 51-3, 56, 57) was arrested in Tolyatti, u ys evregion. He was held in Syzran prison. He has been chargedunder article 190-1 of the RSFSR Criminal Code.62

The Arrest of Geor She elUv

On 24 February in Moscow Georgy ShepelUv (Chronicle 60)was taken after a search to Butyrka Prison. e o owingitems were confiscated from him during the search: thelist of demands of the inter-factory strike committeein Gdansk (translated from a Polish newspaper), letters,photographs, telephone numbers of foreign correspondentsand samizdat.
G. ShepelUv has been charged under article 96 of theRSFSR Criminal Code ('Petty theft of state ... property')for allegedly removing four bottles of champagne fromthe champagne factory where, until 20 February, he worked(he was arrested just beyond the check-point). An inves-tigator from the Department for Combating Theft of SocialistProperty, Tatyana Eshchenko, is conducting the case.
ShepelUv's brother Vladimir (Chronicle 60) stated thatthe confiscated materials belonge to him, not Georgy,

On 19 January at about 19.00 hours investigator of theMoscow City Procuracy V.V. Krylov carried out a search,'as a special assignment', for Case No. 50611/14-79 [theSearches case] at the work-place of Aleksei Smirnov (Chron-c es , 53, 60).
tnesses were found at his work-place (the RSFSR Ministryof Procurements) and the following items were confiscatedfrom Smirnov's brief-case: No. 57 of The Chronicle ofCurrent Events, Document No. 153 of the oscow e s nroup see etters and Statements'), the sixth issueof the Group's Collected Documents (published by KhronikaPress), the broc ure e ovenants on Human Ri hts (samepublishing-house), an a manuscr pt o an n ormationalnature, about which one of those carrying out the searchexclaimed: 'So that's how the Chronicle is made!'

Blank paper and both used an unused carbon paper werealso confiscated. Holding the used carbon paper up tothe light, the same officer remarked with satisfaction:'Now we know where the documents of the Helsinki Groupare typed'.
Smirnov was then taken home. Before the search startedKrylov inquired whether Smirnov had 'similar' materialsat home. The latter replied that he did not keep suchmaterial at home. The first confiscated items to be enteredin the record were the awards and medals left by the familyof P.G. Grigorenko (Chronicle 48). Amongst the other itemswere: poems by Galic , personal correspondence, notebooks,
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question which needed thought: when it was suggested tohim, then he would think about it. Interest was shownin whether Vul knew T. Velikanova. At the end of the talkit was suggested to Vul that he voluntarily hand overany anti-Soviet literature he had at home. After Vul repliedthat he did not know what the officer regarded as anti-Soviet literature, he was taken off to a search.At the search the following items were confiscated:the manuscript of No. 59 of the Chronicle of Current Events(most of the text had been han wr tten y u an u.Shikhanovich - Chronicle 571, materials used in its prepara-tion, a set o tam z at [reprinted in the West] issuesof the Chronicle, a typewriter, a book-binding machineand an inv tat on to Israel.

*

31. Alekset Smirnov (r), with General Grigorenko holding hisson (I /

Leonid Davidovich Vul (born 1949) graduated in 1972 fromthe evening school of Moscow University's PhilologicalFaculty, having specialized in Russian language and litera-ture. He was unable to find work to suit his education.Since 1977 he has been working as a knife-sharpener.His grandfather Efim Davidovich Vul worked for the NKVD[secret police] and was a camp head. In 1942 he was arres-ted, sentenced to eight years and released in 1950. In1951 he was arrested in Moscow for 'violating the residenceregulations' and exiled to Kazakhstan. He died the sameyear.
The brother of Leonid Vul's grandfather worked for theCheka [the secret police under Lenin]. In the '20s hewas head of the Moscow Criminal Investigation Departmentand in the '30s - head of the Moscow police. In approximate-ly 1939-40 he was arrested and shot. He is mentioned inThe Gula Archi ela o.64

photographs, four tape-recorder tapes, and a 'Moskva'typewriter. A sample of the type-face was taken from asecond typewriter belonging to Smirnov's wife, who isa professional typist. Smirnov protested about the confis-cation, pointing out that not one of the documents confis-cated contained 'deliberately false and slanderous fabric-ations'.
Krylov asked Smirnov to come the next day for an inter-rogation by Yu. A. Burtsev, but Smirnov refused to attendwithout a summons and asked Krylov to tell Burtsev thathe would not taLk to him, since he had already writtento him, refusing to take part in the investigation inthe case of the journal Searches (see Chronicle 56).

Miscellaneous

A Search at the Home of Vul

On 20 February Moscow KGB officer Capt. V.N. Kapayev (Chron-icles 54, 56) carried out a search at the home of LeTifildu . The search warrant - relating to Case No. 538 - hadbeen signed by a department head of the InvestigationsSection, Balashov.
Vul was arrested while returning home and taken to apolice station. There, a KGB officer who did not introducehimself ('I don't want my name to be broadcast on Westernradio tomorroW), 'had a talk' with him. The talk beganwith the statement: 'You must realize that the democraticmovement hampers us'. During the talk Vul was asked: 'Whatwould you say if someone suggested to you tomorrow thatyou leave the USSR?' Vul replied that it was a complicated

On 28 January a search was carried out in Moscow at thehome of  Roza Fedyakina's mother  (in the same case andthe same investigator as carried out the search at Roza'shome - Chronicle 60). Bed-linen with hospital markings(Fedyakina s mot er works in a hospital) and personalletters were confiscated. Specially summoned representa-tives of the Department for Combating Theft of SocialistProperty were present when the linen was confiscated.At the search they were looking for a carved bone whichhad allegedly been sent to Moscow by an acquaintance ofFedyakina's brother65 from Magadan. This acquaintancehad asked for the bone to be sold and the money donatedto the Aid Fund for Political Prisoners; he had testifiedto this himself while being investigated under article206, part 2, of the RSFSR Criminal Code ('Malicious hooli-ganism').

On 20 August 1980 Investigator of Kaluga Procuracy 0.8.Kashtanov and Senior Inspector of Kaluga UVD I.P. Boretskycarried out a search at the home of pensioner  Georgy Geor-gievich Demidov  (he is 72). A citizen who did not introducehimself also took part in the search. In a resolutiondated 24 June it said that the search was being carriedout with the purpose of looking for and confiscating 'mater-
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ials and documents containing deliberately false fabrica-



tions which slander the Soviet political and social system,and other materials and objects which could be of signifi-cance for the case'.
Letters, a typewriter and a notebook were confiscated,as well as books written by Demidov over a period of 20years after his release from imprisonment: the many volumesof his monograph From Dawn to Dusk - three sets; his trilogyTales of the Yeat' e ran e Lam shade, Two Procure-tuts, ann vas ; Miracu ous anet - tales o o yma-S-5Ve 1-6-66ur; an a co ect on a t vit and the Muses.In addition, the book One Da in the e o van en sov ch(Moscow, Soviet Writer u s ng- ouse, was con s-eated.
In 1937, when an assistant professor of Kharkov Univer-sity, Doctor of Technical Science Demidov was sentencedto 20 years. He spent about 15 years in Kolyma. His firstsentence was reduced because he introduced a rationaliza-tion of the work system. After rehabilitation Demidovlived in Ukhta, worked in a factory, was foreman of aworkshop which won the Banner of Communist Labour, andwrote his memoirs. He was summoned to the KGB, where hewas told neither to duplicate nor to circulate his works;however, Demidov continued to give them to his friendsto read.

- /49 -
visa to enter the USSR, indicated that the purpose oftheir visit was to participate in the seminar; the factthat they received visas constituted official recogni-tion of the seminar, the entire activity of which wasin accordance with the spirit of the Helsinki Agreements.During the time which has elapsed since the April inter-national session, nothing has changed in the natureof the seminar's work. The arrest of Viktor Brailovskyand the closing of the scientific seminar are symptomaticof the change in the authorities' attitude to the Helsin-ki Agreement and are a violation of the Helsinki FinalAct.

THE CASE OF BRAILOVSKY

•

On 6 February
No. 156 'The
the Scientific

the Moscow Helsinki Group adopted DocumentArrest of V. Brailovsky and Dispersal ofSeminar of Refuseniks' (Chronicle 60):

On 13 November 1980 Viktor Brailovsky was arrested.Scholar, Doctor of Science, secretary of the scientificseminar of refusenik Jews, he has been refused permissionby the authorities to leave for Israel for many years.Brailovsky has been charged under article 190-1 of theRSFSR Criminal Code, which specifies punishment of upto three years in corrective-labour camps. Almost threemonths have passed since his arrest, but no informationis available about the investigation or Brailovsky'sstate of health.
Immediately after Brailovsky's arrest the authoritiesmade further work by the seminar impossible. For thelast three years it has taken place at Brailovsky'shome. Without any explanation policemen in uniform andin plain clothes prevented the participants of the seminarfrom entering his flat.
The scientific seminar has been in existence since1972, constituting for many of its participants theonly available form of scientific contact and inter-national scientific cooperation. In the course of eightyears, besides the regular Sunday seminars, four inter-national sessions have been held, with scholars frommany countries, including Nobel Laureates, participating.The last international session took place in April 1980,and Viktor Brailovsky played an active part in its prepar-ation. A few Western scientists, when applying for a

Before 12 February Senior Investigator of the Moscow CityProcuracy Yu. A. VorobUv interrogated refuseniks I. Essas(Chronicles 43, 45), Yu. Kosharovsky (Chronicles 43, 60),V. a novsky (Chronicles 43, 46, 47), V. rest n (Chronic-les 43, 44) and . ramovich (Chronicles 43, 47). mem er6T-the Moscow Helsinki Group, N. e man, was also summoned,but he did not go. At the beginning of March L. Shabashov(Chronicles 43, 47) was interrogated.

*
On 19 February Procuracy Investigator of the KuntsevoDistrict of Moscow A.A. Ivanov carried out a search atthe tome of refusenik A.B. Gurevich. The following itemswere confiscated: photographs and addresses, cassettetapes, copies of various letters from refuseniks to officialbodies, a great deal of samizdat on the 'Jewish question',poems, a typewriter, the resolutions of the 17th Congressof the All-Union Communist Party (Bolsheviks) (Sovietpublication).
During the search L.I. Lubenskaya and L.G. Tesmenitsky(Chronicle 60) arrived to see Gurevich. The former hada e containing 239 sheets of paper - copies of lettersfrom refuseniks to official bodies - confiscated fromher bag; the latter had a draft of a letter from a groupof Jews to the Soviet authorities taken from his briefcase.Gurevich protested at the search of his friends, andalso at inaccuracies in the search record.

INTERROGATIONS

Lenin rad. At the beginning of February M. Tkhorzhevskayawas nterrogated at the KGB in the case of N. Maltseva(Chronicle 60). She admitted she was the author of a pseudg-nymous story published in the almanac Women and Russia"(Chronicle 55), and claimed that Mamonova wo etthen uly 1980 - Chronicle 57) and Maltseva, who had'involved' her in fem n st activity, had inspired itspublication. Tkhorzhevskaya repented of her 'deed' andin order to 'expiate her guilt' promised to speak as awitness at Maltseva's trial. This, the investigator informedher, would be transmitted on television.67

Moscow. On 12 February G. Pavlovsky (Chronicle 60) wassummoned to Yu. A. Burtsev. When Pavlovs y as ed in what
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capacity he had been summoned (in the warrant he was desig-nated as a 'witness'), Burtsev did not reply. Burtsevlet it be understood that Case No. 50611/14-79 was beingclosed, but that a charge would be brought (see Chronicle60) against the three members of the editorial oar oSearches who were still at liberty (Lert, Gershuni, Pavlov-s y • e investigator attempted to clarify who else wasa member of the editorial board besides those named.
*

The same day Burtsev interrogated V. Godnev (Chronicle57). Burtsev asked three questions:

Have you got anything new to add since the last inter-rogation' Answer: No.
Will you carry on engaging in human rights activity?Answer: I never did.
Will we meet again? Answer: I don't know.

'TALKS'

At the end of January and beginning of February another'week of prophylactic talks' took place (Chronicle 56).In January a 'talk' was held with L. Apte ar HT-onicle52) at work about why he was sending parcels to psyc atr chospitals (the names of the addressees were mentioned).On 29 January L. Boitsova, wife of S. KovalUv, was sum-moned to a 'talk' with the Party secretary of the MoscowUniversity laboratory where she worked. An instructorfrom the Party district committee and a representativeof the University trade-union committee took part in the'talk'. The main issue was Boitsova's signing of lettersin defence of Velikanova and Bakhmin. The Party secretaryexplained to Boitsova that these actions discredited thecollective, the laboratory, the University and the Sovietstate, since Western propaganda used the letters she hadsigned for 'vile anti-Soviet purposes'.On 29 January M. Utevsky (Chronicle 37) was summonedfrom work to the district o ces o the KGB. Lt-Col.Nikolayev conducted the 'talk', which lasted about halfan hour. The conversation concerned Utevsky's signatureof a letter in defence of Bakhmin. Utevsky was asked:'Why do you think these letters will help?'On 29 January S. Grimm, the wife of Yu. Grimm (trial- Chronicle 58), was summoned to Procurator V.I. Molochkovat t e oscow City Procuracy. The 'talk' lasted abouthalf an hour. Molochkov threatened Grimm with arrest for'continuing the activity for which your husband was convic-ted'. The Procurator demanded that Grimm stop going tosee 'anti-Soviet types', said that 'we'll educate yourson ourselves', and reminded her that she had been warnednot to go to Pushkin Square on 10 December but had goneanyway. S. Grimm reminded him that she had asked for permis-sion to emigrate. Procurator: 'That's not our decision'.On 30 January D. Leontev was summoned to a police station,where a 'talk' was held with him concerning letters hehad signed in defence of V. Bakhmin and T. Velikanova.

At the end of January or beginning of February Lina Borisov-na Tumanova was summoned through the personnel sectionof the institute where she works, the Research Instituteon Technical Aesthetics, to the Babushkino District SovietEC in the part of Moscow where the institute is located.A councillor and a plain-clothes man were present inthe room, as well as the deputy director and a Party or-ganizer from Tumanova's work-place. The councillor beganto clarify her biographical data. Tumanova refused toreply and asked why she had been summoned.

- Regarding your behaviour.
I'm not a fifteen-year-old schoolgirl - I don't haveto account for what I do.
I'm talking about your anti-Soviet activity.What do you mean by 'anti-Soviet activity'?- Was there a search at your home?
Yes. (In the summer of 1980 in the case of Mazur -Chronicle 57.)
e , prohibited literature was confiscated then.- What literature?
Moskva-Petushki" and work by F. Iskander. (Turningto umanova s wor -mates: 'These materials here - pointingto the plain-clothes man's briefcase - and a lot morebesides was confiscated.')
Like The Gula Archi ela o. As for Moskva-Petushkiand the wor y . s an er - that's top-rate terature,while Solzhenitsyn describes facts known to everyone.Do we really have prohibited literature?

We certainly dol
Then there should be an index of prohibited literature.As long as that doesn't exist, neither does prohibitedliterature.
Why do you keep pretending! You really know that it'santi-Soviet literature.
No, what does that mean? By 'anti-Soviet literature'I understand works which call for the overthrow of theSoviet regime. But literature which describes factsisn't anti-Soviet, it's the facts which are anti-Soviet.There are facts and insignificant facts.- I don't understand the distinction.

- All the same, why do you pretend not to understand?I mean Solzhenitsyn, whom you support, doesn't livein the Soviet Union.
Half of my library consists of authors who don't livein the Soviet Union.
You know I'm talking about the fact that this manhas been deprived of Soviet citizenship.Plain-clothes man: 'Where did you get this documentfrom?' (Displays a typewritten set of texts of an infor-mational nature).

- Who might you be? Questions like that are for theKGB to ask and should take the form of an official inter-rogation. (The plain-clothes man keeps quiet and closesthe document case.)
- Do you now see what your anti-Soviet activity consistsof?
No, I don't.
I've just proved it to you.

- You haven't proved anything to me. Everything you'vesaid is unsubstantiated.
- Evidently we haven't understood each other, and Imust warn you that a case will be brought against you.
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- That's not your function either, and I won't talkto you about it.
up his affairs. They 'reached an agreement' that the KG8would 'find' Gastev at Op end of April and they wouldcontinue the conversation."

On 2 February Zarina Dzeboyeva (works as a drawing teacherin special school 402), the wife of V. Shcheglov (Chronicles56, 57) - a member of the Christian Committee to e enBelievers' Rights in the USSR, was summoned to an 'ideolo-gical commission' at the District Soviet EC. The directorof the school where she works was present at the 'talk'.Dzeboyeva was told that a 'signal' had been received fromthe Moscow Soviet that she, Dzeboyeva, 'was conductingreligious propaganda' amongst her pupils. She was alsowarned not to engage in the 'transmission of informationto the West'. After the 'talk' the director of the schoolasked Dzeboyeva to resign, which she promptly did.

*
On 2 March a plain-clothes man who introduced himself asa police officer came to see  Yu. Denisov  (Chronicle 57)at his work-place. In the presence of the director o theBudapest restaurant, where Denisov works, he had a 'talk'with Denisov about his acquaintances.

At the beginning of March Z.  Corbachdva,  wife of S. Gorbach-liv (trial - Chronicle 58), was summoned to the Kalinin KGB.During the ta -;--T,hich lasted two-and-a-half hours, KGBofficer A.M. Antonov said he had summoned her just becausehe 'wanted to get to know her better'. Antonov briefly des-cribed his career (about five years' service in the KGB),spoke about the difficulties of working for the 'organs'in the past (in the Khrushchev era 'liaison' was bad - prac-tically no 'signals' reached the KGB, but now, thank God,things had changed for the better), described the 'everydaywork' of the Kalinin KGB (the other day we got a signalthat a lot of people were gathering in a certain flat inKalinin. We checked it out. Turned out it was a spiritualismseance. Well, that's not of interest to us. We also knowabout a lot of people who tell political jokes. But theydon't interest us either. Let them joke.). Antonov askedher to tell  the wife of Dyadkin  (tria - Chronicle 58) notto accept money from the Aid Fund for Pol tica risoners:'Let her work-mates help. But money from Solzhenitsyn -you know what our attitude is towards him. We're concernedthat Dyadkin's son has falen in with Lozovsky (Chronicles56-8) - he's even worse than Dyadkin'. Antonov warne or a-chUva not to agree to any financial assistance, otherwiseit would be 'bad, very bad', not only for her, but for herhusband as well. In conclusion Antonov gave GorbachUva hiswork telephone number and asked her to ring whenever sheliked: 'The organs are always ready to help you'.

EVENTS IN THE UKRAINE

The Trial of MeshkoAir
32. R. to I: Vary Gastev, Maria Sle ak, unknown, Sofia Kalist-
ratova, rina orsuns a a

On 5 and 6 January the Kiev City Court examined the caseof the last [active] member of the Ukrainian Helsinki Group,Oksana Yakovlevna Meshko (born 1905; arrested 14 October1980 - Chronicle 60), who was charged under article 62 ofthe Ukra n an r minal Code (= article 70of the RSFSR Code).None of Meshko's relatives or friends knew about thetrial. After the trial O. Meshko's daughter-in-law,  Zvenis-lava Vivchar,  received notification that the trial had takenplace. Her sentence: six months of strict-regime camps andfive years of exile.
At a meeting with Vivchar, Meshko described how she hadsuffered from an attack of purulent pleurisy during an in-patient psychiatric examination at Pavlov Psychiatric Hospi-tal No. 27. She told her daughter-in-law that she wasn'tsaying goodbye for ever as she hoped to survive.On 7 February the Moscow Helsinki Group adopted DocumentNo. 157, 'The Case of Oksana Yakovlevna Meshko':

On 4 February a KGB officer who introduced himself asB.B. Karatayev's (Chronicle 57) assistant came to seeYu. Castev.  He informe astev that Karatayev wanted to'talk' to him, so Gastev should 'drop by'. Gastev agreedbut asked him to wait until he had finished his dinner.Karatayev held a short talk with Gastev in the nearestpolice station. The essence of the 'talk' was the factthat Gastev was offered a choice: either to leave theUSSR before April, in which case the KGB would give himevery guarantee that his relatives would not be preventedfrom leaving either, or to give a signed undertaking notto engage in any 'activity'. Gastev replied that he couldnot leave right away - he needed about a year to tidy
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...After spending seven years in camps (under article
70 of the RSFSR Criminal Code), Meshko's only son is
at present in exile in the Khabarovsk region. She has
no other close relatives capable of work. Thus an old
sick woman has been inhumanly condemned by the authorities
to a lonely existence in harsh conditions of distant
exile.
Over a number of years Oksana Yakovlevna Meshko has

been systematically subjected to persecution by the
authorities for her activity in defence of human rights
(searches, interrogations, short periods of detention,
constant surveillance). Before her ultimate arrest on
14 October 1980 Meshko was, in the summer of 1980, il-
legally interned in a psychiatric hospital by the police.
Meetings, notes and parcels were forbidden her. On 25
August 1980 Meshko was discharged from hospital but
the investigation into her case continued. On 13 October
a search was carried out at her home by KGB officers.
On 14 October she was summoned to an interrogation by
the KGB and did not return home - again she was interned
in a psychiatric hospital. In December it became known
that Meshko had been ruled responsible by a team of
psychiatrists and transferred to an investigations prison.

...We draw the attention of the participants in the
Madrid Conference and of international public opinion
to the tragic fate of Oksana Meshko and call for voices
to.be raised in protest against this latest act of judi-
cial tyranny.

On 16 March, a month before her term of imprisonment had
expired, O. Meshko was sent into exile. She has high blood
pressure.

the students in my year that I had been expelled not
for lack of progress, as stated in Order No. 192 of
21.3.1980, but because my father Pdtr Sichko and brother
Vasily are nationalists and have been convicted for
this.

Recalling the principle that 'children do not answer for
their parents', Vladimir Sichko stated that the authorities
were attempting

to make me revile what is most precious to me, ie reject
the views of my father in writing, which means rejecting
my father too, the man who raised me and taught me to
look at the world with open eyes.

...I do not acknowledge any guilt. The reason I refuse
to enter the Army is your evil machinations against
me. I would enter the Army only as an officer after
I had graduated - I do not need other conditions.

In conclusion, Vladimir stated his intention to emigrate
in order to receive a higher education, and called his
trial an act of wickedness. 'I believe that some day there
will be a Nuremberg trial in this country too'. His sen-
tence: three years of strict-regime camps.
On 11 January Vladimir's mother Stefaniya Petrash (Chron-

icles 54-7) complained to the USSR and Ukrainian SSR Supreme
ourts:

The Trial of Vladimir Sichko

...My son Vladimir finished his secondary education
in Dolina in 1977. The same year he entered the Mechanics
and Maths faculty of Kiev State University. For two
years he studied peacefully, but when he was in his
third year his father PUtr Sichko and brother Vasily
Sichko were arrested in Dolina and convicted on 4.12.1979
under article 187-1 of the Ukrainian Criminal Code.
On 17 December of the same year my son received permission
from the military department for one day's home leave.
That same day we - my daughter, son and I - went to
Lvov to say goodbye to our father and brother. For this
my son paid with his university education - he was expel-
led; this was organized by the military department.

...When my son was arrested (6.12.80), on the same
day a Procuracy Investigator summoned me and interrogated
me as a witness. After this I was summoned to the KGB
several more times on the matter. As I was a witness
I presumed that I would receive a summons to appear
in court. Besides which, every day I went to enquire
when the trial of my son would take place.

...On 9 January I once again went to the court, but
after lunch, around 16.00 hours. I waited in the office
for a long time because the secretary was with the Judge,
I could hear them laughing. When she came back, I said
I wanted to know when my son's trial would be. She turned
red and her eyes began shifting about the office. She
said - on 15 January. But one of the Judges - I don't
know their names - said: 'Why do you keep rushing along
here to ask? You're his mother, you'll get a summons
to the trial'. I fetched my 17-year-old daughter and
went to the courtroom again. Through the window we could
see the Judges sitting there, trying someone. This was
40 minutes later, ie at 4.40. We ran up to the entrance
... in the dock I saw my son Vladimir. There was no
one in the courtroom besides about 15 policemen. At

On 9 January the Dolina Town Court, presided over by Mal-
yuta, examined the ease of Vladimir Sichko (born 1960;
arrested 6 December 1980 - Chronicle 60), who was charged
under article 72 of the Ukra n an riminal Code ('Evasion
of regular call-up for active military service'). There
was no prosecutor or defence counsel at the trial.

During the pre-trial investigation the head of the Dolina
KGB, Anikin, did not conceal that Vladimir Sichko was
being prosecuted in connection with the recent conviction
of his father PUtr Sichko and brother Vasily (Chronicle
55).

In his final speech Vladimir Sichko refused to recognize
the jurisdiction of a Soviet court over him, as on 21
September 1980 he had renounced his Soviet citizenship and
refused to serve in the Soviet Army.

My reason for refusing to serve in the Red Army is that
the university military department was responsible for
my expulsion from Kiev State University. It created
the conditions needed to prevent me from taking the
1980 winter session exams.
When students in my year showed their indignation

at such a barefaced expulsion and sent a telegram to
Brezhnev ... the telegram was confiscated by the Kiev
telegraph department and forwarded to the dean of the
faculty. After this the dean was forced to explain to
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the table sat Judge Malyuta, two assessors from some
factory, and next to them the lying secretary Mayevskaya.
The trial was drawing to a close.

...The Judge asked my son which sentence he preferred.
My son replied that he didn't understand the question.
Then the Judge explained: 'Strict-regime or deportation?'
This question was asked before he made his final speech.
Maybe because there was no Procurator at the trial my
son was asked to fill that role.

...There was no barrister at the trial as I was unable
to hire one (three of my family are in prison, and I
had to retire without a full pension), but who is interes-
ted in listening when the sentence was decided a long
time ago? I heard the sentence a couple of days ago
from KGB head Anikin.

I'm his mother and I could have acted as his barrister
since I know the whole truth, but I was not only kept
in the dark about the trial, I was deceived. I don't
know why I wasn't summoned as a witness; maybe because
at this trial no one wanted the truth...

The Trial of Zinchenko
F0.113H)6A- 3 157Ip
A 3IFNEHKO- 31579p

On 7 January the trial began in Kharkov of Anatoly Mik-
hailoyich Zinchenko (born 1925; arrested 22 August 1980
- Chronicle 60), who was charged under article 62 of the
Ukra n an SR Criminal Code (= article 70 of the RSFSR
Code). After Zinchenko had refused the barrister appointed
by the court, the trial was postponed until the barrister
engaged by his relatives had recovered his health. It
resumed on 15 January. Many friends of Zinchenko - Kharkov
'refuseniks' - were admitted to the courtroom.
Zinchenko was charged with writing and circulating letters

and statements confiscated from him at a search on 30
May 1980 (Chronicle 57) - in defence of Sakharov and Grig-
orenko, and-- n connection with the wish of Zinchenko s
family to emigrate. Copies of some of the statements had
been sent abroad. The contents of the letters, as well
as of Zinchenko's statements about his disastrous work
situation in 1972, were ruled to be slanderous. Besides
this, Zinchenko was charged with circulating photographs
in which he is shown in the company of  Yu. Dzyuba  (Chronicle
60) and  E. Antsupov  (Chronicle 60) with placards eman ng
they be allowed to em grate (Chronicle 57). Zinchenko
partially admitted his guilt by say ng t at certain phrases
from his letters could be interpreted as slanderous.
Zinchenko's statement to the investigators was read

out by the Procurator; basically it was an accusation
against G. Altunyan  (Chronicle 60 and this issue). In
the statement Altunyan s sa to be virulently anti-Soviet
and to have urged his friends to struggle against the
Soviet regime; he had a permanent channel of communication
with the West, which he used to receive letters and to
send abroad slanderous letters compiled by dubious elements
whom he gathered in his flat. Altunyan kept slanderous
literature at home and collected money for dissidents;
his son was the 'link' between him and Moscow dissidents.
Zinchenko stated to the investigation that he had fallen
under the influence of criminals and 'anti-Soviet elements'
such as Altunyan,  Nedobora  (Chronicle 60),  Zdorovy  (Chronic-
le 60), Dzyuba and  Kravtsov ron cle  48), who had a v sed

33 . Anatol Zinchenko (r) and Yur Dz uha with placards: 'Presi-
dent  rez new,  w ere is  our  zg it to migrate?' and 'We have
been trying to emigrate - YU. Dzyuba since 1971, A. Zinchenko
since  1974 '

him to write slanderous letters and sent him to see Meiman,
Grigorenko, Alekseyeva and Sakharov.
As became apparent during the trial, Zinchenko had not

seen any antl-Soviet literature at Altunyan's flat himself,
but only heard about it from Dzyuba, whom he alleged to
have seen it. But at a confrontation during the pre-trial
investigation Dzyuba denied this, stating that he and
Altunyan had a common interest in radio technology.
On the next day of the trial, 19 January, Zinchenko

tried to repudiate his statement by saying that he had
been misunderstood. But to the Procurator's repeated ques-
tion about which of his statements could be considered
valid, after some confusion he again confirmed his statement
to the investigation.
The Procurator's speech for the prosecution was based

on Zinchenko's biography, which was presented in the fol-
lowing manner. In 1942 Zinchenko voluntarily left for
Germany, from where he sent his mother and sister parcels
and financial assistance and news of the official thanks
of the Fascists for his good work; the investigation did
not know what Zinchenko was engaged in at this time. In
1945 he landed up in Mauthausen concentration camp, from
which he was released by the Americans and returned to
the USSR. Having evaded military service by a swindle,
Zinchenko altered the surname and patronymic on his military
card with an eraser: his real name is Anatoly Matveyevich
Zaichenko. The Procurator mentioned that a real Zinchenko
was presumed to exist, as in his place the accused had
received military honours: the medals 'For the Liberation
of Prague', 'For the Liberation of Belgrade', 'For Victory
over Germany'. Having then bought a blank school-leaving
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certificate for 200 roubles, Zinchenko inscribed excellent
grades on it and entered Kharkov Law School, from which
he was expelled as soon as it was realized that he had
different birth dates in his passport and on his school-
leaving certificate. Zinchenko then succeeded in graduating
from the Kharkov Institute for the Mechanization and Elec-
trification of Agriculture. He made a career for himself;
by 1972 he was head of the electrical section of 'Metro-
proekt', chairman of the local trade-union committee,
and a respected person. Zinchenko was able to make tourist
trips abroad every year, and had a three-room luxury flat
and a car.

In 1972, while on a tourist trip in Vienna, Zinchenko
went to the West German Embassy and asked for political
asylum. But at the last moment before his departure for
West Germany he repented in the Soviet Embassy and asked
to go back home. On his return to Kharkov he was arrested
and charged with treason. But five days later he was re-
leased and the case was closed, as he had returned to his
native country voluntarily. Soon afterwards Zinchenko
and his family decided to leave the USSR and he lost his
job. For the last few years Zinchenko has been trying
to gain permission to leave (since 1974 - Chronicle 39).
Defence counsel presented another version o nchenko's

biography (see Chronicle 34), during the presentation
of which the courtroom was cleared of Zinchenko's friends
and acquaintances. Defence counsel pointed out that if
Zinchenko had not been detained in 1972 for five days'
imprisonment, he would not have become a criminal. Defence
counsel also referred to the fact that Zinchenko was a
good specialist, and had received official awards and
thanks. Zinchenko himself asked for it to be recorded
that he had graduated from a two-year university of Marxism-
Leninism; the Procurator supported this request.

In his final speech Zinchenko again confirmed his original
statement. Regarding his letters written in Russian to
a friend in West Germany, he explained that the 'slander'
was the result of his poor command of English. Zinchenko
confirmed that he had voluntarily left for Germany in
1942 (which was also confirmed by the evidence of his
mother and sister at the trial), but protested at the
Procurator's presentation of the incident in Vienna. His
version was as follows: he visited the West German Embassy
co find out about ways of going to West Germany on an
exchange of specialists. His sentence: six years of strict-
regime camps, plus five years of exile.

yavskaya (graduate of the Biology Faculty, was working
as a research assistant at the Institute of Endocrinology
and preparing to defend her dissertation), Larisa Lokhvit-
skaya (graduate of the Faculty of Cybernetics where she
specialized in 'mathematical linguistics', working in
a research institute)and Leonid Milyavsky (was working
in the translation department of the Ukrainian Research
Institute for Technical Information). The leaflets were
typewritten. On the evening of 11 January Naboka and Milyav-
sky were detained on their way to stick up the leaflets.
The others were also arrested. Searches were carried out
at their homes. E. Parkhomenko was released because she
is pregnant.

The Arrest of Gandz uk

On 13 January Vladimir Ilich Gandzyuk, who has already
served two sentences (Chronicle 39), was arrested. His
second term ended in cto er 1978 (Chronicles 46, 51,
53).

The Arrest of Genchu

On 12 March Anna Trofimovna Genchu was arrested in Odessa.
She was charged under article 187-1 of the Ukrainian Crim-
inal Code (= article 190-1 of the RSFSR Code).

The Case of Altun an

ARRESTS

The Arrest of Five Peo le in Kiev

Some external sixth-year students in the Faculty of Jour-
nalism at Kiev University planned to stick up leaflets
proclaiming 'Freedom for Political Prisoners!' in memory
of the arrests of 1972 (Chronicle 24). They were: Sergei
Naboka (born 1958), his wi e ena Parkhomenko, Inna Chern-

In January Altunyan (arrest - Chronicle 60) underwent
a psychiatric examination. At the en of January Vera
Lisovaya was summoned to the Kiev KGB. Senior Investigator
Zimich asked her the following questions: did she know
Altunyan, and did she know what anti-Soviet documents
he had produced? Lisovaya replied that she did not know
him and could not therefore know about any documents he
had produced.

In January and February Investigator Yakovenko inter-
rogated Altunyan's close friends A. Tulchinsky and B.
Ladenzon. The questions concerned Altunyan's 'links' with
Moscow, in particular his acquaintance with Tatyana and
Ksenia Velikanova and the Grigorenkos.
Zdorovy and Dzyuba were interrogated twice. Yakovenko

was interested in whether Altunyan was a nationalist,
and in what he read and said. Former Nazi collaborator
Sinyuk was also interrogated; he informed the investigation
that Altunyan had told him the Ukraine would be free by
1985.
On 23 February V. Nedobora was summoned to an interroga-

tion; he had stated that he was so close to Altunyan that
he regarded himself as a member of his family; therefore
he refused to give evidence in his case. Head of the Inves-
tigations Section of the Kharkov KGB, Col. N.S. Babusenko
(Chronicle 34), who was present at the interrogation,
in orme edobora that in his opinion Altunyan had been
'wrongly' arrested and that a complaint should be written
about the incorrect actions of the KGB. Nedobora wrote
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such a statement on the spot.
On 24 or 25 February Altunyan's mother was summoned

to the KGB. When she appeared at Yakovenko's office, she
discovered that he was intending to carry out an interroga-
tion and refused to give evidence. The investigator informed
her it was time for Altunyan to look for a defence counsel.

At the end of February Altunyan's work-mates were also
interrogated. Yakovenko asked them whether Altunyan had
held anti-Soviet conversations about Afghanistan or Poland.
The investigator told one of those interrogated that Al-
tunyan's guilt lay partly in the fact that he had sent
letters and a telegram to A.D. Sakharov, who is exiled
to Gorky.

investigation had already allowed a few such 'extra' par-
cels). When Rimma appeared at the KGB she was unexpectedly
shown into a room and found her husband; he was equally
surprised. He had just managed to ask her about his parents'
health when Babusenko separated them, saying: 'This meeting
did not take place. No one must know about it!' The parcel
was accepted. Possibly such 'liberal' behaviour by Babusenko
is connected with his desire to alleviate the consequences
of the hunger-strike conducted by Altunyan during the pre-
trial investigation.

It;

Altunyan's son Alexander negotiated with 25 Moscow barris-
ters who have the necessary 'pass' [for acting in political
cases] regarding the defence of his father. All of them
refused to take part in the case: four said they were
'not allowed' out of Moscow to defend people in Kharkov
(one of them said that it wasn't worth the effort of looking
for a barrister in Moscow); the rest just said they were
too busy.

On 13 March Altunyan finished studying the case file. To
help him in this a Kharkov barrister, Korablev, was engaged
by his wife. Whether Korablev will take part in the trial
has not yet been decided by Altunyan.
The indictment presented to Altunyan under artical 62

of the Ukrainian SSR Criminal Code (= article 70 of the
RSFSR Code) is based for the most part on the results of
a search at his home on 30 May 1980 (Chronicle 57), Zinchen-
ko's evidence and the evidence of t e us and of a first
cousin of Rimma, who alleged, in particular, that Altunvan
had given him The Gula Archi elago to read.

On 5 March Altunyan had a two-minute meeting with his wife.
It took place under the following circumstances. Babusenko
telephoned his wife Rimma and asked her to come 'for a
talk' (from the very beginning of the investigation Rimma
had refused to give evidence in her husband's case). Babu-
senko asked her to take some food for her husband (the

Miscellaneous

Lvov. In January the Deputy Procurator of Lvov summoned
AreFlaPashko, the wife of V. Chornovil (trial - Chronicle
57), concerning her complaint that letters from abroa were
not only failing to reach her husband in camp, but that
he was not even informed of their existence. Pashko received
an explanation that a prisoner could receive any letters
which had gone through the censorship; in the event of con-
fiscation, the prisoner was informed of this.

Kiev. On 29 January Svetlana Kirichenko (Chronicle 58),
the-wifeof Yury BadzU (trial - Chronicle 55), was cau-tioned
in the Ukranian KGB 'in accordance w t the Decree'.70 On
3 February Mikhailina Kotsyubinskaya (Chronicle 58) was
similarly cautioned in the Kiev KGB. Neit er o t em signed
the record of the caution.

Since his release from a psychiatric hospital (which occur-
red not earlier than 1979) Boris Kovgar (Chronicles 28,
30, 53) has been living in Kiev. At the begInn ng o 1981
KGB officers carried out a search at his home. A book of
his memoirs about psychiatric hospitals was confiscated.
He is being summoned to interrogationsand threatened with
arrest.

On 28 February, in the Kiev KGB, Anna Marchenko was returned
the things which had been confiscated from her during a
search (Chronicle 60): a typewriter, letters and slides.
She was not returned a Bible and the collection Memor No.
3.11 Then she was asked to sign a caution 'in accor ance
with the Decree'. She refused.

7P 
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Kharkov. On 6 February E. Antsupov wrote a statement addres-



se to Brezhnev in which he asks for his 'hatred for the
CPSU' to be taken into consideration and, as the authorities
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will not deprive him of Soviet citizenship, that he be
isolated from society - 'in a prison or psychiatric hos-
pital - whichever the CPSU prefers'.72

The Arrest of Samkharadze

See also 'The Arrest of Koryagin' in the section 'Persecu-
tion of the Working Commission'.

EVENTS IN ARMENIA

The Arrest of Navasard an and Arshak an

On 25 February Ashot Navasardyan and Azat Arshakyan were
arrested in Erevan. During searches nothing was confiscated
from them. They have been charged under article 65 of
the Armenian SSR Criminal Code (= article 70 of the RSFSR
Code) and article 67 ('Organizational activity..., and
also involvement in an anti-Soviet organization'). In
the case of Arshakyan the investigation is being conducted
by Investigator Karumyan, in that of Navasardyan by Inves-
tigator Vartanyan.

In 1969 Navasardyan was sentenced to two years under
article 65; in 1974 to seven years of camps and two of
exile under articles 65 and 67 (Chronicle 34); in 1976
he was pardoned (Chronicle 44).

In 1974 Arshakyan was sentenced to seven years of camps
and three of exile under articles 65 and 67 (Chronicle
34); in 1977 he was released (Chronicle 45).

On 23 October 1980 the doctor Nikolai Samkharadze (born
1915) was arrested in Tbilisi on a charge of 'anti-Soviet
agitation and propaganda'. In January 1981 he was undergoing
psychiatric diagnosis at the Tbilisi Institute of Psy-
chiatry.

In 1939 Samkharadze graduated from the faculty of history
of the Kutaisi Teachers' Training College, and in 1946
from the faculty of general medicine at Tbilisi Medical
Institute. Samkharadze taught history in a school and
was headmaster of a school. In August 191;8, at a history
teachers' conference, Samkharadze spoke out against the
abolition of Georgian history as a subject in Georgian
schools and accused Moscow of carrying out a chauvinistic
policy (his speech was published in 1976 in the samizdat
journal Geor ian Herald, No. 1 - Chronicle 45). In October
1958 Sam ara ze was arrested and ec are not responsible
for his actions; in January 1959 a court sent him for
compulsory treatment in a psychiatric hospital, where
he stayed until September 1959. For 10 years after his
release Samkharadze could not obtain employment in any
of the fields for which he was qualified. In 1969 he renoun-
ced Soviet citizenship and asked that he and his family
be allowed to emigrate from the USSR. After that, he was
appointed a local doctor. KGB officials kept a careful
watch on Samkharadze (Chronicle 42). In April 1978 and
February 1980 his home was searched. On 23 october 1980,
after another search, he was arrested.73

Letters b Camsakhurdia

EVENTS IN GEORGIA

The Trial of Zh enti, Go ia and Chitanava

On 29 September 1980 the Supreme Court of the Georgian
SSR sentenced Vazha Zhgenti (born 1943) to six years in
strict-regime camps and three years' exile, Zurab Gogia
(born 1946) to five years in strict-regime camps and three
years' exile, and Vakhtang Chitanava (born 1944) to five
years in strict-regime camps, all under article 71 of
the Georgian SSR Criminal Code (= article 70 of the RSFSR
Code). The convicted men were charged with disseminating
'anti-Soviet' proclamations calling 'for the liberation
of Georgia' - in Tbilisi, Rustavi, Cori and other Georgian
towns.
Zhgenti had been working as an instructor for the Znanie

[Knowledge] Society in a metallurgical factory in Rustavi;
Chitanava had been deputy director for educational work
at the Rustavi Professional and Technical College No.
16, and Gogia had been in charge of the letters section
on the newspaper in Gardabani.

After reading a report of his own release in Pravda on
7 July 1979 (Chronicle 53), Gamsakhurdia sent a reIter
to Pravda on 25 u y

Your remarks create the impression that I have renounced
all my former activities, whereas I condemned only my
mistakes. With regard to my basic patriotic and humani-
tarian activities, I HAVE NOT REPENTED of these. I repen-
ted only about duplicating and distributing certain
emigre and samizdat materials.

I ask you to take this into account if you publish
anything more about me in future. I also ask you to
publish this letter.

The reply from Pravda, dated 7 September 1979, stated:

Unfortunately there is no possibility of publishing
your letter. Neither are further reports on your case
planned.

V. Khalin
Socio-Cultural Department

On 29 December 1980 Gamsakhurdia (now working again -
see Chronicle 50 - as a senior researcher at the Shota
Rustave nstitute of Literature of the Georgian SSR
Academy of Sciences) sent the following letter to Brezhnev
and the 26th Congress of the CPSU:
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' 11.
Vet • rm

On 19 December 1980, in Saingilo - the eastern part
of Georgia - in the district centre of Kakhi (now part
of the Azerbaidzhan SSR), the Georgian priest Moisei
Otarashvili was arrested by the Azerbaidzhani police
for lighting a candle in the Georgian church of 'Malaya
Alaverdy', where his ancestors used to pray.

For some years now, the Georgian population of Kakhi
district have been appealing to the highest authorities
in letters and declarations, asking that this church
be allowed to open, as there are no functioning churches
in Saingilo at all. But no one pays any attention to
them, even though, according to the Soviet laws on
religion, it should be enough that 20 believers want
a church to be opened, for this to be done. Yet here
the wishes of hundreds of believers are being disregarded.
Even worse, in violation of all laws and constitutional
rights, the Kakhi District Soviet EC sent the believers
an official refusal (Letter No. 324 of 16 July 1980).
Now, to crown it all, a priest has been arrested. Although
he was released after a few days, the Azerbaidzhani
police are terrorizing the believers by telling them
that they too will be arrested if they pray in the church.
Can it really be that our country has turned into Albania?

I ask you to take steps against this amazing lawless-
ness, to satisfy the just demand of the believers, and
to.punish those Kakhi police officers who beat up and
unfrocked the priest.

36. Juhan Valdmann, ex-political
prisoner ironic es 33, 38,
39/

EVENTS IN ESTONIA
15. Mart Niklus (1) with Andrei
Sakharov, S.

The Trial of Niklus and Kukk

From 5 to 8 January the Supreme Court of the Estonian
SSR, presided over by Judge Tooming, heard the case of
Mart Niklus (bcrn 1934; arrested on 28 April 1980 - Chronic-
les 56, 57), charged under article 68, paragraph , of
the Estonian SSR Criminal Code (= article 70 of the RSFSR
Code), and JUri Kukk (born 1940; arrested 13 March 1980
- Chronicle 56), charged under article 194-1 of the Estonian
SS r m nal Code (= article 190-1 of the RSFSR Code).
The prosecutor was Procurator Kirsipuu, and the defence
counsel were Kuusmaa (for Niklus) and Oja (for Kukk).
Apart from the 'special public', only Niklus's relatives
were allowed into the courtroom; Kukk's wife was told
she would be a witness.
At the beginning of the trial the defence counsel asked

that it be postponed in view of the weak physical state
of the accused: on 23 August 1980, the 40th anniversary
of the non-aggression pact signed between the USSR and
Germany, Niklus had declared an indefinite hunger-strike;
in the autumn he was joined by Kukk, who weighed only
49 kg at the start of the trial. The court, on the basis
of a resolution produced on the spot by a special brigade
of doctors, led by Regina Koni, head of the Tallin Prison
Psychiatric Section, rejected the defence's request. Niklus
had given no testimony during the pre-trial investigation.
Niklus and Kukk pleaded not guilty. They took no part

le•S

37. Kiri Kukk and his wife Silvi, 1979
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ments which were published in the bourgeois press and
broadcast on anti-Soviet radio-stations;
- in 1979 he compiled and disseminated declarations

to Soviet party and state organizations. The charges against
Kukk were based on the results of searches and on his
own evidence.
Witnesses in court also included employees of the Tartu

telephone exchange - in connection with evidence concerning
'slanderous fabrications' overheard during telephone conver-
sations.
In their speeches, the defence counsel demanded that

the accused be found not guilty, because of the lack of
material evidence to support the criminal charges under
the stated articles. Lawyer Kuusmaa, in particular, consid-
ered that none of Niklus's public activities had gone
beyond the limits set by the Constitution, the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights or the Final Act of the Helsin-
ki Conference.
The court found Niklus to be an especially dangerous

recidivist and sentenced him to 10 years in special-regime
camps and five years' exile.

In pronouncing sentence on Kukk, the court takes into
account the fact that, until he committed the crime,
Kukk was an excellent worker in his spe_Oality and that
he has two under-age children to support."

The court sentenced Kukk to two years in ordinary-regime
camps.

In their final speeches Niklus and Kukk said goodbye
to their relatives and declared that they intended to
continue their indefinite hunger-strike in protest at
the v}olence and torment to which they were being subjec-
ted.7°

*
The documents of the case include a 'Review of the Conduct
of the Trial' written by Niklus (included in the file
in the numbered order of pages).

I. A Few Facts

in the trial proceedings.
The charges against Niklus were (according to the indict-

ment):
in 1966 he wrote, with the aim of dissemination, an

anti-Soviet 'Appeal to all people of good will concerning
my release from imprisonment' (in 1959 he had been senten-
ced by the Supreme Court of the Estonian SSR to 10 years
in camps under article 58 of the old Criminal Code; in
1966 the same court reduced his sentence to seven years),
copies of which he kept and disseminated;

in 1973 he wrote and disseminated 'An Open Letter
to the Rector of Tartu State University';

in 1976-1980 he wrote stored with the aim of dissemina-
ting, and disseminated his 'Autobiography', in Estonian
and Russian;
- h2 stored with the aim of disseminating, and dissemina-

ted, 'The Future of Estonia', a chapter from an anti-Soviet
book by A. KUng, Estland zum Beis ie1;74
- in 1978-1980 e comp e , stored with the aim of dis-

seminating, and disseminated commentaries headed 'Reports';
- in 1977 he produced and disseminated a tendentious

typescript 'To Professor Saarma' (Chronicle 48);
in 1977-1980 he wrote and airsem nated 'A Trial in

Vilnius through the Eyes of an Estonian', 'One-and-a-half
years' imprisonment for defending peace', 'Vilnius and
its Inhabitants through the Eyes of a Dissident' 'People,
be on your Guard', copies of which he published in anti-
Soviet illegal publications;

in 1979 he stored with the aim of disseminating, and
disseminated, copies of the appeal of 45 persons to the
governments of the Soviet Union, West Germany, NATO coun-
tries and East Germany, and to the Secretary-General of
the UN (Chronicle 54);

in autumn 79 he organized in his home a gathering
whose collective aim was to listen to an anti-Soviet broad-
cast by the radio-station 'Voice of America' (Chronicle
57);

in March 1980 he persuaded citizen LU11 to take part
in his activities, thus engaging in anti-Soviet propaganda;

in 1977 he produced and stored, with the aim of dis-
seminating, texts of a tendentious nature called 'Some
Events in the History of the Soviet Union, 1937-1939';

and in 1978 he obtained, with the aim of disseminating,
the text by Terleckas 'Once more on the Subject of Jews
and Lithuanians' (Chronicle 52).
The charges aga nst lus were based, apart from the

results of searches, on the evidence of witnesses T. Kal-
juvee (who testified that Niklus had given him the 'Auto-
biography'), J. Valdmann (he stated that Niklus had given
him the chapter 'The Future of Estonia'), Hpud, lives
and Lull (they gave evidence about the collective listening
to the radio).
The charges against Kukk were (according to the indict-

ment):
- in January 1980 he compiled and disseminated a declara-

tion to the Presidium of the USSR Supreme Soviet, which
was included in illegal, anti-Soviet publications;

- in January 1980 he gave foreign correspondents in
Moscow an 'Open Letter to the Presidium of the USSR Supreme
Soviet, the Secretary-General of the UN, and the people
of Afghanistan' and a 'Declaration to the International
Olympic Committee and the national Olympic Committee of
the USA, Canada and other countries' (Chronicle 56), docu-

On 21 December 1979 KGB official Marat Zhukov said
to Julius Niklus, M. Niklus's father, 'Your son will
have to undergo terrible ordeals in the future'.

On 2 January 1980 Ervin Nielender, an official of
the Tartu KGB, told ornithologist Heinrih Veroman: 'We'll
soon put Niklus away in a safe place'.

At the beginning of 1980 Anti Talur, an official
of the Tartu KGB, told members of a French language
study group: 'You won't be meeting at Niklus's for long'.

In March 1980 KGB officials Ants Ots, Anti Talur
and others attacked M. Niklus in a public place in Tartu
and put him under arrest for 13 days on the pretext
that he was 'disturbing the peace'. This inhuman behaviour
was followed by treatment in the department of neurology
at 2 Puusepa Street, police following in the wards,
discharge at the request of the KGB on 28 April 1980
and then the next arrest on 29 April 1980, when the
KGB puppet Erich VallimUe told me in Tartu Prison: 'Now
those doors won't open for you so easily'.
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U. The Case takes its Course abroad. Reality itself conclusively proves that at the
t me when the congress of democratic lawyers in La Valetta
has just ended, and when the question of violation of
human rights and civil freedoms is being raised at the
All-European gathering in Madrid, in this country the
undersigned fell victim to mafia 'ustice.
My hunger-strike, which egan on August 1980, is

a protest against physical sufferings, tormenting, the
labels hung on me, and the general repression.
Mart Niklus Paid-up member of the American National
eograp ca Society. Political prisoner in the USSR.

I was dismissed from my job,
up at the request of the KGB, at
that it would be simpler to arrest
me for 'parasitism' and so on.

My arrest followed in the spring of 1980 (involving
13 days' detention in Tartu Prison, where a 'witness',
the provocateur LH11, carried out his orders from the
KGB); it was intended to prevent my participation in
the court hearing of my legal suit for reinstatement
at work.

The decision of the Tartu City People's Court, dated
16 May 1980, was kept from me for 136 days, in order
to impede my handing in an appeal (the limit is 10 days)
to the Supreme Court of the Estonian SSR, Which, if it
had critically analysed the situation and fulfilled
all the legal norms, would have reinstated me (the plain-
tiff) in my job.

Rejection of the appeal submitted at the end of
1980, concerning this civil case ... 11111

on a pretext thought
the end of 1979, so
me and then sentence

EVENTS IN LITHUANIA

Based largely on material from the Chronicle of the Lithuan-
ian Catholic Church No. 47 (19 Marc

IV. Conclusion
In the middle of December 1980 P. Cidzikas (Chronicles
34, 39, 46) spent 15 days under arrest. From e ruary
to 2 March he was held in a psychiatric hospital. The
Lithuanian Helsinki Group issued its Document No. 29 in
defence of Cidzikas (signed by Ona Lukauskaite-Poskiene,
Fr Bronius Laurinavicius, Mecislovas Jurevicius and Vytautas
Vaiciunas).

I consider the charge made against me absurd (which
is why I am completely ignoring the so-called 'pre-trial
investigation); it loyally fulfils the instructions
of the KGB and I cannot see it as anything other than
a mockery of human rights, an open violation of the
guarantees given at the Helsinki Conference on Security
and Cooperation in 1975 ...
As there is in this case no crime, no evidence of

crime or of any injury done to anyone, I demand that
criminal proceedings be instituted against Erich VallimHe,
an official of the Estonian SSR Procurator's Office,
for artificial fabrication of evidence and misuse of
his position. I consider the KGB, headed by A. Ots,
to have instigated and organized this juridical crime.
Did his 'alma mater' really give E. VallimHe an education
for this - so that he could build a career on the suffer-
ings of an electrochemist of international repute -
JUri Kukk - who was formerly a lecturer at his own univer-
sity?

I demand the immediate return of all the documents
confiscated from me (the 'Autobiography' and the others),
as well as my other property, and compensation for the
material and moral loss I have suffered. The Procurator's
Office of the Estonian SSR (A. Kessler) has violated
legal procedure, by ignoring or not really reading,
all the declarations I sent in 1979 and 1980, in which
a man who was in danger was asking for help against
unbridled persecution by the KGB (A. Ots, M. 7-hukov,
. ie en er, . a ur, H. Vallner, A. Molok, J. LillemHe,

E. Lartsev, V. Siitin, K. Vache and others). A whole
set of officials of Tartu District Communications Centre
also misused their position and broke the law; it is
amazing that the Procurator's Office of the Estonian
SSR could have used information received from such people
in order artificially to fabricate a criminal case.
Only malice can explain the fact that they do not wish
to include in the case the man declarations of rotest
sent to the Procurator's ce o t e ston an gR
n e ence 0 art us rom our countr an rom

 

38. Petras Cidzikas, photographed in a Vilnius mental hospital,
February
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On 12 August 1980 a search took place in Kelme at the
home of  Regina Teresiute.  On 24 December she was interroga-
ted at the district Procurator's Office. On 14 October
1980 a search took place in Kulautuva at the home of pen-
sioner  Felicia Kasputyte.  On 24 October 1980, during a
search at the home of  Leksaitis  in Jurbarkas, a copy of
Ausra No 21 was confiscated.

n February, in Kaunas, medical student  Marite Velivyte
was summoned for interrogation. She was threatened with
incarceration in a psychiatric hospital if she did not
give evidence.

In November 1980 the schoolboys  Noreika  and  Sinkevicius
were detained in Vilnius - for shouting anti-Soviet slogans
during the lofficiall 7 November demonstration. According
to their parents, at the police station they were both
beaten with rubber truncheons.
The following publications have appeared in Lithuania:

Ausra [The Dawn] No. 26 (February 1981), V tis [Kni ht
rrantj o. , iesos Kelias [Path of Truth o. 1 , an
em erance is Stren t o.

in Telsiai diocese alone.

They then list 24 cases of burglary and vandalizing of
churches, of fires which started in unknown circumstances,
and of destruction of believers' tombstones. In the great
majority of cases it was reported that the criminals had
not been found.

PERSECUTION OF BELIEVERS

Catholics in Lithuania

A  KGB official questioned the cleaning woman of the church
at Betigala about links between  Fr A. Svarinskas,  a member
of the Catholic Committee to Defend Believers' Rights,
and the Vatican.

At the secondary school in the village of Saukenai, a
copy of the Chronicle of the Lithuanian Catholic Church
was discovere n a cup oar : pup s an teac ers were
summoned for interrogation.

Seventy believers of the village of Klebiskis have sent
a letter to the Central Committee of the Lithuanian CP
concerning the fact that the police have forbidden them
to invite a priest to bless their houses.

Fr Z. Navickas  has sent a declaration to the District
Soviet EC in the village of Uzguostis, protesting against
the ban on repairs to the church; the foreman who agreed
to carry out the repairs had been barred from doing the
job.

On 30 November 1980 the Telsiai diocesan council of priests
(12 members) sent 'Complaint No. 3' to the Procurator-
General of the USSR:

It would be quite impossible for
crimes committed against the Church,
only the most disgraceful events of

On 9.10.1980 the priest in the village of Luoke (Telsiai
District),  Leonas Sapoka,  was horribly tortured to death.
The criminals broke into the flats belonging to the
priest and  Juozas Kvetkauskas  (At the other end of the
house). J. Kvetkauskas was seriously injured and received
medical treatment in Telsiai hospital, but Fr. Sapoka
was sadistically tortured for some hours (all the soft
body tissue was beaten to pulp and damaged, and his
spine was broken). His funeral on 13.10.1980 was attended
by over a hundred priests and a large number of believers.
This terrible incident aroused great indignation. The
people are asking how the sadistic murderers could have
spent the whole night carrying out this evil deed without
fear of someone discovering them. They broke into the
priest's flat very noisily, kicking the door-posts so
hard that they broke. The cries of the victims were
also very loud. But the criminals weren't afraid of
noise: they tormented the priest for several hours,
drinking cognac as they did it. At the scene of the
crime, officials would not allow any members of the
clergy to see the murdered priest's body - not even
the Administrator of the diocese, Antanas Vaicius -
although they allowed in absolute strangers. There is
some reason to think that in this case too the officials
of the Ministry of Internal Affairs did not want to
find out who the sadistic murderers were, or could not
find a penalty for them in the Criminal Code; the more
so, because the investigators were asking not about
the crime, but about the priest's physical defects.
The officials in charge of the investigation are spreading
a rumour that Fr. Sapoka was not murdered, but died
of fright.

It was only a few years ago that, all over Lithuania,
the godless organized the demolition of wayside crosses
and shrines, and of many monuments of folk art. Now
the destruction of crosses is being carried out by of-
ficial organs of Soviet power. For example, in the town
of Akmene, on the tomb of Prelate Doctor Kalikstas Kosa-
kauskis there stands an old cross, listed in the record
of monuments protected by the state (No. 187). The EC
of Akmene District Soviet decided to demolish this cross,
and a new monument, which had nothing to do with religion,
was ordered. This is a desecration of a priest's. grave
- a priest who was a member of the capitular committee
of Telsiai diocese and for many years rector of Akmene
church. Despite the protests of the believers, the cross
will be demolished. The new monument is almost ready
- even the Ministry of Culture is powerless to change
anything.
At the same time we should like to mention the case

of the church in Klaipeda. In 1956, at the time of the
former Premier of the USSR, N. Khrushchev, official
permission was given for the construction of this church.
All the believers of Lithuania built it by their own
efforts and on their own financial resources. Just before

us to list all the
so we shall enumerate
the past three years
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the consecration on 15.8.1960, the church was closed
and in 1961 it was turned into a concert hall. Three
thousand believers immediately expressed their outrage
in a declaration, and this was later followed by state-
ments on 6.3.1979 from 10,241 believers and on 19.11.1979
from 148,149 believers, and on 1.4.1980 by a letter
of inquiry from 610 believers. The Soviet authorities
have not answered the mass complaints and pleas of the
hard-working believers. This is an insult to the believers
not only of Klaipeda, but of all Lithuania.

Ba tists

The Arrest of Min akov
ii anuary m try inyakov, member of the Baptist Council
of Churches (born 1922) was arrested near Krasnodar. In
1977 he was warned 'according to the Decree' (Chronicle
47). He has already served two 'religious' terms o m-
prisonment.77

The Arrest of Khomenko
anuary t e worker Vladimir Khomenko (born 1953)

was arrested in Moscow. He is now in the Lefortovo KGB
investigations prison.78

of "Soviet citizen" and harm the prestige or state secur-
ity of the USSR'. Would it not be possible to know pre-
cisely what kind of 'actions' are punished in such a
(very desirable) way?
5. ...Could deprivation of the right to emigrate be
considered a state crime against the individual?

On 10 February Maksimov received a reply from Yu. I. Sereb-
ryakov, a Senior Procurator of the general surveillance
department of the Latvian SSR Procurator's Office:

'The questions mentioned in your letter are not within
the competence of the Procurator's Office'.

On 17 February, in a letter to Serebryakov, Maksimov insis-
ted that the questions he had brought up in his letter
'can be resolved only in accordance with the relevant
laws', and these are the business of the Procurator's
Office. If the Procurator's Office had nothing to do with
certain laws, it should have sent his 'Declaration' on
to the competent authorities.
On 2 [22?] February, in a declaration to the MVD of

the Latvian SSR, Maksimov asked to be deprived of Soviet
citizenship and expelled from the USSR.

Adventists

The Arrest of Atsuta
e ruary ya Atsuta, a minister of the All Union

church of True and Free Seventh Day Adventists (born 1953),
was arrested in Kiev region.

The Arrest of Neverova
On arc o na everova (Chronicle 53), a resident
of Krivoi Rog, was arrested in Khar ov.

Moscow.  In a letter dated 20 January to USSR Minister
ustice Terebilov,  Elizaveta Alekseyeva  (Chronicle

60) reports the refusal of the Visa Department to oo
at her application to emigrate because the documents she
had submitted did not include permission from her parents.
'Demanding such a document makes a person dependent on
the wishes of another', writes Alekseyeva. In a letter
to Brezhnev dated 7 February Alekseyeva calls attention
to the fact that her letters to official bodies concerning
her emigration remain unanswered. She expresses the hope
that in her 'particular case a positive decision will
be taken - and an emigration visa will be granted.'

1:

THE RIGHT TO LEAVE

Tashkent.  The Crimean Tatar  KaMil Azizov,  well known
n z e istan as an artist and engraver, is trying to
emigrate to Canada, where his wife remained in 1979, after
going there as part of a delegation.
On 30 January Azizov wrote an 'Appeal' to the Inter-

national Committee for the Defence of Children:

Riga. On 14 January  Yury Maksimov,  who has been applying
to emigrate since 1975 (Chronicles 51, 53, 55, 56), sent
the Procurator-General of t e a declaration, in which
he asks the following questions:

Does a Soviet citizen have the right to emigrate
... apart from doing so on the basis of 're-union with
his relatives'?

Does a Soviet citizen have the right to apply for
renunciation of Soviet citizenship?

Are the relevant Institutions bound to respond to
applications for renunciations of Soviet citizenship
within a given period?

The law on citizenship of the USSR, article 18,
stipulates that a person may be deprived of Soviet citi-
zenship ... for 'actions which disgrace the high title

I, Kamil Azizov, an artist from Tashkent, appeal to
you, as I am convinced of your benevolent aims.
My child, Kamilla Azizova, born 1975, was deprived

at the age of three of her mother's comfort and care,
by the will of fate ... In August 1980, after receiving
an invitation from my wife to join her in Canada, and
permission from the Canadian authorities to enter Canada,
I handed in an application for a Soviet emigration visa
on behalf of my family to the Tashkent OVIR at the City
Soviet EC, but at the end of August my daughter and
I were refused permission to reunite our family ...
Dissatisfied at the OVIR decision, I appealed for aid
to the Presidium of the USSR Supreme Soviet and that
of the Uzbek SSR Supreme Soviet, and to the USSR and
Uzbek SSR Ministries of Internal Affairs. But the decision
forbidding the reunification of my family remained in
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Sarkisyan asks to be allowed to leave the USSR.

If necessary, you can consider my declaration a renuncia-
tion of Soviet citizenship.

force. There was nothing else I could do but hand in
an application to renounce Soviet citizenship (in October
1980) in order to unite my divided family more quickly,
but no decision has yet been made and it is not known
when it will be.

I ask the International Committee for the Defence
of Children to help my family to reunite on Canadian
ground, for my child greatly needs her mother's comfort
and care.

* *

Kiev. L.  Murzhenko,  wife of A. Murzhenko, in a letter
a ressed to the delegates to the 26th Congress of the
CPSU (dated 18 February), asks them to give her and her
small children 'a real opportunity of leaving the USSR'
(Chronicle 60). Pointing out that the majority of people
w 0 too part in the 'aeroplane case' of 1970 and were
charged with her husband 'have been given the chance to
leave the USSR', L. Murzhenko considers that the obstacles
put in her way by the officials of Kiev OVIR

are morally and ethically a form of terror directed
against my lawful right to decide my own fate indepen-
dently, without interference in my personal life by
offidials from various committees and departments ...

If they want to deprive me of the right to leave the
USSR - an inalienable right of every Soviet citizen
- why don't they first deprive me of my citizenship?
Otherwise it turns out that the status of Soviet citizen,
at least in my case, guarantees no real rights at all,
except on paper...

Novosibirsk. On 14 February  Vladimir Kozitsky, Yury Mirok-
anov, a ery Dedushev, Evgeny Landa, Emil Corbman, Vladimir
Pinus  and  Vladimir Shulemovich  sent identical letters
'To the delegates to the 26th Congress of the CPSU' and
to I.A. Lavrov, First Secretary of the CPSU District Com-
mittee for Sovetsky District, Novosibirsk. The letters
end as follows:

We demand that the administrative organs of Novosibirsk
obey the laws of the USSR and grant us the lawful right
to leave the land we live in. We are afraid to live
in a country which does not obey its own laws. What
guarantee is there that tomorrow our right to life and
freedom will not be abolished?

Shulemovich has been trying to join his mother since June
1978 and has had six refusals 'on security grounds'; Corbman
applied toleave in December 1978 and is a refusenik; Mirok-
hanov and Dedushev have been trying to emigrate since
May 1979 and have twice renounced their Soviet citizenship;
Mirokhanov has twice been refused because his relatives
are 'too distant'; Pinus applied to emigrate in August
1979 and has had three refusals on grounds of 'inexpedien-
cy'; Kozitsky and Landa have been trying to emigrate since
October 1979 - Landa has had two refusals on grounds of
'inexpediency'; while Kozitsky has renounced his citizenship
four times.

In November 1980 Kozitsky sent the People's Court of
Central District of Novosibirsk a statement of claim demand-
ing financial compensation from Major Dyubchenko, head
of the Novosibirsk OVIR, for 'material losses to the sum
of 21,699 American dollars' (in an enclosure he substan-
tiates this amount: if he had been allowed to leave the
USSR when he first asked to do so, he would have earned
this much more abroad, even if he had been working as
a shepherd). The statement of claim was sent back to him

without being examined, because the People's Court is
not legally responsible for deciding the justice of
questions of emigration, nor is it therefore responsible
for judging claims for material loss in connection with
this.

Erevan.  Former political
pr soner  Emil Sarkisyan
(Chronicle 53) has written
a ec aration to the Presidium
of the 26th Congress of
the CPSU, dated 21 February.
Sarkisyan writes that in
1975 he was sentenced to
four years' imprisonment
under articles 70 and 72
of the RSFSR Criminal Code,
which he served in the Perm
camps.

The result of this punish-
ment, which I was said
to deserve, was directly
contrary to that which
the authorities expected:
not only did I not change
my stance as a prisoner
of conscience quite
the opposite, after meeting
people of various genera-
tions, with their various
life-stories, t became
even more convinced that
I was right.

1975c.

OVIR refuses to give Kozitsky an application form, as
he has had no invitation from abroad. Kozitsky, basing
his stand on the published laws, considers OVIR's 'actions
to be unlawful.

Pentecostalists

39.  L ubov Murzhenko,

Kherson. After Mikhail Kramarevsky (53 years old, with
c dren) handed in an application to emigrate from

the USSR 'because of religious convictions', he was demoted
at work (his wage fell from 200 roubles to 85 roubles
a month) and later sacked. He began to be summoned by
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the KGB. In order to feed his family, Kramarevsky getsby through finding temporary work. He cannot get a permanentjob. Recently he received a warning that if he did notget a job in the next four months, he would be prosecutedfor 'parasitism'. In January a search was carried outat Kramarevsky's flat. Gospels, a collection of psalmsand religious literature were confiscated.
During the winter Kramarevsky's son Vasily - a sixthyear pupil - was beaten up in front of the botany teacher.This happened after a lesson in which pupils had beentold how sectarians humiliated children, and how fanaticalbelievers carried out human sacrifices and other barbaricpractices.

Vilnius. Eduard Bulakh (Chronicle 60)  is trying to obtaint e r ght to leave the or religious reasons. On7 February he declared a hunger-strike, which he intendsto continue until he receives permission to leave. Theadministrative authorities of the factory where Bulakhworks have transferred him to especially heavy physicalwork, which involves carrying weights of up to 70 kg.79

On 8 March, 11 Pentecostalist women" carrying a placardwhich 5aid roughly 'Allow us to Emigrate from the USSR',demonstrated outside the Lenin Library in Moscow. Allwere detained by the police. In the evening they wereall released, and some were sent to the provincial townswhere they are registered as residents. The Pentecostalistshave announced that if their demands are not met theyintend to hold another demonstration a little later, towhich they will also bring their small children.

Jews

126 Jewish refuseniks have sent the following document'to the 26th Congress of the CPSU and representativesof foreign Communist Parties invited to the Congress':

Dear delegates and guests of the Congress,
At the Berlin conference in 1976 the CPSU and the Com-munist Parties of other countries of the continent whosepeoples witnessed, forty years ago, an unprecedentedcatastrophe which destroyed a third of the Jewish nation,called on 'all states' to strive for 'strict and completefulfilment of the provisions concerning national minori-ties in the Final Act of the Helsinki Conference'.
The USSR is a multinational state, which has achievedmuch in this field, although it also has many unresolvedproblems. However, the position of Jews, compared tothat of other minorities, is quite special:
a) Jews are practically de rived of the o ortunitto learn and use their nat ona an ua e.

anguage, w c at t e eg nn ng o t e century wasspoken by the overwhelming majority of Jews in Russia,has now almost gone out of use. The number of educatedpeople who speak Yiddish is minutely small, as duringalmost the whole post-war period Yiddish was not taughtin a single school in the USSR and no text-books werepublished for individual study ... An even worse situation

exists with regard to the language of religion, literatureand our historic inheritance, a language resurrectedin our own century - Hebrew, which is effectively bannedin the USSR ... As a result, Jews living in the USSRare under threat of full lin uistic assimilation. Evennow, the national language s cons ere I-he-fir-nativelanguage by only 14% of them (compared with 1.8% in 1970and 217, in 1959). This is lower than for any other nation-al minority in the USSR.
Jews in the USSR are practically cut off fromtheir own national histor . Since 1930 no boo on Jewishhistory has een pu s e in the USSR, with the exceptionof a number of research works devoted to ancient history... Not a single academic monograph has been publishedin the USSR on the Nazi genocide of the Jews or Jewishresistance to the Nazis (including the rising in theWarsaw ghetto). In the USSR, on whose territory Jewssettled over 2,000 years ago and where in the 19thcentury and in the first half of the 20th the largestJewish community lived, there is no museum devoted tothe history, culture or ethnography of the Jews, norare there any sections in any Soviet museum devotedto such subjects. In school history books, even historiesof the Ancient World, not a single paragraph is allottedto the Jews.
Recently the position of Jewish culture in theUSSR has taken a turn for the better. Two state theatrecompanies performing in Yiddish have appeared. SovietishHeimland, the only Yiddish publication, has egun topr nt s ort summaries, sometimes translations, of someof its articles in Russian. The main literary journals,after an interval of ten years, have again publishedprose works on Jewish themes. Gramophone records ofJewish songs have been coming out a little less rarely.

In spite of these positive features, satisfactorconditions for the reservation, stud , ro a at onaid— eve o ment o evils cu ture are not e ng createin t e • ew s terary an mus ca o ore rema nsa most w olly uncollected, unstudied and unpublished... Not a single academic monograph on the history ofJewish literature and philosophy has been published.
Works of art and handicraft, of Jewish cultural lifecreated over the centuries...are perishing irretrievablyor lying covered in dust in the storehouses of Sovietmuseums, without being studied or exhibited by anyone..• National Jewish culture is not treated as an integralpart of the official cultural panorama in the USSR ...The best Jewish contemporary literature is almost entirelybeyond the reach of Jewish readers in the Soviet Union...In the USSR no Jewish song-concerts or visits fromtheatre groups in other countries, including socialistones, are organized. No Jewish newspapers from abroadare on sale (not even Communist ones), except that ofthe Israeli CP.
As a result, in the eyes of our non-Jewish fellow-citizens, and often in their own eyes too, Soviet Jewsseem to be a nation without any kind of significantculture or history.

In the USSR, Jews as
an kin o re resentat on

a nation are de rived of
- po t ca , cu tura orre gious - w c cou ormulate and defend their in-terests and ensure contacts with Jewish communitiesin other countries of the world. The Jewish communities
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of individual towns are not organizationally linked
with each other, ie they do not form a religious associa-
tion headed by a Chief Rabbi, unlike the associations
which exist not only in the countries of Western Europe,
but also in the East European states...
Soviet Jews are not represented in any international

Jewish organization, for example, the World Jewish Con-
gress, which Jewish organizations from a number of social-
ist countries have joined, or the World Association
of Lovers of Hebrew...

As they have no organizations of their own to
represent and defend their interests, Jews in the USSR
often find themselves defenceless when faced b anti-
Semitism...

n unprecedented campaign against Zionism has developed
in the USSR. Even if the problem of anti-Semitism did
not exist in the USSR, such massive propaganda against
Jewish nationalism, not balanced by any exposure of
anti-Jewish prejudices and theories, could revive Judaeo-
phobia. But in fact, anti-Semitic feelings and prejudices
have never disappeared in the USSR...

Having turned into a nation without a language,
without a culture, without a history, defenceless before
the anti-Semitic prejudices of the population, the 'anti-
Zionist' propaganda put out by the mass media and the
discrimination practised by various state institutions
- the Jews of the USSR are destined for national extinc-
tion. Forced cultural assimilation into a erent
lilt-Tonal environment, which is often hostile, is deforming
the consciousness and self-respect of hundreds of thousan-
ds of Jews...

The position of Jews in the USSR is made es eciall
difficult by a foreign policy factor - the extreme mutua
ost t between the USSR and Israel on t e government
eve ...
Unlike other East European countries, which have also

broken off diplomatic relations with Israel, the USSR
has also broken off all tourist exchanges. As a result,
hundreds and thousands of families are deprived, while
they remain Soviet citizens, of the possibility of meeting
their friends and relatives who live in Israel.

country began ... up to 1980 the number of emigrants
had reached 250,000, ie every tenth Jew in the USSR
had left...

In 1976-9 the wish to emigrate reached massive propor-
tions (in 1978 36,000 people emigrated, in 1979 - 53,000),
but after that the process of expansion was suddenly
and forcibly brought to an end. The number of permits
to emigrate issued each month has fallen by five to
six times over the last year.

...At present the 'army of refuseniks' numbers, on
the basis of incomplete figures, about 40,000 people.
The difficulty of their situation has grown worse, because
those deprived of all juridical rights in this way may
find themselves in this position for many years, while
there is no set limit on the number of refusals to issue
emigration permits...
So the present position of Jews in the USSR can be

characterized as follows:
on the one hand, the whole corn lex of factors crip -

lin t e r nat ona an n v ua eve o ment an orc n
t em to em rate rema ns u in orce;

on t e ot er an , em rat on as become racticall
im oss e.

o sum up what we have said, it can be stated that
the Jews in the USSR face the threat of national catas-
trophe. That catastrophe can still be averted.

This document was signed by: 103 persons from Moscow and
Moscow Region, 13 from Leningrad, five from AishinHv,
two from Rybinsk, one from Corky, one from Pereslavl-Zales-
sky, and one from Strunino.

In January there was a '[CPSU] Congress' wave of depar-
tures.81 According to incomplete reports, a few thousand
people have received permission to leave since the end
of January. A significantly smaller number of people have
received refusals. Basically, the latter are people who
have academic degrees in the field of the natural sciences.
Serious difficulties have arisen in regard to providing

'those departing' with tickets: at the beginning of March
those who had receipts for baggage to be sent by slow
transport, were being sold tickets valid only for the
end of June.Because of the circumstances listed above and because

they see no good prospects for themselves or their nation
in the USSR, many Soviet Jews have decided to take the
difficult and fateful step of emi ratin from the USSR
to Israel or other countries w ere t ere are arge an
thriving Jewish communities.

...It is generally known that the right to leave the
country of one's residence is among the basic, elementary
rights of man. In particular, it is laid down in the
International Covenant on Civil and Political rights,
which was ratified by the USSR and has become part of
Soviet law.
For many long years Jews in the USSR have been forced

to fight for this law's realization and many of them
(including over 70 people in the last 10 years) have
paid for their insistence on being repatriated to Israel
by being sent into exile, or to camps or prisons. But
at the beginning of the 1970s, as a result of the fight
put up by Soviet Jews and the support they received
from world public opinion, Jewish emigration from the

Moscow
In connection with the sharp increase in the numbers of
people leaving, since February a queue to receive emigration
documents has formed in front of the Moscow Visa Department
[LIVIA]. With the aim of keeping it in order, those departing
are marked off on lists they have themselves drawn up.
In the middle of March, at the moment when a routine roll-
call was taking place, a police car drew up. A policeman
jumped out, snatched the list from those in the queue
and drove off. Some time later he returned to the perplexed
'departers' and returned the list with apologies. The
policeman explained his behaviour like this: on seeing
a crowd in front of UVIR with some sort of paper, he had
decided that the Jews must be signing the usual sort of
petition and therefore resolved to stop such a 'disturbance
of the peace'. However, at the police station it had been
explained to him that the queue for emigration did not
constitute such a disturbance, so he was returning the
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were scurrying in and out of the Moscow Soviet receptionbuilding and nearby.
On the evening of the same day a group of almost thesame people met near the Moscow Procurator's Office. Thegroup's delegates, A. Radin and A. Shipov (soon after,he received permission to leave), were received out ofturn. However, the head of reception - Lyadov - refusedto accept the declaration in the name of the Procuratorof Moscow, Malkov, stating that the Moscow UVIR was notunder the authority of the Moscow City Procurator's Office.When, after this refusal to accept the declaration, thewhole group gathered on the street not far from the Procura-tor's Office, to decide whether they should stay in thebuilding and try to be officially received, or take othersteps, two police cars drove up and demonstratively stoodbeside them throughout the discussion. About ten policemenand KGB officials were also walking about in the vicinity.On 28 January the group visited the reception roomsof the RSFSR Procurator's Office. Delegates A. Rozenshteinand I. Shchegoleva handed in a letter addressed to theProcurator of the RSFSR (with roughly the same text asthat to the Moscow Soviet). The delegates were promisedthat the declaration would be considered within a month.In ihe following weeks a considerable number of thosewho took part in the 'visits' to official institutionsreceived permission to leave.

On 14 January district policeman Pustotin came to thehome of L. Makar-Limanov (Chronicle 60) and showed hima summons to the police stat on. akar-Limanov explainedthat he could not come, as he was looking after his sickson (his son had broken his leg). Two hours later fivepersons came to Makar-Limanov's home (one remained onthe stairs, two policemen and two men in plain clotheswent into the flat) and suggested that he should 'takea walk'. Makar-Limanov refused. He was then taken to thepolice station by force.
On 15 January Makar-Limanov was taken from Police StationNo. 83 to the People's Court of Krasnaya Presnya District.Two policemen appeared as witnesses. They stated thatthey had asked Makar-Limanov where he worked, and thathe had refused to answer. Makar-Limanov explained thathe had not named his place of work as he was afraid ofbeing sacked, and that, according to law, he was not obligedto do so. Makar-Limanov's neighbour stated that she hadnot heard any discussion about work and that Makar-Limanovhad not been drunk, and had not used bad language or shout-ed. Makar-Limanov's wife asked that her statements shouldbe read out, but Judge A.M. Klimakov ruled that thesehad no bearing on the case.
He put Makar-Limanov under arrest for 15 days for 'dis-obedience to police officers'. On 21 January 45 peoplesigned an 'open letter' to Grishin, First Secretary ofthe Moscow City Party Committee:

...The local policeman knew Makar-Limanov personally,so there was no need to check the identity of the flat-owner. A man was forcibly dragged out of his own flat,and a sick child, who could not be moved, was left withoutsupervision... The action of the officer in charge ina private flat can only be described in one way - asan act of vandalism. Later attempts by Makar-Limanov's

On the morning of 26 January about 50 people entered thereception rooms of the Moscow Soviet with a declarationaddressed to Promyslov [Mayor of Moscow]:

On 23 December 1980 a group of citizens sent a collectiveletter (Chronicle 60) to the UVIR of the UVD, MoscowCity Sov et , asking for an explanation of which lawsor legal decrees UVIR was subject to in its work ofexamining the applications of Soviet citizens to emigrateand establish permanent residence in other countries...Unfortunately, the UVIR authorities categorically refusedto answer these questions.
As, in accordance with the Decision of the Presidiumof the USSR Supreme Soviet on the work of the Sovietsof Workers' Deputies, it is their duty 'to organizeclarification of the laws to the populace', we requestyou to answer the questions asked in the letter to UVIR.

The group chose a delegation of two: D. Grossman and L.Korinets. They were received by Pokarzhevsky, a secretaryof the Moscow Soviet. Polovnev, the head of receptionat the Moscow Soviet, was present during the talk. Theconversation lasted 20 minutes. The delegates handed Pokar-zhevsky. the declaration to the Moscow Soviet and UVIR.Pokarzhevsky read it aloud. Then he said that UVIR wasnot under the jurisdiction of the Moscow Soviet; the MoscowSoviet was not responsible for answering declarationsabout emigration.

Korinets We're not asking you to answer our declarationson em gration; we're asking you to explain the regulationsgoverning the work of UVIR.
Pokarzhevsk UVIR acts in accordance with the directivesissue y t e MVD.

When asked if there could be directives which violatedSoviet laws, Pokarzhevsky refused to reply. He also refusedto register the declaration, as the Jews were being receivedwithout an appointment. 'And in any case', he said 'wereceived you out of politeness. As your declaration isaddressed to Promyslov, you should go to him.' Pokarzhevskyadvised them to register their declaration at entranceNo. 5 of the Moscow Soviet building.An hour later Grossman and Korinets took the declarationto the letters section of the Moscow Soviet (entranceNo. 5), where they were promised they would receive areply within three weeks.
(Two weeks later Grossman and Korinets received permissionto emigrate.)
A declaration of similar content was taken on the sameday to the reception rooms of the Committee of People'sControl in Moscow, whose entrance is next to the MoscowSoviet. There the representatives of the group were evident-ly not expected, and, after a short exchange of words('UVIR is not under our authority, but under that of theMoscow Soviet. Maybe we'll throw your declaration intothe waste paper bin') the group's delegates, V. Magarikand V. Rabinovich, handed in the declaration to the headof reception. He promised there would be a reply withina month. As on 23 December, policemen and KGB officials
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wife to obtain clarification of the case through theorgans of investigation and judicial authorities are,although they are being undertaken, seemingly useless.It is precisely because of this that we ask the Partyauthorities to intervene, and to find and severely punishthose responsible for tormenting people like this.

'The Case of Brailovsky') and that if he, Abramovich,did not put an end to his activities (teaching Hebrew- Chronicle), he would receive a longer sentence thanBra ovs y.

On 21 January Maria Fleishgakker sent a declaration tothe Presidium of the USSR Supreme Soviet:

In 1975 I married a Jew. Our personal life developedin such a way that in 1978 we had already decided con-clusively to leave the USSR and settle permanently inthe state of Israel. In 1979 we collected all the docu-ments necessary for our emigration, with the exceptionof one. This document was a note from my relatives relin-quishing all material claims on me. Of course, theyhave no material claims on me and can have none - theyhave already declared this orally more than once atOVIR (or perhaps people who have a monthly income of360 roubles each are insufficiently provided for?),but they refuse to sign such a declaration...
In my case, the Zhdanov District People's Court ofMoscow applied article 78 of the RSFSR Civil Code onexpiry of claims, although the law clearly states thatexpiry of claims cannot be applied to relations betweenparents and children..
On 5.7.79 we sent our application for emigration tothe Presidium of the USSR Supreme Soviet, so that itwould be sent on to OVIR for serious examination. Thedocuments were sent to OVIR and have now been therefor almost two years without being examined. I wantedto leave quietly, as a private person, but I am beingforced into a fight...
Please explain what actions I should undertake, whomI should consult, in order to be deprived of my citizen-ship and expelled from the USSR without right of appeal...

M. Fleishgakker sent copies of her letter to the Adminis-trative Organs Department of the CPSU Central Committeeand the 26th Congress of the CPSU. On 23 February M. Fleish-gakker went on hunger-strike. On 26 February she senttwo telegrams, identically worded, to the Presidium ofthe Supreme Soviet and the 26th Congress:

On 23 February I telephoned the Presidium of the USSRSupreme Soviet to state that I had declared a hunger-strike because I had now received no answer to my seconddeclaration as well as to my first. My case and thatof my family has not moved forward at all in two years.All my declarations and letters remain without an answer.The Presidium of the Supreme Soviet covers up for theillegal actions of UVIR and breaks the law itself. Idemand that my husband and I be given permission toleave the USSR at once.

Two years ago Alla Ioshpe and Stakhan Rakhimov, varietysingers and Honoured Artists of the Uzbek SSR, appliedto emigrate to Israel, where A. Ioshpe's parents live.Since then the singers have not been allowed to performon stage. They have been refused permission to emigratebecause of the 'secret work' of Rakhimov's step-brother,who lives in Central Asia.

On the afternoon of 20 February, 20 policemeb and 'offi-cials' in plain clothes drove up in two vans to N. Khrakov-skaya's flat. The owner was not at home at the time. Thoseat home were Khrakovskaya's 10-year-old son and the Varvakfamily, refuseniks from Kiev (Chronicle 60). The 'officials'carried out a search without any warrant. They confiscatedA. Zinoviev's book The Radiant Future and a 'press statementabout emigration' wr tten y ra ovskaya.
The police told the Varvaks they had come to check upon their 'passport status'. They pushed the Varvaks andtheir three children into a car, took them to the Kievstation and put them on a train (see below).
On 23 February Khrakovskaya declared she would stagea hunger-strike throughout the 26th Congress of the CPSU,in protest at the dragging-out of the examination of herapplication to emigrate (over 22 months), which she haddescribed in her letter to the Congress. On 26 Februarythe local policeman, together with three 'officials',visited Khrakovskaya's flat, purportedly to check on her'passport status'.
On 27 February Khrakovskaya received a telephone callfrom UVIR and was told her case was being considered.During a talk with the top officials at UVIR, she waspromised that she would receive permission and was askedto end her hunger-strike. On 28 February Khrakovskayareceived permission to emigrate.

Kiev
In Kiev  the  Varvaks were driven to their flat and keptunder house arrest for a day. Immediately after theirarrival their telephone links with other towns and count-ries were cut off.
A week later Leonid Varvak was summoned to the Pecherskypsycho-neurological clinic about 'his wife's treatment'.The head doctor said that the clinic's doctor had notsanctioned Liliana's hospitalization, but that a medicalcard had been made out for her after a telephone callfrom City Soviet EC.

On 9 June 1980  Igor Kushnirenko  (Chronicles 54, 55) wasdischarged from the Army. In August the Kiev OVIRsent the documents of the Kushnirenko family for examination(in connection with his Army service) and on 5 Januarythe Kushnirenko couple received a refusal.
In an open letter to the Presidium of the USSR SupremeSoviet, the Central Committee of the CPSU, the MVD andthe USSR Ministry of Foreign Affairs, dated 12 January,

P. Abramovich (Chronicle 60) was detained on the streetin February; persona etters were confiscated from hisbriefcase and he was taken to a police station 'for achat'. An 'official' told Abramovich that more incriminatingmaterial had been found on him than on Brailovsky (see
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they demand that their 'lawful right to emigrate from
the USSR...be implemented', basing this demand on the
USSR Constitution and the international agreements signed
by the USSR.
On 18 February  Igor and Viktoria Kushnirenko  appealed

to the delegates to the 26th CPSU Congress in an open
letter:

...In these two years we have had to endure much. It
should suffice to mention the eight (!) unlawful incar-
cerations in psycho-neurological institutions and three
unlawful criminal prosecutions. What can this be called,
other than premeditated torment? Or, if you like, terror-
ism?

It is our deep conviction that every Soviet citizen
should have the inalienable right to leave any country
at his own wish, including the USSR. Therefore we appeal
to the CPSU Congress - the highest forum of the Party
- to grant our family genuine permission to leave the
USSR.

Tbilisi
On 21 January the brothers  Grigory and Isai Goldshtein
(Chronicles 48, 49, 51, 53, 54), refuseniks since 1971,
sent a te egram to Shevardnadze, First Secretary of the
Central Committee of the Georgian CP, asking him to give
them work.
On 5 February the Goldshtein brothers wrote a 'declaration

and open letter' to Barabadze, Procurator of the Georgian
SSR (a copy was sent to the newspaper Evenin Tbilisi).
After reporting the 'gross violations o ega ty w ch
they have suffered - 1) they have been unemployed for
over nine years, but they are given no help in finding
work; 2) procedural and legal norms were violated when
I. Goldshtein was condemned for 'parasitism' in 1978 and
in the case brought by him against L. Dateshidze; 3) the
confidentiality of their correspondence and telephone
conversations has been Violated - the Goldshteins express
the hope that Barabadze will take steps to put an end
to such violations of law.
On 9 February the Goldshtein brothers sent an open letter

to the 26th CPSU Congress. Giving the story of their 10
years 'in refusal', they ask for a reconsideration of
their application to emigrate and for employment if they
are not to be allowed to emigrate in the near future.
On 10 February  E.I. Bykova,  wife of I. Goldshtein, sent

a declaration to the 'Leaders of the Georgian SSR KGB'
(with a copy to the 26th Congress of the CPSU), stating
that as a protest against the refusal to permit her and
her son Avraam (born 1976) to emigrate, she would go on
hunger-strike from the opening day of the Congress (23
February).
At the beginning of March the Goldshteins were received

for a talk concerning employment. This took place at the
Central Committee building of the Georgian CP with the
deputy head of the administrative section, who promised
to help them.

40. Elena Borisova with her son Vladimir Borisov, 1976

Have Left

At the  beginning of 1981 the Leningrad artist Valentin

Smirnov  (Chronicle 57) and his wife E.P. Borisova (Chronicle
60), mother o adimir Borisov (Chronicle 57), ette
USSR.

In the summer of 1980 the Leningrad OVIR played the
same trick on  Sergei Dedyulin  (Chronicles 53, 56) as it
had already used on him at least twice before (Chronicle
56). Dedyulin was told at OVIR that a letter had come
for him from Israel which expressed disquiet as to why
he was not being allowed to leave. But he had not in fact
handed in any application: so did he want to leave? Dedyulin
said that he would think it over. On 12 January Dedyulin
was summoned to the district Military Enlistment Office
and sent for a medical examination. He was told unofficially
that it was for Afghanistan. The officials were very sur-
prised when they discovered that Dedyulin had not volun-
teered for Afghanistan and said things weren't done that
way. The city Military Enlistment Office told Dedyulin
that he was being sent for two months' Army training,
which would be indefinitely extended. When Dedyulin protes-
ted that legally it could only be extended to three months
(he is already 30 years old), the reply was: 'Well, you
see what the international situation is like!' On leaving
the office Dedyulin rang up OVIR. There, when they heard
his surname, they said 'Well at last! Why did you• take
so long?' Dedyulin was allowed to leave with a woman whom
he called his fiancee. He was given permission to leave
within a few days. At the beginning of March he left.
On 22 January the Leningrad feminist  Sofia Sokolova

(Chronicles 55-57) emigrated. In February the 'aeroplane
man  os Mendelevich  left the USSR, after being pardon-
ed (he had about one-and-a-half years of his sentence
left to serve). There are now two 'aeroplane men' left
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- 187 -in prison - Yury FUdorov (whose sentence ends in June1985) and Aleksei Murzhenko (sentence ends in June 1984).
From the questioning of the witness Malykh (a duty officerfrom Elets Prison):

IN THE PRISONS AND CAMPS

The Trial of Kirill Podrabinek

On 8 and 9 January the Lipetsk Regional Court, presidedover by F.F. Borisenko, heard the case of Kirill Podrabinek(born 1952; he was charged in Elets Prison on 24 June1980, Cour days before his previous sentence ended - Chron-icle 57), charged under article 190-1 of the RSFSR Cr m nalER-6. The prosecutor was Procurator A.S. Nuzhnov; defencecounsel - lawyer L.V. Bobryasheva - was appointed by thecourt (lawyer Yu. Pozdeyev had refused to take part inthe case the day before the investigation was closed -Chronicle 60).
e c arge against K. Podrabinek was that, while a prison-er, he had, in camp (uchr. YaTs-34/16) and in prison (uchr.YuU-323/st-2), 'systematically circulated, in oral form,deliberately false fabrications defaming the Soviet politi-cal and social system - among the convicts'.K. Podrabinek pleaded not guilty and challenged thecourt's composition, explaining that he did not trusta single Soviet court in view of the absence of guaranteedlegal norms (his petition was turned down 'for lack ofgrounds').

The Judge forbade Kirill's father P.A. Podrabinek totake notes on the court proceedings and subsequently grantedthe Procurator's petition to remove him and Kirill's sisterS. Klochikhina from the courtroom in order to questionthem later as witnesses. Notwithstanding the objectionsof the lawyer, on the first day of the trial no relativeswere present in court.
On 9 January the session began with the questioningof the relatives. P. Podrabinek petitioned the court toattach a medical certificate to the case file: in campKirill had contracted tuberculosis, which was diagnosedafter a year's delay as 'a spreading tubercular inflammationof the right lung' (Chronicle 56). Such a diagnosis requiredconstant intensive treatment over a year. A new sentenceof imprisonment would threaten K. Podrabinek with depriva-tion of his health, if not of his life. The certificatewas attached to the case file. Kirill's father, followedby his sister, refused to give any other evidence.The court questioned fifteen witnesses (Rudnev, Krasil-nikov, Malykh, Nikitin, Revnivykh, Katayev, Larin, Alek-sandrov, Avstrievskikh, Konnov, Sokolov, Malyavin, Murash-kintsev, Filimonov and Ovchinnikov), the first five ofthese being employees of the prison and camp administration,the rest convicts who had met Kirill Podrabinek duringhis imprisonment. The evidence of Ananev, Tomilov, Pestovand Glukhikh, who were not present in the courtroom, wasread out by the Judge.
The representatives of the administration spoke aboutthe 'fabrications' uttered by Podrabinek in private con-versations with them.

Podrabinek Witness Malykh, did you and I have conversa-t ons n private?
Mal kh We did have conversations in private.ra inek What did I say to you?a at the Jews and Cossacks are oppressed; thatt ere are no free elections here, but there are abroad.Podrabinek And you told me that Brezhnev is an old monkey.a idn't say that!

ra inek And I say you did. I have no more questionsor t e witness, he has revealed himself enough as awitness.

From the questioning of the witness Krasilnikov (an MVDMajor, Deputy Head of Elets Prison for political matters):
Krasilnikov Podrabinek ... said that our country isa co on a power, that civic freedoms are not observedhere, our Constitution is a fiction, the people areexploited by the CPSU. I personally talked to Podrabinek,but he obstinately persisted in his error.Podrabinek ...Witness Krasilnikov, did you and I haveta s n private?
Krasilnikov Yes, we talked in private.ra ne You told me that Brezhnev is an old monkey.ras n ov It's not true, it's slander, that neverappene .
Podrabinek And I say it did.

e ccused, I am warning you, stop this device.
The convicts called as witnesses were for the most partunable to answer the Judge's question as to what theyknew about the present case, and remained silent untilthe Judge read out to them their written evidence givenin the pre-trial investigation, which they merely confirmed.In addition, it transpired that the witnesses Konnov andAvstrievskikh had given 'evidence' in the pre-trial inves-tigation only after the Elets Deputy Procurator in chargeof supervision, Frolov, had shown them similar evidenceas a model.
A dramatic situation arose during the questioning ofthe convict Filimonov (from Leningrad, born 1956; he hadalready served his three-year sentence, but for unknawnreasons was being held in prison 'for a while'):
Jud e Witness Filimonov, tell us what you know of thecr m nal acts of the accused Podrabinek. First signthis sheet, saying that you will be held responsiblefor giving false evidence.Filimonov I am not going to give any evidence.e ut you know Podrabinek.

monov I know him.
e en why won't you give evidence?monov Guarantee my personal safety; then I'll giveev ence.

Judge This is news! No one and nothing is threatening9Ou here, what are you afraid of?Filimonov Nothing - here. Guarantee my safety, thente you everything.Jud e You gave evidence during the investigation?monov I renounce the written evidence I gave during
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16 as a manager for administration. Tell me, when didyou take up this post?
Murashkintsev I can't remember.
o ra ne 11 remind you. You took it up three weeksa ter you were called to thecampCommandant and persuaded,together with some other prisoners, to beat me up whenI arrived in the punishment cells. There was a deliber-ately provoked fight. You didn't beat me, but you werethe instigator.

From the questioning of Ovchinnik,,v:

Ovchinnikov Podrabinek said he was a dissident, he in-su te our ways...He has raised his son in the same spirit.Jud e In the same pernicious spirit .. that he himselfwas raised by his father.
Ovchinnikov He said he had friends in Moscow and abroadw o wou efend him.
Jud e They have not defended him, however.vc nnikov The father knows Sakharov, they meet at Sak-arov s an have conversations.
Jud e You know, Ovchinnikov, Sakharov isn't in Moscowanymore; he doesn't have conversations there anymore.Ovchinnikov Thank God for that; let's hope that lastsorever. (Theerful animation in the courtroom.)

the investigation.
Jud e Why?

monov It was false.
e HS, did you give false evidence in the pre-trialnvestigation?

Filimonov Under threat.
e reat of what?
monov (is silent for a while, hesitates) Threatt e press-chamber'.

Jud e What kind of chamber is that? I've never heardC.
Filimonov All the prisoners know about it. The 'press-Egam er , the 'press-hut', where people are beaten upand maimed on orders from the administration.Jud e Who beats them up and, as you put it, maims them?monov Selected prisoners.Jruge ave you been beaten?
Filimonov No

e en how do you know about the beatings?monov From my cell-mates Abdulayev and Moshkin,o were beaten.
Jud e Did you see them being beaten?monov Moshkin was beaten up before he came to ource , and the beatings continued when he tried to complainabout it to the Lipetsk Administration for CorrectiveLabour Institutions. Abdulayev was seriously injuredduring the time when I was in the cell. Don't forget,this was a Soviet prison, not the Chilean Junta.Jud e Accused, do you have any questions for the witness?rabinek I do. Witness Filimonov, Tolik [affectionateorm o --Anatoly], do you know if anyone was removedfrom their post in the administration in connectionwith denunciations of the 'press-chamber'?Jud e Question overruled.

monov I know that three people were removed.ra nek No further questions; the administration,course, always knew what was going on.

(This is not the first report of such an 'institution'existing in Soviet prisons: a similar episode took placeduring the trial of M. Dzhemilev in 1979 - Chronicle 40.A. Soldatov was beaten up in one of the 'press- uts' inTallinn Prison - Chronicle 48.)
The next witness, . . Murashkintsev, appeared in thecourtroom after a delay of 7-10 minutes. Murashkintsevproduced his evidence against Kirill without any promptingfrom the Judge. Kirill had spoken ill of Lenin. 'Don'ttouch Vladimir Ilich, we told him, he's someone we respecta great deal.' But Podrabinek had continued to defamehim. He had also defamed Brezhnev, using obscene language.Podrabinek had been beaten up for speaking ill of Lenin.Murashkintsev also testified that he had seen Kirill shakehis fist at Filimonov before the trial, urging him towithdraw the evidence he had given during the investigation,and giving him cigarettes. According to Murashkintsev,all this had happened at a chance meeting lasting twominuies in the investigations prison, before the prisonerswere led to separate cells. Questioned a second time,Filimonov confirmed the fact that they had met, but deniedthere had been any conversation then, and again renouncedthe evidence he had given in the pre-trial investigation.

Podrabinek said that Ovchinnikov had participated in beat-ings of prisoners in the prison.
Before the summing-up began, the accused submitted apetition to summon to court about twenty other witnesseswho had known him for a long time as a prisoner and couldtestify to the beatings of prisoners and refute the falseevidence against him. The petition, supported by defencecounsel, was turned down by the Judge for 'the hollownessof the reasons'.
Procurator Nuzhnov's speech opened with a depictionof the flowering of Soviet democracy and the unity ofthe whole people.

Only an insignificant bunch of renegades, amountingto a fraction of a per cent, numbering fewer than ahundred, Podrabineks of various kinds, oppose the people,the State and the party. Of course no one fears thispathetic bunch of people, but they live among us andleave their stinking mark. They must be isolated fromsociety.

Nuzhnov went on to declaim Mikhalkov's fable But theEat Russian Fat and Krylov's fable The Ele hant an t e- o , an sLed the criminal opin ons o t e accusera nek: fabrications about the absence of democracy,that the USSR Constitution was a fiction, that the peoplewere exploited by the CPSU, that there were no free elec-tions, that the Jews were oppressed in the USSR ('onemust not forget that the first Chairman of the CentralExecutive Committee of the Soviets, Ya. 1. Sverdlov, wasa Jew... Everybody loves Arkady Raikin'),92 that the USSRis a colonial power, 'libellous attacks on our brilliantleader V.I. Lenin, to the effect that he should be thrownout of the mausoleum'.

Podrabinek Witness Murashkintsev, you worked in Camp
As for his shameful libel on the leader of our Partyand state, L.I. Brezhnev, a man of profound humaneness,
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the accused had the gall to say that Brezhnev is an
old man and a dictator.

prisoners. After the accused went on to list specific
facts known to him of tyranny on the part of the prison
and camp administration, the Judge began to interrupt
him; Podrabinek then broke off his final speech with a
stanza by Pasternak:

I know you won't shudder
As you sweep a man away,
Why, you're martyrs of dogma,
You're also victims of the age.

The judgment was practically a paraphrase of all the
of the indictment.

points

The Procurator categorically rejected Filimonov's evidence
about the 'press-chamber' ('It's obvious that there was
collusion on this point'), and, citing K. Podrabinek's
previous conviction, asked that he be given the maximum
sanction under article 190-1 - three years of strict-regime
camp.
Lawyer Bobryasheva built her defence on an analysis

of the confusion and contradictions in the witnesses'
evidence, drawing attention in particular to the fact
that the indictment was based an written evidence which
had not been proved in court.

The witnesses were unable to give an), oral accounts,
they could not remember anything or even explain why
they could not remember. Whereas they had given detailed
accounts in their evidence taken during the investigation.

The evidence was abstract, general and doubtful. This
applied in particular to Murashkintsev's evidence on col-
lusion between Podrabinek and Filimonov, and this cast
doubt on other evidence given by Murashkintsev. In two
cases the lawyer admitted that anti-Soviet statements
had been proved.

These are, first, when he was beaten up by Yurov because
he didn't want to work for the communists, and secondly,
when he told Malyavin he was a dissident.

Concerning his statements on Lenin and Brezhnev, Bobryasheva
reminded the court that they do not come under article
190-1 of the RSFSR Criminal Code. She asked that Podrabinek
be acquitted, the charges not having been proved.

'I am not going to defend myself, I am going to attack,'
said Kirill Podrabinek in his final speech. He reminded
the court that it was Filimonov who now needed to be defen-
ded.

The 'press-chamber' is a branch of Hell on earth. I
know a prisoner who was beaten in the kidneys and died
soon after release. Filimonov made the right choice
in giving false evidence in the pre-trial investigation
in order to have the chance to confirm and denounce
this appalling act of lawlessness.

Podrabinek said that the witnesses' evidence had been
falsified, as it had been obtained under threat of physical
violence:

The fact that Murashkintsev and Ovchinnikov committed
acts of violence became clear here in court. The other
witnesses were blackmailed and bought off with reduced
sentences, improved conditions, etc. Katayev was a stool-
pigeon: he told me so himself and sought my advice on
what to report to the authorities.

As one of the basic motives for the trial, Kirill mentioned
his essay The Unfortunates (Chronicle 47), which denounced
the degradat on o uman ign ty n t e ranks of the Soviet
Army, and also other denunciations by him of the forms
and methods of repression used by the administration against

...Podrabinek stated in blatantly distorted and tenden-
tious form that there is no democracy in the Soviet
Union, no freedom of speech or the press or association.
He called the USSR Constitution a fiction; he asserted
that members of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union
are exploiters of the people, that elections to state
bodies are not free, that the rights of Jews in the
USSR are violated, and that the USSR is a colonial power
in which Jews, Cossacks and other peoples are oppressed
and deprived of rights. Podrabinek spoke offensively
and libellously about the founder of the CPSU and the
Soviet State, V.I. Lenin, and about one of the leaders
of our State.
The witness A.E. Murashkintsev testified that he was

serving a sentence with the accused Podrabinek in 1978
in institution YaTs-34/16. Podrabinek told him and other
prisoners that in the USSR there is no freedom of speech
or of the press, that the peoples of the USSR have no
rights and there is no democracy; he called the Soviet
Union a colonial power in which Jews, Cossacks and other
nations are oppressed and deprived of rights. He spoke
offensively of V.I. Lenin and made incorrect observations
about his activities, and made the same statements about
one of the leaders of the Soviet State. In addition
Podrabinek threatened the witness Filimonov into denying
his evidence, in which the latter had unmasked the ac-
cused.
The witness Pestov stated that he had heard, with

other convicts, statements by Podrabinek in which he
defamed the Soviet State system, spoke offensively about
state leaders, and said that the party exploits the
citizens of the USSR.
The witnesses Nikitin, Revnivykh, and, in the pre-

trial investigation, the witnesses Tomilov, Sokolov
and Clukhikh gave evidence proving Podrabinek's circula-
tion of deliberately false fabrications which defamed
the Soviet political and social system.
The witness S.N. Ovchinnikov testified that from Novem-

ber 1978 to April 1979 he had served his sentence in
institution YuU-323/st.2 together with Podrabinek. In
a room of seven prisoners Podrabinek systematically
told all of them that there was no freedom of speech
in the USSR, gave an incorrect, libellous evaluation
of the activities of the Soviet government, asserted
that the Jews were repressed in the USSR and circulated
other fabrications of a libellous nature.
Witnesses Konnov, Avstrievskikh, Rudnev, Krasilnikov,

Malykh, Katayev, Larin, Malyavin and Aleksandrov gave
evidence at the pre-trial investigation from which it
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follows that in institution YuU-323/st.2, from autumn
1978 to June 1980, Podrabinek systematically circulated
among persons serving sentences various kinds of infor-
mation describing the Soviet political and social system
in a blatantly distorted and tendentious way.
The witness Filimonov gave evidence at the pre-trial

investigation corroborating Podrabinek's guilt of the
charges against him. In court Filimonov denied his origi-
nal evidence and stated that he had given this evidence
under the influence of the administration of institution
YuU-323/st.2. He gave no specific names.
The court, having evaluated both of Filimonov's testi-

monies in the context of all the case materials, finds
the evidence given at the pre-trial investigation authen-
tic (pp. 54-55 of the case file). He altered his evidence
in favour of Podrabinek under the latter's influence.
This circumstance was corroborated by the evidence of
witness Murashkintsev.
The accused Podrabinek also tried to persuade other

witnesses to alter their evidence in his favour. From
the letters filed with the case as material evidence,
it is obvious that the accused suggested to Katayev
that he deny his earlier evidence in court. Results
of a graphological examination show that the handwritten
texts addressed to Katayev were written by Podrabinek.
The witness Larin testified that unidentified persons

twice summoned him for an international telephone con-
versation. An unidentified person told him not to give
any evidence concerning Podrabinek at the trial, and
threatened him if he did not comply. He did not have
a conversation with him. He did not go to answer the
second call.
Podrabinek's assertions that the witnesses who served

sentences with him in institution YuU-323/st.2 gave
false evidence were not corroborated in court. The court
finds that this assertion of his is aimed at evading
responsibility for the actions committed by him and
is of a defensive nature.

manuscript of which was
home, also includes his
excerpt from the trial..

tionships under Socialism', the
confiscated in a search of his
letter to the Central ACLI with an

*
On 29 January the  Moscow Helsinki Croup  adopted Document
No. 155, 'Second Convictions for the Brothers Alexander
and Kirill Podrabinek' (see 'Persecution of the Working
Commission').

* ;if
*

On 19 February the RSFSR Supreme Court heard the appeal;
the sentence was left unchanged. The defence lawyer did
not inform K. Podrabinek's relatives of the date of the
appeal hearing.

The Trial  of Kazachkov

The court sentenced K. Podrabinek to three years in strict-
regime camps.

On 9 January the trial of Mikhail Kazachkov, charged under
article 206, part 2, of the RSFSR Criminal Code ('malicious
hooliganism') and article 98 ('deliberate destruction
or damage of state property') was due to begin in Chistopol.
On 7 January Mikhail's mother D.A. Kazachkova and the

lawyer Popov had arranged to fly from Leningrad to Kazan.
A few hours before they were due to depart, the Chairman
of the Leningrad [Regional] Bar [E.A. Malev] telephoned
Popov and told him that Kazachkov had refused his services.
The Chairman of the Bar then phoned Kazachkova. In one
of these telephone conversations the Chairman said that
there was a telegram to this effect, adding that it had
not yet been received - it was 'on its way' (in fact it
never arrived). On the same day the following telegram
was delivered to Kazachkova: 'In view of the delay of
lawyer Popov we are appointing a local lawyer'. As a
result Kazachkova set off for the airport alone. She was
not allowed on the aeroplane, as it turned out that her
place 'had already been taken'. The next day Kazachkova
was unable to leave, as the flight to Kazan had been post-
poned.
On 9 January Kazachkova received the reply over the

telephone that the trial had begun. She was not able to
call a second time until the Ilth. She was told that M.
Kazachkov had been sentenced to three-and-a-half years'
imprisonment.
According to Deputy Procurator of Leningrad I.V. Katukova,

Kazachkov's crime was that on 7 November he had broken
a window-pane in his cell and burned something.

In January  P.A. Podrabinek  sent a letter to the Head of
the USSR MVD Central Administration for Correbtive Labour
Institutions [ACLU, recounting in detail Filimonov's
denunciations of the 'press-chamber' in Elets Prison.
He received replies from the Lipetsk Procuracy and the
Lipetsk ACLI:

The convicts Filimonov, Abdulayev and others testified
in their explanations that they knew nothing about the
'press-chamber': they had never been in it, there was
no pressurizing by convicts or by the administration
of the institution, nobody beat them up. Filimonov further
explained that he had refused to give evidence in court
at the request of your son, K.P. Podrabinek.

On 17 February P.A. Podrabinek was summoned to the District
Department of the KGB in Elektrostal, where he was cautioned
'according to the Decree'.83 The list of reasons for the
caution, in addition to his articles in the journal Searches
(Chronicles 52, 56, 57) and the article 'Reciproca e a-

The Case of Airik an

On 26 January Investigator V.V. Novoselov interrogated
P. Airikyan's fiancee  E. Sirotenko  for the second time.
He said that the interrogation was connected with the
case of Zhilin, who was charged under article 173 of the
RSFSR Criminal Code Ptaking a bribe'l; on 9 October Novo-
selov had mentioned article 170 ('abuse of authority or
of an official position').
Sirotenko said that she had sent to Zhilin in Sverdlovsk

two parcels containing 'the usual selection of food supplies
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- /95 -necessary in camp'. The investigator read to her the eviden-ce of prisoner V. Sverdlov (Chronicles 52, 60) that theparcels had also contained a woman s coat, children'sunderwear and money. Sirotenko then said: 'I see thatSverdlov's reputation has been confirmed, and you're build-ing a case on the evidence of a provocateur and a stool-pigeon. It's a great shame that the experience of honestpeople and their warnings have been in vain, and thatthe provocation has gone so far this time. If I rejectedpart of his previous evidence - about the belongings -but continued to take part in the investigation, thenthis time, because of the obvious falsehood - about themoney - and most of all because it is obvious from thisevidence that you intend to fabricate a case so as toimpose a fresh sentence, I refuse to continue the inter-rogation if you are building the case only on Sverdlov'sevidence. Is there really not any evidence from otherwitnesses?' (prisoners of Perm Camp 35 - Chronicle).

a

On 27 January, the day before the investigation had toend, Airikyan fulfilled the requirements of article 201of the RSFSR Code of Criminal Procedure.84 The case wasthen. sent to the Perm Regional Court, which decreed inan administrative session on 17 February that the casebe sent back for further investigation. The Deputy Chairmanof the court, M.I. Ponedelkin, informed Airikyan's relativesthat the court could not examine the case in its presentstate: several more documents had to be filed and thematter given further consideration.By the end of the investigation period there was anorder from the medical unit to send Airikyan to hospitalfollowing the results of an X-ray examination. However,in mid-February he was still in a communal cell in a Permprison (Investigations Prison No. 1).On 19 February Airikyan's mother and Sirotenko travelledto Perm to give him food supplies. They were told at firstthat by order of the Head of the Investigations PrisonAirikyan had been deprived of all parcels - by a decreeof 6 February of the investigators.85

41. The parents of Igor Ogurtsov - V acheslav Olurtsov andEv enia Derevenshova

The Mordovian Cam s

Chisto ol Prison

S. KovalOv has an inflammation of the prostate gland;he has one tooth left (before his arrest nearly all histeeth were intact).

*
From 8 October 1980 to 15 February 1981 I. Ogurtsov wasin Leningrad. His relatives were allowed to see him oftenand to feed him home-cooked meals. While in LeningradOgurtsov regained strength (in addition to a lymph glanddisease, he suffers from a liver complaint and weakenedvision). There were rumours that he was to be releasedand sent abroad. However, on 15 February his parents wereinformed that he had been taken back to Chistopol Prison.His term of imprisonment ends in February 1982, afterwhich he still faces five years' exile.

Camp 3
On 23 December 1980 N. Rudenko was operated on for anadenoma. At the beginning of February he was in hospitalwith a projecting tube, waiting for the second stage ofthe operation. According to some reports, he kept up hishunger-strike until the end of February and was force-fed; others state that he ended it no later than a weekafter it began.
Early in February Raisa Rudenko" arrived for a 'long'visit with her husband. They were not granted the visit('There are no facilities for this in the hospital') andher parcel was not accepted ('It'll just go rotten').Rudenko demanded that the Deputy Commandant of the Mordoviancamps give her a note from her husband. On the eveningof 5 February she was given a note in which N. Rudenkodid not mention his hunger-strike.

On the day the 26th Party Congress began, 23 February,Yury BadzU declared a three-day protest hunger-strikeand sent the USSR Procurator-General a letter to the Con-gress.

According to a TASS report of 6 January, in January JanisTilgalis (Chronicle 52) wrote an open letter protestingagainst 'Amnesty nternational's intention to use hisfate for political purposes'.
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The Perm Cam  s

Camp 35
A. Shcharansky's stay in the punishment barracks has beenextended until August. His eyes hurt. Only his mother'sletters reach him.

Camp 36 (Special Regime)
In February A. Murzhenko was deprived of use of the campshop and of parcels for infringing camp discipline (helay down on his bunk without undressing).In February his mother A.M. Ostapenko sent the Presidiumof the 26th Congress of the CPSU a request for her son'srelease:
My son had no intention of betraying the Motherlandand hijacking an airplane. He had access to no stateor military secrets and had no political aims. He onlywanted to leave the USSR.
Out of the group convicted with my son, eight personshave already been released: two who received shortersentences have served their terms; four have been par-doned; Dymshits and Kuznetsov, sentenced to death (thiswas commuted to 15 years' imprisonment) were exchangedfor Soviet citizens convicted in America. All thosewho have been released and pardoned received permissionto emigrate and are living in the West.It is unbearably painful for me as a mother to realizethat after these years of imprisonment, at the age of38 my son has become a totally sick person. He suffersfrom the following serious illnesses: 1. Weakness ofthe heart; 2. Hidden form of tuberculosis of the lungs;3. Chronic hyper-acid gastritis; 4. Colitis; 5. Polyar-thritis of the right hand and right shoulder joint;Bleeding haemorrhoids with prolapse of the rectum;Inguinal and scrotal hernia; 8. Vitamin deficiency.I fear for his life. And he has two little children,who could become orphans.
On 22 January 1981 I suffered a stroke, which forcedme to stay in bed. I am afraid I will not survive untilthe end of my son's sentence. Assuage a mother's grief'Let me hope before I die to see my son in freedom, withhis family and children.

Camp 37
In March the 'small zone' contained 18 persons (cf Chronicle53); the 'large zone' about 30.  Yu. FUdorov  has begF—Erans-ferred here from Camp 36.  Nikolai Nukradze  of Leningrad,convicted under article 64 of the RSFSR Criminal Codeto 13 years in strict-regime camps and five years' exile,is in the camp. Wishing to emigrate, Nukradze approachedthe American consulate and talked about himself to peoplewho, after hearing him out, showed him documents identifyingthem as KGB officers and detained him.  Yu. Orlov  has aninflammation of the prostate gland.

 
to
to

Imnadze (Chronicles 49, 53) was transported in Marchhis place o ex e. He was apparently sentenced notfive years' camp (Chronicle 54), but to three.

In Transit Prisons

On 8 January  V. Abramkin  (trial - Chronicle 58) was trans-ferred from the Butyrka Investigat ons r son to KrasnayaPresnya Transit Prison. There 31 persons were held ina room of 27 square metres (the norm is ten persons).On 10 January Abramkin was taken for transportation (see'In'Other Camps').
During his transportation  Yu. Grimm  (trial - Chronicle58) had to share one food dish with another pr soner.During the journey (14 days) Grimm lost about 10 kilos.In Sverdlovsk Transit Prison he spent six days in an over-crowded cell. There was no room even to stretch one'slegs (see 'In Other Camps').
In Solikamsk Transit Prison
Chuiko (trial - Chronicle 57)

was taken (see also etters andPrisoners').

(institution AM-244/6N)
was robbed - his jacket
Statements by Political

In Other Cam s

Yu. FUdorov  has been transterred to a strict-regime camp(see 'Camp 37').

Camp 36 (Strict-Regime)
In January the political zone of Camp 36 contained 40-45 prisoners. In February the 'hijacker'  I. Mendelevichleft the camp (see 'The Right to Leave'). On 22 July 1980Andrei Turik  (Chronicles 44, 46, 51, 54) was sent to thecentral camp hosp ta in Camp 35). On 6 September hewas transferred to Perm. On 12 September, after an opera-tion, he died. (In 1958 he was given 25 years for participa-tion in the UIA and OUN [Ukrainian Insurrectionist Army;Organizationof Ukrainian Nationalists].)In December 1980  Ovchinnikov,  arrested in 1979 and convic-ted under article 70 of the RSFSR Criminal Code, was broughthere from Moscow.  V. Nekipelov  (Chronicle 60) was takento Camp 37 in order to receive a vis t.

At the end of January  V. Abramkin  arrived in a camp withthe following address: 658040, Altaisky krai, Novoaltaisk-40, uchr. UB-14/8-3. His 'case file' bears two red stripes:'inclined to escape' and 'requires isolation'. In camphe weaves nets; the norm is 10 per day; a orisoner usuallymanages to weave one or one-and-a-half nets.Yu. Grimm  has arrived in this camp: 626400, Tyumenskayaobl., Surgut-2, uchr. YaTs-34/11-8. His 'case file' bearsa red stripe: 'inclined to escape'. In camp he stuffsbristles into brushes: the norm is 10 per day. He wasoffered a job as a contractor or rate-setter; he refused.The zone where he is being held is divided into severalisolated units.
On 17 January  I. Dyadkin  (trial - Chronicle 58) arrivedin this camp: 626100, Tyumenskaya o o olsk-2, uchr.YaTs-34/16'21.0 (Kirill Podrabinek was in rhis same camp).S.  GorbachUv  (trial - Chronicle 58) is in this camp:Tomskaya obi., Asino, uchr. a - 4/2. In a zone designedfor 800 persons, about 1,400 are being held. There isa waiting list for 'long' visits: one has to wait aboutsix months.
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. Mimuslav Simi:bac 11 in camp,

V. Bakhmin  (trial - Chronicle 58) is being held in thesame camp. On 22 JanuaTy t e .upreme Court heard lawyerA. Polyak's appeal. In his speech A. Polyak pointed outthe absence of any deliberate slander in his defendant'sactions. He picked out some of the most striking episodesfrom the judgment, in particular about  P. Scbelev,  whowas sent for compulsory treatment without a preliminaryexamination in a Psychiatric-Neurological Clinic, andabout the staff's bad treatment of patients in Kaliningrad[ie Chernyakhovsk] SPH. The lawyer recalled that Bakhmin,tn order to verify and confirm items published in theInformation Bulletin, continually sent inquiries to differ-enC- government offices: 'It is quite obvious that thefact that he received no replies to these inquiries onlystrengthened the defendant's belief in the veracity ofwhat was written'. In her speech Procurator Suslova lejec-ted defence counsel's arguments: 'Even a child can under-stand that in our country only sick people are kept inhospitals.' The court left the sentence unchanged.On 1 February  L. Ternovsky  (trial - Chronicle 60) arrivedin this camp: 4300L5, Saransk, uchr. ZEK - T12. In viola-tion of the law he was sent to camp before the appealhearing, ie before the sentence entered into legal force.Lyudmila Ternovskaya sent her husband a telegram askinghim to refuse to appeal (so that he would not have toundergo two more journeys, and so that he would not besent somewhere far away). Ternovsky sent a telegram refusingto appeal,but at the demand of Judge Baikova he was dispat-ched to Moscow on 13 February. On 18 February he arrivedin Moscow. He was placed in the Investigations Prisonon Matrosskaya Tishina street.  He  suffers from sciatica.On 4 February  A. Podrabinek  (trial in this issue) wassent to this camp: 677023, Yakutsk, pos. B. Markha, uchr.YaD-40/5. He has high arterial pressure. He was sent towork as a loader, but in February a medical commissionreLeased him from strenuous work until 17 March. The doctorwho examined A. Podrabinek told him: 'You were able towrite anti-Soviet books; now work"
On 16 December 1980  M. Simchich  (Chronicle 56) was putin the cooler for 15 days.  V. Marchen o  see 'In Exile')sent a telegram on this subject on 2 February to the Uk-rainian SSR Procurator, Glukh:
I draw your attention to the fact that Miroslav Simchich,a sick man, was incarcerated in the cooler instead ofbeing given medical assistance. I ask that the Commandantof Corrective Labour Institution 310/88 of Zaporozheregion, Grigorenko, be prosecuted.

There have been no letters from Simchich since 10 January.His wife travelled twice to the camp and asked to be shownher husband (she doubts that he is in the camp). CampCommandant Grigorenko told her: 'It's not a menageriehere. I don't know why he doesn't want to write to you.'Vladimir Isayenko  (born 1952), orginally a common crim-inal, has been imprisoned for over 12 years; he is disabled(one leg missing). He is being held in a special campfor disabled persons in Surgut. He is now completing aterm in camp under article 190-1 of the RSFSR CriminalCode (for an album of poetry and drawings). He is duefor release in the summer.
*

On 12 January in Oktyabrsky Village, Chuna District, IrkutskRegion,  S.S. Evsyukov  (Chronicle 60) was visited by his

parents and sister. It turned
out that the camp was under
quarantine. Nevertheless,
Deputy Camp Commandant V.I.
Chegretsky signed a warrant
granting them a two-day
visit after the quarantine
was over (it was due to
end soon).
On 13 January, as they

were taking a walk beside
the camp fence (there are
houses on the other side),• the Evsyukovs were detained
by two officers (one of
them was the Deputy Head
for security, First Lieutenant
Ziyangerov). They were told
to write a note explaining
why they were walking where
they were not supposed  Lc).
It turned out that they
were not even allowed near
the camp office building,
and that their presence
was having a bad effect
on the prisoners anyway,
so they would have to leave.
On 15 January Chegretsky

11)80 told the Evsyukovs that
he would not consider grantingthem a visit. After this conversation the Evsyukovs werestanding next to the offices. A good distance away, theprisoners were being taken to work. On the order of anofficer, a guard shot in the air just above the Evsyukovs'heads, then started setting a dog on them.

On the morning of the 16th, before the prisoners weretaken out of the camp, the Evsyukovs were surrounded outsideby eight persons (senior among them was Ziyangerov) whothrew them to the ground and dragged them along. The Ev-syukovs sent a telegram to Brezhnev telling him aboutthe events of the previous days. At 3 pm a local policemanwas waiting for them outside the offices. They were putin a car and driven to the Procuracy in Chuna.At the Procuracy the Evsyukovs had a 'chat' (each sep-arately) with Deputy District Procurator S.N. Ivanets,Deputy Chief of  Police O.A.  Gribovsky and InvestigatorV.A. Kadulin. At this point two 'plain-clothes men' appear-ed. Ivanets told them that he knew about their intentionto foment a rebellion in the camp, and they were underarrest.
The Evsyukovs were then taken to a police station. Ivanetsand Kadulin also went. The Evsyukovs were told that theyhad been arrested on suspicion of committing a crime underarticle 190-3 of the RSFSR Criminal Code ('organizationof, or active participation in, group actions disruptingpublic order'). Then an official interrogation began.First the Evsyukovs' 20-year-old daughter was interrogated.She was asked: 'What happened?' She told them what hadhappened to them. Ivanets said on this subject: 'Don'tworry, after they shoot at you a couple more times, you'llget used to it.' The elder Evsyukovs, who refused to takepart in the interrogation, were threatened by Ivanets
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with prosecution for refusing to give evidence (the Criminal
Code does not stipulate any such prosecution of suspectsand accused persons - Chronicle). Their refusal was recordedand alcoholics being e -Th the preliminary detentioncells were invited to act as witnesses. The Evsyukovswere then searched and paper, pens, watches and handker-chiefs taken from them. They were placed in the preliminarydetention cells. Mother and daughter shared a cell whichwas very cold and dirty, with no place to wash. They sleptin their coats and were fed once a day: the food had tolast them all day. Their daughter required medical assis-tance; this was requested several times from the dutypoliceman, but after three days there was still no doctor.Evsyukov was in a large cell with common criminals.
At about 5pm on 19 January mother and daughter weretaken to Ivanets. He told them again that they were underarrest and Taishet Prison awaited them. To the mother'squestion: 'On what grounds?' Ivanets said: 'Oh-ho, she'sspoken up at last" The daughter was told that she wasunder arrest under article 206 of the RSFSR Criminal Code('hooliganism'). At 10 pm Evsyukov was taken to Ivanets,who told him that his wife and daughter were being releasedon signing an undertaking not to leave town, while Evsyukovwas being arrested under article 206.
At half-past midnight on 20 January the Evsyukovs werereleased. Up to the very last minute of their stay inthe Procuracy, Ivanets continued to act out the arrestfarce. The Evsyukovs again sent a telegram to Brezhnev,describing what had happened to them.
On the same day the Evsyukovs returned to Oktyabrskyvillage, where Chegretsky told them that they would notget a visit anyway, as their son had been put in the coolerfor 15 days, and advised them to come separately on theirnext visit. During the Evsyukovs' absence the house wherethey were staying had been searched. The birth certificatesof the Evsyukovs' son and daughter, an application fora visit signed by Chegretsky, camp letters from theirson which had evaded the censor, a notebook, diary notesand notes from the camp were confiscated. (Notes saidto be from their son had been brought out of the campto the Evsyukovs, with requests to send money, cigarettesand tea. The handwriting in the notes was similar to theirson's, but they doubted that he had written them. Beforethe Evsyukovs were taken away to Chuna on the 16th, theywere told in the offices that notes from common criminalsto the Evsyukovs, written 'in handwriting similar to thatof their son' had been intercepted, and that the adminis-tration had already 'sorted it all out': their son wasnot guilty. After the Evsyukovs' return from Chuna ittranspired that their son had been given 15 days for thesevery notes.)
The Camp Commandant, Major M.K. Valiulin, confirmedthat there would be no visit and that their son had beengiven 15 days. Concerning the telegram to Brezhnev, Valiulinsaid: 'What's he to you - your father?'
On 3 February the Evsyukovs wrote a letter to the Presi-dium of the 26th Congress of the CPSU complaining of theactions of the Chuna Procuracy. They described everythingthat had happened to them, protested against the measuresapplied to them, and demanded that the persecutions ceaseand the confiscated belongings and documents be returnedto them.
From a letter of S. Evsyukov of 20 February it transpired

that he had been put in the cooler on 20 January and heldthere for 30 days without being let out, except that hewas summoned twice for a talk - to the Deputy Head ofthe Irkutsk UVD and to the Head of the Irkutsk KGB.
To a request for a visit to his son S.S. Evsyukov'sfather received the following reply from Valiulin:
In reply to your application for a long visit with yourson, we inform you that he has been deprived of h15next visit for grossly infringing camp discipline. Along visit with S.S. Evsyukov may be obtained on 12September 1981.

In Oktyabrsky village there is a shortage of firewood.It is cold in the camp. Prisoners coming out of the campsay that there have been no baths since October. The campcontains about 1,400 prisoners. Evsyukov has lost 10 kilos.With his height of 196 cm he weighs 70 kilos.

Letters and Statements b Political Prisoners

BadzU, R. Nazaryan: Appeal to the Madrid Conference(February 1981)
We, citizens of a state which continually deprives itssubjects of basic civil and political rights, cruellypersecuting them for any attempts to implement them;we, representatives of peoples of the Soviet Federationwhich are deprived of genuine national statehood, ofpolitical, spiritual and cultural sovereignty; we, politi-cal prisoners of the Soviet camps, who experience contin-ually the cynicism of the 'Soviet concept of human rights'- call upon the delegations to the resumed Madrid meeting:as you discuss questions of detente and disarmament,remember that any agreement on these problems of vitalimportance to mankind will remain empty words on paperas long as the governments which sign it carry on apolicy of suffocating freedom within their own countries.Without respecting it or guaranteeing the rights oftheir fellow-citizens and their peoples, the governmentsof these states have the very same treatment in storefor the rights of other peoples and the sovereigntyof other countries. You have examples right in frontof you. As long as respect for the individual and hisrights are trampled on even in one country, the worldis in danger of being blown up and dialogue foundedon mutual trust is not possible. For this reason, wepropose that a special conference on human rights becalled, and recalled at regular intervals in future.Not for one moment must the problems of human rightsbe lost from view, or efforts to achieve progress inthis area be slackened. Those who infringe internationaldeclarations and agreements on this subject must bejudged by the most severe moral court. An atmosphereof intolerance towards any case of violation of theindividual's rights and freedoms must be created. Eachcountry and each person must realize today that detenteis inseparable from the question of human rights.

B. Chuiko: To the First Secretary of the CPSU's Perm Region-al Committee, B.V. Konoplev:
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Petition for an End to Tyranny and Repression
(19 January 1981)

...My written petition to the court of 6 June 1980,and later an oral one, requested that members of thePensions Committee and the Chief Accountant of the TownSocial Security who allocated my pension, be summonedto court and questioned about who and when - and onaccount of which of my pension documents and which laws- calculated and cancelled my pension without my knowledgeand in my absence over a one-year period, and wrotein the pension records that these operations had beencarried out in my presence. Both these petitions wererejected by the court without reasons being given...Thus the court deprived me of my right to a defence,and this forced me to remain silent throughout the hear-ing; the judgment misleadingly stated that I had refusedto testify in court...
From the decision of the Presidium of the Tambov Region-al Court it follows that I was charged not with perjury,but for handing in my work book to the Town Social Secur-ity... I officially informed the Town Social Securityofficials that I had served a sentence from 1949 to1956.
Since the first days of my arrival in Corrective LabourColony No. 2 ... as a Group 2 invalid (I cannot walk)with a higher education I was given a job as a statis-tician, in which I worked for two-and-a-half months,but without any lapse on my part I was deprived of thisjob and locked in an airless cell.

In addition Chuiko has sent a lengthy complaint abouthis conviction 'on the pretext of a fabricated pensioncase' to the 26th Congress of the CPSU. He totally deniesthe crimes with which he was charged and requests that'an end be put to coercion, injustice and lawlessness'.'My crime consists entirely of the fact that I am a Ukrain-ian and love my homeland and people,' he concludes.
(On 13 June 1980 the newspaper Michurinska a Pravdapublished an article by an Assistant rocurator o C Ur-insk, B. Grobov, entitled 'To Each His own Memory (AnInvestigator's Notes)'. On 17 June the same newspaperpublished under the heading 'From the Courtroom' an articleby Deputy Editor V.S. Arshansky: 'We Will Not Forget,We Will Not Forgive'. On 11 September 1980 the newspaperTambovska a Pravda published an article by V. Zelenev,ow e s a windier Too...' On 7 January 1981 thenewspaper Socialist Industr published an article by thesame Zelenev: e erewo . All the articles are aboutChuiko.)

of the Statutes.
In connection with this unofficial news Orlov's wifesent a telegram to the President of the Armenian SSRAcademy of Sciences, Academician Ambartsumyan, and receiv-ed the reply that the information she requested hadbeen sent to Yu. F. Orlov.
As we are unable to ascertain the veracity of thereport that Yury Orlov has been deprived of his titleof Corresponding Member, we appeal to all organizationswhich are concerned about Dr Orlov's fate, and to hisWestern colleagues, to send official inquiries to theUSSR Academy of Sciences and the Armenian SSR Academyof Sciences.

A.F. Matusevich: 'To the Twenty-Sixth Congressof the CPSU'(31 January 1981)
'The mother of N. Matusevich (Chronicle 60) requestsintervention in order to put a stop to the lawlessnessover letters and packets'. Chistopol Prison twice senther packets back to her stamped 'Not Allowed', althoughdeprivation of packets is not stipulated in the CorrectiveLabour Code. A.F. Matusevich cites two replies from Chisto-pol Prison: 'Your son Matusevich sent a letter addressedto you on 12 December 1980' and 'Matusevich's letter of12 December 1980 was sent to the addressee on 23 January1981 '- No. 856. Galiullin.' She also asks for help inobtaining a visit to her son (during the whole of hisimprisonment she has had only one visit - in July 1978;see also Chronicles 54, 56). A.F. Matusevich sent analogouscomplaints to t e Central Administration for CorrectiveLabour Institutions and the USSR Procurator-General.

A. Mkrtchyan: 'To the USSR Procurator-General' (January1981)
New charges have been brought against Marzpet Arutyunyan,who was given two years for 'narcotics' (Chronicle 57contains an error). His wife writes on this subject:We are faced with one of the most despicable acts againstthe Constitution and the law. The victim of the provoca-tion was my husband: one gram of hashish planted inhis pocket was blown up into anti-Soviet agitation andpropaganda. If the Soviet judicial bodies do not inves-tigate these inhuman unconstitutional acts against myhusband, then I will be forced to appeal to the Interna-tional Court of Justice of the United Nations Organiza-tion, requesting its assistance.

*

In Defence of Political Prisoners.

On 1 March the Helsinki Group adopted Document No. 158:'On Women Prisoners of Conscience'.
...In recent years several publicized and unpublicizedamnesties for women have been carried out. But not oneof these amnesties has led to the release of a singleprisoner of conscience, a single woman convicted forbelief in God or for activities defending the rule oflaw.
We are convinced of the illegality of the arrestsand sentences of these women. But as we do not hopeto obtain a public retrial of all these cases and theacquittal of all those who have been innocently convicted,we confine ourselves to demanding a total amnesty forall women political prisoners and political exiles,and the release of women believers from psychiatric

E. Bonner, Yu. Golfand, S. Kalistratova, N. Meiman, A.Sakharov: 'Open Letter' (8 February 1981)
We have recently learned in Moscow from unofficial sourcesthat the scientist, theoretical physicist and founderof the Moscow Helsinki Group, Dr Yury Orlov, was deprivedtwo years ago of his title of Corresponding Member ofthe Armenian SSR Academy of Sciences. We are amazedat this, as we do not know if there was a general assemblyof the Armenian SSR Academy of Sciences on this subject;to expel someone without an assembly is an infringement
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prisons.
We appeal to the heads of all the signatory states

of the Helsinki Act, to all international women's organi-
zations and to the international public to support our
demand for an amnesty.

The document ends with a list of 60 women prisoners of
conscience.

2. Antonyuk (Chronicles  53-55, 57) hoped that during
his holiday he wou e a lowed to go home, where he could
get treatment. However, a KGB colonel who came from Irkutsk
refused permission.

Releases

On 4 January S. Soldatov (Chronicle 60) was released from
Tallin Prison on completion o s sentence. For the last
five days before his release Soldatov held a hunger-strike
to protest 'against all the deprivations during my six-
year sentence and against the pressurization during the
last two months'. After jis release he was immediately
placed under surveillance.8/
On 4 February  N. Nikitin  (Chronicle 54) was released

on completion of his sentence. e was allowed to register
temporarily (for one year) in Leningrad, at his wife's
home.

sent a telegram to the USSR

*
the Aktyubinsk UVD
or in a job commen-

inual tyranny of
in my profession
of health.
provisions of the
USSR Constitution

Corrective Labour
be put into prac-

On 4 March the appeal hearing in the case of V. Sorokin
(trial - Chronicle 60) was held. The RSFSR Supreme Court
commuted t e sentence to one year's corrective tasks,
as the court of the first instance 'had not considered
the possibility of a lighter sentence'. Sorokin was not
released (from Krasnaya Presnya Transit Prison) until
9 March, although under article 354 of the RSFSR Code
of Criminal Procedure a copy of the decision of the appeal
instance must be sent 'immediately to the administration
of the place of detention to be carried out' within 24
hours.

IN  EXILE

A.V. Usatyuk (Chronicles 40, 42) is serving his exile
in Tyumen Region: st. arasulsk, pos. Oktyabr, Shkolnaya
6.
On 27 January Kuzma Dasiv (Chronicle 60) arrived at

his place of exile: 468430, Maga ans aya obl., Evensk,
ul. Geologov 4, kv. 50. He is working as a metal-worker
in a geological expeditionary group. He faces two-and-
a-half years of exile (after taking into account the time
of his transportation).
On 9 January the hospital where Z.  Popadyuk  (Chronicle

57) was kept after his operation was visited by certa n
official persons who reminded the doctors that three months
had passed since the operation and it was time to discharge
him. He is forbidden by the doctors to work in dusty and
very cold conditions.
On 19 February  Malva Landa  (Chronicle 57) was visited

by an 'official' from Dzhezkazgan or an interrogation
in connection with Altunyan's case. She refused to answer
any questions.

On 9 February in Saralzhin village, Aktyubinsk Region,
where V.  Marchenko  (Chronicles 53, 57) is serving his
exile, the head of the operat ons section of the Aktyubinsk
KGB (a lieutenant-colonel) and an official of the same
section (a first lieutenant) arrived from Aktyubinsk.
They had 'talks' with the 11 inhabitants of the village
who were even superficially acquainted with Marchenko.
They asked about conversations Marchenko had, whom he
associated with, who came to see him. The word 'connection'
kept coming up in the talks. Everyone summoned was strictly
forbidden tb tell Marchenko about the 'talks'.
After the visit Marchenko began to be harassed at work

(his presence at work was continually checked, his work
norms were raised).
On 11 February Marchenko

Procurator-General:
Because of the cont
I am unable to work
surate with my state
I demand that the

Legislation and the
tice.

On 12 February Marchenko wrote a statement to the Head
of the Aktyubinsk KGB, in which he protested against the
ban on medical assistance, of which he has effectively
been deprived, as he was forbidden to travel to the district
centre and was refused permission to travel to Kiev during
his leave. He received no reply.
On 25 February a doctor's assistant of the local hospital

issued Marchenko an illness certificate as his blood pres-
sure had risen to 200/120. However, on 27 February Marchenko
was called in for examination by the Head Doctor of Saral-
zhin Hospital, Tashimova, at whose home the visiting KGB
officers had stayed on 9 February (there is no hotel in
the village). She told Marchenko that his lower pressure
was 70 (Marchenko has hypertension; he never has such
low pressure). It is up to Tashimova to decide whether
Marchenko should do strenuous outdoor work (in addition
to hypertension, Marchenko has a kidney inflammation and
cystitis).
Marchenko's exile ends on 29 April.

IN THE PSYCHIATRIC HOSPITALS

In S ecial Hos itals

Blagoveshchensk SPH
In January  Viktor Davydov arrived  hele from Kazan SPH
(Chronicle 60).
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in psychiatric hospital several  times in the past.

In Ordinar Hos itals

OrUl SPH
Anatoly Lupynos  (Chronicle 57) arrived here from Cherkassy
Regional PH No. or nary type). On 26 June 1980 his
father Ivan Trofimovich Lupynos sent the Cherkassy Regional
Court an appeal against the decision of the Smela People's
Court of 10 June (Chronicle 57 contains an inaccuracy);
however, this appea was not accepted, as I.T. Lupynos
did not have the document attesting his guardianship;
when he requested a copy of the document, he was told
that the document had been lost and that he would have
to fill in new guardianship documents.

Tashkent SPH
In August 1980 a Bible was taken from  A.V. Chertkova  (Chron-
icle 48). The doctor stated: 'We're curing her of t at .
Cli-e-itkova was forcibly interned in August 1973 ano has
been in psychiatric hospitals ever since. In February
1974 the Oktyabrsky District People's Court in Alma-Ata,
presided over by Shustikova (the prosecutor was Procurator
Vykhodtseva; defence counsel - lawyer Bazhenova) issued
the following decision:

...Anna Vasilevna Chertkova worked from 1970 in the
Alma-Ata post-office, in the telegram delivery department,
and resided on Fedoseyev Street; however, while she
was carrying out her duties at her place of work, and
in her place of residence,she led an irregular way of
life and circulated in oral and written form fabrications
defaming the Soviet political and social system, and
Soviet and Party organs, performed religious rites in
public places and left her job.
The circumstance of Chertkova's irregular behaviour

was confirmed during the investigation by the witnesses
Anisimova, Gvozdeva, Frolov and Shmigel and by some
materials in the case - the offensive writings of Chert-
kova (pp. 34-76 of the case file). However, an in-patient
forensic-psychiatric examination established that Chert-
kova suffers from sluggish, paranoid schizophrenia,
and that regarding the acts with which she is charged
she should be held non-responsible.
The court, having heard the witnesses' evidence and

studied the case materials, finds that Chertkova has,
at her place of work, since 1970, on the grounds of
religious adherence, uttered anti-government statements
defaming our social and political system, and her actions
contain a corpus delicti under article 170-1 of the
Kazakhstan S r m na o e...

The court decided that Chertkova should be sent for compul-
sory treatment to a special-type psychiatric hospital
(article 170-1 of the Kazakhstan SSR Criminal Code =. article
190-1 of the RSFSR Code).

On 14 February  Yury Valov  (Chronicles 52, 53) was interned
in the 'Lyakhovo' psychiatr c osp tal near Gorky. This
was apparently a pre-Congress hospitalization. In February
in Privolzhsk, Ivanovo region,  Sergei Belov  was again
(Chronicle 54) forcibly hospitalized. On 6 March he was
to t at a criminal case under article 195 of the RSFSR
Criminal Code ('theft ... of forms') had been instituted
against him for stealing a blank work-book.

Dnepropetrovsk SPH
On 27 January  Aleksei Nikitin,  a mining engineer from
Donetsk, was transferred here from prison. In December
1980 Nikitin introduced the American correspondents K.
Klose and D. Satter to miners and told them about their
working conditions. On 12 December, three days after the
meeting with correspondents, a team of orderlies came
to Nikitin's flat in Donetsk. They gave him an injection
through his clothes (at this point Nikitin lost conscious-
ness), and took him to the district psychiatric hospital.
When Nikitin's sister visited him in hospital a few days
later, he did not recognize her. Nikitin has been interned

On 19 February an investigator of Moscow Police Station
No. 132, Captain N. Lobanov, visited  Vastly Barats  (Chronic-
le 60) at work and took him to Gilyarovsky Psyc atr c
Mispital No. 3. Berets was interned in psychiatric hospital
for the first time in 1974. In June 1977 he left the CPSU,
renounced Soviet citizenship and applied to emigrate from
the USSR. He could not find work for a long time. In June
1978 Police Station No. 132 sent him to a job as a worker
in a laundry (Barats is an engineer), where he worked
until his hospitalization.

On 20 February Barats's wife Galina Barats sent a letter
to Che First Secretary of the Moscow Party City Committee,
Grishin, and to the 26th Party Congress. In this letter
she tells about the persecutions endured by her family
(her father, mother, brothers and sisters) since 1945
(her father had been a Communist in Transcarpathia, but
soon after the Soviets came to power he refused to exchange
his Party card) and herself and her husband since 1974.
G. Barats writes in conclusion:

As a protest against the forcible placing of my husband
in a psychiatric hospital and the discrimination against
both of us, I declare a HUNGER-STRIKE and a STRIKE.

I demand: 1. The immediate release of my husband from
hospital, as he was illegally and forcibly placed there.

2. That both of us be allowed to emigrate from the
USSR to any non-socialist state in the world, and to
renounce Soviet citizenship.

I urge all people of good will to help and support
us, as far as they are able, in our tragic fate.

I appeal separately to all Communists in the world.
Before suggesting new ideas and a new system to anyone,
first convince yourselves whether it is right. Come
to our country, live for a year or two among the people,
not in a hotel ... but somewhere on a collective farm
or a state farm, among the workers. Then you can decide
for yourselves whether it is worth changing. For if
it is not, then you can fear that your fellow-countrymen
will revile you, and your own children curse you.

The 'Right to Emigration' group (Chronicle 60) appealed
to 'progressive society throughout t e wor and the World
Psychiatric Association' to come to V. Barats's defence.
V. Barats himself wrote an 'Appeal to Free Citizens'

in hospital, with a call to
appeal through all possible and available channels to
the Chairman of the KGB Yu. Andropov, who has been person-
ally informed of the existence of our case since July
1977.
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Releases

...only your moral support can release me from theslavish bondage in which I find myself. I believe andhope in your help. Help me, I'm counting on you.88

On 5 March N. Plakhotnyuk (Chronicle  57) was releasedfrom Cherkassy Regional Psych atr c ospital No. 1 (inSmela).89
On 14 March in Tyumen Region former political prisonerVladimir Titov  (Chronicle 45) was hospitalized. His hospitalis in Vinzili age. According to Titov's accounts theKGB organs asked him several times to collaborate (heis a former First Lieutenant of the KGB). The last sugges-tion of this kind was made to him at the beginning of1981. In this connection he wrote an open letter on 3February to 'officer for especially important cases ofthe KGB Special Administration, Comrade Captain Yury SemUno-vich Zhadov':
'Dear' Yury SemUnovich: I have dodged as much as I canand kept quiet for a long time. I'm fed up with yourendless attempts to recruit me, your demands that Iwrite a book about my friends in various types of deten-tion and abroad. You even offer me journalists to help.And you already demand in a way which suggests I havegiven you a reason to. You gave me an address: Moscow,Volgogradsky prospekt 164, korp. 3, kv. 19, Ivan Andreye-vich Ruchko, so that I could send all my scribblingsthere, and you promised me money in return. Not havingreceived a single line from me, you start setting upvarious provocations, even enlisting the local Oktyabrskydistrict KGB authorities, the MVD and the heads of P50-39 [Titov's work-place]. You don't stop at anything.You even set criminals and tramps on me. You threatenme endlessly. It is in vain, Yury SemUnovich, in vain,and don't boast that you'll do it. You didn't succeedwith L.I. Borodin, you didn't succeed with Irina Zhol-kovskaya. Only the former priest Dmitry Dudko gave into your despicable, refined methods. You keep tryingto recruit me, promising me money for dirty work, anda flat. You keep trying to recruit me, even combiningthis with letting me go abroad, but always with stringsattached. 'Dear' Yury SemPnovich, I'll never do it.I don't want to do vile things to honest people. Evenif I have to pay for it with my life.Titov addressed copies of this letter to 'friends whobelieve in the Lord, non-belteving friends, the Westernpress, and Chairman of the KGB Andropov'.In his letter to friends of 1 March (the last beforehis hospitalization) Titov writes:

The local KGB, together with my superiors at work, haveagain started their provocations against me. I thinkthey'll get me soon.
From 1956 to 1962 Titov (born 1938) worked in the 'organs'[KGB]. In 1967 he was forcibly hospitalized for the firsttime. In 1969 he was arrested and given five years underarticle 70 of the RSFSR Criminal Code. In 1970 he wastransferred to Vladimir Prison for renouncing Soviet citi-zenship. From 1973 to 1975 he was in the Dnepropetrovskand SychUvka Special Psychiatric Hospitals; from 1975to 1976 in the Kaluga Ordinary Psychiatric Hospital. In1979 he was placed in a preliminary detention cell forfour days. In 1980 he was arrested in Dnepropetrovsk;from autumn 1980 he was again in Kaluga Psychiatric Hospitalfor a time. Prior to his last hospitalization he workedas an electrician.

AFTER RELEASE

On 5 February A.  Shatravka  (Chronicle 60) was detainedin Krivoi Rog, 'on suspicion o t e t', by policemen.After searching him, finding nothing and apologizing,they asked him  if  he wasn't registered with a psycho-neuro-logical clinic. Shatravka gave a negative answer. A checkrevealed that the contrary was true. Shatravka was thenhospitalized. In hospital Shatravka was injected withsome drug. On 6 March he was released.After his release Shatravka's KGB 'supervisors' informedhim that he would not be hindered from emigrating andadviSed him to go to OVIR. There Shatravka was told theyhad received no invitation in his name.
*

Sergei Grigoryants  (Chronicle 56) is living under adminis-trative surveillance n orovsk, Kaluga Region. Not laterthan February 1981 the local police received from theMoscow KGB a statement by a certain Kozlov - a guard fromthe camp in Yaroslavl where Grigoryants was held from1976 to 1977: having gone to Moscow, Kozlov had met Grigor-yants on 5 November 1980 in the metro. Grigoryants didin fact go to Moscow once a month, with permission, tovisit his wife and small children, but on 5 November 1980he was on duty in a gas boiler room from 8 am to 8 pmand made notes in a log-book every two hours (cf the similarstory which happened to A. Marchenko in 1974 - Chronicle35). Grigoryants handed in a statement to the rocuracyrequesting that MVD officer Kozlov be prosecuted underarticle 130 of the RSFSR Criminal Code (gibel').

This is the fourth month (see Chronicle 60) of the inves-tigation of the case of former officer (now legaladviser) Shumsky, who attacked Grigoryants' wife  T.V.Grigoryants  and inflicted serious injuries and woundswith a razor. This case, which was at first closed 'forlack of a cor us delicti', was reopened after letterswere sent to t e rocuracy and Moscow newspapers.The new investigator told Grigoryants that all the materialevidence she had submitted, which the investigator hadat first collected (Shumsky's bloodstained suit, his sol-dier's pass and even the identification record) had dis-appeared without trace from the case file, and for thisreason suggested that the case be referred to a comrades'court. She refused.
On 11 February Grigoryants was summoned to the districtProcuracy. A new investigator showed a keen interest inthe case and in the 'disappearance' of the evidence. Itwas apparent from the conversation that an investigation
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would be carried out.

MISCELLANEOUS REPORTS*
At the end of January Viktor Popkov (Chronicle 60) wasplaced under surveillance: he must reg ster aily andis not allowed to leave his home between 8 pm and 6 am.At the beginning of February he had a talk with a Lieuten-ant-Colonel of the Smolensk KGB.
Vladimir Burtsev (Chronicle 60) has also been placedunder surveillance. e was made to sign an undertakingnot to leave town from 1 February to I March. At the begin-ning of February he had a talk with a KGB officer.

* tic

In mid-November 1980 Sergei Ermolayev (Chronicle 60) wasallowed to go to Moscow on leave. In MQSCOW le began tohave stomach pains and on 1 December entered the Sklifosov-sky Institute with a suspected duodenal ulcer. Ermolayev'smother sent a telegram to the administration saying thather son was in hospital. Two days later KGB officers visitedthe hospital 'for a check'. On 6 December Ermolayev wasdischarged, although the day before he had had a temperatureof 38.9°. The head doctor informed his mother that noulcer had been found (the diagnosis was: 'erosive gastritisof the stomach, stomach and intestinal haemorrhage, severerespiratory infection), and that patients were kept intheir institute only in emergency cases; he advised himto continue treatment as an in-patient. On 9 January 1981,when Ermolayev was in another hospital, he received atelegram from Major Chupyshev of the Special Commandant'sOffice, ordering him to return to the building site, ashis leave had expired. He suggested that he continue treat-ment locally. On 12 January Ermolayev discharged himselffrom hospital (his hospital discharge states that Ermolayevdischarged himself and that treatment in a health resortwas recommended to him) and travelled back.While Ermolayev was in Moscow, there was a rumour amongthe other 'compulsories' that he had been arrested underarticle 708 of the RSFSR Criminal Code. Some were questionedabout Ermolayev. After Ermolayev's return he was questionedprovocatively by his fellow-workers. One of them admittedthey had been summoned to the special office [KGB] andgiven the task of provoking hin: into critical statementsabout the authorities and the political system, and toreport immediately on such statements in written form.On 13 January Chupyshev and a 'plain-clothes' officerattempted to recruit an acquaintance of Ermolayev's asan informer. The 'plain-clothes man' said that whilehe was in Moscow Ermolayev drank every day. Ermolayev'sacquaintance refused to give his 'interlocutors' the infor-mation they were interested in.
From 24 January to 12 March Ermolayev was in hospital.Regardless of an imminent operation, he was discharged.Ermolayev's letters do not get through, although it isknown that he writes many.90

On 4 February G. Bogolyubov (arrest - Chronicle 60) wassentenced under article 194 of the RS r m nal Code('wilfully assuming the title or authority of an official'),article 196 ('forging ... documents') and article 206('hooliganism') to one-and-a-half years' ordinary-regimecamp. During the pre-trial investigation he was told thatthe case would be closed if he would give evidence againstEremenko (arrest - Chronicle 60).
R. Markosyan (tr a - ronicle 58) has had his sentencereduced to one year. T us s sentence will end on 27April 1981. On 13 March the RSFSR Supreme Court, presidedover by P.P. Lukanov (Chronicle 53), having heard theappeal of C. Yakunin (tria - ronicle 58) left the senten-ce unchanged.
A. Sarbayev (arrest - Chronicle 57) has been in Moscowfor examination in the Ser s y nstitute since 25 January.On 5 March an investigator of the Kuibyshev KCB informedSarbayev's wife that her husband had been ruled respon-sible.91

Moscow. The wife of A. Myasnikov (trial - this issue),ata ya Omelchenko, was registered at her husband's homewhile he was under arrest during the investigation. Shewas *subsequently told by the chief of the local policestation that registration procedure had been infringedand the neighbours were protesting (deaf-mutes, from whoma protest statement had been obtained by means of a trick).For this reason Omelchenko should register again withher mother (in Moscow), where she was previously registered.Omelchenko's mother was told that her daughter's regis-tration at her husband's home had been cancelled by orderof the Procuracy. Omelchenko herself was told by officialsthat she would not be registered as her husband was underinvestigation. Omelchenko said that her husband had notyet been convicted. 'They'll convict him,' was the reply.Omelchenko is now registered at her mother's home.

In January the administration of the Centre for GeophysicalExpeditions, where A. Lavut and T. Osipova worked beforetheir arrest, attempted to persuade their colleagues whohad written a letter in their defence (Chronicle 57) towrite another letter which would 'suit-every o y', forexample, stating that the authors objected to 'their lettersbeing used for anti-Soviet purposes'.When persuasion did not work, the 'signers' were summonedto E.A. Sokolinsky, Chief of Expedition No. 6, where Osipovaused to work. Sokolinsky said that the letter in Lavut'sdefence had been read over Radio Liberty and that bothletters had been delivered to the Soviet delegation tothe Madrid Conference. He also pointed out that the Headof the CGE, Kashik, had been summoned to the CPSU CentralCommittee. Sokolinsky then took a typewritten text outof his desk drawer and suggested that all present shouldstudy it and sign it. Lavut's son-in-law V. Kronrod refusedto discuss such matters and left the room. C. Stepanetssaid that in his opinion there was no need to write any-thing. A. Romanenko said that he saw no need to writea collective letter, but that he could write a letter
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Most of the talks were carried out by V.G. Odintsov.

Ilya Knizhnik  (Chronicle 57), who was seized on 14 February,a Saturday, on s way out of the synagogue, and  StanislavZubko  (Chronicles 57, 60) were given 15 days each. Zubko'ssentence was extended in the special detention centre.Fifteen refuseniks held a three-day hunger-strike protestingagainst the extension of Zubko's sentence. They weregoing to send Brezhnev a telegram about the hunger-strike,but KGB officers did not let them into the post-officebuilding.

Tomsk. On the even of the 26th CPSU Congress several inhab-tants of Kashtak District discovered in their mail-boxesphotocopied leaflets in which the CPSU and its impendingcongress were spoken of in most unfavourable terms.

Moscow.  On 20
was summoned

to persuade him
he would choose
'chat' lasted 20

February  V. Elistratov  (Chronicles 53-6,to the district OVD. Two K o cers triedto 'sit quietly'. Elistratov stated thathis line of behaviour independently. Theminutes.
*

in his own name. (Some time later he wrote Kashik a letterin which he presented the latter with the following choice:he, Romanenko, would either resign or write a letter ofhis own. 'As for the use of letters for "anti-Soviet pur-poses", it is well-known that the works most used forthese purposes are those of V.I. Lenin,' Romanenko con-cludes. The next day Kashik returned the letter to itsauthor.) The others expressed the opinion that the CGEdirectors should be helped to extricate themselves froma difficult position. As a result of discussion a textwas drawn up (instead of the one proposed) which statedthat Lavut and Osipova were kind, sensitive, well-balanced,unselfish people and conscientious workers, and that intheir letters, Lavut's and Osipova's colleagues had inten-ded to draw the attention of the 'appropriate organs'to these very qualitities of the arrested persons.We have been informed that these letters are being usedfor anti-Soviet purposes abroad. In writing these letters,we did not pursue any aims which could be detrimentalto our state, and we object to possible arbitrary inter-pretations and the use of our letters for anti-Sovietpurposes.
Like the June letters, this letter was addressed to Pravda,the Presidium of the USSR Supreme Soviet and theProcurator-General.
However, the text that was drawn up apparently failedto satisfy the administration. The 'signers' were summonedindividually, and each was asked to write a private lettercondemning A. Lavut's anti-Soviet activities.  L. Tertitsky(Chronicle 60) was threatened with expulsion from theKomsomoTT— it was also suggested to him that he resignfrom his position of authority, to which he agreed. Atthe end of February a Komsomol meeting was held, at whichTertitsky, on an unexpected proposal from the Party organi-zer, was issued a reprimand with an entry in his personalfile (the office had been prepared for Tertitsky's expul-sion). To a request for an appraisal of Lavut's activitiesTertitsky replied several times that Lavut was a veryood man convicted under article 190-1 of the RSFSR CriminalCode on a charge of ... (he went on to cite the formulaused in the article). After the meeting Kashik summonedTertitsky and said: 'Well, LUnya, make up your mind now:either you're a man of principle - in that case go thewhole way; or you're without principles, then go alongwith us.'

On the day the Congress opened, an exhibition of the worksof six 'refusenik' artists opened in the flat of artistSergei Batovrin.  On the first days of the exhibition visi-tors were presented with a 'souvenir': a piece of barbedwire. The 'ABC' television company [USA) shot a film ofthe exhibition and an interview with Batovrin. On the ninthday the exhibition was visited by a group of 'vigilantes'(without armbands). They tore down a poster in the corridorbearing the participants' names and ordered that the exhibi-tion be closed down, citing some 'decision of the MoscowSoviet'. The organizers categorically refused to do so.The same day the entrance was cordoned off by vigilantes.However, the cordon was removed after a few days.After the exhibition closed Batovrin's father signed hisconsent for him to emigrate (his father received a telephonecall from some office). However, the Cooperative HousingAssociation refused to give the necessary document to Batov-rin, as his flat, after the exhibition, had allegedly beenrendered 'totally unusable'. After a telephone call fromUVIR the Association also gave its permission.
As of January the police may extend administrative sur-veillance without the Procurator's sanction.

* On the day before the Congress opened, five policemen stoodon duty in front of the entrance to the building where  Yu.Kiselev  (Chronicle 60), a member of the Initiative Groupto Defend t e ghts of the Disabled in the USSR, lives.On the pretext of a 'residence regulations check' they triedto enter Kiselev's flat, and, after the owner refused tolet them in, switched off the electricity. 'We'll finishyou off anyway,' the 'guardians of order' threatened Kiselevfrom behind the door.

In January  S. Nekipelov  (Chronicle 57), who works as afire safety officer in the theatre 'Contemporary', triedto obtain a second job as a caretaker in the HistoricalMuseum. For about two weeks the theatre did not give hima permit. Finally the Deputy Director of the Museum himselftelephoned the theatre. Half-an-hour after this call hetold Nekipelov that he would not be able to hire him.
* * *

Kiev.  Before the Congress many active refuseniks werejUiiiiioned to the KGB for a warning: 'We will not tolerateany irresponsible actions at such a responsible time.'

In the first half of January, in Koktebel, a window wasbroken in the house belonging to  Yu. Kiselev  (Chronicle52). The housebreakers wreaked havoc inside the ouse,smashing bottles of paint against the walls.
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On the night of 4 to 5 March the house burned down.As it happened, it was not insured (Kiselev considersthat it was not by chance that the extension of his insuran-ce had been delayed). Kiselev has still received no repliesfrom official institutions to his statements about thefire.

By a decree of the Presidium of the USSR Supreme Sovietof 20 November 1980 Vasily AksUnov, who went to the USAin July 1980 to deliver lectures (Chronicle 57), was dep-rived of Soviet citizenship. The decree states that AksUnov'systematically engages in activities hostile to the Unionof SSRs and by his behaviour causes damage to the prestigeof the USSR'.
The decree was published in the Gazette of the USSRSu reme Soviet No. 2, 1981, dated 14 anuary

OSCOWsu scr ers received it at the end of January and beginningof February), although according to the date of the decreeand the number at the end, it should have been publishedin Gazette No. 48, 1980, dated 26 November 1980.BY a ecree of the Presidium of the USSR Supreme Sovietof 12 January L. Kopelev and his wife R. Orlova, who wentto West Germany on 12 November 1980 for 'temporary residen-ce' (Chronicle 60), were deprived of Soviet citizenship.

In a book by A.I. loyrysh, I.D. Morokhov and S.K. Ivanov,The A-Bomb (Moscow, 'Science', 1980) there is an accounton p. of I.V. Kurchatov's lecture delivered in GreatBritain in 1956 about work on controlled nuclear fusion.The authors of two pioneer works in this field (by Sakharovand Tamm; and by Sakharov) about whom Kurchatov spoke,are not mentioned in the book. In a biography of Kurchatovby Golovin published earlier, they were named in connectionwith this lecture of Kurchatov's.In 1980 the Moscow 'Young Guard' publishing-house printeda poetry anthology entitled Field of the Motherland, commem-orating the 600th anniversary o t e att e o Kulikovo(compiled by N. Kondakova and B. Primerov). The biographicalsection on the authors mentions N. GumilUv and A. Voznesen-sky, whose poems are not included. On the other hand,the anthology contains poems by S. Esenin and severalcontemporary poets on whom no biographical informationis included.
Page 397 of Selected Works by M. Bulgakov (Moscow, 'Ar-tistic Literature , says that 'this volume contains... eight stories by Bulgakov'. In fact the book containsseven stories.
At the end of February Glavlit [the state censorship]prohibited publication of works by the Psychology Instituteon the grounds that they contained references to Polishauthors. 'Even Kania must not be mentioned,' Instituterepresentatives were told by Glavlit.On 3 March, the day after she had an international telephonecall with L. Kopelev, his daughter Elena's telephone wasdisconnected for six months. To her request to be toldthe reason for the disconnection, the deputy head of thecity Communications Office replied that he did not knowthe immediate reasons for the disconnection; that sheought to know them herself'; 'she should have thoughtabout it earlier' and that she could complain about thedecision 'to the organs'.

G. Gasteva's telephone was also disconnected, aftera telephone conversation with V. Belotserkovsky, who calledher from abroad.
On 13 March the telephone of Moscow Helsinki Group memberN. Meiman was disconnected.

*
On 15 March, T. Osipova's birthday, her husband I. KovalMv,on returning home after a prolonged absence, discoveredthat the telephone (250-56-90) which once stood in thecorridor of their communal flat, had disappeared: takingadvantage of KovalUv's absence, the neighbours had installedthe telephone in their rooms. The telephone is in thename of KovalUv's neighbour Mordvinov (Chronicle 57).The next day Osipova and Kovalev's room was sealed becauseof overdue rent (this measure is not stipulated by lawin such cases; housing administration officials explainedto KovalUv that they had had recourse to it because theycould not find him to talk it over in person but now hehad come himself). The room was soon unsealed.

During the Congress V. Lisovaya's telephone in Kiev wasdisconnected. In February the telephone in the flats ofA. Lavut (trial - Chronicle 60) and L. Ternovsky (trial- Chronicle 60) were reconnected.

At the beginning of January a Secretary of the SovietWriters' Union, Sergei Mikhalkov, had a talk with twoof the five compilers of Metro ole (Chronicles 52, 54),E. Popov and V. Erofeyev (thron c e 5 . a kov spokescathingly of the publicat on o the almanac and thoseinvolved in it. According to him, Popov and Erofeyev hadmounted a bus with Carl Proffer at the wheel (head ofArdis Publishers - Chronicle), driving them over a preci-pice. They had foun t emse ves in bad company: 'The pros-titute Voznesensky broke through the roof with his headand popped out at the North Pole; the alcoholic Akhmadulinacouldn't care less what gutter she turns up in; Bitovhas nothing left to write; Iskander is out to avenge hisfather, and AksUnov his mother.' Mikhalkov said that Ero-feyev and Popov must either write a letter that would'get through' (but refused to specify its form and address:'Don't dictate conditions to us!') or forget about theWriters' Union. Popov and Erofeyev refused to write sucha letter. In mid-January Popov was summoned to the KGB,where he was threatened with prosecution under article190-1 if he 'gave one more interview'.The writer Evgeny Kharitonov was summoned sometime between20 and 29 January to a police station, where officers'warned' him that 'suspect persons' were gathering athis home.
Rimma Kazakova, a member of the Secretariat of the SovietWriters' Union, reproached Bella Akhmadulina for comingto Sakharov's defence (Chronicle 56). Kazakova comparedit to her own approach to rea ty, which was a more con-structive one. To confirm this she extracted from herhandbag and displayed the 'Friendship of Peoples' medalwith which she was recently decorated.

A
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for those wishing to acquire a dacha plot to sign. Theapplication for a plot required, in addition to otherinformation, that the applicant's nationality be indicated.

Foam

In mid-February KGB officers asked a group of unofficialLeningrad writers to submit to the Leningrad Branch ofthe Writers' Union their proposals regarding their possiblestatus in regard to the Writers' Union. In reply to thissuggestion, draft 'Statutes of the Writers' City Committeeattached to the Soviet Writers' Union' and 'Explanationsof the Draft Statutes' were prepared. However, a meetingwith representatives of the Soviet Writers' Union hasbeen repeatedly postponed. From the 'Explanations on theDraft Statutes':
...Many authors who are gifted beyond a doubt and whosework is of growing interest to the reader, have, forone reason or another, despaired of seeing their worksprinted by publishers or editors.
Literary craft is taking over from literature as art.There has been a catastrophic decline in the level andsignificance of literary criticism. In a word, a situationhas arisen which suits only those who have cut themselvesoff from literature.
Against this background, works remarkable for theircraftsmanship, depth and sincerity, revealing aspectsof contemporary life which have not yet found expression,are frequently treated as pretentious, dubious or evendangerous. This in turn attracts, to put it bluntly,1non-literary interest' to their authors.In these conditions, the demands of readers are increas-ingly fulfilled by a manuscript literature, which in-cludes, in addition to poetry and prose, literary andartistic criticism and translation.
An 'unofficial art' or !alternative literary culture'has emerged, a distinction has arisen between the 'of-ficial' and the 'unofficial' writer - a totally unpre-cedented phenomenon in the history of Russian letters.It is quite obvious that it is impossible to bring toget-her a national literature if talented writers are tobe excluded from the normal literary process.The Writers' City Committee attached to the LeningradBranch of the Soviet Writers' Union ... is, in our opin-ion, the correct and necessary answer at least to someof the questions ... The leaders of the Leningrad Branchand unofficial writers must, through well-wishing andself-critical dialogue, solve the problems of the situa-tion which has arisen.
In our view, the duties of a member of the Writers'City Committee must not include such obligations whichprescribe, directly or indirectly, what a work of artshould be. The writer is a citizen, and is obliged tosubmit to state laws, and not to factory-type demands.Neither should personal dignity be dictated by factory-type morality. We consider it possible to indicate asa separate point the obligation of each City Committeemember to follow the rules prescribed by law.

Vadim Shcheglov received a telephone call from an acquain-tance in London who said that, according to a TASS reportfor the West, Shcheglov, Gainov and Fonchenkov (membersof the Christian Committee to Defend Believers' Rightsin the USSR) had been exiled to the West (all of themare in the USSR - Chronicle).

In an All-Union Research Institute a notice was hung up

On 28 February V. Novoseltsev (see Chronicle 51 and below)telephoned S. Kalistratova and tol er n rude languagethat in his opinion she belonged to the 'clique' thathad usurped influence in the dissident movement, congestedSakharov's home and betrayed him. E. Alekseyeva, who livesin Sakharov's flat in Moscow, led, according to Novoseltsev,a dissolute life and was a 'KGB agent'. In the courseof Novoseltsev's monologue Kalistratova hung up severaltimes, but Novoseltsev dialled her number again, swore,said that she was obliged to hear him out, and informedher that in his 'denunciatory' activities he would continuein future to appeal to the widest audience.On 4 February two works by V. Novoseltsev were droppedin the mail-box of A. Sakharov's Moscow flat, along withan accompanying note dated 3 February:You must study these works and draw the proper conclu-sions. The corrupt practices you carry out in the areaof human rights are condemned not only by myself, butby all former political prisoners, most dissenters andeven your erstwhile friends. These documents are circula-ted throughout the country and will be circulated untilyou change your corrupt methods and behaviour. The defenceof human rights is the sacred duty of every decent person,not the exclusive privilege of supposedly chosen 'lead-ers'. I would like to think that you will not be diffi-cult, but will at last take the path of political exped-iency. In which I wish you success and express my solid-arity in advance.
The first work is entitled Novoseltsev a ainst Sakharovor Sakharovism (1980, 19 pp.). t eg nswt tewor s:y ana yt cal essay is intended to serve as the basisfor widespread discussion among dissenters, as the timehas come for a thorough review of the experience ofthe past decade ...
The article states in part that:
The roots of intellectual dissent are inseparable fromthe concrete historical environment from which it emerged.The wish to provide an intellectual and moral justifica-tion for their actions has turned several intellectualsinto ideological adherents of democracy, although thisideology goes no further than democratic phraseologyout of an old encyclopedia. Some of the intelligentsia,sensing in the conditions which had arisen a demandfor heroic suffering, but not finding any meaning inlife, experienced a change from the democratic spiritto a boundless arrogance incapable of tolerating anyoneelse's opinion. These intellectuals were like the saintswho perished because of the pharisees' vanity ...Political discrimination against rank-and-file dissen-ters on the part of Sakharov and the Sakharovites hasled to the dispersed, ie fragmented state of dissent,and even to the loss of certain moral qualities. Thisdiscrimination has closed off the possibility of dis-cussion ...
Several names out of Sakharov's entourage came to
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- 219 -the fore, having ascended to the rank of martyrs andheroes. The exaggeration beyond any sense of proportionof their heroism has been detrimental to those dissenterswho have really suffered, but about whom nothing hasbeen said ...
The two phenomena - Zubatovism92 and Sakharovism -not only resemble each other, but are pervaded by asimilar desire to lead the people, without a revolutionor personal risk to the ideologists, to a 'brave newworld', to which the ideologists themselves will rideonly on white steeds ...
Sakharovism, taking advantage of its position, hasmonopolized samizdat Sakharov has monopolized infor-mation channels with the help of foreign correspondents... The Sakharovites, in the person of Zholkovskaya,administrator of the Russian Fund, refused Novoseltsev'swife ... Ginzburg himself helped himself to the Fundevery month ...

Novoseltsev's second work is entitled The Lesson of God'sLaw (1980, 6 pp.). It opens with a quota-el-6h rom • upersonal statement: 'The West is looking for sensations'.It states further:
Let us think about what happened to the priest: illumina-tion or transgression? It is common knowledge that inhis statements before his arrest Father Dudko expressedsolidarity with dissidents, in particular with AcademicianSakharov and his entourage ...
In order to maintain their privileged position amongdissenters, the Sakharovites combat any reproaches direc-ted at them, any criticism, ie freedom of thought. Indoing so they baulk at no means, however impermissible.Thus for example, having heard about the 'CC' organization(Coordination Council; 1976), the Sakharovites saw itas a competitor and resorted to open treachery, deliber-ately publicizing the existence of the 'CC' •.. Thejournal A Chronicle of Current Events, published bytheir 'lea ers , went even urt er: os. 45-6 containedan item indicating the location of the CC centre inLuga, and mentioning the names of its leaders - mine(Novoseltsev) and Yu. [Id FVdorov's.93(The only report in Chronicles 45-6 resembling the oneNovoseltsev writes about s t e following: InvestigatorSaushkin told Yu. FUdorov at an interrogation that therewas an illegal centre in Luga headed by FUdorov.)Sakharov's closest associate, T. Velikanova, editorof A Chronicle of Current Events, several times usedthe ron c e to sett e accounts of her own. Thus No.51 conta ns an article again stating in black and whitethat Novoseltsev was setting up an illegal organization.•. Today Sakharov is a calamity for Russia. It is fromhis irresponsible hand that the names of the puffed-up 'heroes' are repeated: always the same Landa, thesame Bonner, the same Kovalbv, Orlov, Shcharansky

that they can then be dealt with on the model of Searches.

LETTERS AND STATEMENTS

On that same day, 4 February, several Muscovites (amongthem Bonner, Lert and Smirnov) found in their mail-boxesidentical anonymous letters sent from the central postoffice the day before, 3 February, which state in part:It is now known that Novoseltsev, together with theKGB, is preparing a new provocation: they are goingto issue a samizdat journal and Novoseltsev will lookfor authors to publish their works in the journal, so

G. Vladimov:  'To the Released American Diplomats' (22January 1981)
The author calls upon them to defend other victims ofthe practice of keeping hostages, including A.D. Sakharov.
G.  Vladimov, S. Kalistratova, B. Altshuler, I. KovalUv,Yu. Golfand, M. Petrenko-Podyapolskaya, Yu. Shikhanovich:'On the First Anniversary of Sakharov's Exile to Gorky'(22 January 1981) (see Chronicle 56)The authors of the letter escribe Sakharov's situationin exile and call for a campaign for his release:... For 12 years Academician Sakharov has been activelyinvolved in work to promote the rule of law, but humiliat-ing fear exists, cementing the most dangerous and absurdaspects of the system, making it capable of disastrousaberrations. This illness can be overcome - throughawareness of inner freedom, professional independenceand solidarity, which under certain conditions leadof necessity to actions ...

A. Sakharov:  'To the Head of the US Delegation to theMadrid Convention, Max Kampelman' (29 January 1981)Congratulating him on the 'firm and consistent position'of Western delegations at the Madrid Conference, Sakharovreminds him of the importance of personally defending:... prisoners of conscience Orlov, KovalUv, Shcharansky,Petkus, Lukyanenko, Stus, Velikanova, Lavut, Ternovsky,Nekipelov, Rudenko, Tikhy, Marinovich, Matusevich, Osi-pova, Grivnina, Yakunin, Niklus, Kukk, Terleckas, Zisels,Brailovsky, Bolonkin, the Podrabinek brothers, Serebrov,Grimm, Abramkin, Landa, M. Dzhemilev, R. Dzhemilev,Meilanov, Nudel, Slepak, and many others. Together withthese, the defence of myself is important in principle,because my case involves not only a violation of inter-national agreements, but also an instance of completedisregard for the laws of this country.
A. Sakharov:  'To Dr Sidney Drell (Stanford, California)'(30 January 1981)
Thanking American scientists for their moral support onthe anniversary of the day he was exiled, Sakharov regretsthat:

... the judicial, or rather anti-judicial, peculiaritiesof my situation were not discussed.I am living in Gorky under arrest - a round-the-clockpolice guard posted right outside the door of my flat.But this cannot be termed house-arrest, because I amnot at home, neither can it be called exile, as in exilethere are no guards at the door and no restrictionson contacts with visitors. Apart from my wife, practicallyno one is allowed to see me. To date no official institu-tions have assumed responsibility for the applicationof this unlawful measure or for the conditions imposedon me.
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Any convict has the right to appeal, to complain aboutthe actions of officials, and some officials are heldresponsible, in any case, for the life of the convict.I am deprived of all these rights and am in actual factoutside the law - a hostage in unknown hands. And thefact that KGB officers get into my flat (without theknowledge of the police, mind you), is not only thecrudest violation of a right, but poses a direct threatto my life.
... In view of the peculiarities of my situation listedabove and the libel against me, my demand for a trialremains in force ...

I. KovalVv:  'To the KGB Investigations Department' (6January 1981)
I firmly protest against the illegal interrogation,carried out moreover at night, of my acquaintance T.O.Ledeneva.
This is not the first case known to me where attemptshave been made to interrogate my friends about me il-legally in this way ... Meanwhile, I have regularlynoticed that I am being shadowed, sometimes quite openly.All this leads me to presume that a criminal casehas been instituted against me and an investigationis being conducted. I presume that it is your officewhich is in charge of it, as it is you who are dealingwith the case of my wife Tatyana Osipova.If my presumption that a case is being institutedagainst me turns out to be correct, I demand that thiscase be closed; if I am mistaken, I demand that thegroundless surveillance operation against myself andmy acquaintances should cease. According to my estimatesomething on the order of tens of thousands of stateroubles must have been spent on the operational sur-veillance simply of myself ... ie even more than onmy free education and medical  care.

I. KovalUv: 'To the  Director of the Centre for GeophysicalExpeditions, Kashik' (29 January 1981)In a statement to the institution where his wife TatyanaOsipova worked, KovalUv recalls the right of the collectiveto appoint a public defence counsel to take part in atrial.
I think it is especially important to have an objective,informed public which takes an active part in trialsunder charges such as those brought against my wife,inasmuch as such charges (I would call them 'political')are directly connected with the public activities ofthe accused.

Koval8v further petitions for the appointment of sucha public defence counsel by the CGE for the impendingtrial of T.  Osipova,  and includes detailed informationon the procedure provided for by law in this case. Orhearing about the statement, some of Osipova's colleagueson 4 February petitioned the trade union to call a generalassembly to discuss it. But this had no results.

Yu. Kiselev, V. FefUlov, 0. Zaitseva  and  F. Khusainov:'To  the Presidium of the Madrid Conference' (1 February1981)
Members of the Initiative Group to Defend the Rights ofthe Disabled in the USSR remind those participating inthe Conference that 1981 was declared International Year
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of the Disabled by the UN, and submit concrete proposals:I.  To oblige each country participating in the Conferenceto deduct a certain significant sum from the militarybudget, to be used for the disabled.
To oblige the military leadership of each countryparticipating in the Conference to introduce ... moraltraining for soldiers, with a view to inculcating humaneattitudes towards helpless, peaceful people and woundedand ill persons.
To introduce in the army regulations of the partici-pating countries a compulsory article allowing soldiersto refuse to carry out the inhumane orders of a superior- a practice already used in the West Germany Army.

Statement of the Editors of the Journal The Duel  (23 January1981)
The first statement signed by the editorial board of thissamizdat journal (Chronicles 56, 57) reflects their concernabout the 'serious s tuat on which has arisen In the move-ment for the rule of law and democracy'.It has turned out that depression and apathy, fightsand squabbles, have replaced the truthful word, thewitty pen and the lucid thought.

It is time to realize that if we do not bring backthe spirit of camaraderie, respect for one another andall possible support for those in trouble, then notonly will we achieve nothing, but we will also destroywhat we have created.
The editors report on the publication of the journal andthe persecution of its editors since issues 1-3 were pub-lished in 1979.

In 1980 State Security organs searched the homes ofmembers of the journal's editorial board, and all thematerials prepared for publication in issues 4 and 5were confiscated.
Despite the fact that the ranks of the editorial boardhave been reduced, the 6th issue of The Duel has beenprepared for publication: the activities o t is social,literary and artistic journal continue. The journalThe Duel will continue to be published in future.e members of the editorial board are  E. Abramova,V. Bykov, Yu. Denisov, N. Denisova, M. Ikonnikov, E.Osipova.

V. Vail, 1. Sapiro:  'To the Commission on LegislativeProposals of the [Supreme Soviet's] Council of Nationalities(22 October 1980)
The authors, Moscow refuseniks, propose to add the followingarticle to the Constitution: 'Citizens of the USSR havethe right to take up permanent residence outside the bordersof the USSR. This right may be restricted only by legis-lation of the USSR'. They give reasons for their proposal.
T.  Chileyeva:  'To V. Pavlov' (December 1980)In the newspaper Crimean Pravda of 27 November, in thearticle 'Story o a ensat on', V. Pavlov furiouslypoured out all his venom on  Aishe Seitmuratova.Is it Aishe who slanders, informing the whole worldabout the evil deeds perpetrated in the socialist Crimeaagainst its native inhabitants, the Crimean Tatars,or is it you, V. Pavlov, who slander her?The author, a Crimean Tatar, lives in Malinovka Village,Belogorsk District, Crimean Region, where she is registered.
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The Tashkent newspaper Truth of the East of 12 Februarypublished an 'Open Letter o ov et t zen Rollan Kadiyevto Former Soviet Citizen Alshe Seitmuratova' (in January1980 Kadiyev was convicted of 'malicious hooliganism'and sentenced to three years' strict-regime camp - Chronicle56; his present whereabouts are not known to the Chron c eIt did not occur to me right away to write t s etter.But events are unfolding in such a way that my civicconscience does not let me remain silent.Now you are living in the USA. At first there wasno news of you. Then in 1979 the Western radio-stationsstarted talking about the Crimean Tatar Aishe Seitmura-tova. The Voice of America, Deutsche Welle and the BBCbroadcast slander of socialism through your lips ...You became involved with Ukrainian nationalists, joinedthe representatives of the 'Ukrainian Helsinki Groupabroad' and associated with people who had been deprivedof Soviet citizenship for their hostile activities -people I know well - and devoted yourself wholly totheir 'work', which is of course aimed at underminingthe authority of our country.
It's all the same to you who your friends are: anti-Sovietists of all breeds, Ukrainian nationalists, RussianWhite emigres, former executioners, Vlasovites and allkinds of other trash. The fact that you have associatedwith people who fled the USSR and now appear in therole of 'defenders of the Crimean Tatars' just goesto show yet again how unprincipled you are. Your fatherdied heroically in the struggle against the German Fascistinvaders. And you think nothing of giving your handto traitors of the Motherland, who shot Soviet peopleand later escaped to the West with what was left ofthe interventionists. In doing this, Aishe, you insultyour father's memory most of all.Now you are trying to pass yourself off as 'the soleauthorized representative of the Crimean Tatars in theWest'. Personally I fail to understand your reasonsfor doing this. The point is not that a person who onceagreed with you about something (that is, myself) cannotunderstand you now. The point is something else: longbefore you left the USSR, the people around you ceasedto understand you, because you did not live spirituallywith your people, you did not work with them, you didnot share your joys and sorrows with them. You livedas a parasite sponging off your people, you took advantageof their generosity and kindness. Therefore your moraldecline is a natural phenomenon.94

No. 156 (7 February 1981): 'The Case of Oksana YakovlevnaMeshko' (Chronicle 60 and this issue)No. 158 arc 1981): 'On Women Prisoners of Conscience'(see 'In the Prisons and Camps')

SAMIZDAT NEWS

Documents of the Moscow Helsinki Grou

I. Kovalthr: 'Article 64' (February 1981, 12 pp)In October 1980 I. KovalUv accompanied T. Velikanova'srelatives to Mordovia, to Barashevo, for a visit. Theessay gives an account of the trip. On the day they leftBarashevo KovalUv was detained and a miniature camerawith a half-used roll of film confiscated from him (never-theless KovalUv later published about 30 photos). Thesearchers threatened Koval8v with prosecution under article64 of the RSFSR Criminal Code (hence the title of theessay).

B. Gajauskas: 'Something about Dudko' (1980, 3 pp); 'Forthe Good of the Empire' (1980, 1 p); 'The People and theLaw' (1980, 1 p)
The articles were written by the author (trial - Chronicle49) in Perm Camp 36 (special regime) in Lithuan an.Russian translation is circulating in samizdat.
V. Nekipelov: 'To Whom We Open the Door (on a not quiteordinary piece of information)' (6 pp)The author publishes the record of an interrogation ofRoald Mukhamedyarov (Chronicles 27, 34) on 30 November1972.
What is most astounding in these profuse ... testimoniesis the light manner in which they were dashed out onto paper ... in total about 50 persons were deliveredup to the State Security ...
No, I do not call for reclusion and wholesale suspicion;but discrimination, alertness nad caution - these Ido call for.

--However that may be, we must give some thought towhose hand we shake, whom we open the door to.(Much of Mukhamedyarov's evidence in this record was false- Chronicle).

Searches and Reflections No. 3 (11) (1980); No. 4 (12)(1980); No. 5 (13) (1980, 107 pp); No. 6 (14) (1981);No. 7 (15) (1981, 109 pp); No. 8 (16) (1981, 103 pp)No 5 contains a letter in defence of V. Abramkin, a balladby Vysotsky about childhood, the article 'To the Memoryof Three Poet-Singers' (Galich, Vysotsky and ... Okudzhava),a discussion of B. Komarov's book The Destruction of Nature,a letter from V. Sokirko to F. ramov ron c ea review of Rasputin's Live and Remember, an . orokin'sarticle 'Gold Mines' (a gu e or people in search ofwork).
No. 6 contains letters and statements in defence ofT. Velikanova, T. Streltsov's story I Know There WillbeaTown (howachurch was built nonengtnovo uznetsk), 'The Story of How I Fought in the War'by Yu. Velichkin (Chronicles 52, 56), poems by A. Antono-

No. 152 (4 January 1981): 'The Trial of Alexander Lavut'(Chronicle 60)
No. 3 January 1981): 'The Trial of Leonard Ternovsky'(Chronicle 60)
No. 5 January 1981): 'The Arrest of the Last Memberof the Working Commission to Investigate the Use of Psy-chiatry for Political Purposes, Felix Serebrov' (see thisissue)
No. 155 (29 January 1981): 'Second Convictions of theBrothers Alexander and Kirill Podrabinek' (see this issue)
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- 225 -vich, the articles 'Without Dogma' by G. Nilov and 'TheMicrobe of Communism or the Typhoid Louse9' by Maksudov,95and a review of the second edition of the book The USSR:100 Questions and Answers (Moscow, APN, 1980).o. conta ns an account of V. Abramkin's trial, C.Nilov's article 'Without Dogma' (continued) and 'NationalMinority Formations of the Tsarist Army in the Lead-Upto the Civil War' by Maksudov, and 'A Speech I would Liketo Make at My Grave' by David Dar.

No. 8 contains an account of L. Ternovsky's trial, thearticle 'The Corrupt World of the Moscow Institutes' byA. Vetsman, 'The Orthodox State and Christianity' by M.Orlov, 'The Structure of the Bolshevik Party - a DeterminingFactor of Totalitarian State Capitalism' by B. Vail, 'Num-bers and Casualties for the Latvian Sharpshooters in 1918-20' by Maksudov, 'The Linguistic and Semantic Problemsof Detente' by Ya. Nizhegorodsky, and poems in memoryof Vysotsky.

Information Bulletin  of the Free Inter-Trade Associationof Working People [SMOT], No.  10  (November 1980, 7pp);No. 11  (January 1981)
No. 10  contains 'The Ceremonial Inauguration of the Monumentto the Workers Shot in Gdansk in 1970', 'At the LipetskTractor Plant', and 'Events in Estonia' (the demonstrationof schoolchildren in autumn 1980).
No. 11  contains 'What Can We Expect from the Next Five-Year Plan9', 'People are Dying in Afghanistan', 'The Endof the Black Saturdays' (in Leningrad they were stoppedas of 12 January), and 'The Excesses of Artistic Life'(about the exhibitions of independent artists in Leningrad).

Summary  No. 1-2 (5-6), 1980 (146 pp)Section A ('Synopses and Excerpts') contains 40 articles;Section B ('Reviews; Points of View') - 19 articles. SectionC contains the tables of contents of the journal Dialo ue(Leningrad) and of the Jewish journal (in Russian a mNos. 1 and 2 (Riga). Section D ('Appendix') contains n or-mation about the end of the journal Searches, a letter'In Defence of Valery Abramkin' and a repr nt from issue56 of the Chronicle of notes on an essay by Pomerantsand articles y o r o.

in books obtained second-hand from the population, toestablishing a unified procedure for carrying out theseoperations and having them reflected in the accounts,I DECREE THAT:
I. The Provisional Directives on the Second-Hand BookTrade be confirmed.

Stukalin

OFFICIAL DOCUMENTS

For official use onlyDecree
of the Chairman of the State Committee

of the USSR Council of Ministersfor Publishing, Printing Presses and the Book Trade
I No. 346/DSPMoscow

6.6.1975
On the Confirmation of the Provisional Directives

on t e econ - an oo ra eWith a view to mo z ng a t ona reserves in the for-mation of funds of books, to reusing books possessed bythe population and still in demand, to expanding the trade

Provisional Directives on the Second-Hand Book Trade. enera rov s ons
3. Printed matter (boo s, a ums, pamphlets, pictorialmatter, original manuscripts, etc) may be bought second-hand by state agencies, first of all rare and obscureeditions, the sale price of which is difficult to establish.Periodical publications may be sought second-hand (incomplete sets, both Soviet and pre-Revolutionary periods).N.B. Antique and collectors' books and periodicals,and other publications dated prior to 1946, are to bebought second-hand only by second-hand bookshops (or depart-ments) which have permission to trade in second-hand liter-ature according to the established procedure.Foreign publications are bought by those second-handbookshops (or departments) which deal in literature pub-lished in foreign languages by permission of the USSRState Committee on Publishing.
51 The following are not to be bought or sold second-hand:

books appearing in the 'Cumulative List of Booksto be Removed from Libraries and the Book Trade Network'(Parts 1 and 2, published by the USSR Glavlit [Censorship]in 1960 and 1973), and in the analogous lists of the Glav-lits of the Republics of the Union; books subject to confis-cation by decrees or other documents of the censorshiporgans, and by circulars or written instructions of thetop book trade organizations; and foreign publicationswith the censor's 'hexagon' stamp;
Soviet publications with any restrictive labels,stamps or remarks, such as 'Secret', 'Not for Publication','For Official Use', 'For CPSU Members Only', 'For KomsomolMembers Only', 'Distributed According to List', 'ProofCopy', 'Manuscript Edition', 'For Comment', 'Requiresa Conclusion', 'Privileged Copy''Publication Permitted','Control Copy', official publicatfons issued without indica-tion of price, and publications with censorship stampspermitting wider publication;
publications bearing the stamp or seal of Sovietstate and public libraries and institutions;resolutions and instructions of the USSR governmentnot published in the press, and narrowly departmentalpublications designed for official use;

(el politically harmful, non-periodical, home-producedliterature in all languages; publications with articlesand pictures of persons all of whose works are subjectto confiscation, with quotations from their works or speech-es, and with texts praising these persons; books propagatingthe views of former oppositionist trends in CommunistParties and of leaders of these trends; publications direc-ted against the CPSU and the founders of Marxism-Leninism;Black-Hundred and monarchist, White-Guard, anti-Sovietand anti-Socialist literature; and literature hostileto communism published by parties which fought againstthe RSDRP96- CPSU (SRs, Mensheviks, Kadets, etc);

	

(f) foreign publications containing anti-Soviet or
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227 -anti-socialist materials; books propagating reactionaryideology; pornographic, vulgar, religious and religious-propaganda publications, and also all literature publishedby anti-Soviet emigre organizations;
all officially produced religious publications;publications containing religious propaganda; literatureof religious mysticism; and books on chiromancy, magic,etc.

N.B. Publications of a religious nature of artisticor literary value, first editions, manuscripts, etc, maybe bought up in Moscow and Leningrad through the mainsecond-hand bookshops, and in other towns with the per-mission of administrators (heads, directors) of book tradeagencies or their deputies;
vulgar and pornographic works;
Soviet periodical publications of a military andscientific-technical nature not included in open 'Soyuz-pechat' catalogues;

books with inscriptions, underlinings and insertionsof an undesirable political nature, as well as those whichobstruct reading or distort the text;
Soviet-published books without a title page;(1) books with a text which does not correspond tothe title;

(m) books with printing faults.N.B. (1) The following publications may be sold onlyto libraries, Party organizations and Soviet institutions,if ordered by them: verbatim reports of congresses andconferences of the CPSU and the Komsomol, of congressesand sessions of Soviets and trade unions (issued priorto July 1953), of congresses and plenums of the Comintern,and sets of the following encyclopedias: Short SovietEnc clo edia, first and second editions, ar e Sov etnc c o e a, first edition, Enc clo edic D ct onar offie ranat ussian Biblio ra hica nst tute an t e iter-ar nc c o e a. n v ua vo umes o t ese publicat onsmay, t ey o not contain defects of a political nature,be sold without receipt of special orders.(2) Libraries may be sold social-political and literary-artistic journals (complete sets) of pre-Revolutionaryand Soviet publication prior to 1954, only if orderedby Soviet organizations. Individual issues of such journals,which are not politically dubious, and journals publishedsince 1954 and included in open 'Soyuzpechat' catalogues,may be sold freely without special orders. Also saleablewithout special orders are scientific-technical pre-Revolu-tionary and Soviet journals, regardless of the year ofpublication, and progressive literary-artistic journalspublished prior to the twentieth century.(3) Publications destined for sale by order of librariesand Soviet organizations are to be kept in special roomsin shops, and not to be placed in the sales area;(n) the following pictorial matter is not to be boughtup second-hand:
- matter of politically harmful contents; pictures ofa monarchistic, Black-Hundred or chauvinistic nature;pictorial matter of religious contents, if it is nota reproduction of a classical work of fine art;pictures praising the petty-bourgeois life-style;pictorial matter with indecent pictures of a vulgar orpornographic nature;
pictorial matter without publication details;photographic postcards printed in the Soviet period

without publication details; postcards used in postal cor-respondence and advertising postcards issued by firms;- photographic postcards printed abroad of no artisticor informative value.
N.B. Photographic postcards printed abroad may be boughtand sold if they reproduce classical paintings, graphics,sculpture and architecture; views of places, towns and otherpopulated areas; pictures of prominent progressive politicalfigures and scientific, literary and artistic figures.6. The shop employee responsible for buying up booksmust carefully examine each printed publication submittedfor second-hand sale, from the viewpoint of political con-tent, usefulness of the material, historical value, etc.In cases when the responsible person is in doubt as tothe expediency of buying a particular home-produced publica-tion, the manager of the bookstore consults the local officeof USSR Clavlit about the publication in question.When doubts arise as to the expediency of buying a parti-cular foreign publication, the local book agency requestan elucidation from the All-Union Book Trade Associationof the USSR State Committee on Publishing, which, if neces-sary, will consult  USSR  Clavlit.
14. Those held responsible for the quality of booksbought, and their sale, will be the buyers, department mana-gers, and the managers or directors of shops.Shop administrations must systematically give instructionsto their employees in charge of buying second-hand booksand selling them.
The present Directives are to be shown to all employeesof shops (or departments), who must sign statements thatthis has been done ...

ADDENDA

On 16 June 1980 in Samarkand, in connection with Lavut'scase (trial - Chronicle 60) a search was conducted at thehome of  Kemal Use nov  hronicle 51). Crimean Tatar Informa-tion Sheet No. 9/132 R3Vimber-30 December 1979 wascon scated.

CORRIGENDA TO THE ENGLISH EDITION

Chronicles 33, 38, 39 and 57 refer to Iokhann (or Johannes)a man. he correct spelling is Juhan Valdmann.Chronicle 54, p. 170: entry omitted from the 'Index tootographs in Chronicles 1-54'; Rumachik, Pyotr 51.Chronicle 56, p. : . Mogila should read V. Mogilny;p. : . Onishchenko should read S. AnishchenkoChronicle 57, p. 61, line 4: M. Arutyunyan was in fact sen-tence to 2 years (not 8) - corrected in Chronicle 61. Page63: the two surnames Uzleistaite should rea zmestaite.Page 76: Zubkov should read Zubko. Page 79, 12 lines fromthe bottom: 'taken to be examined' should read 'put on theout-patient register'
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ENDNOTES Kazis in Chronicle 47.
33 Ie Cathol c omm ttee to Defend Believers' Rights.34 Eduard Bulakh is a Pentecostalist who has been deniedpermission to emigrate. In July 1981 he was forciblyinterned in a mental hospital for a few weeks, and inSeptember sentenced to 1 year in a labour camp.35 Pavel Rytikov, father of Vladimir, was sentenced to3 years in strict-regime camps, apparently at the sametime but at a separate trial.
36 Rumachik was sentenced in March 1981 to 5 years instrict-regime camps. His photograph appeared in Chron-icle 51, but his name was inadvertently omitte TOM

ffircumulative index of photos in Chronicle 54.37 Mendelevich was released early, n e ruary 1981, andemigrated to Israel. See Chronicle 61.
38 Allowed to emigrate in summer
39 Zubko was arrested in May 1981 and in July sentencedto 4 years in camps.
40 No. 2-3, 1979.
41 Misspelled there as Zipre.
42 In Chronicle 54 Zinchenko was corrected to Zinenko inthe mnesty edition.
43 Charged with spying for the USA.
44 See also Chronicles 10, 12, 13, 38, 42.
45 For K. Po ra ne s trial see Chronicle 61.46 In August 1981 he was reimprisone .
47 Transferred to an OPH and then released in March 1981.See Chronicle 61 and note 89 below.
48 A minor naccuracy: I.P. Kikilo was in fact this com-mittee's secretary for ideology.
49 See Chronicle 32, pp. 64-67.
50 It has not een possible to check this name. The spell-ing may therefore be inaccurate.
51 See reports of the premiere in a Moscow theatre in TheTimes, 10 July 1981, and The New York Times, 11 July.52 n t is episode see A. Aust n s report n The New YorkTimes, 1 December 1981.
53 ee P, UPI and Reuter reports from Moscow of 28 October1980.
54 Among the signatories were the Estonians Enn Tarto andErik Udam. See UPI report from Moscow, 22 September1980.
55 A reference to the notion that there is little morefreedom in the 'large zone' of Soviet society as a wholethan in the zones (or sections) of labour camps.56 Russka a m sl, 10 April 1980.
57 te y . Sinyavsky and his wife in Paris.58 Published in English translation in 1979 by KaromaPublishers, 3400 Daleview Drive, Ann Arbor, Michigan48103, USA.
59 A full French translation of this 20-page speech appearsin Es rit, Paris, June 1981, with a commentary by T.Mathon.
60 In June 1981 Koryagin was sentenced to 7 years instrict-regime camps, plus 5 in exile.
61 In July 1981 Serebrov was sentenced to 4 years instrict-regime camps, plus 5 in exile. On Grivnina seenote 4 above.
62 In July 1981 Zotov was interned by court order in amental hospital.
63 In March 1981 ShepelUv was sentenced to 6 months ina camp.
64 In part I, chapter 7, and part III, chapter 2.

1 A well-known figure in the book Stor of a Certain Townby the 19th century writer Saltykov- c e r n.2 See the Bibliographical Note below.
3 See endnote 5 in Chronicle 57.
4 In July 1981 Grivn na was sentenced to 5 years' exile.5 Changed in March 1981 to 1 year of corrective tasks,without imprisonment. See Chronicle 61.
6 M. Yakovlev was arrested n ay 981 and sentenced to1 year in a camp in July.
7 Kharitonov, a talented literary scholar, died on 29June 1981.
8 G. ShepelUv was arrested in February 1981 (Chronicle61) and in March sentenced to 6 months in a camp.9 Myasnikov was given 3 years. See Chronicle 61.10 The title relates to the fact that t e oviet Constitu-tion contains 174 articles.
11 Lazareva was sentenced to 10 months in a camp. For hertrial and photograph see Chronicle 61.
12 Maltseva was given a 2-year suspended sentence in spring1981.
13 Brailovsky was sentenced to 5 years' exile in June 1981.14 Bogolyubov was sentenced to 11/2 years in February 1981.See Chronicle 61.
15 Eremen o was sentenced to 21/2 years in a camp in April1981.
16 Wives of political prisoners.
17 Lepilina and Azadovsky were sentenced to 11/2 and 2 yearsin camps, respectively in February and March 1981.18 A Russian emigre organization based in Paris and Frank-furt.
19 In April 1981 Osipova was sentenced to 5 years instrict-regime camps, plus 5 in exile.
20 Nos 7 and 8 were translated in full in the book TheUkrainian Herald: Ethnocide of Ukrainians in the USETTcomp er pseu onymous a sym a ay a , ntro uct onby Robert Conquest, Smoloskyp Publishers (PO Box 6066,Patterson Station, Baltimore,Md. 21231), 1976.21 Included in ibid., pp. 35-161.
22 2nd edition--(a English translation), Weidenfeld &Nicholson, London, 1970.
23 For her trial see Chronicle 61.
24 For his trial see
25 For his trial see rm.
26 On 31 March 1981---Xitunyan was sentenced to 7 yearsin camps plus 5 in exile.
27 For the trial of Niklus and Kukk see Chronicle 61. On27 March 1981 Kukk died in captivity.
28 In March 1981 Kalep was sentenced to 4 years in camps,and in May Madisson received the same, plus 2 years'exile.
29 Sentenced to 2 years in camps plus 2 in exile in April1981.
30 According to Chronicle LCC No 44, Iesmantas (wronglyspelled Jesmantas n ron cle 57) was in fact arrestedon 4 March 1980.
31 Both here and in Chronicle 56 his birth-date is wronglygiven as 1926. It s ay 1928.
32 Corrected from 'Kadzys'. The same name is misspelled
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65 Her brother is Boris Mukhametshin.
66 Published as a book by Sheba Feminist Publishers,London, 1980. The pseudonym is I. Tishchenko.67 See note 12 above.
68 A novel by Venedikt Erofeyev, published in English asMoscow to the End of the Line (Taplinger, USA, 1981).69 astev em grate on une 981.
70 See note 49.
71 This samizdat collection of articles on 'forbiddenthemes' in Soviet history was published in Russian inParis by YMCA Press, 1980.
72 Antsupov was arrested in April 1981 and sentenced inAugust to 6 years in strict-regime camps, plus 5 inexile.
73 In summer 1981 he was ruled not responsible and internedin the Dnepropetrovsk SPH.
74 Seewald Verlag, Stuttgart, 1973 (a translation of theSwedish original).
75 Son Andres (born 1968) and daughter Liis (born 1972).76 Kukk died in Vologda, from being continuously trans-ported big distances in a critical state, on 27 March1981.
77 In 1961-66 and 1967-70. In August 1981 he was sentencedto 5 years in strict-regime camps.
78 In July 1981 Khomenko was given a 3-year suspended sen-tence.
79 See note 34.
80 G. Antonenko, T. Puzanova, L. Staskevich, N. Babayeva,D. Malamura, V. Migashkina, A. Mukhornikova, V. Permi-nova, L. Chernova, 0. Chertovskaya and T. Boyarovskaya.See more details in USSR News Brief (see BibliographicalNote below), 1981, No , tem
81 The 26th CPSU Congress began on 23 February 1981.82 Raikin is a famous Soviet comedian and also a Jew.83 See note 49.
84 By signing a statement about the ending of the pre-trialinvestigation.
85 In September 1981 Airikyan was sentenced to 3 yearsin strict-regime camps (in addition to his currentsentence).
86 Arrested in April 1981 and sentenced in the summer to3 years in strict-regime camps, plus 5 in exile.87 Soldatov and his wife emigrated on 18 May 1981.88 Barats was released after a little more than a month.89 Plakhotnyuk was rearrested in September 1981.90 In August 1981 Ermolayev was reimprisoned in his camp.91 In April 1981 Sarbayev was sentenced to 10 months andpromptly released.
92 Zubatov was a tsarist police agent who set up tradeunions in the early 20th century to try to divert wor-kers from purely political opposition.93 Yury I. FUdorov emigrated in summer 1981.94 Pravda vostoka published further attacks on Seitmuratovaon une
95 Pseudonym of Alexander BabUnyshev (Chronicle 60).96 Russian Social-Democratic Workers' arty - the originalname of the CPSU.

BIBLIOGRAPHICAL NOTE

The original Russian text of Chronicles 60 and 61, of whichthis book is a translation, appeare as booklets withoutannotations, entitled Khronika tekushchikh sob tii, KhronikaPress, New York, 1981.
Earlier issues of the Chronicle are available in Englishas follows. Numbers 16-5 ave een published by AmnestyInternational Publications as booklets (all except No 16still being in print), and numbers 1-16 on microfiche (seeinside back cover for details). Numbers 1-11 appeared,with annotations and 76 photographs, in Peter Reddaway'sUncensored Russia: the Human Ri hts Movement in the Sovietn on, on on an ew or ,
uture issues of A Chronicle of Current Events will bepublished in English y mnesty nternat ona u icationsas they become available.

The most comprehensive source of current, up-to-dateinformation on the sort of events reported with some delayby the Chronicle is the fortnightly USSR News Brief: HumanRi hts e te y Dr Cronid Lubarsky an ava a e roma ers du Samizdat, 48 rue du Lac, 1050 Brussels, Belgium.s a ress prov des the English and Russian editions.In addition, a Japanese edition is available from the SovietCoordination Group of Amnesty International, 2-3-22 Nishi-Waseda, Shinjuku-ju Tokyo 160, Japan; a Dutch editionfrom Stichting Comite V. Boekovski, Postbus 51049, 1007EA Amsterdam, Netherlands; and a German edition from CFM,Kaiserstr. 40, 6000 Frankfurt/Main 1, Germany. A Frenchedition is planned. (Dr Lubarsky has featured in many issuesof the Chronicle since 1972, where his name is spelledKronid Lyu ars y. He emigrated in 1977.)A similar publication, but specializing on the Ukraine,is Herald of Re ression in Ukraine, edited by former prison-er o consc ence a a Svit yc na and available monthlyfrom: P.O. Box 770, Cooper Station, New York, NY 10003,USA.
Many texts referred to briefly in the Chronicle haveappeared in full in A Chronicle of Human ts In theUSSR, Khronika Press, ig t Avenue, ew or ,quarterly (separate Russian and English editions), and(documents of Helsinki groups) in the volumes listed inendnote 2 of Chronicles 43-5. The Samizdat Bulletin, P.O.Box 6128, San ateo, aliforn a A, mont ly, Isalso a useful source, as are, for Ukrainian Helsinki Groupdocuments, several booklets published in English by Smolo-skyp Publishers, P.O. Box 561, Ellicott City, Maryland21043, USA. In French the best source of samizdat textsis Cahiers du Samizdat, 48 rue du Lac, 1050 Brussels, Bel-gium, mont y; in. erman: Samizdat: Stimmen aus dem 'anderenRussland', Kuratorium Geist ge rel e t, ost acun. Switzerland (14 occasional vols to date), andMenschenrechte-Schicksale-Dokumente, Gesellschaft fUr Men-sc enrec te, Kaiserstr. Frankfurt/M, Germany,bimonthly; in Italian: Russia Cristiana, via Martinengo16, 20139 Milan, Italy, imont y; an in Dutch: RuslandBulletin, Fijnje van Salverdastraat 4, Amsterdam-W, et er-an s, imonthly, and the series Rusland Cahiers, StichtingComite V. Boekovski, Postbus 5 A Amsterdam,Netherlands.
For information on persecution of religious believerssee the fortnightly Keston News Service, and for religious
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texts, see Reli ion in Communist Lands (quarterly), both
publications o eston o ege, eat ield Road, Keston,
Kent BR2 6BA, England. For Jewish texts see Jews in the
USSR, 31 Percy Street, London W1P 9FG, England, wee y.
-- Mr Lithuanian texts see translated issues of The Chron-
icle of the Lithuanian Catholic Church (publishe as oo -
ets , g an ou evar , roo yn, New York 11207,
USA; also translations of this and other Lithuanian samizdat
in ELTA, 1611 Connecticut Avenue NW, suite 2, Washington
D.C. 20009, USA.
Other books and periodicals in which readers can find

more details about many of the people mentioned in the
Chronicle are listed in the annotated bibliographies in
t e mnesty International editions of numbers 22-23 and
27, and also appear in the endnotes in each volume.

INDEX OF NAMES

(Numbers in brackets refer to the pages
on which photographs appear)

A NOTE ON PHOTOGRAPHS

Some 850 photos have been published in the English editions
of the Chronicle. They comprise photos of individuals,
demonstrat ons, abour camps, prisons, psychiatric institu-
tions, other buildings, facsimiles of documentary material
and groups of people. An alphabetical index to the first
700 photos appeared as a special supplement at the end
of the English edition of Chronicle 54.

Abdulayev, convict 188, 192
Abdulayeva, Gulizar 4
Aberson, Alla 95
Ablyamitov, Fuat 4, 117
Abovin-Egides, PUtr M., see
PUtr M. Egides

Abramkin, Valery F. 27-9, 108,
110-13, 115, 116, 197, 219,
223-4

Abramov, FUdor 223
Abramova, E. 221
Abramovich, Pavel 76, 149,
182-3

Abrutis, Vytautas 65
Adams, JUri 62
Adrianov, Anatoly V. 123
Afanasev, witness 123
Agapova, Lyudmila 78, 94
Airikyan, Paruir A. 43, 84,
115, 193-4, 230

Akhmadulina, Bella 215
Akhsharumova, Anna 77
AksUnov, Vasily P. 214, 215
Aksinin, Alexander 81-2
Alber, Prof Solomon 97
Albrekht, Vladimir 99
Aleksandrov, witness 186, 191
Aleksandrov, Acad. Anatoly P.
102

Alekseyeva, Elizaveta (Liza)
3, 9, 96, 101-2, 104-5, 173,
217

Alekseyeva, Lyudmila M. 157
Aleksin, dept. head of IGCM 78
AlUshina, Ekaterina 84
Aliev, Musa M. 77
Altshuler, Boris 219
Altunyan, Alexander G. 160
(160)

Altunyan, Genrikh O. 61, 156-
7, 159-61, 204 (160), 228

Altunyan, Rimma 160-1 (160)
Alyabev, Viktor 97-8
Amalrik, Andrei A. 49, 54
Ambartsumyan, Armenian Acad.
203

Ametov, Enver 4
Ananev, witness 186
Andropov, Yury V. 49, 100,
207-8

Andryushechkin, official 128
Anikin, KGB officer 154, 156
Anilionis, official 69
Anishchenko, S. 227
Anisimova, witness 206
Antidi, witness 5, 9-10, 15

Antonenko, Galina 230
Antonov, A.M. 153
Antonovich, A. 223
Antonyuk, Zinovy P. 205
Antsupov, Evgeny 61, 156,
161, 230

Apraksin, Konstantin 4, 86
Aptekar, Leonid 150
Armand, Elena 46, 96
Arshakyan, Azat 162
Arshansky, V.S. 202
Artamonov, B. 31
Arutyunvan, Marzpet 203, 227
Arutyunvan, Shagen 89
Atsuta, Ilva 172
Avstrievskikh, witness 186-
7, 191

Azadovsky, Konstantin M. 39,
(39), 228

Azarenko, hotel orderly 122
Azarkh, Samuil 79
Azbel, Mark 97
Azizov, Kamil 173
Azizova, Kamilla 173
Azizova, T. 95

Babayeva, Nina 230
Babenkov, camp calm. 86
BabUnyshev, Alexander P.
77-8, 224, 230

Babusenko, Col. N.S. 159-61
BadzU, Yury P. 61, 83, 161,
195, 201

Baikova, Nina G. 24, 141-2,
198

Bakhmin, Viktor I. 17
Bakhmin, Vyacheslav I. 3,
17, 23-4, 26, 115, 135,
140, 141, 150, 198

Bakhmutsky, Mikhail 95
Bakucionis, Jurgis 62, 65
Balanyuk, witness 56-7
Balashov, KGB official 146
Barabadze, Anzor M. 184
Baranov, Vadim G. 94
Barats, Galina 99, 207
Barats, Vasily M. 78, 98-9,
207, 230
Bars, E.A. 77
Barsov, V. 94
Batarevsky, Oleg VI. 144
Batovrin, Sergei 213
Baturin, Nikolai (74)
Bazhenova, lawyer 206
Begicheva, Tatyana 35
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Begun, losif 90
Bekirov, witness 5-6, 10
Beloborodov, camp capt 86
Belopolsky, Roman 133
Belotserkovsky, Vadim 214
Belov, Ivan 117
Belov, Sergei P. 207
Berdnichuk, Apollony A. 84
Berenshtein, losif and

Fanya 81
Bereza, KGB capt 59
Berezkin, doctor 53'
Berlinguer, Enrico 128, 130
Berman, Filip 29
Berniichuk - see Berdnichuk
Bespalov, witness 55
Bezglazny, G. - pseudonym

of VI. Kormer
Bitov, Andrei 215
Bitvinskas, Fr. Antanas 71
Blokhina, Tatyana 119-23
Bobryasheva, L.V. 86, 186,

190
Bogdanov, Vladimir V. 3,

8-9
Bogolyubov, Gennady A. 37-9,

211, 228
Bogoraz (-Brukhman),

Larissa I. 12
Boiko, Fr. Vitaly 76
Boitsov, capt 53-4
Boitsova, Lyudmila Y. 4, 150
Bolkhovskoi, M. 117
Bolonkin, Alexander A. 103,

219
Bonner, Elena G. 9, 43-4,

136, 202, 218
Boretsky, I.P. 147
Borisenko, F.F. 186
Borisov, Vladimir E. 40,

185, (185)
Borisova, Elena P. 40, 141,

185, (185)
Borodin, Leonid I. 208
Boyarovskaya, Tamara 230
Brailovskaya, Irina 3, 36-7

79, 97-8
Brailovsky, Leonid V. 98
Brailovsky, Viktor L. 35-7,

79, 97-8, 148-9, 182-3,
219, 228

Brezhnev, Leonid I. 50, 60,
66, 76, 78, 81, 82, 83,
88, 94, 154, 161, 163,
173, 187-90, 199-200, 213

Bridges, Harry 38
Briken, Vyacheslav G. 96
Brodsky, Iosif 29
Brodsky, Vladimir 76, 98-9
Brusentsov, lawyer 53
Budnichenko, lawyer 71
Budny, art dealer 57, 59
Bukhartsev, V.P. 77

Bulakh, Eduard P. 71, 176,
229

Bulgakov, Mikhail A. 29, 215
Burmistrovich, Ilya 45
Burtsev, Vladimir 89, 210
Burtsev, Yury A. 26-31, 32-3,

36, 100, 146, 149-50
Buryakovskaya, Engelina 81
Burzhuademov, K., pseudonym,

see Viktor Sokirko
Bulls, Povilas 62-3, 65, 71
Bykov 25
Bykov, Vladimir 221
Bykova, Elizaveta 1. 184
Bykovsky, Ivan A. 91

Feofanov, Izvestia writer 8
Filatov, invest gator Igor S.

48, 50
Filatova, Irina 17
Filatova, Maria P. 17
Filimonov, Anatoly 186-8,

190-2
Filonov, 0. Ya., first lieut

40
Fleishgakker, Maria 182
Fomin, camp capt 86
Fonchenkov, Fr Vasily 216
Fradkin, Efim S. 102
Freud, Sigmund 38
Fridman, witness 5
Frolov, procurator 187
Frolov, witness 206

Carter, Pres. Jimmy 65
Cerska, bus driver 68
Chalidze, Valery N. 8
Chan Kan Kho (Korean prisoner)

83
Chechetkin, investigator 49
Chegretsky, V.I. 199-200
Cherenkov, prisoner 86
Chernova, Lyubov 230
Chernyavskaya, Inna 158-9
Chernyshev, KGB official 86
Chertkova, Anna V. 206
Chertovskaya, Olga 230
Chikin family 35
Chileyeva, T. 221
Chistikov, Sergei 5, 7-8, 15
Chitanava, Vakhtang 162
Chornovil, Vyacheslav M. 54,

86, 119-24, 161, (121)
Chuiko, Bogdan M. 197, 201-2
Chupyshev, major 210
Cidzikas, Petras 169, (169)

Drell, Dr. Sidney 219
Druskin, Lev 82
Dudko, Fr. Dmitry S. 208,

218, 223
Dvoryansky, Vladimir 6-7
Dyadkin, Iosif G. 115, 153,

197
Dymshits, Mark Y. 196
Dyubchenko, major 175
Dzeboyeva, Zarina 152
Dzhelyayev, Mamut 50
Dzhemilev, Mustafa 4, 6,

90, 131, 133, 188, 219
Dzhemilev, Reshat 11, 15,

86, 219
Dzyuba, Ivan 54, 56-7
Dzyuba, Yury V. 61, 156-7,

159, (157)

Daniel, Yuly M. 45
Danilov, KGB head 95
Dar, David 224
Dasiv, Kuzma 85, 204
Dateshidze, L. 184
Davydov, Viktor V. (Viktor
Ryzhov) 90, 205
Dedushev, Valery 175
Dedyulin, Sergei V. 5, 15, 185
Demidov, Georgy G. 147-8
Denisov, Yury 221
Denisova, Natalya 221
Derevenskova, Evgenia 194

(195)
Devyaten, witness 25
Dmitriyev, citizen 132
Dodonov, lawyer 73
Dokshin, witness 120
Dorofeyeva, B.S. 132-3
Dorosh, V. 53
Dostoevsky, FUclor M. 33
Drabkin, Lazar 95

Efroikin, witness 5-7, 13,
15

Egides, PMtr M. 27, 30,
112, (30)

Elistratov, Viktor 23, 213
Elistratova, Batsheva 23
Eremenko, witness 55
Eremenko, Arnold 37-9, 211,

228
Eremenko, Nikolai A. 77
Ermilov, Judge 127
Ermolayev, Sergei 89, 140,

210, 230
Ermolayeva, Maria P. 140,

210
Erofeyev, Venedikt 29, 230
Erofeyev, Viktor 215
Esenin, Sergei 215
Eshchenko, Tatyana 144-5
Essas, Ilya 149
Evstigneyeva, judge 27
Evsyukov family 199-201
Evsyukov, Serafim S. 86,

198-201

Fadeyev, Sergei 78
Fainberg, V. Ya. 102
Familyant, lawyer 28
Fast, Howard 95
Fedorenko, Ivan C. 90
FUdorov, Pgtr P. 123, 131,

134
FUdorov, S. 92
FMclorov, Vladimir 98
Fthiorov, Yury I. 218, 230
FUdorov, Yury P. 76, 84,

88, 186, 196-7
Fedyakina, Rosa (Rushania)

38-9, 147
FefUlov, Valery A. 31-2,

46, 117, 220
Feigin, M.M. 77

Gaidamachuk, Ekaterina 29,
96

Gainov, Fr. Nikolai 216
Gajauskas, Balys 223
Clinch, Alexander A. 145, 223
Galiullin, prison official 203
Galperin, literary critic 144
Gamburg, Olga 127-30
Gamsakhurdia, Zviad K. 163
Gandzyuk, Vladimir I. 159
Gantsev, investigator 32
Garik, I., see Igor M.

Guberman
Garilov, camp head 86
Garkavenko, expert witness 4
Gastev, Yury A. 46-7, 152-3,

(152), 230
Gasteva, Galina 214
Genchu, Anna T. 159
Gerashchenko, Igor 80
Gershuni, Vladimir L. 29,

91, 116, 150
Carus, T. 9
Gimbutas, Justas 87
Ginzburg, Alexander I. 95, 218
Ginzburg, Irina S., see Irina

S. Zholkovskaya ---
Ginzburg, Vitaly L. 102, 105
Glukh, procurator 198
Glukhikh, witness 186, 191
Glushkov, witness 128, 130
Gnatenko, witness 55
Gnatyshchak, witness 54
Godnev, Valery 150
Gogia, Zurab 162
Goldshtein, Avraam 184
Goldshtein, Grigory A. 184
Goldshtein, Isai A. 184
Golfand, Yury A. 46, 98,

202, 219
Golitsyn, Andrei 94
Golovin, I.N. 215
GorbachUv, Sergei M. 115,

153, 197
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GorbachUva, Zoya 153
Gorbal, Nikolai A. (Mykola
Horbal) 59, 118

Gorbanevskaya, Natalya E. 23
Gorbman, Emil 175
Cordienko, FUdor (74)
Corodko, procurator 52
Gotovtsev, Alexander (pseudo-
nym - A. Rossiisky) 88

Grazulis, Fr 69
Gribovsky, O.A. 199
Grigorenko, camp official 198
Grigorenko, Oleg (160)
Grigorenko, PUtr G. 23, 57,
145, 157-8, 159, (146)

Crigorenko, Zinaida M. 159,
(160)

Grigoreva, Galina 40, 141
Grigoryants, Sergei 93, 209
Grigoryants, Tamara V. 93-4,
209

Grimm, Klaid Yu. 96
Grimm, Sofia 150
Grimm, Yury L. 3, 27, 96,
108, 110-11, 113, 115, 116,
150, 197, 219, (160)

Grishin, Viktor M. 76, 181,
207

Grivnina, Irina V. 16-17,
23-4, 45, 135, 139-40, 219,
(138), 228

Grobov, B. 202
Gromov, KGB official 91
Grossman, Dina 180
Gryunberg, Lyudmila 84
Guberman, Igor M. 89
Gubinsky, major Alexander G.
4, 46, 49

Culko, Boris 76
GumilUv, Nikolai 38, 215
Gurevich, Aron B. 149
Gurevich, Mikhail A. 35,
142-4

Gusarov, Vladimir N. 91
Cusev, V. 131-2
Gvishiani, Acad. Dzhermen 61
Gvozdeva, witness 206

Ioyrysh, A.I. 215
Isayenko, Vladimir 198
Iskander, Fazil 151, 215
Iskra, official 128
Ivachev, witness 120-1
Ivanets, S.N. 199-200
Ivanov, investigator 122-3
Ivanov, A.A. 149
Ivanov, S.K. 215

Jakobs, Hubert 62
Jalinskas, Fr 69
Janulis, Anastazas 62-3, 65,
70-1, (63)

Jurevicius, Mecislovas 68, 169

Haud, Estonian witness 166
Helnowski, Walter 56
Hitler, Adolf 51
Hrushevsky, Michael S. 54

Kosakauskis, Dr. Kalikstas,
171

Kosharovsky, Yuly 91-2, 149
Kosterin, Romen F. 89
Kotsyubinskaya, Mikhailina 161
Koval, Bella 43-4
Kovalchuk, police capt 122
KovalUv, Ivan S. 9, 31, 43-4,
46, 48-9, 87, 92, 96, 106,
116, 136, 214, 219, 220, 223

KovalUv, Sergei A. 14, 47, 83,
103, 150, 194, 218, 219

Kovalsky, witness 5, 9-10, 15
Kovgar, Boris 161
Kozelskaya, Lyubov 60
Kozharinov, Veniamin 5, 15
Kozitsky, Vladimir 175
Kozlov, camp guard 209
Kozlovsky, Evgeny 29
Krainik, Mrs. Darya 39, 52
Krainik, Nikolai M. 51-2, 83
Kramarevsky, Mikhail 175-6
Ksamarevsky, Vasil,/ M. 176
Krasilnikov, MVD major 186-7,
191

Krasin, Viktor A. 5, 14
Krasivsky, Zinovy P. 85
Kravtsov, Igor 156
Kreidlina, Alla 23-4
Kristi, Irina 96
Krivulin, Viktor 35
Kronrod, V. 211
Krylov, writer 189
Krylov, N.A. 77
Krylov, Vladimir V. 30, 145-6
Kryuchkov-Dvoretsky, E.I. 52
Kudryavtsev, Igor A. 17, 33-5,
142-3

Kukk, JUri 62, 164-9, 219,
(165), 228, 230

Kukk, Silvi (165)
Kuleshov, Eduard Y. 89
Kling, Andres 166
Kurchatov, Igor V. 215
Kushnirenko, Igor A. 183-4
Kushnirenko, Viktoria 184
Kuusmaa, Kaljo 164, 167
Kuvakin, Vsevolod D. 27, 41-2,
98-9

Kuznetsov, Eduard S. 43-5, 196
Kvetkauskas, Juozas 171

Iesmantas, Cintautas 65-8,
(67), 228

Ignotas, Mykolas J. 65
Ikonnikov, Mikhail 221
Ilves, Estonian witness 166
Imnadze, Avtandil 197
Ioffe, Alexander 97-8
Ioshpe, Alla 183

Kharitonov, Evgeny 215
Kharitonov, Vladimir 29, 228
Khasin, Yury I. 92-3
Khmara, Stepan I. 52-9
Khodorovich, Sergei 39, 92-3,
96

Khodorovich, Tatyana S. 5,
43-4
Khokhlov, KGB Lt-Col 94
Khokhlushkin, Igor N. 91
Khomenko, Vladimir 172, 230
Khrakovskaya, Natalya 183
Khramtsov, Yury A. 89
Khromova, Alla 17, 132, 134
KhrushchUv, Nikita S. 153,
171

Khurdade, Aishe 50
Khurdade, Gulnar 50
Khusainov, Faizulla 117, 220
Khvotkova, Alexandra 84
Kikilo, Ivan P. 90, 229
Kinash, Nikolai (74)
King, Dr. Martin Luther 104
Kirichenko, Svetlana 61, 161
Kirienko, A. 63
Kirillov-Ugryumov, Viktor G.
78

Kirsipuu, procurator Siim 164
Kirzhnits, D.A. 102
KiselUv, Yury I. 4, 32-3,
117, 213-14, 220

Klementovich, Nikolai 29
Klimakov, A.M. 181
Klochikhina, S. 186
Klose, Kevin 95, 206
Klyuyev, Nikolai 39
Knizhnik, Ilya 213
Kolchin, It-col Valentin A.
45, 48-9
Komarnitsky, Evgeny 30-1
Komarov, Boris (pen-name) 223
Komarova, Nina 85, 94, 136
Kondakova, Nadezhda V. 215
Konnov, witness 186-7, 191
Kononov, Grigory 83
Konoplev, Boris V. 201
Konovalov, KGB investigator
134, 139-40

Konstantinov, N. 4
Kopelev, Lev Z. 82, 214
Kopeleva, Elena 214
Korablev, lawyer 161
Korinets, L.I. 180
Kormer, Vladimir (pseydonym
is G. Bezglazny) 29-30, (30)

Korobeinikov, Leonid V. 41-8
Korostelev, policeman 128
Korsunskaya, Irina (152)
Koryagin, Dr. Anatoly I. 17,
61, 136-8, 139, 162, (138),
229

Koryagina, Galina 137

Kabitsky, lawyer 52
Kabulov, KGB It-gen 135
Kadiyev, Rollan 222
Kadulin, V.A. 199
Kalanta, Roman 65
Kalep, VUljo 62, 228
Kalinauskas, Fr. Leonas 70
Kalistratova, Sofia V. 4, 31,
43, 46, 48, 106, 110-12, 136,
202, 217, 219, (152)

Kaljuvee, T. 166
Kalynets, Igor M. 56
Kampelman, Max 219
Kanevsky, Boris I. 116
Kania, Stanislaw 215
Kapayev, Capt Vyacheslav N.
23-4, 139-40, 146

Kaplun, Irina M. 93, 127,
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A Chronicle •f Currem Events is the journal of the movement for the

defence of human rights in the USSR. In spite of KGB attempts to

suppress it, the journal is still regularly produced in typescript samizdat

inside the Soviet Union and circulated on the chain letter principle.

Following the suppression of Chronicle 59 by the KGB in 1980. much of the

material that was lost in that issue now appears in Chronick 60. One of the

longer compilations on human rights abuses in the USSR yet to be produced. it

documents the trials of Lithuanian human and national rights activists—like

Vytautas Skuodis and Povilas Peceliunas—and religious activists. such as the

Catholics Genovaite Navickaitc and Ona Vitkauskaite. It also follows the

continuing persecution of a group defending the rights of the disabled. and

reports on the arrest and trial of two members of a Moscow group set up to

examine the political abuse of psychiatry.

The arrest of the last two members of this group—Felix Serebrov and

Anatoly Koryagin—is documented in Chronkk 61, together with the trials of

the Podrabinek brothers. Besides describing the trials of dissenters in Georgia

and Estonia, and more Helsinki monitors in the Ukraine. it highlights the

arrest of the Jewish emigration activist Viktor Brailovsky and the trial of the

Soviet feminist. Natalya Lazareva.

Both issues of the Chronicle supply more evidence of the persecution of

religious believers and of these who wish to emigrate. They also include

detailed reports from prisons, camps and psychiatric hospitals.

Great services have been rendered by the editors of the Chronicle

of Current Events. The history of the Chronicle is the history of a

total moral defeat for the authorities.
Dr ANDREI SAKHAROV

The Chronicle has maintained an astonishing level of accuracy.

Notwithstanding ten years of constant KGB harassment and the

arrest or exiling abroad of more than a hundred of its editors,

correspondents, distributors and couriers, it has held with quiet

courage and tenacious integrity to the highest journalistic

standards of objectivity.
TIMES LITERARY SUPPLEMENT

All these years the Chronicle has heroically resisted the tyranny and

provocation of the authorities, incurring very heavy losses in the

process . .. It is impossible to overestimate the educative

importance of the Chronicle, which by its integrity has influenced

everyone in the human rights movement and also numerous other

readers in the USSR and abroad.
MOSCOW 'HELSINKI MONITORING GROUP'

Includes an invaluable survey of samizdat.
LEONID PLYUSHCH
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